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Preface  

While natural disasters occurred with increased frequency at the end of the 
1990s, especially in the Alpine regions including Austria, it became obvi-
ous that a joint research and development platform on natural hazards and 
risk management was in demand. The priority and necessity for such a fo-
rum was commonly perceived and finally met with the formation of the 
alpS- Centre for Natural Hazard and Risk Management. The alpS-
platform was established in Innsbruck in the centre of the Alps, bringing 
together important stakeholders from Alpine regions under the umbrella of 
a one research centre. Thus, the vision of unified natural hazard research 
could actually be transformed into reality.  

The seminal cooperation culture of alpS is focussed on project-specific, 
close and long-term ties with business and scientific partners. This strategy 
aligned perfectly with the Austrian research sponsorship programme Kplus 
which proofed to be an excellent framework for a research and develop-
ment centre such as alpS. 

The overall thematic proximity of most alpS-projects to public respon-
sibilities inevitably led to closer cooperation with state agencies as well as 
other public authorities. According to the integral risk management con-
cept applied, the participation of all relevant players was called for and 
could be realised within all alpS-projects related to natural hazard and risk 
management.  

In the light of rapid demographic and economic changes, which aroused 
intensive conflict of interest and a significant increase of risk potentials, 
research into adaptation strategies for highly populated mountain areas 
needed to envisage such an approach. In this respect, interdisciplinary re-
search and development clearly signifies a fundamental contribution. 

This book intends both to describe central approaches to sustainable 
handling of natural hazards followed by alpS and to deliver insights into 
concrete projects conducted at the centre between 2002 and 2008. Addi-
tionally, natural, climatic and socio-economic issues of current and future 
challenges in Alpine areas are presented as well. Finally, the book echoes 
the experiences made in the alpS Centre throughout its first years of exis-
tence.  

The projects described were selected on the basis of transdisciplinarity 
and integral risk management requirements. They intend to provide an in-
sight into the possibilities of modelling and effective monitoring of natural 
hazard processes. Additionally, the focus rests upon the application of cut-
ting edge methods and techniques in this realm in order to meet the re-
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quirements of meticulous data processing and collection. Common to all 
projects is their focus on preventive and active risk management, including 
the analysis, evaluation and sustainable governance of risks within a con-
cept of integral risk management. 

Besides natural scientific and technical aspects of natural hazard and 
risk management, their socio-economic perspectives are notably acknowl-
edged and given high priority. Above all, this approach of alpS and its 
network of partners has successfully shown that an active and integral 
handling of natural hazards is both sustainable and effective.  

Finally we would like to thank all project partners – especially authors 
and reviewers, the scientific and business partners as well as public au-
thorities – for their cooperation and support in all respects. The success of 
alpS and as a result, this book could not have been achieved without the 
input and engagement of all these partners involved. 

 
Eric Veulliet - Hans Stötter - Hannelore Weck-Hannemann 
March 2009 
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1 Global Change and Natural Hazards: New 
Challenges, New Strategies 

J. Stötter, H. Weck-Hannemann, E. Veulliet 

1.1 Introduction 

A contribution to a sustainable natural hazard management is, according to 
the title, the major goal of this volume. This has to follow certain demands 
which arise from the basic understanding of the idea of sustainability. Fol-
lowing the definition of former WCED secretary Brundtland that sustain-
able development must meet the needs of both present and future genera-
tions (World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987) this 
concept is future-oriented (Fig. 1.1). Furthermore, there is a common un-
derstanding of the sustainability-concepts’ three basic components: eco-
nomic, social and ecological development (e.g. Enquete Kommission 
1998; UNDESA 2002). Both, understanding the complex processes and 
providing society-relevant solutions requires expertise from many different 
disciplines or in broader terms, complementary interrelated research activi-
ties.  

 
Fig. 1.1 Gro Harlem Brundtland´s definition of "Sustainability"
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Apart from that, the idea of sustainability is strongly linked to the mani-
fold processes of Global Change. In a systematic approach, the links be-
tween processes impacting on a global scale like global climate change and 
globalisation and that of a regional/local dimension of sustainability are 
obvious.  

In such a context, it is both the conviction and the emphasis of the edi-
tors of this volume that Global Change not only involves climate change 
and greenhouse gas emissions, nor can it be understood in terms of a sim-
ple cause-effect paradigm. The term Global Change covers all natural 
physical, chemical, biological and societal processes, which have effects 
on the system earth as a whole, whereas human beings are both acting as 
drivers of Global Change processes and reacting as recipients of the con-
sequences (Nationales Komitee für Global Change Forschung 2005). Con-
sequently, research regarding these processes has to focus on the interrela-
tions between human society and all other driving components of the earth 
system, both at present and in future. 

Consequently, a firm disciplinary basis of the situation needs the com-
pany of integrative research approaches to fully understand the man-
environment system and the complex interactions of its controlling factors 
and actors (see already WBGU 1993). This understanding of the interrela-
tions between Global Change and sustainability are closely linked to the 
fundamental ideas of the Earth System Science Partnership (ESSP), which 
intends to "bring together researchers from diverse fields, and from across 
the globe, to undertake an integrated study of the Earth System: its struc-
ture and functioning; the changes occurring to the System; and, the impli-
cations of those changes for global sustainability" (stated at the Global 
Change Open Science Conference: Challenges of a Changing Earth at Am-
sterdam 2001). 

Thus, many scientists across all disciplines increasingly perceive that 
the earth is a complex and sensitive system regulated by natural processes 
- and influenced, significantly and as never before, by human impacts. 
Moreover, it is acknowledged that bridges have to be built across disci-
plines in order to understand the complex interrelations within this man-
environment system. This is reflected, e.g., by new theory-based scientific 
discussions which may end up in newly designed disciplines like "Sustain-
ability Science" (Fig. 1.2), "Social Ecology" or even a new "Integrative 
Geography". 
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Fig. 1.2  Conceptional structure of Sustainability Research  

Both Sustainability Science and Social Ecology tend to see the relation 
between man/society and nature as so-called "coupled systems" which are 
both determined by and determining each other. These disciplines aim at a 
deeper understanding of non-linear, complex and self-organising systems 
and finding of solutions for the complex problems of society which they 
determine to be the major research task of the 21st century (e.g. Stötter and 
Coy 2006). The position of these newly designed disciplines differs 
strongly from the situation within geography, a discipline which has un-
derstood man-environment relationship as its immanent paradigm since the 
very beginning of scientific geography which is, at least to some extent, 
now a re-discovered focus (Weichhart 2005).  

1.2. Global Change Processes 

1.2.1 Changes in the temperature system 

The publication of the Fourth IPCC Report in early 2007 has fostered a 
worldwide awareness of the ongoing processes of Global Climate Change. 
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Although the predicted magnitude of future climate change has varied 
throughout the last decade (see former IPCC reports), from a present point 
of view all model results outlining scenarios of future potential climate 
conditions suggest a remarkable warming throughout the 21st century. 

According to recent results of the IPCC, global average surface tem-
perature has increased since the mid 19th century by 0.76°C ± 0.19°C 
(Solomon et al. 2007). This general warming trend has increased espe-
cially over the last ca. 50 years with an average of 0.13°C ± 0.03°C per 
decade (Fig. 1.3). The argument of an accelerating warming finds strong 
support and thus is highlighted by the glances taken at the developments of 
the last twelve years (1995 to 2006), eleven of which – the exception being 
1996 – rank among the twelve warmest years on record since 1850. 

 

 
Fig. 1.3 Patterns of linear global temperature trends over the period 1850 to 2005 
for the last 25 (yellow), 50 (orange), 100 (magenta) and 150 years (red). The left 
hand axis shows temperature anomalies relative to the 1961 to 1990 average and 
the right hand axis shows estimated actual temperatures, both in °C (Trenberth et 
al. 2007) 

This global temporal development may be exemplified by two recent 
examples of temperature extremes on seasonal level, summer 2003 and 
winter 2006/2007. The summer of 2003 (June to August) was by far the 
warmest since the beginning of regular instrumental recording in Central 
Europe (e.g. Schönwiese et al. 2004). In Germany, the average temperature 
of summer 2003 of 19.4°C was 3.4K above the average of the period of 
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1961-1990, a fact that according to Schönwiese et al. (2004) occurs with a 
probability of p = 0.7 ·10-6 (return period >  1 million years). But when we 
compare the summer of 2003 with the time-period between 1994 and 
2003, the occurrence probability mirrors a much more realistic picture with 
the values p = 0.0022 and an annual occurring-probability of approxi-
mately 450 years. 

Following the explanations of Schär et al. (2004), the summer of 2003 
constituted a comparably extreme singularity in Switzerland (Fig. 1.4) with 
an return period of the dimension of 106 years.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1.4 Comparison of summer temperature 2003 to the Gaussian distribution of 
summer temperatures from 1864 to 2000 in Switzerland (The values in the lower 
right corner indicate the standard deviation (σ) and the 2003 anomaly normalised 
by the 1864 to 2000 standard deviation (T’/σ)) (after Schär et al. 2004) 

Not less interestingly, a tentative analysis of the average temperature of 
the winter of 2006/2007 (September – April) leads towards similar impres-
sions. For the meteorological station of Munich Airport, the comparison 
between values of “winter 2006/2007” and the average of the period 1961-
1990 led to a probability of such a warm winter in p < 10-6 (again return 
period in the dimension of 1 million years). But this relation changes quite 
strongly when we consider the recent past as a basis for our comparison. 
Taking into account the winters of the time-period between 1992 and 
2006, the probability still appears quite extreme (p = 0.5 ·10-5; return pe-
riod ca. 200.000 years). But once integrated into our comparison, winter 
2006/07 seems to make the probability more understandable (p = 0.005; 
return period ca. 200 years). 
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1.2.2 Changes in the hydro-meteorological system 

In recent years, both precipitation and runoff in Central Europe seem to 
have undergone a development that followed a similar pattern of exceed-
ing values which have not been recorded since the beginning of regular 
measurements. Different river systems have experienced extreme floods, 
i.e. river Oder in July 1997, Rhine, Lech, Inn and Danube in May 1999, 
Weichsel in July 2001, Danube and Elbe and contributing rivers in August 
2002, Lech and Inn in August 2005 (Table 1.1).  

Table1.1 Extreme precipitation and runoff events in Central Europe in the last 10 
years * Na (North anti-cyclonal) und NEz (North-East cyclonal), SEz (South-East 
cyclonal), TrW (trough above Western Europe). 

Flood 
event 

Rivers Precipitation 
dimension 

Runoff dimension synoptic 
system* 

July 
1997 

Oder > 400% (Fuchs 
and Rudolf 
2002) 
> 100 years 
(Jarabac and 
Chlebek 2000) 

>> 100 years TrW, Na, 
NEz 

May 
1999 

Rhine, Lech, 
Inn, Danube 

> 300%  
50-100 years 
(Fuchs et al. 
2000) 

200-300 years  
(Vogelbacher and 
Kästner 1999) 

SEz  
(= Vb) 

August 
2002 

Danube, Elbe 
and contribut-
ing rivers 

> 100 years 100-200 years 
(Gewässerkundlicher 
Dienst Bayern 2002) 

SEz 

August 
2005 

Inn, Lech 50-100/200 
years 
(Habersack 
and Krapetz 
2006) 

100-200 years   
(> 5000 years) 

SEz 

 
By means of pure description, this data inevitably hints at a massive 

change in the “precipitation – runoff”-relationship. This idea is supported 
by first systematic analyses runoff records at different gauging stations in 
SW-Germany, where Caspary (2006) could explain that there is a marked 
change in the annual reoccurrence-rate of runoff. As shown for the river 
Danube, the HQ value for a flood of 100 years return period based on the 
recording of 45 years (1932-1976) is clearly below that similar events 
based on 25 years analysis of the recent past (1977-2002). This highlights 
that the magnitude has grown quite dramatically (Table 1.2). In the mean-
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time, the occurrence probability of an event in the dimension which refers 
to former 100 years return period has increased by the factor 10. 

Table 1.2 HQ-values [m³s-1] and confidence intervals (95% significance level) for 
the gauging station Beuron/Danube as function of return period based on Gumbel 
distribution (Caspary 2006). 

 Return period T (years) 
Time 
of re-
cord-
ing 

2 5 10 20 25 50 100 200 

1932-
1976 

104 
±12% 

147 
±12% 

175 
±16%

202 
±17%

210 
±18%

237 
±19%

263 
±20% 

289 
±20% 

1932-
2002 

125 
±12% 

187 
±13% 

229 
±15%

269 
±16%

281 
±16%

320 
±16%

359 
±18% 

397 
±18% 

1977-
2002 

193 
±20% 

292 
±22% 

358 
±25%

421 
±26%

457 
±27%

502 
±28%

563 
±29% 

 

 
Once applied to a “frequency – magnitude”-matrix, these calculations 

can be visualised quite nicely in their “change”-dimension (Fig. 1.5). The 
fundamental finding mirrors a strong increase of the hazard potential 
caused by the runoff/flood process.  
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Fig. 1.5 Change of the “frequency – magnitude”-relationship at the gauging sta-
tion Beuron/Danube in the period 1932-2002 

The direction of this argument finds support in the analysis of two inde-
pendent flood events of river Rhine in 1993 and 1995 with its ≥100 years’ 
return period dimension (p ≤ 0.01) by Griser and Beck (2003). The prob-
ability of the occurrence of two such extreme events follows a binominal 
distribution, where k = number of events, n = time between two events and 
p = probability: 

 
knk pp

knk
nP −−
−

= )1(
)!(!

!
 

 (eq. 1.1) 

 
The application of this model shows that different river systems have 

experienced a rather unpredictable coupling of flood events during the re-
cent past (Table 1.3). This may also serve as an indicator for a trend to-
wards a more intensive precipitation - runoff relationship.  
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Table 1.3 : Probability of two independent extreme flood events (return period ≥ 
100 years) within a short period of time following a binominal distribution. 

River Years of event Probability 
Rhein 1993, 1995 1 : 3360 
Danube 1999, 2002 1 : 2700 
Elbe 2002, 2006 1 : 1030 
Lech 1999, 2005 1 : 690 

 
These developments are even more apparent in the case of the “Bregen-

zer Ache”-river in Vorarlberg, Austria. Three flood events of a dimension 
of ≥ 100 years have occurred in the years 1999, 2002 and 2005 at the 
gauging station in Mellau (Passer and Partner 2006). The statistical prob-
ability of such an accumulation of extremes evidences how unlikely such 
an event is (p < 0.0001). Furthermore, it demonstrates that the changes in 
the hydro-meteorological subsystem are comparable to those observed in 
the realm of temperature.  

Additionally, these findings on both temperature and precipitation-
runoff system changes evidence that there exists a severe, ongoing change 
in the natural system which inevitably results in a new relationship be-
tween frequency and magnitude that has not been experienced within the 
last Millennium (for temperature see Fig. 1.6). 

Fig. 1.6 Records of Northern Hemisphere temperature variation during the last 
1300 years, with 12 reconstructions using multiple climate proxy records shown in 
colour and instrumental records shown in black (Solomon et al. 2007) 
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1.2.3 Explanation - trying to find the key driver 

The explanation to all these events appears inextricably linked with chang-
ing climate conditions. Following the investigations of Fricke (2002), this 
development may be explained as a consequence of a significant and ongo-
ing increase of synoptic situations (“Großwetterlagen”) causing rainfall 
with high intensity since the beginning of the 20th century. Although the 
record shows some drawbacks (interruption), there is a general trend (Fig. 
1.7) that includes the Vb-situation apparent when a low pressure system 
moves from the Mediterranean Sea anti-clockwise around the Alps thus 
causing quite effective rainfall at the northern fringe of the Alps (e.g. the 
flood events in August 2002 and in August 2005).  

 

 
Fig. 1.7 Synoptic situations with a significant increase of summer days (June-
August) with daily precipitation > 30 mm (Fricke 2002) 

However, all events described above have shown that infrequent ex-
treme temperatures and extreme precipitation intensities follow a simple 
temporal distribution - a pattern that appears in similar shape to a ‘Normal’ 
or ‘Gaussian’ curve with the extremes at the high and low ends of the 
range of values (Fig. 1.8). Hence the probability of occurrence of values 
for some variables in this range is called a “probability distribution func-
tion” (PDF). As outlined in the IPCC Report, simple statistical reasoning 
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indicates that substantial changes in the frequency of extreme events can 
result from a relatively small shift of the distribution of a climate variable 
(Solomon et al. 2007). As shown in Fig. 1.8, a small shift (corresponding 
to a small change on average) can have an effect on the frequency of ex-
tremes at either end of the distribution. An increase in the frequency of one 
extreme (e.g., seasonal temperature or rainfall intensity) may be accompa-
nied by a decline in the opposite extreme. Nevertheless, changes in the 
variability or shape of the distribution can complicate this simple picture.  

 

Fig. 1.8 Scheme showing the effect on extreme temperatures when the mean tem-
perature increases, for a normal temperature distribution (Solomon et al. 2007) 

Although it has to be considered that due to both the ratio type and the 
non-Gaussian distribution of data, linear trend functions are not appropri-
ate means to describe the frequency - magnitude of precipitation, the shift-
ing of the precipitation events doubtlessly can be understood as following 
a similar systematic background. 

1.2.4 Consequences 

While the regional downscaling for Southern Germany shows comparable 
trends towards an increasing precipitation until the mid-21st century, re-
sults from Alpine areas appear far from uniform in this regard (e.g. Ar-
beitskreis KLIWA 2006). This also reflects in the general problems of re-
gional scale modelling in mountain areas. Although there is an urgent need 
for further regional differentiation by improved modelling, wide consensus 
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exists on the contention that e.g. "in all parts of Germany current vulner-
ability is high in the water sector, due to increasing flood risk and high po-
tential for damage" (Schröter et al. 2006). Consequently, first official reac-
tions took a changing precipitation clearly into account, at the same time 
focusing on runoff interrelations for the planning of protection measures 
against flooding. In Bavaria, for instance, a so called "climate change fac-
tor" has been introduced for the dimensioning of design events for the run-
off process. 

The climate change factor was set to 15% up to HQ100 (p > 0.01) and 
7.5% up to HQ500 (0.01 ≥ p > 0.002) as a contribution to improved future 
protection (StMUGV 2004). Though this first step can be identified as a 
future-oriented way of thinking and acting, there is a far wider need for ac-
tivities. Precipitation and runoff scenarios have to be modelled on a de-
tailed regional scale assuming different defined global climate impacts as 
LfU (2005) showed that there is a disperse regional pattern (Table 1.4 and 
Fig. 1.9). 

Table 1.4 Regional climate change factors for different annualities for five hydro-
logical regions of Baden Württemberg (see Fig. 1.9) (Arbeitskreis KLIWA 2006). 

Climate Change Factors Return 
period 
[years] 

Region 
1 

Region 
2 

Region 
3 

Region 
4 

Region 
5 

2 1.25 1.50 1.75 1.50 1.75 
5 1.24 1.45 1.65 1.45 1.67 

10 1.23 1.40 1.55 1.43 1.60 
20 1.21 1.33 1.42 1.40 1.50 
50 1.18 1.23 1.25 1.31 1.35 
100 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.25 1.25 
200 1.12 1.08 1.07 1.18 1.15 
500 1.06 1.03 1.00 1.06 1.05 
≥1000 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
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Fig. 1.9 Hydrological regions of Baden Württemberg (Arbeitskreis KLIWA 2006) 

1.3 Global Climate Change and its Future Regional 
Implications  

1.3.1 The Global Frame 

As visible from the Fourth IPCC-report, climate change will go on while 
most-possibly causing further damages within the natural environment sys-
tem that are related to natural hazard processes. No matter which decisions 
are made by the global society to reduce greenhouse gas emission, proc-
esses of global warming are unlikely to stop within the 21st century. Fol-
lowing the terminology of the IPCC working group, it is obvious (i.e. 
probability of occurrence > 99%) that most land areas will discover more 
warmer and fewer cold days and nights, warmer and more frequent hot 
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days and nights as well as a frequency increase of warm spells/heat waves 
(Fig. 1.10). 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1.10 (a) Globally averaged changes in heat waves (defined as the longest pe-
riod in the year of at least five consecutive days with maximum temperature at 
least 5°C higher than the climatology of the same calendar day). (b) Changes in 
spatial patterns of simulated heat waves between two 20-year means (2080–2099 
minus 1980–1999) for the A1B scenario (Meehl et al. 2007) 

The dimension of the modelled surface warming differs on the basis of 
three different scenarios (IPCC Special report on emission scenarios). 
While for scenario B1 the warming might be termed rather moderate, the 
scenarios A1B and A2 show drastic increases in temperature (Fig. 1.11). 
Thus, a warming up to 7°C until the end of the 21st century needs to be 
taken into consideration for some regions of the northern hemisphere. 
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Fig. 1.11 Multi-model mean of annual mean air temperature change (°C) for the 
scenarios B1 (top), A1B (middle) and A2 (bottom), and three time periods, 2011 
to 2030 (left), 2046 to 2065 (middle) and 2080 to 2099 (right) in comparison to 
the average of the period 1980 to 1999 (Meehl et al. 2007) 

It is considered likely (i.e. probability > 95%) for the 21st century that 
the frequency of heavy precipitation events or the proportion of total rain-
fall from heavy falls will increase in most of the areas.   

1.3.2 Regional Implications for the 21st Century 

A downscaling of the global climate change trends onto European scale 
shows a regional differentiation between Northern and Southern Europe. 
Following the explanations of Christensen et al. (2007), the average annual 
warming in Central and Southern Europe (south of 48°, Fig. 1.12) resides 
within a range from 2.2°C to 5.1°C will be ca. 3.5°C in the 21st century, 
accompanied by extremer warming during summer seasons (Table 1.5, 
Fig. 1.13). Furthermore, the report puts forward the contention that all 
summers, autumns and years will be warmer compared to the time-period 
between 1980 and 1999, at the same time claiming that there is a 95%-
chance to evidence such changes in winter and spring too. 
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Fig. 1.12 Temperature anomalies with respect to 1901 to 1950 for Europe (south 
of 48°), land regions for 1906 to 2005 (black line) and as simulated (red envelope) 
by MMD models incorporating known forcings; and as projected for 2001 to 2100 
by MMD models for the A1B scenario (orange envelope). The bars at the end of 
the orange envelope represent the range of projected changes for 2091 to 2100 for 
the B1 scenario (blue), the A1B scenario (orange) and the A2 scenario (red) 
(Christensen et al. 2007).  
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Table 1.5 Regional averages of temperature and precipitation projections from a 
set of 21 global models in the MMD for the A1B scenario. The mean temperature 
and precipitation responses are first averaged for each model over all available 
realisations of the 1980 to 1999 period from the 20th Century Climate in Coupled 
Models (20C3M) simulations and the 2080 to 2099 period of A1B. Computing the 
difference between these two periods, the table shows the minimum, maximum, 
median values among the 21 models, for temperature (°C) and precipitation (%) 
change (after Christensen et al. 2007). 

Temperature [°C] Precipitation [%] 

Season 
Median Mini-

mum 
Maxi-
mum 

Median Mini-
mum 

Maxi-
mum 

DJF 
2.6 1.7 4.6 -6 -16 6 

MAM 
3.2 2.0 4.5 -16 -24 -2 

JJA 
4.1 2.7 6.5 -24 -53 -3 

SON 
3.3 2.8 5.2 -9 -29 -9 

Year 
3.5 2.2 5.1 -9 -27 -9 

 
Admittedly, scenarios of both average and extreme precipitation face 

higher degrees of quantitative uncertainty than one would hope for – a 
situation that impacts on the prognosis of temperature changes too. Never-
theless, some interesting patterns can be highlighted: Once average pre-
cipitation is simulated to show only limited change, high extremes of pre-
cipitation are very likely to increase in magnitude and frequency in Central 
and Southern Europe at winter seasons. Furthermore, an extreme short-
term precipitation may increase in summer too as an increased water va-
pour content of a warmer atmosphere enters despite of a general decrease 
in average precipitation (e.g. Frei et al. 2006, Beniston et al. 2007). With 
respect to the frequency – magnitude relationship, however, much deeper 
changes are expectable in the realm of reocurrence frequency of precipita-
tion extremes than in the magnitude of extremes (e.g. Huntingford et al. 
2003; Barnett et al. 2006). 
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Fig. 1.13 Temperature and precipitation changes over Europe from the MMD-
A1B simulations. Top row: Annual mean, DJF and JJA temperature change be-
tween 1980 to 1999 and 2080 to 2099, averaged over 21 models. Middle row: 
same as top, but for fractional change in precipitation. Bottom row: number of 
models out of 21 that project increases in precipitation 

 
As some of the hazard processes are strongly related to precipitation, a 

change towards single precipitation events of higher intensity will produce, 
for example, floods and/or debris flow processes with a higher energy po-
tential. 

In addition to such direct impacts on the natural hazard processes, there 
are also indirect effects related to warmer conditions, e.g. through a melt-
ing of the alpine cryosphere. While snow immediately reacts to warmer 
conditions, glaciers and alpine permafrost bodies only scarcely show reac-
tions after a time lag from years to decades. The main effects this loss of 
ice takes on hazard processes are: a) large areas of unstable rock material 
are freshly exposed to erosion processes, and b) release zones of these 
mass movement processes are situated at higher altitudes causing higher 
energy-potentials and process-dynamics. Notwithstanding positive impacts 
on vegetation resulting from the protection against specific erosion proc-
esses (due to the rising tree-line and vegetation boundaries), all natural 
hazard processes except avalanches show an increase in process magnitude 
and/or frequency (Bader and Kunz 1998).  
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1.3.3 Globalization: Socio-economic Change and its Regional 
Implications 

Which impacts do processes of global climate change and more pro-
nounced reoccurrences of natural hazards such as floods, storms and ex-
treme temperatures more specifically take on society? How are physical 
environment, economic activities, social institutions and, more generally, 
living conditions and well-being of individuals affected by processes of 
global change? Although human activity inevitably impacts on natural 
hazard processes at all levels, it is of prime relevance in the discussion of 
global change to highlight increasing damage potential in the areas af-
fected and provoked by these hazards. At the same time, these develop-
ments on the part of natural hazards processes are accompanied by signifi-
cant socio-economic changes that are crucial for the overall development 
of damages. To these ends, not only an increase of risk potentials, but also 
a significant increase of vulnerability appears clearly identifiable.  

The Global Frame 

On a global scale potential risk increases links with other factors such as 
increase rates of the world population or increases of gross national prod-
ucts in the countries concerned. While the world population counted some 
2.5 billion inhabitants back in 1950, it increased to a total of 6.5 billion un-
til 2005 and will further grow to 9 billion by 2050 (Statistics Austria 
2008). Additionally, rates of growth appear to display very differently: 
While the annual population growth rate was at a low level at dawn of the 
21st century in the industrialised world (with a value of 0.25), it heralded to 
some 1.46 in developing countries. The increased concentration of the 
population in metropolitan areas and mega-cities further intensifies this 
situation with the fact that a natural disaster in these areas would be even 
more devastating. This tendency appears easily identifiable in most cities 
of the world’s developing countries because the population sizes of Sao 
Paolo, Dehli, Jakarta, Dhaka or Lagos has increased dramatically there 
(Munich Re 2005).  

Not only the citizens affected are important in this context, but also the 
intensity of damage potentials measured with accumulated economic data 
has increased dramatically. Whilst the global GDP mirrored growth-rates 
of 3-5% annually, regional differences seem to prevail accordingly. This is 
true for GDP growth rates which are relatively high in emerging econo-
mies on the one hand and for the absolute level of the GDP on the other, 
which is estimated on average at 40.000 $US per capita in richer countries 
and at 200 $US per capita in poorer ones.  
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Especially in poorer countries issues like confronting natural hazards are 
crucial due to merely revolving around pure survival. Due to their eco-
nomic strength, however, developed countries are generally better 
equipped to confront the challenges natural hazards enshrine, because they 
have the possibility to implement individually or collectively financed pro-
tection measures that support prevention of damages. On the other hand, 
the accumulation of consumer goods subsequently alters the number of po-
tential damages from hazard-processes too. 

Developments in the Alpine Region 

Within industrialised countries, people living in mountain regions are 
among those affected earliest by global climate change. On the one hand, 
indications of global climate change grasp earlier in mountain environ-
ments than in areas of moderate climate, and on the other hand, the conse-
quences of such changes are more significant within the populations of 
mountain regions as there are not many options available when faced with 
the need to adapt to global climate change. Only a low proportion of land 
is suitable for permanent housing. In addition, the population depends on 
relatively few economic sectors, foremost on tourism and to a lesser extent 
on agriculture, each of which is highly dependent on the ‘state of the envi-
ronment’ (Steininger and Weck-Hannemann 2002).  

In the course of the 20th century, population growth has been accompa-
nied by a considerable increase in individual demands for space in almost 
all communities. Especially small villages which are often lying in shel-
tered positions have been turned into accumulations of buildings greater in 
number and bigger in size and covering a much larger area than ever be-
fore. Furthermore, the socio-economic aspect of a change from a society 
predominantly determined by agriculture to a society of mobility and lei-
sure inevitably constitutes a decisive factor in the development of the 
overall situation. This process inextricably links with an additional pres-
ence of externals (the “tourists”) at specific periods (holidays seasons, 
weekends), which multiplies the original Alpine population. In addition, it 
is closely connected with an almost complete loss of the awareness of 
natural hazards and the associated risks and a related decrease in risk ac-
ceptance. All these aspects connected to a change in the man-made envi-
ronment have led to a higher probability of the presence of human beings 
and property and thus to an increase in the value of items becoming ex-
posed to hazard processes. For reasons of simplicity, this will be illustrated 
selectively by indicators referring to the development of the resident popu-
lation as well as of temporary population (tourism) and the inventory of 
buildings in the alpine region of Tyrol (Table 1.6). 
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The total population of Tyrol, for instance, increased in the period be-
tween 1951 and 2001 by 73% (= factor 1.73), a trend that mirrored in 96% 
of the communities. This development has two reasons: First of all, com-
munities close to Innsbruck and alongside the developing zone situated in 
the Inntal-valley could significantly gain in population size due to subur-
banisation processes. Secondly, the total population of alpine valleys grew 
because tourism became the dominant economic sector and opened up for 
new job opportunities and wealth (Stötter et al. 2002, Stötter 2007). This 
development simultaneously increased the probability of presence in the 
communities and with it the total damage potentials.  

As easily assumable, changes in population development did not occur 
without leaving their stamp on the basic structures of buildings: They rap-
idly changed in terms of numbers, quality and functions. These changes 
readily served as indicators for developments both within society and with-
in the social and economic structures and processes of Alpine regions. 
However, this increase of the basic fabric of buildings was accompanied 
by an enhanced demand for surface areas in the regions concerned – a de-
velopment which prominently mirrored in changes of the overall picture of 
cultivated landscapes, too. On average, though, the overall number of resi-
dential buildings has quintupled - a significant increase when put in com-
parison to the 70%-increase of population in Alpine areas. Furthermore, 
this development also mirrores changes in ways of life: more small fami-
lies, single-households and an enhanced individual demand of living space 
(Kanitscheider 2008a, Kanitscheider 2008b).  
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Table 1.6 Factor of changes and statistic classification figures on the communal 
level: Resident population, residential buildings, overnight stays (35 communities 
failed to provide information on overnight stays in 1954), guest beds (36 commu-
nities failed to provide information on the number of guest beds), accommodation 
buildings (in 35 communities accommodation buildings had not existed in 1945), 
and the potential population.  

Classification 
figure 

Time 
period 

Quan-
tity 

Arith-
metic 
mean 

Stan-
dard 
devia-
tion 

Maxi-
mum 

Mini-
mum 

Resident 
population  

1951-
2001 

278 1,73 0,62 6,44 0,50 

Residential 
buildings 

1945-
2001 

278 5,10 2,27 15,68 1,03 

Overnight 
stays 

1954-
2001 

243 43,43 128,95 1391,7
3 

0,16 

Guest beds 1954-
2001 

242 7,20 8,66 93,81 0,06 

Accomoda-
tion build-
ings 

1945-
2001 

243 6,12 8,41 90,00 1,00 

Potential 
population 

1951/5
4-2001 

278 4,76 1,96 15,14 1,06 

 
The significant increase of damage potential through an enhanced like-

lihood of presence of persons in their homes becomes even more serious 
when tourism-aspects are taken into account. Put more precisely, the factor 
“likelihood of presence” appears even more virulent once tourists are pre-
sent in the communities. If we examine the number of overnight stays 
within the time-period 1954-2001 more closely, we soon discover that the 
factor 43 in the realm of the average increase mirrors the rapid develop-
ment in the tourism sector of Tyrol quite nicely (99% of Tyrol’s communi-
ties can proudly look back on a significant gain in overnight stays 
throughout the last years).  

Additionally, the spatial spread has to be subjected to a more differential 
view due to the fact that there are some communities which already had a 
well-developed supply of guest-beds and did not gain too much in this re-
spect during boom-times of alpine tourism. Furthermore, through the sig-
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nificant increase of overnight-stays in the region, a revealing process of 
change influenced the Federal state of Tyrol thereby managing to put tour-
ism into the position of a leading force of economic change.  

However, the total number of guest-beds serves as another important in-
dicator of an increase of damage potentials. This number indicates how 
many persons are present in a community when all beds are booked and 
thus how many people are at risk in the case of a natural hazard event. 
When we assume a full-booking of all guest-beds, we can also estimate – 
at least for high-season times – the potential damage from the presence 
probability rates, thereby using the number of guest-beds as an important 
indicator. 

An increase of damage potentials can also be measured by the increase 
of accommodation buildings in a community (e.g. Hotels, Bed & Breakfast 
etc.). Besides the changes in total numbers, the development at a smaller 
scale are of significant importance in this regard because a general trend 
towards bigger and better-equipped facilities was clearly identifiable, a 
fact that also increased potential damage. Due to the fact that no standard-
ised, reproducible statistical data exist on this indicator in the Tyrol, many 
smaller analyses heavily depended upon case studies (e.g. Keiler 2004). 
These altogether indicate an inflation-adjusted increase by a factor 3, 
which means that damage potentials measured by the product of numbers 
and values of the buildings concerned have risen 10 times throughout the 
last years.   
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Fig. 1.14 The factor change of potential population (local and touristic) over the 
time-period between 1951/1954 and 2001, with a special view on the communal 
level (factor 2 = doubling)  

Regarding the likelihood of presence in the communities, the introduc-
tion of a factor called “potential population” appears to make sense in re-
gions that attract big numbers of travellers and tourists. This “potential 
population” is made up by the number of permanent residents plus that of 
guest beds, and therewith constitutes another important indicator for the 
development of damage potential. From this point of view, all communi-
ties in Tyrol evidenced a significant increase within the time-period meas-
ured whilst the margin ranges from a factor not highly above one to a rate 
of 15. The pattern of spatial distribution is shaped by the development of 
population and by that in the realm of tourism because of two different, 
partially independent components that drive these processes. And with it 
the indicator changes within a given period of time - a perception that es-
pecially mirrors the situation in the Tyrol where tourism population influ-
ences development more intensely than the population local to these 
places. Consequently, tourism centres have to confront higher increases in 
this realm (Fig. 1.14). 

The developments outlined above cover the situation in the province of 
Tyrol, thereby making clear that damage potentials changed in times of 
Global Change significantly, especially in the second half of the 20th cen-
tury. They most possibly reaching higher values than the changes often 
discussed under the headings “impacts on nature” and “increases of risk 
potentials”. Therefore, when we talk of a supra-regionally as well as Tyrol-
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widely increasing risk with respect to natural hazards, we have to differen-
tiate in making judgements with respect to the overall socio-economic 
situation. In the meantime, increases in values as well as in the likelihood 
of presence of both objects and persons acquire central significance.  

Future scenarios 

How does the future development of the processes described above look 
like? Current perspectives appear to support the perception that a change in 
importance of risk and damage potentials has almost already become a re-
ality. 

To the extent possible, prognosis based on statistics on the develop-
ments of the past 50 years heavily supports the contention that the number 
of populations and consumer goods endangered by natural hazard events 
has grown significantly in almost all places on our planet. In the region of 
Tyrol, however, a further increase in the realm of damage potentials is 
clearly at hands, whilst these growth-rates might be lower compared to 
those of the past. For instance, the growth of native permanently resident 
population of about10% is estimated for the Tyrol (Statistics Austria 
2008). About the same is true for the development of tourism numbers 
where higher numbers are unlikely. This is also due to a warming-driven 
reduction of the winter season in lower-located areas, a process that could 
develop to a situation in which Alpine skiing is no longer possible in areas 
such as the “Kitzbühel”-region or the northern limestone Alps (Träwöger 
2003; Steiger 2004). Hence tourism will not face big increases as long as 
no appealing alternatives offers are accessible for newly attracted and 
prosperous demand-groups. Due to the fact that population-increases 
merely derives from migration-gains, it can be assumed on the basis of 
current socio-economic figures that buildings will grow both in numbers 
and value within the coming years. 

Inextricably linked with these processes, however, a further increase of 
damage potentials will confront societies in Alpine regions and especially 
in Tyrol with a set of new challenges. Hence new ways of dealing with in-
creasing risk scenarios are highly necessary if a sustainable conservation 
of the Alpine environment is a main aim. 
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1.4 Changing risks as a consequence of the overlay of 
Global Change processes 

Up-to-date natural hazard management inevitably rests upon the grasping 
and concise assessment of risks and thus contains elements of the envi-
ronment as well as those of cultural, economic and social life. In the light 
of this broader approach, though, potentially hazardous processes are no 
longer regarded as existing completely isolated from other corresponding 
factors. Instead, they are coexisting with damage potentials that are more 
clearly exposed. This opening of the approach directly leads to the risk 
concept.   

Risk defined as the likelihood of reoccurrence of processes of defined 
magnitudes and corresponding extents of damages inevitably constitute a 
hazardous event (equation 1.2). Regarded quantifiable, different risks can 
be compared and contrasted with each other. The basic idea of the risk 
concept lies in its future-oriented perspective that – through an ex ante 
analysis of potential effects of natural and socio-economic processes – in-
evitably allows for the implementation of adequate solutions and coping-
measures. 

 

SiOjSiOjOjSiji vpApR ,,, ⋅⋅⋅=  

 (eq. 1.2) 

Ri, j  =  Risk regarding in scenario i and object j 
pSi  =  Likelihood of occurrence of scenario i 
AOj  =  Value of the object j 
pOj, Si  =  Likelihood of presence of object j compared to 

scenario i 
vOj, Si  =  Resilience of object j in dependency to scenario i 

 
By and large, risks can be viewed from two basic perspectives. Analysis 

from the side of emissions focuses narrowly on an event that has certain 
impacts on the current situation. In the frame of classic, process-oriented 
natural hazard appraisal this focus on emissions is widely applied in many 
studies. This was particularly true for scientific practice before the Interna-
tional Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction (IDNDR) directed world-
wide attention onto dealing with natural hazards. On the other side, emis-
sion-examinations that focus on objects of value (human life, material and 
immaterial assets …) ground their analysis on external impacts that can 
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lead to specific changes (results or damages). Put differently, the likeli-
hood of occurrence of potentially dangerous natural processes as one of the 
two central factors of the risk function is examined thoroughly without 
leaving damage potentials out of account. This approach finds broader ap-
plication in recent scientific projects (e.g. Keiler et al. 2006) and in the 
praxis of planning that increasingly mirror this tendency (e.g. in South Ty-
rol; Stötter and Zischg 2007). Additionally, the literature on the economic 
costs of global climate change (e.g. Nordhaus and Boyer 2000, Stern 2006, 
Cline 2007) and on the efficiency of alternative policy measures (e.g. 
Kemfert and Praetorius 2005, Weck-Hannemann 2006, Agrawala and 
Fankhauser 2008, and Raschky and Weck-Hannemann 2008) is growing 
rapidly. 

Risks that derive from natural hazards can be analysed on very different 
examination levels, ranging from highly aggregated analyses on the level 
of national accounts to the disaggregated level of individual objects and 
human beings. The term object risk describes the size of a risk for a cer-
tain, pre-defined object. Under this aspect, the object signifies the smallest 
unit examined from the risk perspective (for instance a building or an en-
dangered part of a traffic route). The individual risk derives from the ob-
ject risk and the number of persons present in this object. The collective 
risk describes the overall-damages expected for society or certain pre-
defined societal groups through the sum of all object and individual risks 
within this collective unit (Merz et al. 1995). 

Equation 1.2 is always used when the likelihood of occurrence of an 
event can be estimated clearly and its impacts are easily identifiable on a 
quantitative scale. Whilst literature on natural hazards focused more on a 
quantitative estimation of damage potentials and its impacts on the number 
of persons and/or buildings potentially endangered, economic perspectives 
on this issue, applied e.g. in the frame of a cost-benefit analysis of differ-
ent risks, merely focused on a monetary assessment of damage potentials. 
According to its underlying welfare-economics, a potential cease of bene-
fits after a natural hazard event needs to be assessed monetarily and in wel-
fare terms (e.g. Gamper et al. 2006). As long as this undertaking is usually 
pursued by the grasping of instauration-costs or insurance-values of build-
ings it only pinpoints at instead of fully capturing the true situation in this 
realm. In addition, such a procedure that vigorously focuses on a benefit-
oriented examination of the individuals involved subsequently makes the 
inclusion of a risk version function considerably obsolete (Borsky and 
Weck-Hannemann 2009).  
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1.5 Contributing to a sustainable natural hazard 
management: Our main task 

It appears irreversible that natural hazard processes strongly affected by 
the consequences of Climate Change will change regarding the “frequency 
– magnitude”-relationship too. Besides others, avalanches, debris flows, 
flooding, and rock falls are examples of natural, geo-morphological proc-
esses in high mountain areas - most of which assume an “occurrence-
probability” under stable climatic conditions – that follow a more or less 
pre-defined relationship between magnitude and frequency. Once these 
processes interfere with human interests, they are perceived as a direct or 
indirect threat, or as a natural hazard.  

And the human environment has inevitably been affected by theses 
processes ever since human beings began to settle and utilize the Alps or 
other high mountain regions of the world, at the same time causing damage 
to persons, buildings, property, and infrastructure. For centuries, both the 
hazard and the damage potential seem to have rested in a long-term equi-
librium which was only interrupted by extreme events (e.g. Stötter and 
Keiler 2003). Recently, however, the increase of damages and costs of re-
covery arising from natural hazards experiences a recognisable trend on 
the regional as well as on the global scale (e.g. Munich Re 2008). Year af-
ter year the Munich Re-Insurance Group lines out in its examinations on 
natural hazards that an exponential increase of natural hazard events grasps 
ground since the middle of the 20th century. The long-term trend discovers 
intensified forms in its recordings on catastrophes and the economic and 
insured damages resulting from them – a fact that pinpoints at develop-
ments in the realm of damage potentials that subsequently alter the dangers 
risk potentials pose.  
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Fig. 1.15 Global developments of economic and insured damages resulting from 
natural disasters within the timeperiod between 1950 and 2007 (Munich Re 2008) 

Though a similar accurate damage statistic does not exist for the na-
tional or regional level, frequently reoccurring natural hazard events – 
through the examination of compensation costs – subsequently allow for 
the contention that the total number of damages is clearly increasing. The 
devastating floods of 2002 and 2005 are mentioned here in place of many 
others to show that damage compensation required an increase in the disas-
ter-fund with additional 500 million € in 2002 and with 251 million € in 
2005. 

In the light of these rapid changes in character of natural hazards, the 
socio-economic situation and the risks associated with it desperately call 
for a new and more active approach to corresponding coping-measures. 
The growing reluctance of a public that seems to willingly accept risks 
paired with a rising shortage of public funds subsequently indicate a press-
ing need to rethink all individual steps of appropriate risk management. 
Without doubt, a set of crucial questions arise from coping-strategies to 
natural hazard related risks, such as “What can happen?”, “What is accept-
able?”, and “What needs to be done?” Therefore, analysis as well as 
evaluation and management strategies of natural hazards processes have to 
be adapted to potential future developments that cover all relevant aspects 
of sustainable risk management.  

In this respect, the alpS-Centre for Natural Hazard Management was 
founded in 2002 in order to develop new strategies that would contribute 
to a sustainable safe lebensraum in the Alps in particular and in any moun-
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tain region in general. alpS tries to meet these challenges by inter- and 
transdisciplinary cooperation with competent commercial, scientific and 
administrative partners.  

It is therefore both the vision and the mission of the alpS-Centre for 
Natural Hazard Management to improve the preparation of society for the 
impact of disasters and to proceed from the reaction to and protection 
against hazards to pro-active integrative risk management strategies as a 
contribution to a sustainable safety in the alpine lebensraum. The knowl-
edge gained from scientific projects on a local or regional scale in the Alps 
is transferable to the global scale, which subsequently increases the safety 
of individuals as well as whole societies in the mountain areas of our 
planet.  
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2 Flood Forecasting for the River Inn 

S. Senfter, G. Leonhardt, C. Oberparleiter, J. Asztalos, R. Kirnbauer, 
F.Schöberl, H. Schönlaub  

2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 The River Inn in Tyrol 

The river Inn as the main river in Tyrol moulds the settlement and eco-
nomic area in Northern Tyrol in a considerable way. 66 % of the area 
drains into the Inn, whereas the remaining 34% drain into the Lech, the 
Grossache and the Drau in East Tyrol. The Inn flows through Tyrol for 
about 200km, from the Swiss border at Martinsbruck to Kufstein, where it 
leaves Tyrol and flows into Bavaria/Germany (Fig. 2.1). 

The 100-year flood (HQ100) discharge is 512m3/s in Martinsbruck and 
increases to 1,370m3/s at Innsbruck and rises further to 2,250m3/s at 
Oberaudorf after crossing the border at Kufstein (Table 2.2). Until now the 
highest level of discharge in the river Inn at Innsbruck (1,511m3/s) was 
measured on August 23, 2005 (Fig. 2.2). It was determined for this particu-
lar flood event in Innsbruck that it took 20 hours from the first response of 
the gauge until the peak discharge was reached (Gattermayr 2005). 

E. Veulliet et al. (eds.), Sustainable Natural Hazard Management in Alpine Environments,  
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Fig. 2.1 Map of Northern Tyrol showing the river Inn, the catchment area in Tyrol 
and run-of-river/diversion power plants 

Table 2.1 Characteristic discharges for selected gauges on the Inn 

 MQ HQ1 HQ100

Gauge Martinsbruck -   275[m3/s] 512[m3/s] 
Gauge Innsbruck 165[m3/s] 641[m3/s] 1,449[m3/s] 
Gauge Oberaudorf 307[m3/s] 1,220[m3/s] 2,250[m3/s] 
MQ (mean water discharge), HQ1 and HQ100 (flood discharges with a statistical 
recurrence interval of 1 and 100 years respectively) for selected gauges, deter-
mined from a statistical series covering at least 30 years (BAFU 2006, HZB 2006, 
Blöschl et al. 2006, LFU 2006) 
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Fig. 2.2 The flood in Innsbruck on August 23, 2005. The discharge at the time 
(4.48 p.m.) the picture was taken was at around 1,395m3/s. Only a few centimetres 
of freeboard are protecting the city of Innsbruck and the university (picture) from 
catastrophic damage 

The discharge is influenced by several reservoirs and power stations in 
the Swiss catchment area of the Inn. Along the Tyrolean length of the Inn 
three run-of-river power stations and diversion hydropower facilities are 
used to produce electricity: the weir at Runserau with a power station in 
Imst, the power plant in Kirchbichl and in Langkampfen (Fig. 2.1). Several 
peak-load power plant reservoirs in the catchment areas (reservoir 
Gepatsch for the Kaunertal power station, reservoir Finstertal and Längen-
tal for the group of Sellrain-Silz power stations, the Achensee power sta-
tion) influence the runoff situation on the Inn through demand-oriented 
operations as well as being able to store large volumes of water in the case 
of an impending flood (Widmann 1989). 

The hydrological situation reflects the alpine character of the Inn catch-
ment area. Large differences in altitude result in a high average slope of 
the subcatchments, which in turn leads to a heightened flow velocity and a 
more rapid response of the hydrograph to rainfall (Baumgartner and Lieb-
scher 1996).  

Consequently, the model is highly sensitive in regard to rainfall input 
and its spatial and temporal distribution. 
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2.1.2 Risk Management and Flooding 

Risk as a product of occurrence probability and effect depends substan-
tially on the potential damage in the areas affected by flooding. The Inn 
Valley as the most important settlement and economic area in Tyrol has 
been opened up to more intense agricultural, construction and industrial 
use in the last decades and centuries through numerous protection meas-
ures and river training. The concentration of important infrastructure in the 
valley region enhances the vulnerability of the area in the case of a catas-
trophic event, which increases the design discharge of protection measures. 
An important feature of integral risk management is to deal with exactly 
these events. 

Thus, the central question is how to prepare for these rare events to 
minimize the damage using the restricted space to its optimum, while at 
the same time taking the sustainability of protection measures into consid-
eration. Protection measures, in particular levees along the river-side 
which reduce the area around the river, have led to the regions downriver 
being more greatly affected by flooding. In regard to a sustainable and 
cross-national approach towards river basins, increasing the level of pro-
tection with new protective measures along the river, should be critically 
questioned. 

In the alpS Centre for Natural Hazards Management, two different stra-
tegies concerning flooding are being pursued: the detailed scenario-based 
analysis and the provision of early warning with the help of forecasting. 

Detailed Scenario-Based Analysis 

Well-defined areas, for which a detailed appraisal is advisable, are dealt 
with more specifically in the detailed scenario-based analysis. This is be-
cause these districts are either of great importance, due to their enhanced 
risk potential, or due to an especially protection-worthy infrastructure and 
financial values. The scenarios can be based on previous events and scaled 
up to extreme ones. On this foundation the effects of extreme events can 
be investigated in advance and an analysis in regard to preventive risk 
management can be made. The interpretation of these scenarios is the basis 
for risk regulation such as the design of protection measures or the concep-
tion of a plan of action for emergency organisations. Figure 2.3 shows an 
example of a detailed hydrodynamic flood analysis. 
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Fig. 2.3 Detailed scenario-based analysis Innsbruck: flood modelling based on de-
tailed terrain data. 

Early warning with the help of forecasting 

The aim of forecasting is to offer early and reliable warning for the af-
fected areas and to be able to estimate the expected intensity of an event. 
Based on a forecast it is possible, with the help of the prepared scenarios 
from the detailed analyses, to develop an optimized strategy to deal with 
the threat. Thereby it is essential to maintain a temporal advantage as well 
as the enhanced reliability and objectivity of the statements particularly in 
comparison with the usual observation of the gauges and the rainfall situa-
tion, which demands a high degree of experience with the local conditions. 
A combination of the models and the experience supported appraisal of the 
complex information can in future lead to an elevated quality of flood 
forecasting. 

2.1.3 An Overview of the Forecast Model 

The flood forecast model for the Tyrolean Inn is a modular-based, hybrid 
system conceived and built with three main components (Fig. 2.4). The 
first part is the meteorological data from observation stations in the whole 
Tyrolean Inn catchment area as well as meteorological forecast data from 
the numerical weather models of the ZentralAnstalt für Meteorologie und 
Geodynamik (ZAMG) in Vienna (Central Institute for Meteorology and 
Geodynamics). These data are used in the second component, which con-
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sists of the hydrological model HQSIM (Kleindienst 1996) and the glacier 
model SES (Asztalos 2004). The models are calibrated with historically 
observed data and use the current data to calculate the discharge from the 
tributary catchments. In the third component, the flow along the river Inn 
is represented by a hydrodynamic, one-dimensional model, which inte-
grates the inflows from all the tributaries. The hydrodynamic model repre-
sents the wave propagation on the Inn whilst including the influence of the 
run-of-river power stations and diversion hydropower facilities. A rule-
based operation of the reservoirs of the Inn’s power stations can be repre-
sented with this model. 

Fig. 2.4 Concept of the flood forecasting model 
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2.2 Meteorological Data 

Meteorological data that are fed into the flood forecast are based on nu-
merical weather models as well as data from observation stations in the 
Tyrolean Inn catchment area. A discharge prediction for the river Inn 
would also be possible with the use of only the latter; however, the inclu-
sion of forecasts extends the lead time of the forecast significantly. 

2.2.1 Forecast data 

Nowcasting and NWP (Numerical Weather Prediction)-Models 

 
Meteorological forecasts can be divided into two groups depending on 
their prediction period. If a prediction is made of up to 6 hours into the fu-
ture one can speak of Nowcasting, but when faced with a longer prediction 
period one speaks of Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP)-Models. 

For the Tyrolean Inn flood forecast system Nowcasting data from the 
tool INCA (Integrated Nowcasting through Comprehensive Analysis) 
(Csekits et al. 2001) operated by ZAMG is used. To operate INCA it is 
necessary to access meteorological data from the catchment area in short 
intervals (10-60 min). Thereby, nowcasting based on measured data (ob-
servation stations, satellite data, and radar data) and NWP forecasting data 
is combined as a time-weighted mean. INCA also provides forecast data 
for the time period of +6 till +48 hours (refers to prediction point in time), 
which is identical with the output of the NWP-Model ALADIN-AUSTRIA 
also operated by ZAMG. INCA supplies analyses and predictions of rain-
fall, temperature, atmospheric humidity, wind and wind speed, global radi-
ance as well as cloud coverage. The horizontal resolution of ALADIN-
AUSTRIA is 9,6km, while the vertical discretisation comprises 45 layers 
(Wang et al. 2006). 

By including additional measured data as well as data from a weather 
radar the quality of Nowcasting can be further increased. Through the 
planned installation of a second radar in the Inn catchments a further im-
provement of Nowcasting for Tyrol can be expected. 

2.2.2 Observed Data 

In Tyrol several different institutions operate meteorological observation 
stations which form an exceptionally compact network. A total of 80 sta-
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tions run by the following operators can be accessed to obtain flood pre-
diction data: 

 
• Hydrographischer Dienst Tirol (Hydrographic Service Tyrol) - 30 sta-

tions 
• Lawinenwarndienst Tirol (Avalanche Warning Service Tyrol) - 7 sta-

tions 
• ZentralAnstalt für Meteorologie und Geodynamik (Central Institute for 

Meteorology and Geodynamics ZAMG) - 26 stations 
• Tiroler Wasserkraft AG (Tyrolean Hydropower Company – TIWAG) - 

12 stations 
• VERBUND (Österreichische Elektrizitätswirtschafts-AG) (Austrian 

Hydro Power AG) - 5 stations 
 
All stations conduct rainfall and temperature measurements. The data 

are retrieved automatically numerous times daily. 
Long-term meteorological data from 1994 to 2001 were used for the 

calibration of the hydrological model HQSIM as well as the snow and ice 
melt model SES (Schnee- und EisSchmelzmodell). These data were also 
supplied by the previously mentioned station operators, whereby only sta-
tions were used which in the next years will also supply real time meas-
urements and will therefore also be incorporated in the flood forecast. On 
account of the large amount of data it was necessary to incorporate the 
time series in a database for easier management. Because most of the data 
had not been corrected, they had to be put through a quality inspection. 
The thereby used algorithms, such as plausible value check could also be 
used in the automatic quality control of the real-time data in future. 

The calibration time period (1994-2001) was chosen because of the data 
availability. For each part of the catchment area a dataset with hourly rain-
fall distribution and vertical temperature profile was calculated. In addi-
tion, hourly information about the relative humidity, the wind speed and 
the global radiance was needed for the calibration of the snow and ice melt 
model. The rainfall data was interpolated on a 5x5 km grid using an IDW 
(Inverse Distance Weighting) algorithm. The vertical temperature profile 
of the surrounding stations was derived with a resolution of 100m using 
linear interpolation. 
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2.3 Hydrological Model HQSIM 

2.3.1 Model Description 

The hourly hydrological modelling of the Inn tributaries is carried out with 
the continuous, sub-area based precipitation-discharge model HQSIM 
(Kleindienst 1996), an enhancement of the water balance model BROOK 
(Federer und Lash 1978). 

Through the use of HQSIM it is possible to represent the heterogeneous 
soil composition and the equally heterogeneous geological composition of 
the Tyrolean Inn catchment area in the hydrological modelling. Based on 
specifically chosen reference subcatchments (Table 2.2) in the main geo-
logical units the most important parameters for the model were determined 
and then transferred to other subcatchments in the same geological units 
(Kirnbauer and Schönlaub 2006). 

Table 2.2 Description of the reference subcatchments. The location of the areas 
can be seen in Fig. 2.6  

Subcatchment area Geology Glaciated Influenced by hydro-
power plants 

Brixentaler Ache Greywacke Zone   
Brandenberger Ache Northern Cal-

careous Alps 
  

Fagge Metamorphic 
Basement Units 

X X 

Ötztaler Ache Metamorphic 
Basement Units 

X  

Ziller Metamorphic 
Basement Units 

X X 

 
HQSIM represents catchment areas in the form of homogenous sub-areas 

(hydrotopes). The runoff formation in every hydrotope is described by a 
combination of storages (Kleindienst 1996). These are the intercepted pre-
cipitation, snow cover and soil storage. The latter is divided into an upper 
soil zone, an unsaturated zone and a ground water zone. 

All the partial processes and storages included in HQSIM are depicted in 
Fig. 2.5, except for snow melt, which is determined with a modified degree 
day factor technique.  

The vegetation is described with the leaf area index (LAI) and trunk 
area index. To determine evaporation Hamon’s calculated potential 
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evapotranspiration (Federer and Lash 1978) in dependency of the available 
water is used (Kleindienst 1996). 

The throughfall precipitation or the snow melt is separated into surface 
runoff and infiltration based on the degree of soil saturation of the individ-
ual sub-area. Water can evaporate from the upper soil-layer, and the dis-
charge from this layer reaches down into the unsaturated zone. 

The outflow from the unsaturated zone depends on soil moisture and 
can be determined with the help of the Mualem-Van Genuchten approach 
(non linear storage). With the help of a coefficient the outflow is split into 
interflow to channel and inflow into the saturated zone. The groundwater 
storage is conceived as a linear storage, which means that the discharge is 
proportional to the storage space (dependency is also applicable in a 
nonlinear storage). A further coefficient divides the outflow from the satu-
rated zone into base flow and deep percolation, which is not taken into 
consideration in this model. 

 
Fig. 2.5 Runoff formation in HQSIM: processes and storages, from Kleindienst 
(2001) 

To represent runoff concentration, the three discharge components (sur-
face-, inter-, and base flow) of each hydrotope are routed by a translation 
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into the channel. Each hydrotope is divided into areas of different flow 
times using isochrones. 

Each channel reach receives inflow from the hydrotopes and the up-
stream reaches. The flow velocity in the reach can be calculated according 
to Rickenmann (1996) or Strickler, or set to a constant value. 

Intake from and return flow to a reach can be considered whereas it is 
not possible to model backwater. 

2.3.2 Data 

A Digital Elevation Model with a grid size of 250m is available for the 
Tyrolean Inn catchment area (data set courtesy of the Institute for Hydrau-
lic and Water Resources Engineering, Vienna University of Technology), 
from which slope and aspect can be deduced. The further GIS data sets 
stream network, catchment area boundaries, land use and soil are taken 
from the Digital Hydrological Atlas of Austria (BMLFUW 2005) and are 
available as vector datasets (shapefiles). In addition, a more detailed 
stream network (data set courtesy of the Institute for Hydraulic and Water 
Resources Engineering, Vienna University of Technology), which includes 
artificial intake and return flow, is used. 

The meteorological input data needed for hydrological modelling are 
temperature and rainfall at an hourly resolution. In addition, wind speed, 
cloud cover and relative humidity can be used. 

2.3.3 Calibration 

Due to limitations on the number of tributaries that can flow into the hy-
draulic model, small catchment areas must be merged. In Fig. 2.6 the com-
bined catchment areas are depicted; the regions with red borders were 
modelled using the snow and ice melt model SES (Asztalos 2004, Section 
2.5.1). 
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Fig. 2.6 Inn catchment area in Tyrol and merged small subcatchments. Areas with 
red borders: glaciated catchment areas modelled with SES 

2.3.4 Definition of the Hydrotopes 

The definition of the hydrotopes (also called Hydrological Response Units 
HRUs) for one catchment area was achieved through the superposition of 
regional characteristics such as topography, slope, aspect, and soil and land 
use. 

On the basis of the classified data the hydrotopes were manually identi-
fied (Fig. 2.7). Thereby it was ensured that not more than two classes of 
topographic characteristics were comprised in one hydrotope, which means 
that the altitude range is less than 500m, the slope range is less than 15° 
and the aspect range less than 90°. 

Small-scale land use units were re-classified in favour of larger hydro-
topes. Furthermore, the spatial connection of the hydrotopes was taken into 
consideration. 
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Fig. 2.7 Brixentaler Ache catchment: elevation distribution, slope in °, aspect, soil, 
land use and hydrotopes (from top left to right bottom) 
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For small catchments a simplified method was applied. Elevation-
classes (max. 500m difference) and the soil type were used for the defini-
tion of the hydrotopes. This resulted in 3 to 12 hydrotopes depending on 
the size of the catchment. Slope, aspect and vegetation were averaged 
(achieved with the help of the leaf area index over one seasonal cycle). 

The soil parameters and the snow melt parameters have the strongest in-
fluence on the quality of the simulation. 

The initial values for the model parameters were chosen based on the re-
sults of the calibration of the Brixentaler Ache catchment using daily mean 
values (Drabek 2004) as well as on the values from different references for 
the following topics: 
• Physical characteristics of soil (Leij et al. 1999; Richard and Lüscher 

1983, 1987) 
• Surface runoff and soil moisture (Wilson et al. 2005; Fritsche 2001) 
• Degree day factor (DDF) (Hock 2003; Lundberg and Beringer 2005) 
• Leaf area index (Buermann et al. 2001; Scurlock et al. 2001) Calibration 

Results for the Oetztaler Ache catchment can be seen in Fig. 2.8 
 

 
Fig. 2.8 Measured hourly mean discharge and modelled runoff and snow-water 
equivalent (SWE) of the snow cover with HQSIM for the Oetztaler Ache at the 
Brunau gauge in 1997. Black – measurement, red – channel discharge modelled 
with HQSIM, green – interflow, lightblue – base flow, blue – snow-water equiva-
lent (SWE) 
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2.4. Glacier Model SES 

2.4.1 Model Description 

To include the glaciated areas of the tributary catchments in the optimal 
way, they are modelled using an advanced version of the snow and ice 
melt model SES (Asztalos 2004). 

SES is a distributed energy balance model that is used for the calcula-
tion of snow, firn and ice melt at hourly intervals, which is linked to a run-
off-model (consisting of parallel cascades of linear reservoirs). 

Generally short wave radiation supplies the largest input of melt energy 
to the alpine snow cover, and therefore the albedo of the snow cover or the 
firn or ice surface of a glacier is of special importance. The albedo changes 
drastically with progressing metamorphosis of the snow cover and is influ-
enced by possible pollution (e.g. Sahara dust), as well as exhibiting diurnal 
variation. Therefore, a module was developed for SES to take the temporal 
change of the albedo as a function of the consumed energy input into ac-
count when modelling the glacial melt (Asztalos, 2004, Kirnbauer and 
Schönlaub 2006). In a following step the modelled melt water amount is 
routed to the channel via the SES-runoff module. 

The runoff module of SES consists of five parallel Nash Cascades for 
snow, firn, ice, non glaciated area and soil (Fig. 2.9). Each of these storage 
units is defined by the parameters n and k of the Nash Cascade. A portion 
of the melt from the glaciated (fg) or non glaciated (fng) areas, which is de-
termined by a coefficient, reaches the slower reacting soil storage. The 
sum of the output from the five reservoirs then forms the runoff. 

2.4.2 Data 

For high quality snowmelt modelling with SES it is necessary to include 
terrain data with high spatial resolution. In the glaciated areas (Table 2.2) a 
Digital Elevation Model with a grid size of 10m is available (supplied by 
the State of Tyrol). This model was lumped to a resolution of 50m. 

Topographic characteristics such as slope, aspect, curvature and local 
horizon were determined from the digital elevation model with a resolution 
of 50x50m. Besides air temperature and precipitation, meteorological data 
such as temperature gradient, relative humidity, global radiation and wind 
speed are needed for the SES. 
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These factors were determined for the centre of each respective glaci-
ated catchment area. 

 

 
Fig. 2.9 Scheme of the runoff concentration in SES 

2.4.3 Calibration 

The calibration of the glaciated areas with SES was achieved in two steps. 
Firstly, the snowmelt module of SES was calibrated by means of the pat-
terns of snow-free areas derived from photographs taken by an automatic 
camera on the Schwarzkögele above the Vernagtferner, set up by the 
Committee for Glaciology of the Bavarian Academy of Sciences and Hu-
manities. These photographs were rectified to a map scale and compared to 
the depletion patterns simulated by SES. In addition, the hydrograph and 
cumulative curves of the runoff at the highly glaciated gauging station 
Vernagtbach were used to refine the calibration of this module. Secondly, 
the parameters of the runoff concentration module were calibrated against 
measured discharge at the gauges at Vent upstream of Niedertalbach, Vent 
downstream of Niedertalbach and Obergurgl. 
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2.5 The Hydrodynamic Model 

2.5.1 Model Description 

As mentioned in section 2.1.3, the scope of the hydrodynamic model is the 
calculation of the flood wave propagation in the river channel. Compared 
with hydrological flood routing methods, a lot more data about the river 
channel must be available to build a hydrodynamic model. 

The flow in a river channel can be described mathematically by a set of 
partial differential equations known as the Saint-Venant-Equations, a sim-
plification of the Navier-Stokes-Equations (Chanson 2004). These equa-
tions are solved numerically by the hydrodynamic model. The model used 
in this system is referred to as a one-dimensional (1D) model, which indi-
cates that the flow velocity is assumed to be uniform over the entire cross-
section of the river channel. This is of course a simplification but 
1D-models have proven to be accurate enough for many applications. Of 
course multidimensional models (2D, 3D) are more accurate, but they re-
quire a lot more terrain data as well as computational resources and there-
fore computing time. 

A hydrodynamic model used within a forecast system must guarantee 
numerically stable simulations over a wide range of discharges and simul-
taneously provide accurate results. Furthermore, most of these models are 
large as they cover a long reach of a river as a whole. As in the case of an 
impending flood new simulations should be performed quite frequently (up 
to every hour), the computation time must be kept as short as possible. 

The model of the river Inn represents a section of 196.517km and was 
created with the software FluxDSS/DESIGNER which uses the code Floris2000 
(Reichel et al. 2000) as computational core. Important factors in this 
choice were the ability to represent the operation of weirs and run-of-river 
power plants in the model and a history of successful applications in other 
forecast systems. 

2.5.2 Data 

To set up a 1D-hydrodynamic model, cross section data from the course of 
the river is needed to define the geometry. In the case of a natural or semi-
natural river, the cross section data should not be too old, as the river bed 
is constantly changing due to erosion and deposition of bedload material. 
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To keep the forecast system up to date, the cross section data should be 
updated regularly. 

For the Tyrolean section of the river Inn, more than 800 cross sections 
are available. Cross section surveys are carried out every seven to eight 
years, the last one after the flood event in 2005. 

As input data the inflow hydrographs at the upstream boundary and 
from tributaries are used. Inflow from tributaries can be incorporated into 
the model between two cross sections. As the model represents a long re-
ach of the river Inn, not all tributaries are considered individually. While 
large tributaries are represented separately, smaller ones are combined into 
groups on the basis of their size and the location of their catchment area. 
The definition of the represented tributaries is of course coordinated with 
the hydrological model (see section 2.3.3). 

As boundary conditions at the downstream end of the model, a stage-
discharge-relationship or a water level hydrograph is needed. Along the 
river Inn several gauging stations and weirs are located which can be used 
as a downstream boundary as well as for model control. 

The upstream boundary is the gauging station at Martinsbruck at the 
Swiss-Austrian border, while the run-of-river power station Ebbs-
Oberaudorf is used as a downstream boundary. 

Data Preparation 

Before incorporating the cross section data into the hydrodynamic model, 
they had to be prepared to ensure numerical stability and model accuracy. 

The surveyed cross section points should be situated along a line per-
pendicular to the flow direction. If this was not the case, they were pro-
jected onto the perpendicular. The survey data of a cross section might in-
clude parts located much higher than the river which will never be below 
the water level. Those parts were eliminated as they would have decreased 
the spatial resolution of cross-section related data in the vertical direction. 
In cross sections extending into the floodplains the boundary between the 
river channel and the floodplain was defined. To avoid very low flow 
depths or completely dry cross sections at low flow conditions or in river 
branches with only residual flow, so called Preissmann-slots (Cunge et al. 
1980) were inserted, which enable the use of a more efficient numerical 
scheme for the simulation (Fig. 2.10). 
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Fig. 2.10 Cross section geometry at river-km 382.009 with a Preissmann-slot in-
serted at the lowest point 

2.5.3 Calibration 

After setup the model has to be calibrated – certain model parameters are 
modified so that observed events can be reproduced as well as possible. In 
a 1D-hydrodynamic model the main calibration parameters are the rough-
ness coefficients of the cross sections representing the flow resistance of 
the river bed. In the applied code, roughness coefficients given by the 
Gauckler-Manning-Strickler-Formula (Chanson 2004) (kst) are used. If ob-
served water level-data for a known discharge is available, the deviations 
between the calculated and the measured water level can be minimized by 
adjusting the roughness coefficients. 

Method 

Calibration can be done manually, usually through trial and error, which 
can be quite time consuming if a lot of observed water level data is avail-
able. 

The software used to set up the model offers a so-called inverse model-
ling function which allows the automatic estimation of several model pa-
rameters, including the roughness coefficients, and therefore an automated 
calibration. Inverse modelling is an indirect method – the problem is not 
stated inversely but the equations are repeatedly solved with varying pa-
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rameters. An objective function expressing the weighted residuals between 
measured and calculated data is minimized with the Marquardt-Levenberg-
Algorithm (Nash 1990). The weights can be used to take measuring errors 
(Reichel and Baumhackl, 2000) into account. Furthermore, initial values 
for the roughness coefficients have to be defined. Usually, several inverse 
simulations are carried out consecutively, each using the results of the pre-
vious one as initial values. 

Given the size of the model and the amount of available data, inverse 
modelling was chosen as the calibration method, rather than manual cali-
bration. Leonhardt et al. (2006) compared the two methods using data from 
a reach of the river Inn and discussed the application of inverse modelling 
in cases of different availability of water level data. 

For better handling, the model was divided into 10 sections bounded by 
gauging stations and weirs respectively. The inverse modelling function 
was then used to calibrate the model sections under steady state conditions. 
The calibrated roughness coefficients were transferred into the overall 
model. 

The objective of the calibration was to achieve water level deviations 
lower than 0.2m. 

Data 

The first data used for calibration were water levels for design discharges 
(HQ30, HQ100) at all cross-sections obtained from another investigation 
with a numerical model (TIWAG 1999-2003). The values for the HQ30 dis-
charge served as calibration data while the HQ100 discharges were used for 
model verification. Figure 2.11 shows the computed water level before and 
after calibration for the river section between Rotholz and Brixlegg. 

The flood event in August 2005 provided a lot of important data to 
evaluate the hydrodynamic model. Not only discharge and water level data 
from the gauging stations was available, but also a survey of the marks of 
the maximum water levels at many cross sections was carried out a few 
days after the event. 

The evaluation of the model with the data from the flood event proved 
that the flood wave propagation can be reproduced satisfactory. The devia-
tions between the calculated and the observed maximum discharge at the 
gauging stations were small, considering that data from small tributaries 
was not available. Among the gauging stations which are not heavily in-
fluenced by run-of-river power plants, the maximum deviation was -5.3%. 
Looking at the hydrographs in Fig. 2.12 it is evident that the rise could be 
reproduced better than the decline. 
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Fig. 2.11 Calibration of the section Rotholz – Brixlegg using inverse modelling. 
Calibration data: HQ30 design discharge; validation data: HQ100 discharge 
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Fig. 2.12 Flood hydrograph at the gauging station at Rotholz on August 23rd, 
2005 – observation and model output 

Compared with the observed data the calculated maximum water level 
was too high at many cross sections. Simulation results showed deviations 
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up to 1,5m. One reason for this could be bed degradation and the intense 
bedload transport occurring in the river Inn during flood events, which are 
not considered in the model. The occurrence of bed degradation can be 
proven by comparing different surveys of the same cross section (Fig. 
2.13). 

As a new cross section survey was conducted after the flood event in 
August 2005, it was decided that this would be a good time to develop the 
model further and update it accordingly. Therefore, a new calibration was 
necessary, which was carried out with the help of the data gained during 
and after the flood event. 

The inverse modelling function was used again for calibration. Hydro-
graphs from the flood event and the survey of the maximum water levels 
were used as calibration data. As inverse modelling only works satisfacto-
rily in steady state simulations, corresponding inflows for the latter had to 
be determined. A simulation with the flood hydrographs as input was con-
ducted to determine the maximum discharge for every cross section and to 
estimate the error caused by neglecting small tributaries without a gauging 
station. As the latter was quite small, no additional inflow was added for 
correction. Then the steady state inflow from all tributaries was deter-
mined, so that the steady state discharge at all cross sections was equal to 
the maximum flood discharge. 

The calibration results were evaluated with steady state discharge as 
well as the flood hydrograph. 
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Fig. 2.13 Cross section at km 252.035; data from the cross section surveys con-
ducted in 1997/98 and 2005 (after the flood event in August 2005) 
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Results 

As already presented in the example by Leonhardt et al. (2006), satisfying 
results were achieved for most cross sections within a few simulations, 
while for a few cross sections water level deviations remained too large. 
For the latter, a manual refinement of the calibration was necessary, in-
cluding adjustment of the roughness coefficients as well as modifications 
of the cross section geometry. Cross section modifications were carried out 
in the riverbed and sometimes in the floodplain. In most cases the riverbed 
had to be lowered, which is justifiable when modelling flood flow without 
considering bedload transport. 

The roughness coefficients determined by inverse modelling are often 
very high (corresponding to a very smooth bed). Some of them are as high 
as 70m1/3/s, values which certainly do not correspond to the natural condi-
tion of the riverbed. This might of course in part be a compensation for the 
neglect of bedload transport and erosion, but not completely. As a low 
flow resistance might cause supercritical flow (which does not occur in a 
natural river) and therefore numerical problems, an upper limit for the 
roughness coefficients was determined for different reaches and higher 
values were reduced to that limit. For the river Inn, those limits were set to 
kSt = 40m1/3/s for the reach upstream of Innsbruck and kSt = 50m1/3/s for the 
reach downstream, respectively. Although this was a major change to 
some values, the water level results were not significantly influenced and 
remained satisfactory (Fig. 2.14). 

In the vicinity of run-of-river power stations, calibration had to be car-
ried out taking weir operation into consideration. The special problems of 
those areas are discussed in Section 2.5.4. 

Conclusions 

Calibration of the hydrodynamic model is of major importance for a cor-
rect prediction of the water level, which still remains a challenging task. 

Results of a calibration with inverse modelling are of equal quality with 
those of a manual calibration, but for large models and large amounts of 
calibration data they can be acquired with less time effort. A manual re-
finement is necessary and unrealistically smooth friction factors can be 
corrected without a major influence on the water level results (Leonhardt 
at al. 2006). 
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Fig. 2.14 Second calibration of the section Rotholz – Brixlegg using inverse mod-
elling with manual refinements/upper limit of the roughness coefficients (Strick-
ler). Data: Cross section survey 2005, August 2005 flood hydrograph, marks of 
maximum water level (for comparison the deviation of the maximum water level 
in the first model evaluation is included) 

2.5.4 Rule-Based Operation of Power Plants 

In the hydrodynamic model the management of the run-of-river and diver-
sion power stations on the Inn can be taken into consideration. There are 
three power stations on the Tyrolean Inn that use weir plants and therefore 
reservoir storage in the river channel. 

Power plants Kirchbichl and Langkampfen 

The power plant at Kirchbichl, about 60km downstream of Innsbruck, is 
situated on a distinctive meander (Fig. 2.1). The headwater is conducted 
into the power plant via a canal that cuts off the river bend. The power 
plant does not make use of hydropeaking. The constant water level of 
497m a.s.l. is regulated via turbine discharge of up to 300m3/s (design dis-
charge). If the discharge exceeds 300m3/s the water level is regulated by 
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the weir and water is released into the residual flow reach. If the discharge 
exceeds 700m3/s then the plant shuts down and free flow is established at 
the weir (Reindl 2004). 

The low-pressure barrage plant at Langkampfen is situated 6.2km down-
stream of Kirchbichl (Fig. 2.1). The backwater reaches up to the bend at 
Kirchbichl and consequently is connected directly to the power plant there. 
The weir level is held at a constant 487,3m a.s.l. At a discharge of over 
1,287m3/s the power plant shuts down and allows free flow. 

Power plant Imst and weir plant Runserau 

The weir plant Runserau lies 94km upstream from Innsbruck close to Lan-
deck. The headwater is diverted at the weir and is conducted via a 12,5km 
long gallery to the power plant near Imst (Fig. 2.1). After its use in the 
power plant, at a design discharge of 85m3/s, the water is then released 
back into the Inn via a canal. 

The maximum diverted amount at the weir Runserau lies between 75 
and 80m3/s. A minimum instream flow of 1 to 3m3/s is maintained in the 
bypass reach of the river. If the discharge of the Inn exceeds 80m3/s at the 
gauge at Prutz, excess water is passed into the bypass reach. In the case of 
a further increase of discharge the water level at the weir is reduced from 
858.5m a.s.l. to 855m a.s.l. At a discharge of 300m3/s the weir gates are 
opened and free flow is established. When the discharge is low, a portion 
of the reservoir storage is used for hydropeaking on a daily basis (Reindl 
2004). 

Table 2.3 Simplified weir operation Runserau 

Discharge at 
Prutz Gauge 

Water level weir Runserau Discharge in bypass reach 

Up to 80m3/s 858.5m a.s.l. 1 to 3m3/s 
80 to 300m3/s Lowering down to  

855m a.s.l. 
Amount of flow exceeding the 
design discharge of the intake 

Over 300m3/s Free flow at the weir Total discharge 
 

The following example shows the modelled power plant operation for 
the flood event on August 23, 2005 (Fig. 2.15). At the beginning of the 
event (up to 7.30 a.m., August 22) only the minimum acceptable flow was 
conducted into the bypass reach (green hydrograph in Fig. 2.15). The 
power plant flow rate (blue) was being regulated at this time so the water-
level at the weir was being held at 858.5m a.s.l. When the design discharge 
in the tributary exceeded 80m3/s, the excess amount of water was released 
into the bypass reach (up to 2.30 a.m. on the 23rd). As soon as the dis-
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charge upstream of the weir exceeded 300m3/s (red hydrograph), operation 
at the power plant was shut down (from 2.30 a.m. on the 23rd onwards) and 
the weir gates were opened (see water level hydrograph, black dashes). As 
soon as the inflow was lower than 300m3/s, the weir level was raised and 
operation in the power plant started again (from 4 p.m. on the 23rd on-
wards).  

Fig. 2.15 Modelled operation at the Runserau weir for the flood in August 2005 

Aim of modelling power plant operation 

The aim of integrating the operation of power plants into the hydraulic 
model is to be able to incorporate their influence in a flood situation into 
the forecast. The actual chosen operational plan can vary from that of the 
model. Normally, when the final forecast is generated, there are no exact 
operational plans available, because these plans often have to be adjusted 
very quickly according to the approaching flood wave and changes in the 
discharge. For this reason, the standard operational plan that was chosen in 
the model offers a good assessment of the expected situation for the resi-
dents downstream of the power plant. 

2.5.5 Hydrodynamic Model for the Bavarian Inn 

The hydrodynamic model was generated for the Bavarian section of the 
Inn from Kufstein to the confluence with the Danube at Passau. This was 
done in cooperation with the Bavarian State Office for Environmental Pro-
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tection (Bayerisches Landesamt für Umwelt) and SCIETEC River Man-
agement Corporation (SCIETEC Flussmanagement GmbH). This model 
differs from the Tyrolean one due to the large influence of run-of-river 
power plants. About 85-90% of the course of the river lies in the direct 
backwater areas of one of the 16 power plants (Fig. 2.16). 

Additionally, the calibration of the model for the Bavarian Inn had to 
take other prerequisites and data into consideration. In contrast to the 
Tyrolean section of the Inn, the water levels and corresponding discharges 
were not available for every cross section. The calibration was based on 
only a few gauge measurements for every section, which is the reason why 
several cross sections in the model were calibrated with the same rough-
ness coefficient. The maximum values (flood peak) of the measured dis-
charge and stage hydrographs were used for the calibration. The available 
measurements for some sections of the highest water level during the pas-
sage of a flood wave correlated in several areas very badly with the corre-
sponding gauge measurements. Consequently, these measurements were 
mostly not used for the calibration. 

 
Fig. 2.16 Longitudinal section of the riverbed and water level on the Bavarian Inn 
at average discharge (MQ). The stepped water level course is created by the 
backwater from the power plants’ weirs 

One of the problems that arose were the high Strickler coefficients in the 
backwater of the power plants, which resulted from the calibration using 
the available water level data. The reason for these unrealistically smooth 
conditions was found in the change of the cross section geometry during a 
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flood event due to the mobilisation of large amounts of bed material. Sub-
sequently, erosion leads to a fall in the water level, which can be repre-
sented in a model using stable cross sections only by a rise of Strickler co-
efficients (reduction in roughness). In agreement with the model operators 
and after variation calculations for the estimation of sensitivity, a combina-
tion of an upper limit for the Strickler coefficients and the modification of 
the cross section geometry was chosen as the best approach. 

2.5.6 Potential for the Optimization of the Operational 
Management of Alpine Reservoirs – Example Based on the 
Flood in August 2005 

It was possible to reduce the flood peak in the lower Inn for the August 
2005 flood by optimizing the operational management of the power plant 
reservoirs in the upper reaches of the river Inn. The reservoirs of the 
TIWAG Tiroler Wasserkraft AG (Tyrol electricity provider) (Kaunertal 
and Sellrain-Silz – Fig. 2.17) and the intakes of the Vorarlberger Illwerke 
AG (Vorarlberg electricity provider) from streams in the Paznaun-Region 
in the southwest of Tyrol caused a reduction in the maximum discharge of 
ca. 60m3/s for the Innsbruck gauge (Hofer 2005). The operational man-
agement of the TIWAG power plants Kaunertal and Sellrain-Silz was ex-
amined in more detail with the hydraulic model performing simulations of 
different scenarios. 

It is important to mention that these ex-post analyses were made using 
observed gauge data which was not available to the power plant operators 
during the event. The forecast system was not yet ready in 2005. This sur-
vey was meant to show and enable a discussion of the potential of the op-
timized operational management. 

In the future decisions could be based solely on flood forecasts. The 
quality of the forecast will influence the results of the optimization quite 
essentially. 
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Fig. 2.17 Location of the components of the variation calculation: reservoirs and 
power plants Sellrain Silz and Kaunertal, river kilometre (Km) of the tailwater 
discharges and the gauge at Innsbruck 

The analysis was performed with the hydrodynamic model developed 
for the forecast system. Observed hydrographs of the Inn and its tributaries 
were used as input data and the calculated output hydrograph for the Inns-
bruck gauge was used as the basis for the analysis. The operational man-
agement of the power plants Kaunertal and Sellrain-Silz was varied in nu-
merous scenarios to see how the maximum discharge could be reduced. 
The figure below (Fig. 2.18) compares the observed hydrograph with the 
worst-case scenario (complete design discharge during the whole event) 
and the optimized operational management variant. The actual manage-
ment strategy implemented a reduction of about 52m3/s in the maximum 
discharge at Innsbruck in comparison with the worst case scenario. With 
the optimized variant the peak discharge at the gauge Innsbruck could have 
been reduced by another 43m3/s (which equals about 9cm in water level). 
These marginal values could be quite significant when considering the 
small remaining freeboard in the centre of Innsbruck. 
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Fig. 2.18 Discharge hydrographs for the gauge in Innsbruck: observed, worst-case 
scenario, optimized variant 

The example shows that, in the case of a relatively accurate forecast, it 
is possible, without needing a great deal of extra storage capacity, to make 
a decisive difference through the potential optimization of reservoir man-
agement. It is also possible to see how the quality of the forecast decisively 
influences the success of any measures taken. Optimum timing can only be 
found in very good forecasts. Through the operation of the model in the 
coming years it will be observable, whether the quality of the forecast can 
meet the requirements in the actual event. 

2.6 Summary 

A flood forecast system is an important contribution to effective flood risk-
management. Particularly in the case of events potentially exceeding the 
design discharge of protection measures, it is essential to provide reliable 
information as early as possible. 

While the first flood forecast systems were mostly based on empirical 
models, the hybrid approach using hydrological as well as hydrodynamic 
models is becoming more popular (Godina 2006). By using different mod-
els to describe the different processes contributing to the formation of a 
flood, it is possible to consider several regional distinctions. In the case of 
the river Inn, the alpine topography (snow line), glacier runoff and the in-
fluence of hydroelectric power plants (alpine reservoirs as well as run-of-
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river power stations) are important factors considered in the forecast sys-
tem. In contrast to a detailed local analysis of a particular problem, differ-
ent issues have to be emphasized when setting up models of the forecast 
system. For instance, the stability and the computing time of the hydrody-
namic model is of greater relevance in the forecast system. Integrated and 
reliable data management is essential for large amounts of input data and 
to provide unproblematic data flow between the different models as well as 
for the visualization of the results. 

The forecast system provides a lot of detailed information. Therefore, it 
must be operated by experts who have a good knowledge of the river Inn 
and its catchment area and are therefore able to interpret and review the re-
sults. Additionally, the system should be constantly enhanced and updated 
as every flood event provides new experiences and information. 

As the presented examples show, not only the public authorities respon-
sible for flood warning and protection, but also hydropower operators can 
benefit from the flood forecast system. The forthcoming test period will be 
the first challenge for the forecast system and its operators and will possi-
bly show some potential for optimization. 
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3 Runoff and bedload transport modelling for 
flood hazard assessment in small alpine 
catchments - the PROMABGIS model 
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ter, C. Hegg 

 

Abstract 

Successful risk management of flood related hazards like extreme runoff 
and intense bedload transport in small alpine catchments is strongly de-
pendent on accurate hazard assessment on a local scale. Some currently 
available methods used by practitioners are simple and therefore result in 
rather general evidence. Other methods – mostly scientific modelling ap-
proaches – are often too sophisticated to be applied for practical use with 
an economically justifiable effort. Thus, there is a need for a simple but re-
liable approach for flood related hazard assessment in small alpine catch-
ments. As a consequence of this the model PROMABGIS (PROcess orien-
tated MAss Balances) originally developed by Jenewein (2002) and 
Rinderer (2002) in cooperation with practitioners (i.n.n. ingenieurgesell-
schaft für naturraum-management GmbH & Co KG) has been further de-
veloped at alpS - Centre of Natural Hazard Management for estimating 
runoff and bedload transport in ungauged catchments of small size and al-
pine character. The model concept of both, the runoff and bedload trans-
port module, are presented in this paper. Moreover first results of model 
validation using measurements of flood events in the Erlenbach catchment 
(Switzerland) give proof of the models potential for estimating runoff and 
bedload transport in small alpine catchments. 

3.1 Introduction 

Major flood events in small alpine catchments are normally associated 
with bedload transport and/or debris flows which pose a high threat to hu-
man life and property. This is different compared to flood hazards in major 
river basins where most damage is caused by inundation and suspended 
sediment accumulation. Therefore, methods for assessing flood hazards in 
small alpine catchments have to differ from those commonly used in large 
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river basins. In particular, methods have to account for the available sedi-
ment potential and the specific transport processes that take place in tor-
rents. Currently available methods are either simple and therefore result in 
rather general evidence or they are rather complex and therefore time-
consuming in their application. 

3.1.1 Simple approaches for total sediment load assessment 

Most basic approaches for estimating total sediment load in torrential 
catchments are based on regression techniques or envelope-analyses using 
data of past events. They are missing a physical background and therefore 
sometimes are not consistent as far as dimensions are involved. In most 
cases only one parameter – the catchment size – can be chosen. Thus they 
are easy to use but result in rather general evidence. More enhanced ap-
proaches have basic options for regional adaptation but normally cannot 
take site-specific characteristics into account. The recurrence interval of 
calculated discharges and loads is not well defined in most cases. Formulas 
result in a total sediment load but can not gain hydro-sedigraphs showing 
the temporal distribution of runoff and bedload transport. 

For examples of simple sediment load formulas see: Hampel (1977); 
Kronfellner-Kraus (1984, 1987); Zeller (1985); D’Agostino et al. (1996). 
For simple formulae of debris flows volume-estimation see Hampel (1980) 
or Rickenmann (1995). Zimmermann and Lehmann (1999) give a well 
structured overview. 

Flood hazard assessment can be improved by applying simple formulae 
to individual reaches of the torrential channel. Focus is on quantitatively 
balancing the sediment availability and its accumulation within each chan-
nel reach. The actual process of bedload transport however is not mod-
elled. For some examples of this type of approach see: Hungr et al. (1984); 
Scheuringer (1988); Spreafico et al. (1999) and D’Agostino and Marchi 
(2003). 
Simple sediment delivery approaches focus on the source areas of the 
sediment to estimate total sediment load. Sediment routing within the 
channel is not modelled. Instead a complex set of rules determines how 
much of the total sediment potential of each channel section is able to 
reach the alluvial fan. For examples see: Brauner (2001) or Frick et al. 
(2006). 
Massbalancing based on event-specific transport capacity marks a further 
improvement. The total sediment load is not the sum of all available sedi-
ment potential but is determined reach by reach using an empirical trans-
port formula (e.g.: Rickenmann, 1990 or Smart and Jäggi, 1983). An 
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event-specific input hydrograph necessary for the transport capacity calcu-
lation has to be determined for each channel reach with a rainfall-runoff 
model. 

3.1.2 Simulation models for hydro-sedigraph estimation 

Compared to the group of simple approaches –whether they are site- and 
event specific or not – more sophisticated approaches exist to deal with 
flood related hazard assessment in torrents: In most cases they are pro-
vided in a modelling framework based on semi-empirical findings and/or 
physical laws like conservation of mass and momentum and hydraulic 
principles. Solving complex equations for 1-, 2- or even 3- dimensions is 
involved with sophisticated numerical methods and long simulation dura-
tion. Moreover models often require a large number of input parameters 
for which data have to be gathered during extensive field-work. To gain 
good results many sophisticated models need to be calibrated using exist-
ing data measured during past events. However measurements are rather 
seldom for small alpine catchments and therefore some of theses model 
approaches can not be applied for practical hazard assessment. 

In the following a short overview of models for sediment transfer simu-
lation in mountain streams is presented: 

The PROcess based MAss Balance model PROMABGIS Version 1.0 
(Jenewein, 2002; Rinderer, 2002, Schöberl et al., 2004) was one of the first 
attempts to provide a modelling framework for practical flood hazard as-
sessment in small alpine catchments. It is especially designed for spatially 
distributed modelling of overland flow and bedload transport trigged by 
short but intense rainfall events. As its name indicates it is implemented in 
the Geographical Information System software ArcView 3.x. PROMABGIS 
is capable of estimating sediment-laden peak discharge and total runoff 
and sediment load of steep alpine rivers up to slope gradients of 20 %. The 
watershed is represented by hydrological response units (not sub-
catchments) and the channel network consists of linked, homogeneous 
channel sections. The estimation of direct runoff generated on each hydro-
logical response unit relies upon design rainfall intensity and spatially dis-
tributed runoff coefficients. Runoff concentration is optionally modelled 
either by an isochrone approach or by a hydrological surface runoff rout-
ing. Within the channel network a hydrological routing method by Rick-
enmann (1996) (eq. 3.2) is used which is empirically derived from meas-
urements in steep torrents and mountain-rivers. Bedload transport 
estimation is based on the transport formula by Rickenmann (1990) (eq. 
3.6). Protective measures like flood retention basins can be taken into ac-
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count. The PROMABGIS model was further developed at the alpS – Centre 
of Natural Hazard Management. The current state of this work is presented 
in this publication. Thereby the reader’s attention is especially drawn on 
implemented approaches and selected results of model validation. 

ETC (Erosion des Torrents en Crue) (Mathys et al., 2003) is a hydro-
logical rainfall-runoff-erosion- and bedload transport model developed for 
alpine catchments up to 50 or 100 km². The runoff generation is based on 
the SCS-approach (Soil Conservation Service, 1972) used for calculation 
of the surface runoff of individual sub-catchments. Soil erosion can be 
taken into account by an amount of global abrasion or by incorporating re-
sults of an external, more sophisticated soil erosion model. Bedload trans-
port capacity is calculated using semi-empirical equations (Rickenmann, 
1990; Smart and Jäggi, 1983; Lefort, 1991) which are applicable to slope 
gradients between 3 and 20 % (Smart and Jäggi, 1983 and Rickenmann, 
1990). Runoff and bedload material in the channel is routed using a hydro-
logical routing methode. 

SETRAC (SEdiment TRAnsport model in alpine Catchments) (Friedl 
and Fuchs, 2004; Rickenmann et al., 2006; Chiari and Rickenmann, 2007) 
is a 1-dimensional sediment routing model especially developed for steep 
torrent channels up to a slope gradient of 20 %. It uses kinematic flood 
routing of the hydrograph, neglecting diffusive and convective terms of the 
full Saint Venant equations. Channel cross-sections can be of irregular 
shape and therefore represent natural inhomogenity of torrential channels. 
Erodable sediment potential can be assigned to each individual channel 
section. The model has to be fed with an input hydro- and/or sedigraph and 
bedload transport capacity is calculated with similar empirical equations 
for steep torrents as used in ETC but it can additionally account for form 
resistance losses. 

 
MORMO (Zarn et al., 1995) is designed for major alpine rivers with 

rather moderate slope gradients like the upper reaches of the river Rhine. It 
is capable of modelling fluvial sediment transport, taking changes in grain 
size and slope gradient of the river bed into account. Implemented trans-
port equations are the Meyer-Peter and Müller equation (1948) suitable for 
slope gradients between 0.04 to 2 % and the Smart and Jäggi equation 
(1983) which is valid for channel slopes between 3 and 20 %. 

FLUMEN (FLUvial Modelling ENgine) (Beffa, 2004) is an extension 
to the Hydro2de software capable for complex hydraulic simulations in-
cluding mobile bed sediment transport. The implemented sediment trans-
port formulae are the Meyer-Peter and Müller equation (1948) suitable for 
slope gradients between 0.04 to 2 % and the Smart and Jäggi equation 
(Jäggi, 1992) valid for channel slopes between 3 and 20 %. Armouring of 
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the channel bed is considered using a “two-grain-model” published by 
Günter (1971). As FLUMEN is no rainfall-runoff model its inflow has to 
be determined in advance using a different model. 

FLO-2D (O’Brien, 2003) is a 2-dimensional flood routing model with a 
sediment transport module for small to moderate slope gradients (6 differ-
ent equations for alluvial sediment transport of sand- and gravel bed rivers) 
and a mudflow module applicable for moderate to steep channel condi-
tions. A number of agencies and engineers worldwide use FLO-2D for de-
tailed flood hazard assessment. Surface runoff can be modelled using the 
Green and Ampt infiltration equation (Green and Ampt, 1911) and a hy-
draulic surface runoff routing. However, preprocessing and model setup is 
rather time-consuming as well as detailed simulations using small raster 
cells can cause long simulation duration. 

HEC-RAS (Hydrologic Engineering Center – River Analysis System) 
(US Army Corps of Engineers, 2002) is a one-dimensional hydraulic 
model for steady and unsteady flow simulation, movable boundary sedi-
ment transport computation and water quality analysis. It is no rainfall-
runoff model and therefore is dependent on an input-hydrograph. HEC-
RAS is primarily designed for long-term simulations but modelling of sin-
gle events is possible. As sediment transport is computed by grain size 
fraction, detailed hydraulic processes like sediment sorting or armouring 
can be simulated. Available sediment transport formulae are similar to 
those implemented in FLO-2D. Likewise they are all developed to simu-
late fine grained sediment transport under small to moderate slope gradi-
ents. 

BASEMENT (BAsic Simution EnvironMENT) (Fäh et al., 2006) is a 
flexible, powerful environment for numerical modelling of fluvial proc-
esses in alpine rivers. The model is capable for computing 1-, 2- and 3 di-
mensional flow patterns as well as bedload and suspended sediment trans-
port. However, the currently implemented formula for sediment transport 
(Meyer-Peter and Müller equation, 1948) is restricted to slope gradients 
between 0.04 and 2 %. 

It appears that physically based, hydraulic runoff and bedload transport 
models which are applicable to steep torrents are rare and time-consuming 
for parameterisation, simulation and result evaluation. Most of them con-
centrate on hydro-sedigraph routing and therefore depend on other models 
for rainfall-runoff simulation. However, for detailed simulations, espe-
cially of more than one dimension, these models are the right choice. 

Semi-empirical runoff and bedload transport models seem to meet most 
needs of practical flood hazard assessment in small alpine catchments. 
During the development of PROMABGIS it has been an important goal to 
optimise both quality of results and work effort for input data collection, 
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model parameterisation and simulation for practical flood hazard assess-
ment. The original modelling concept of the first version of the model de-
veloped by Jenewein (2002) und Rinderer (2002) has been further ex-
tended in the course of a research project undertaken by the alps- Center of 
Natural Hazard Management. The present status of the model and first 
validation results using data of a Swiss torrent are presented in this paper. 

3.2 PROMABGIS a process-based approach for 
massbalances in small alpine catchments 

PROMABGIS Version 2.0 comprises a standardised procedure of input data 
collection in the field, parameter derivation based on commercially avail-
able Digital Elevation Models and a modular modelling framework for 
scenario-based runoff and bedload transport simulation. The main focus is 
on fluvial processes in ungauged catchments of small size and alpine char-
acter mainly triggered by short but intense rainfall events. To optimise the 
workflow of data-preprocessing, simulation and result-evaluation an ex-
tension to a commonly used GIS-Software (Geographical Information Sys-
tem) has been developed providing user-friendly tools and routines em-
bedded into a Graphical User Interface (GUI). 
Modelling is based on an integrated inventory of spatially distributed in-
formation on geomorphology, vegetation, landuse as well as channel ge-
ometry, bedload characteristic and sediment potential. 

3.3 Modell concept PROMABGIS

Since the application of computers in hydrological modelling in the 1960s 
the number of developed rainfall-runoff-models has increased rapidly and 
has reached a nearly unmanageable number (Nemec, 1993). In contrast 
there are only a comparatively small number of models for sediment trans-
port quantification that are being used (see above). The classification of a 
model can be diverse depending on the criteria used. The definite alloca-
tion is further hindered by the fact that many models are of a hybrid-kind 
of type. An attempt to classify the PROMABGIS model Version 2.0 could 
be as follows (see table 3.1): 
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Table 3.1: Categorization of PROMABGIS according to established model classi-
fication (the applicable categories for PROMABGIS are highlighted in bold). 

Criteria Model design 

Lumped model  

Semidistributed model Spatial representation of the catchment 

Distributed model 

Black-box model 

Grey-box model Detailedness of the process description 

White-box model 

Deterministic model 

Stochastic model Causality criteria 

Hybrid model 

Event model 
Length of the observed time segment 

Continuous model 

3.3.1 Runoff 

A key-component of flood hazard assessment in torrential catchments is 
the determination of clear water runoff. Ultimately it is the surface runoff 
on the hill slopes and in the channels of the catchment that is causing 
sediment transport. 

A flood event can be described by several attributes. Features such as 
peak discharge, time of rise, duration of the event, runoff volume and other 
values can be considered. For design purpose the peak discharge is of spe-
cial importance. Thus, many procedures are focused on the estimation of 
peak discharge. For design engineering of flood retention basins the 
evaluation of the total runoff is significant. Therefore duration and tempo-
ral distribution of the flood discharge (flood hydrograph) are necessary. 

In very simple model approaches (black-box models, lumped models) 
the components are reduced to only a few parameters such as for example 
the size of the catchment. More sophisticated hydrological approaches in 
regard to spatial discretisation or process description mostly consist of 
three components (a) runoff generation, (b) runoff concentration and (c) 
channel routing. 
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Runoff formation 

Runoff formation describes the process of direct and delayed runoff due to 
a rainfall event. The part of the event precipitation that leads to direct sur-
face runoff is called effective precipitation. The rest of the rainfall is de-
layed due to either initial abstraction (see details below) and/or infiltration 
into the soil or groundwater body and therefore does not directly contribute 
to the flood hydrograph (Ihringer, 1992). 

Runoff is generated due to a combination of the processes interception, 
evapotranspiration, infiltration, snow melt, surface- and subsurface stor-
age, as well as water percolation within the soil (Baumgartner and Lieb-
scher, 1990). How much precipitation drains off or how long it is delayed 
depends on the retention capacity of the soil, the geomorphologic proc-
esses and the substratum. On barely permeable soil surface runoff is rap-
idly formed because of infiltration obstruction. On the other hand very 
permeable soil or extremely aerate substratum has to be saturated first be-
fore surface runoff or interflow is formed. So it depends primarily on the 
geo-inventory whether runoff forms instantly or delayed. According to 
Scherrer and Naef (2003) the individual runoff processes and their reac-
tions to heavy rainfall can be depicted as follows (table 3.2): 

The soil/vegetation complex is an essential factor for runoff formation. 
This is particularly the case when the runoff formation of a single spot or 
an individual slope segment is described. For this case numerous publica-
tions exist, in which the interrelation between the soil/vegetation complex 
and runoff (primarily surface runoff) is investigated in the course of sprin-
kling experiments. For alpine regions contributions by the Bundesamt und 
Forschungszentrum für Wald (BFW) and the Bayerischen Landesamt für 
Wasserwirtschaft (LfW) (Markart et al., 2004), have to be mentioned. In 
Switzerland Rickli and Forster (1997), Scherrer (1997) or Scherrer and 
Naef (2003) have been working on this issue. In these studies the test spots 
investigated during the sprinkling experiments are usually 100 m² or less. 

For the modelling of the runoff generation for a whole catchment, larger 
spatial units need to be examined instead of small isolated slope sections. 
The sole consideration of the soil/vegetation complex is not enough in this 
circumstance. The influence of the prevailing geomorphologic processes or 
those possibly taking place during a heavy storm event as well as the geo-
logical substratum have to be considered. 
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 Table 3.2: Runoff processes and their reaction to heavy rainfall. 

Process Type Abbreviation Reaction of the runoff 
process 

HOF1 
Rapid Hortonian overland flow 
as a consequence of infiltration 
obstruction Hortonian overland 

flow 

HOF2 
Delayed Hortonian overland 
flow as a consequence of 
infiltration obstruction 

SOF1 Rapid overland flow as a 
consequence of soil saturation 

SOF2 Delayed overland flow … 

Surface flow 

Saturation overland 
flow 

SOF3 Highly delayed overland flow... 

SSF1 

Rapid flow in the soil as a 
consequence of impermeable 
layers under highly permeable 
soils or pronounced 
macrospores 

SSF2 Delayed runoff ... 

Lateral flow 

SSF3 Highly delayed runoff ... 

Subsurface flow 

Vertical flow DP 

Deep-seepage as a 
consequence of easily 
permeable soil and permeable 
geological substratum 

Particularly in small alpine catchments, flooding is normally caused by 
heavy rainfall of short duration but high intensities. Therefore slowly re-
sponding storage components of the soil/vegetation complex are of minor 
importance. The direct runoff – in most cases generated by overland flow 
or return flow near the surface – is decisive for the flood discharge. Thus, 
modelling of runoff in PROMABGIS is concentrated on the simulation of 
surface runoff. 
Consequently, in a first step runoff coefficient maps are created, that are 
based on the soil/vegetation complex and the geomorphologic processes of 
the catchment. For this purpose homogeneous soil/vegetation-units and 
geomorphologic process-units are mapped in the field (for the 
soil/vegetation-mapping guidelines see Markart et al., 2004). Then runoff- 
and roughness-coefficients are assigned to the individual soil/vegetation-
units according to Markart et al (2004) and both datasets are intersected in 
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a Geographic Information System (GIS) to generate a combined surface-
runoff coefficient map. Thus this map is not only based on single-spot 
soil/vegetation surveys but also on an area-wide geomopholgical- and soil-
substratum-mapping. 

The expected surface runoff for each time-step can be derived from the 
spatially and temporally distributed design rainfall event and the surface-
runoff coefficient of each hydrological response unit in which the whole 
catchment is spatially divided in the course of the GIS-intersection. Initial 
abstraction can be considered optionally (Markart et al., 2004). Initial ab-
straction is understood as the precipitation volume infiltrated until soil 
saturation is reached and overland flow initiates. This infiltration process 
at the beginning of a flood event leads to a delay in the rise of the flood 
peak. 

Runoff concentration 

Runoff concentration is the accumulation of runoff effective precipitation 
from the catchment slopes to an observed channel reach (Ihringer, 1992). 
The time needed for this process depends primarily on the distance, the 
slope gradient and the surface roughness. Besides the temporal shift of the 
effective precipitation (translation) the shape of the hydrograph is altered 
due to retention effects. 

Thus modelling runoff concentration is concerned with the transforma-
tion of the spatially distributed effective precipitation on the hill slopes to a 
runoff hydrograph of a single point of interest. 

In many approaches for describing runoff concentration on the hill 
slopes roughness parameters have to be defined. Besides the vegetation the 
soil substratum has an influence on the flow resistance. Mapping geomor-
phologic processes allows conclusions to be drawn on the surface mor-
phology and therefore surface roughness of individual process units of a 
catchment. 

Modelling of runoff concentration in the PROMABGIS model can op-
tionally be undertaken by either an isochrones-approach or a cell-based 
hydrologic routing method: For the determination of the isochrones well-
known empirical formulae for estimating runoff-concentration-duration as 
published by Izzard (1946) and Morgali and Linsley (1965) are provided. 
On the other hand the isochrones can be determined by assigning plausible 
flow velocities cited in the literature. These runoff velocities are further 
varied according to the topography, the runoff coefficient as well as the as-
signed surface roughness. 
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In the case of the cell-based hydrologic surface-routing of the 
PROMABGIS model the catchment is divided into surface raster pixels each 
considered as a storage element. Successive surface raster pixels form a 
storage cascade according to their flow-direction. The relationship between 
reservoir storage and outflow is described by the Strickler-formula (Strick-
ler, 1923 cit. in Chanson, 2004). This procedure is more demanding in cal-
culation compared to the isochrones-approach. However time-variable 
flow velocities are more realistic than mean static flow velocity values ap-
plied for the duration of the entire event. Calculation time has been tried to 
optimise by some simplifications: The succession of surface runoff is only 
considered to be in the direction of the steepest slope gradient (single flow-
direction) and no hydraulic procedures for the description of the propaga-
tion of the flood wave is used. 

Channel routing 

For routing the runoff in the predefined channel reaches various channel 
routing procedures are implemented in the PROMABGIS model. An appro-
priate routing method can be chosen depending on effort/expense, data 
availability and precision demands. 
In principle one distinguishes between hydrologic and hydraulic methods. 
All methods are similar in that they take the continuity equation into con-
sideration. The differences lie in the assumptions of the simplification of 
impulse balance and in their handling. 

For hydraulic approaches the propagation of the flood wave further 
downstream is calculated using the St. Venant-Equations (Chanson, 2004). 
For the solution of these equations various approximations are used simpli-
fying some of the basic assumptions: Basically, one distinguishes between 
steady and unsteady flow conditions. In the case of steady flow conditions 
discharge and corresponding water depth are temporally invariant. Un-
steady flow conditions can be depicted as Kinematic Wave, Diffuse Wave 
or Hydrodynamic Wave. The simplifications manifest themselves in the 
disregard of individual terms of the impulse equation (local and advection 
acceleration term, pressure term), whilst the continuity equation is equally 
valid for all the wave equations. 
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(eq. 3.1) 

Hydrologic approaches bridge physical laws with conceptual ap-
proaches to simplify the description of processes during the wave propaga-
tion in channels. The approaches reach from very simple estimations of 
peak discharge and time of the maximum peak, to detailed routing meth-
ods, which approximate the Diffusive Wave equation (e.g. Muskingum-
Cunge-Routing; Cunge, 1969 cit. in Chanson, 2004). 

For the very specific flow conditions in mountain torrent channels, 
which are characterised by their roughness and steepness, there are rela-
tively few useful applicable approaches for the consideration of flow resis-
tance. Most approaches are developed for rivers with low slope gradients 
in which the flow resistance is significantly dependant on the grain size 
distribution of the bed material. In steeper channels additionally bed mor-
phology hast to be considered as further source of flow-energy losses. 

The empirical approach by Rickenmann (1996) has been developed on 
the basis of natural measurements in mountain torrents: 

35,0
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2,034,033,037.0
d

JQgvm
⋅⋅⋅

=  
(eq. 3.2) 

Hereby vm [m/s] is the mean velocity in the cross-section, g [m/s2] the 
acceleration due to gravity, Q [m3/s] the discharge, J [-] the mean slope 
gradient and d90 [m] the characteristic grain size, which 50 % of the mate-
rial by weight is finer. Equation (3.2) is valid for a slope gradients of 0.006 
< J < 0.63. 

Since the flow depth does not have to be directly entered as an input pa-
rameter and the indication of the channel width suffices, the survey of the 
cross-section geometry is not compulsory. 

The Manning-Strickler’s equation (Strickler, 1923 cit. in Chanson 2004) 
is another very prevalent approach being used very frequently for the reg-
istration of flow resistance in practical hydraulic engineering: 

2
1

3
2

EhStm JRkv ⋅⋅=  (eq. 3.3) 
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In this formula kSt [m1/3/s2] is the roughness coefficient according to 
Strickler, Rh [m] the hydraulic radius for the cross-section and JE [-] the 
energy head line gradient. 

The formula was in actual fact developed for lowland rivers, but its ap-
plication is commonly extended to steeper channels by adequately adapt-
ing the roughness coefficient kSt. For the application of the Manning-
Strickler formula knowledge of the cross-section geometry is necessary to 
be able to calculate the hydraulic radius. In equation (3.3) the Strickler-
coefficient is a constant value. In fact it varies depending on the flow 
depth. Therefore flow depth is explicitly considerd in various approaches 
(e.g. Palt, 2001). 

The approaches used in the current version of PROMABGIS structurally 
correspond with hydrological routing models (storage cascades). The link 
between storage volume and out flow from the storage is non-linear and 
for each channel section (represented by one storage element) there are 
several parameters available for calibration. 

The first implemented approach describes the relationship of stage-
discharge in a reservoir with the formula by Rickenmann (see eq. 3.2). The 
cross-section geometry is not needed explicitly. Besides the initial and 
boundary conditions only information about the grain roughness (d90), the 
length of a channel and the mean slope gradient (J) are required. 

The second implemented approach is the Manning-Strickler formula 
(see eq. 3.3). It needs additional data on the cross section geometry for the 
determination of the hydraulic radius. For this purpose the width of the 
channel bed and the gradient of both bank slopes need to be additionally 
surveyed in the field. 

In general it must be noted that for the required task – under considera-
tion of the large variation of input parameters and the resulting inaccura-
cies – the easier applicable hydrological routing procedures can be rea-
sonably applied. Particularly in the channel reaches with large slope 
gradients the increase of precision through more complex procedures plays 
a subordinate role. For the PROMABGIS model it is much more important 
that for both implemented hydrological procedures no measured discharge 
hydrographs have to be used for calibration to achieve good results. 

3.3.2 Bedload Transport 

In small alpine rivers and steep torrents flooding is normally associated 
with bedload transport or even debris flows. Shear stress and drag forces 
generated by surface runoff can mobilise material within the channel or its 
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adjacent banks resulting in bedload transport. Under low or mean water 
only particles with small grain size (silt, sand) can be mobilised and as 
time proceeds coarser grains tend to dominate the surface of the channel 
bed. These coarser grains can form an armour layer which prevents further 
sediment erosion under low and mean flow conditions. Bedload transport 
during a flood event is not initiated until flow conditions reach a certain 
threshold of shear stress which mobilises the coarse grains of the armour 
layer. 

The PROMABGIS model calculates critical discharge which defines ini-
tiation of bedload motion based on results of the preceding runoff simula-
tion. For rather smooth channel bed conditions without a significant ar-
mour layer an approach by Bathurst et al. (1987), later modified by 
Rickenmann (1990) (eq. 3.4) is used. For a rough streambed and channel 
slopes steeper than 0.05 the use of an approach by Whittaker and Jäggi 
(1986) (eq. 3.5) may be used. 

 (eq. 3.4) 

 (eq. 3.5) 
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qcr is the critical discharge for initiation of bedload motion per unit 
width of the channel in [m³ s-1 m-1], s is the ratio between grain and fluid 
density, g is the acceleration due to gravity in [m s-2], d50 in [m] is the 
characteristic grain size, which 50 % of the material by weight is finer and 
S (= tan β) is the slope gradient in [%, -]. 

If the critical discharge is exceeded, bedload transport initiates and bed-
load transport capacity is calculated in PROMABGIS with an equation by 
Rickenmann (1990): 
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qs is volumetric bedload transport rate per unit width of the channel in 
[m³ s-1 m-1], d30 respectively d90 in [m] is the characteristic grain size, 
which 30 % respectively 90 % of the material by weight is finer and q is 
the discharge per unit width of the channel in [m³ s-1 m-1]. 

 
Equation (eq. 3.6) was developed using results of laboratory experi-

ments of bedload transport in a flume with slope gradients from 0.03 to 
0.20. For steeper channel slopes the equation predicts debris-flow like 
sediment concentrations, which may lead to a flow-behaviour different 
from ordinary fluvial sediment transport; therefore the applicability of (eq. 
3.6) is limited to the slope range mentioned before. 
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Unsaturated transport conditions 

The transport formula by Rickenmann (1990) (eq. 3.6) characterises fully 
developed transport conditions. Field measurements in mountain streams 
however often indicate lower sediment transport rates than predicted by 
(eq. 3.6) (Rickenmann, 2001). Hegg and Rickenmann (2000) show that for 
a large number of flood events in the Erlenbach torrent (Switzerland) the 
transport conditions can rarely be characterised as saturated or fully devel-
oped. 

Form resistance due to the rough channel bed is assumed to be one pos-
sible reason for unsaturated transport conditions. A part of the energy 
which causes bedload transport is dissipated by the turbulent currents of 
the water caused by the rough surface of the channel. 

To account for this reduction of transport energy, approaches developed 
by Rickenmann (2005) and Rickenmann et al. (2006) are implemented in 
the model. Using flow velocity measurements in rivers and torrents up to 
slope gradients of 0.63 (Rickenmann, 1996), Rickenmann (2005) estimated 
the relative proportion of grain roughness to total roughness as: 
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(eq. 3.7) 

nr is the Manning-coefficient related to skin friction in [s m-1/3], ntot is 
the total friction in [s m-1/3] and h is the flow depth in [m]. 

For uniform flow, the slope of the energy head line (S) can be approxi-
mated by the slope gradient of the channel. To account for form resistance 
losses, the energy slope can be partitioned into a fractional part Sred associ-
ated with skin friction only: 
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(eq. 3.8) 

For bedload transport capacity estimation considering form roughness 
losses, Sred is used instead of S in (eq. 3.6).Using the Manning-Strickler-
equation to partition bed shear stress results in an exponent a = 2. Meyer-
Peter and Müller (1948) applied a similar approach to their laboratory ex-
periments and proposed a = 1.5. Based on reconstructed sediment transport 
loads during an extreme flood event in an Austrian torrent, Rickenmann et 
al. (2006); Rickenmann and Chiari (2007) and Chiari et al. (2008) back-
calculated a best-fit exponent a = 1. 
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A second probable reason for unsaturated transport conditions may be a 
general or temporary shortage in erodable bedload material. The amount of 
available material depends on the sediment potential in the channel, its ad-
jacent banks and hillslopes potentially providing material due to mass 
movements during the event. The sediment potential has to be estimated in 
the course of a geomorphologic field assessment. A possible sediment in-
put from upstream affects transport conditions as well. Depending on 
whether the available amount of material exceeds the transport capacity or 
not the transport conditions will be saturated or unsaturated. 

The possible input of material from a channel reach or tributary up-
stream, and the output of the channel section are balanced. If the input of 
sediment exceeds the output, material is accumulated in the channel sec-
tion. If more material exits the channel section than enters it, material is 
eroded. If sediment input and output equals each other, there is no change 
in channel material storage for a particular time step of the simulation. 
Channel properties like the sediment potential have to be updated after 
each single time step to obtain new boundary conditions for the next simu-
lation time step. 

3.4 Case study Erlenbach 

Discharge measurements in small mountain torrent catchments are rather 
seldom and if there are series of measurements available then they are of-
ten short and do not include major events. The PROMABGIS model was 
predominantly developed for the assessment of rare design events. There-
fore events with a low probability of occurrence were chosen for valida-
tion. A further criterion was the availability of bedload measurements, 
which are scarce in steep alpine catchments. Finally, the Swiss Erlenbach 
was chosen in which the Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and 
Landscape Research (WSL) has been undertaking runoff- and sediment 
transport measurements for 20 years. Several runoff events with a high 
magnitude have been recorded and records of two of them were available 
for this assessment. 

3.4.1 Overview 

The Erlenbach catchment is 60 km south of Zurich in the Alptal/canton 
Schwyz (CH). The catchment size is 0.7 km². From the highest point, the 
Furggelenstock (1656 m a.s.l.) to the gauging station (1110 m a.s.l.) near 
the mouth of the catchment into the river Alp (local receiving stream) there 
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is a difference in height of about 550m. The mean channel slope gradient 
is about 25%. The majority of the channels however is flatter (about 20%). 
The channel network itself is extremely dense and besides the natural 
channel network a ramified drainage system exists. The drainage density 
of the catchment lies at least at 16 km/km². The majority of the anthropo-
genic rifts were taken into consideration. In total for 11.4 km of channel 
length runoff and bedload transport were modelled. 
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Fig.3.1 Map of the Erlenbach in the canton Schwyz (CH). Reproduced with the 
permission of swisstopo (BA068292) 

3.4.2 Geology and Processes 

For the geomorphologic map existing information was collected and exam-
ined. In addition, aerial photographs were stereoscopically assessed and re-
sults evaluated in the field. 

The process dynamics in the Erlenbach catchment is strongly character-
ised by the geological setting. Indications of mass movements (such as sa-
bre-like growth of trees, taut roots) predominately effecting the shallow 
weathering layers of the flysch can be found in the whole catchment. In the 
middle and upper parts of the channel bedrock is partly affected as well, 
whereby the ridge area of the Erlenbach does not show indications of 
movement and therefore was not classified as creeping. Apart from these 
ridge areas, most parts of the catchment show several indications of water 
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logging that are especially pronounced in the area of the creeping mass 
movements. 

The Erlenbach springs from the extensive water logging areas in the up-
per part of the catchment. Here numerous small channels have formed that 
subsequently get united. Large sections of these channels exhibit current 
erosion. Likewise, the subsequent main creek and its adjacent banks are ef-
fected by ongoing erosion and sliding processes. 

3.4.3 Hydrological setting 

As illustrated above, the catchment exhibits a large number of water log-
ging areas. These areas in the middle and upper part of the catchment are 
tapped by an anthropogenic drainage system and so their runoff reaches 
the closest torrential channel with only a small delay. 

The current anthropogenic usage of the catchment is restricted to sea-
sonal alpine farming in the upper region “Furggelen” as well as farming in 
the lower parts of the catchment and at the valley bottom of the river Alp. 
In total, about a fifth of the catchment area is still being agriculturally 
used. In the past usage seemed to be even more intensive, which can be 
deduced from the numerous drainage ditches for dewatering the wet areas 
of the catchment. 

Due to the numerous water logging areas and the limited infiltration ca-
pacity of the soil the general runoff disposition in the catchment is high. In 
areas used for seasonal alpine farming the infiltration capacity is further 
reduced by cattle compacting the soil. Therefore runoff coefficients are 
particularly high in these regions. Forest is represented by about 50 %. The 
composition varies, however the coniferous species dominate. Generally 
scrubs are well pronounced. Due to the unfavourable substratum water 
logging can be found in the forested area of the catchment as well. Thus in 
the Erlenbach catchment even forested habitats have to be considered as 
unfavourable in regard to surface runoff generation. 
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Fig. 3.2 Landuse map of the Erlenbach catchment. Reproduced with the permis-
sion of swisstopo (BA068292) 

 

Fig. 3.3 Runoff coefficient map considering the soil/vegetation complex and geo-
morphologic processes. Reproduced with the permission of swisstopo 
(BA068292) 
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Surface roughness can also be considered as high in the Erlenbach catch-
ment. The herb layer of the forest free area is composed of tightly rooted 
grasses and mosses. In the forest areas it is particularly dwarf-shrubs, such 
as the blueberry, and mosses that act as flow resistance and therefore retard 
surface runoff. 

3.4.4 Modell validation 

As already illustrated above the event based PROMABGIS model is primar-
ily designed for rainfall-runoff-bedload transport modelling of short but in-
tense rainfall events. Therefore two of the largest flood events in the Er-
lenbach were selected for model evaluation. These are the events of July 
the 14th 1995 and September the 12th 1997. For model testing precipitation 
measurements (rain gauge, situated in the lower part of the catchment), 
discharge measurements (gauge), as well as hydrophone measurements 
with a temporal resolution of one minute were available. To be able to 
draw conclusions on the antecedent system conditions (e.g.: soil moisture 
conditions before the events), the precipitation records of the days before 
the flood event were analysed. 

The bedload measuring system in the Erlenbach, which has been in op-
eration since 1986 registers the vibrations which in the case of bedload 
transport are caused by stones that are transported over a measurement 
cross-section. Hydrophones are attached to the underside of a metal plate 
that reaches over the measurement cross-section registering the impacts of 
transported bedload grains and transfering them into electromagnetic sig-
nals (piezoelectric bedload impact sensor impulses; for the test set-up see 
Rickenmann and McArdell, 2007). The measuring system is sensitive to 
grains with a minimum size of 1 to 3cm (Rickenmann and McArdell, 
2007). 

Analyses of Rickenmann (1997) have shown that the number of hydro-
phone-impulses is proportional to the bedload transport rate. 

The hydrophone-impulses for the two available validation events were 
converted to a bedload transport rate using an empirical relation published 
by Rickenmann and McArdell (2007) (eq. 3.9). 

 (eq. 3.9) SPFp ⋅= 934.0

Fp in [m³] is the total bedload volume including fines (sand, silt, clay) of 
one or several flood events which were deposited in the sediment retention 
basin immediately downstream of the bedload measurement station. SP is 
the number of hydrophone-impulses of the associated event divided by 
1000. 
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The correlation was developed based on 25 measurement periods be-
tween 1986 and 1992 with in total 287 individual events (Rickenmann and 
McArdell, 2007). For the comparison of the measured bedload transport 
intensity with the simulated ones the portion of suspended sediment is sub-
tracted from the total sum as fines are not registered by the hydrophones. 
This percentage of the total sediment load is estimated to be 30 percent on 
average. 

Results Clear Water Runoff 

For both selected evaluation events the cell-based hydrological routing 
method was chosen for modelling the runoff concentration on the hill 
slopes. Results are shown in Figure 3.4. 

When comparing the results of the two events the difference in precipi-
tation intensity strikes out. The maximum values are 2.7 mm/min (1995) 
and 1.5 mm/min (1997) respectively. So both values lie well above the 
lower threshold of 0.5 mm/min conceived by Markart et al. (2004) as the 
limit for the validity of their mapping guidelines. The sum of precipitation 
till the peak discharge is reached is about 40 mm for the event in 1995 and 
about 45 mm for the event in 1997 respectively, whereby former rainfall 
event was particularly short and intense. Total sum of rainfall was about 50 
mm for both storm events. 

As discussed before not only the rainfall event actually triggering the 
flood event but also the antecedent hydrological system conditions play an 
important role in generation a high magnitude event. In this perspective the 
two evaluated storm events differ from each other: Whereas a sum of 35 
mm of rainfall could be registered during 48 hours prior to the event in 
1995 there were two days without any rainfall before the 1997-event. 

For each of the selected flood events two different scenarios were con-
sidered: The first one neglects initial abstraction whereas the second one 
takes these preliminary losses into account. It could be shown, that model-
ling initial abstraction has a considerable influence on the quality of mod-
elling results in cases where no rainfall directly prior to the actual flood 
event occurred. 
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Fig. 3.4 Measured and simulated hydrographs for the two selected evaluation 
events of 14th of July 1995 and the 12th of September 1997 in the Erlenbach 
catchment 

Table 3.3: Comparison of modelled and measured cumulative runoff volume 
[m³]. 

[m³] 1995 1997 

measured 18500 15000 

simulated without initial abstraction 20900 25300 

difference to measured +2400 +10300 

simulated with initial abstraction 12600 16400 

difference to measured -5900 +1400 
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The simulation of the 1997-event considering initial abstraction results 
in much better representation of the actual hydrograph. The initial system-
conditions were rather favourable due to dry weather conditions during the 
preceding days. From the records it can be derived that a considerable 
amount of precipitation could infiltrate at the beginning of the event till 
soils got saturated and began to drain. Taking this initial abstraction into 
account the rise and peak of the hydrograph can be simulated considerably 
well. In Comparison neglecting initial abstraction leads to a much too early 
rise of the flood hydrograph and an overestimation of the flood peak. Total 
Runoff volume is overestimated as well (see table 3.3). 

For the event in 1995 the soil conditions can be expected to be almost 
saturated due to rainfall in the preceding days. Simulation neglecting initial 
abstraction leads to a rather good representation of the rising limb of the 
flood hydrograph jet overestimates the peak discharge. Better agreement 
between measured and simulated peak discharge can be gained when con-
sidering the initial losses however the initiation of surface runoff shows a 
delay. A possible reason for the fact that the two hydrographs of the both 
scenarios are much more equal as far as the delay in rise is considered may 
be explained by the wet system conditions prior to the event. Only a com-
paratively small amount of precipitation is needed to reach saturated soil 
moisture conditions which results in a short delay even considering initial 
abstraction. Total runoff volume is slightly overestimated without consid-
eration of initial abstraction whereas it is underestimated them neglecting 
it (see table 3.3). 

Results bedload transport 

In a first step the implemented approaches for bedload transport calcula-
tion in mountain torrents during flood events were evaluated. Thereby, the 
focus was on the comparison of measured and simulated bedload hydro-
graphs. To limit possible uncertainties due to variations of the measured 
and simulated clear water runoff the assessment of the implemented bed-
load transport modelling approaches were based on the measured clear wa-
ter hydrographs. 

The validation tests based on the measured hydrographs lead to the con-
clusion that the implemented bedload transport approach in the 
PROMABGIS model tends to overestimate the observed bedload transport 
(peak and load) when form resistance is neglected. On the other hand, 
when taking form resistance into account (eq. 3.7, eq. 3.8 with a=1) simu-
lated results tends to underestimate bedload transport intensities and total 
load.
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Fig. 3.5 Measured and simulated beldload rates for the two selected evaluation 
events of 14th of July 1995 and the 12th of September 1997 in the Erlenbach 
catchment. (Form resistance was taken into consideration with a=1 in eq. 3.8) 
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However, it is noted that the calculated transport loads including form 
resistance with a = 1 are much closer to observed loads. This is in agree-
ment with results from simulations with the SETRAC model applied to 
several Austrian torrents (Rickenmann et al., 2006; Chiari and Ricken-
mann, 2007; Chiari et al., 2008). 

Even if the difference between measured and simulated bedload trans-
port rates is considerable, yet it appears that the implemented approaches 
are at least appropriate to mark an upper and lower bound of realistic bed-
load transport intensities. This restriction can therefore be meaningful as 
fluctuation is inherent to natural bedload transport in general and therefore 
no single correct result can be expected: Hegg and Rickenmann (2000) for 
example report a variation of more than two orders of magnitude for ob-
served bedload transport intensities in the Erlenbach stream during periods 
of lower discharge and still a variation of one order of magnitude during 
higher discharge events. Therefore differences between simulated and 
measured bedload transport intensities lie within the same order of magni-
tude as natural observed variations. 

Possible reasons for the variability of bedload transport can be the occa-
sionally limited availability of material, the turbulent movement of the wa-
ter and the changes of channel characteristics during the event (e.g.: cross 
section geometry, bed roughness, grain size). 

During all events a large portion of the time unsaturated transport condi-
tions seem to have prevailed. Inherently the form of the measured sedi-
graphs, showing alternating phases with high and low transport intensities, 
lead to this conclusion. Even for the event in 1995, that shows a (clear wa-
ter) runoff peak of almost 10 m³/s and therefore distinguishes itself in 
magnitude from the other tested event with a peak discharge of about 4 
m³/s, this is to be expected. 

When evaluating the difference between simulated and measured bed-
laod transport intensities uncertainties in both, the calculation approaches 
as well as reference data have to be kept in mind: 

The transport formula by Rickenmann (1990) (eq. 3.6) was developed in 
the laboratory under idealised conditions. However even when defined ba-
sic parameters for the transport equation determination were used meas-
ured data was dispersed. When applying this laboratory-based formula to 
natural conditions one must assume that the uncertainties will even grow. 

But also the reference data – the “measured” sedigraphs – are afflicted 
with errors: The hydrophone measurement method is well appropriate to 
register natural bedload transport intensities as influences due to the meas-
urement device are limited (see Rickenmann and McArdell, 2007). Never-
theless, the measurement and conversion of the hydrophone-impulses into 
total bedload and transport intensities is linked with uncertainties: So for 
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example signal intensity is depending on grain size and type of impact of 
the bedload grains on the metal plate with the hydrophone sensors under-
neath (see laboratory tests by Etter, 1996 cit. in Rickenmann and 
McArdell, 2007). Furthermore, the threshold value of minimum impact in-
tensity necessary to register a transported grain moving over the metal 
plate holds certain fuzziness in recording actual bedload transport. 

For converting the hydrophone impulses to bedload transport intensities 
equation 3.9 was used that was derived empirically from 25 measurement 
periods between 1986 and 1999 each including several events. The sum of 
hydrophone impulses of individual measuring periods and associated 
measured total sediment loads however do not coincide (see Rickenmann 
and McArdell, 2007 Fig. 3.5). As a consequence of this one can deduce 
that using equation 3.9 to determine total loads of individual flood events 
inevitably may lead to deviations from actual event loads. Rickenmann and 
McArdell (2007) reconstructed actual event loads of 287 individual events 
within the 25 measurement periods using different equations and could 
thereby determine variations of up to a factor of 5. They ascertained that 
the majority of the result-differences however lie about a factor of 2. This 
uncertainty involved with reconstructing individual event loads and here-
with the uncertainty of the reference values for the model validation is 
within a similar dimension as the variation of errors between simulated and 
reconstructed sediment loads. 

Furthermore, additional uncertainties arise due to simplified assump-
tions in regard to grain size distribution and suspended sediment load por-
tion: The grain size distribution is, on the one hand, decisive for the vol-
ume estimation of the sediment load accumulated in the sediment retention 
basin and, on the other hand, for the estimation of the suspended sediment 
load portion of the total bedload. The later is insofar relevant as sediment 
with small grain size is not recorded by the hydrophones but contributes to 
total sediment load of an event. For the validation tests the reconstructions 
of all events are calculated with a mean grain size distribution which may 
not correspond with the actual distribution of the individual flood events 
examined. 

Conclusions 

To evaluate the quality of the results of the PROMABGIS model for practi-
cal hazard assessment the model needs to be tested on further extreme 
flood events. Nevertheless, the following facts can be derived from this 
first model validation: 

Evaluating the runoff module of the PROMABGIS model three main in-
fluencing variables were indicated as crucial: (1) the runoff coefficients 
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decisively influencing the quality of the correspondence between the 
measured and modelled cumulative runoff and peak discharge (2) the soil 
moisture conditions prior to the event – which can be taken into considera-
tion in the model by initial abstraction – primarily influence the rise of the 
hydrograph. Depending on the system conditions, which are strongly in-
fluenced by antecedent rainfall events, better results could be achieved by 
considering or neglecting initial abstraction. For safety reasons simulations 
without taking initial abstraction into consideration seems to be the right 
choice. (3) Thirdly, the parameterisation of the surface routing influences 
the quality of the simulation result. In this paper the potential of hydrologi-
cal routing methods for both runoff on hill slopes and in channels was 
evaluated. 

When evaluating the bedload transport module modelling results may 
seem of be disappointing. However several great uncertainties, both in re-
gard to the implemented approaches as well as the reference values have to 
be considered. Thus, the variations between the simulated and recon-
structed bedload transport intensities relativise themselves. For practical 
hazard assessment the model has its relevance insofar as that it enables to 
mark an upper and lower bound of realistic bedload transport intensities. In 
case of doubt it is recommended to neglect form resistance as calculations 
than result in realistic maximum transport intensities. Additional mapping 
of the event-specific erosion potential can improve the quality of simulated 
erosion volumes. 

From the previously described circumstances of model validation can be 
derived that the PROMABGIS model has a potential to make plausible es-
timations of runoff and bedload transport in small, steep torrential catch-
ments. The results do not provide the quality of models that can be cali-
brated with data series. However in view of the great uncertainties both in 
the runoff simulation as well as in bedload transport simulation and -
measuring these results are nevertheless helpful and suggestive for design 
questions. In addition there is great potential in further developing individ-
ual modules of the model. 
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4 Modelling peak runoff in small Alpine 
catchments based on area properties and system 
status 

C. Geitner, M. Mergili, J. Lammel, A. Moran, C. Oberparleiter, G. Meißl, 
H. Stötter  

4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 Background and motivation 

Floods are an often occurring natural hazard in the Alps and other 
mountainous regions. Thereby, also small mountain torrents can pose a 
major threat. Torrent catchments normally incorporate several altitudinal 
belts and often exhibit a steep relief and react rapidly to precipitation, 
particularly to small scale events of high intensity in the form of 
convection cells. If a catchment is affected by such an event then increased 
surface runoff and rapid subsurface flow take place and consequentially 
induce a rapid and strong rise in discharge. 

Extensive flooding or debris flow activity often have the greatest impact 
where these mountain torrents reach the nearest large valleys. This most 
often occurs on alluvial fans and at the bottom of the valleys of the 
receiving streams. Residential buildings, infrastructure as well as industrial 
buildings are often located in these areas, thus causing considerable local 
damage. 

This study deals with small hydrological catchments in the Alps with an 
area of less than 25 km2 each. In catchments of this dimension area 
properties play a particularly important role in runoff formation. However, 
in larger catchments the effects of the specific hydrological properties of 
subcatchments are often levelled out (Spreafico et al. 2003, Grayson and 
Blöschl 2005). 

Even though many hydrological investigations have been conducted in 
the Alps, there are only a few small catchments with corresponding high-
resolution data on precipitation and discharge (e.g. Löhnersbach, 
Schmittenbach, Spissibach, Erlenbach, Lainbach; see e.g. Kirnbauer et al. 
2004, Hagen 2003, Kienholz et al. 1996, Hegg et al. 2006, Wetzel 2001, 
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2003). Thus, numerous questions regarding the runoff formation have still 
not been answered satisfactorily despite long-term research. However, 
runoff formation processes need to be understood in more detail for a 
better estimation of extreme runoff in areas without hydrological data. 
These estimation procedures enable the planning and implementation of 
appropriate protective measures, be it the dimension of protective 
structures or the designation of hazard zones. Hence, this project aims at 
contributing to natural hazard management. 

4.1.2 Challenges and objectives 

The runoff generation in a hydrological catchment is the result of complex 
processes that consist of numerous sub-processes. These in turn are 
decisively controlled by a series of natural and anthropogenic conditioned 
factors such as geological substratum, relief, soil, vegetation and land use. 
Due to the small-scale changing interaction of these factors in the Alps, the 
spatial variability of runoff processes is very high. This can be seen, for 
example, in the comparison of the specific runoffs of three catchments of 
the Val Poschiavo in Switzerland during a long lasting precipitation event 
of high intensity in June 1987 (Scherrer 1997); despite similar 
characteristics of the precipitation event in all three areas the maximum 
specific discharge ranged between about 0.3 und 1.2 m3s-1km-2. The 
differences can be explained by the respective properties of an area, which 
determine the ratio between precipitation and runoff. 

Nevertheless, within an individual catchment the relationship between 
precipitation and runoff is subject to certain fluctuations as well. This is 
because besides the relatively permanent area properties the runoff 
generation is also controlled by the current system status of a catchment. 
Among the variable factors are the seasonal conditions of the vegetation, 
the soil moisture as well as frozen soil or snow cover. Each of these factors 
displays a typical range of possible values and a typical temporal 
progression over the course of a year. This knowledge is important for the 
estimation of possible runoff events. 

Figure 4.1 based on the hydrological analysis of the Stampfangertal 
catchment (see Figure 4.2 and tables 4.1 and 4.2), clearly shows that 
similar precipitation events can cause different runoff reactions. Due to 
different previous precipitation, varied soil moistures prevailed preceding 
the event. The left graph depicts the discharge reaction in the case of a 
short and intense precipitation event following a seven-day dry period. The 
other event in the right graph took place only 24 hours after the first event. 
Consequently, the soil’s storage capacity was already partially exhausted 
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and accordingly in the second case the surface runoff and resulting peak 
discharge are higher. It was proven in the project at hand for another study 
area in the montane altitudinal belt (Ruggbach catchment, see Moran et al. 
2005) that the accumulated precipitation of the previous days has a 
noticeable influence on the runoff development. 

However, it should be noted that in very high precipitation events, 
especially of long duration, the soil moisture and other variable factors 
play a subordinate role. Furthermore, Naef (2007) points out that in 
extreme precipitation events additional processes supporting the increased 
runoff can occur, which can hardly be considered by conventional 
estimations based on catchment properties. 

 
Fig. 4.1. Two similar precipitation events with their corresponding discharges in 
the Stampfangertal catchment (9-10 October 2004)

Based on these considerations, the objective of the project was the 
development and testing of a deterministic, distributed rainfall-runoff 
model for small Alpine catchments that calculates the discharge 
hydrograph dependent on precipitation, area properties as well as the 
current system status (Geitner et al. 2005). Herewith changes in the 
catchment area such as land use and climatic conditions can be taken into 
consideration and their effects on flood discharge can be modelled and 
analysed. The model should meet the following requirements in regard to 
data input and transferability in order to be used in practice by experts: 
• Because data for the regional environment of Alpine catchments 

(geological substratum, relief, soil, vegetation, land use, precipitation 
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and discharge) are only limitedly available, the model should be able to 
run without a great deal of input data. 

• Instead of conducting new data surveys the already existing information 
should be adapted to the model requirements and thus optimally 
utilized. 

• Missing, but required data should be obtainable with manageable 
investigation expense. 

• The model should be developed and tested in catchments with a 
sufficient amount of data. 

• The model should preferably be transferable to other Alpine catchments. 
The possibilities and boundaries of transferability should be shown and 
requirements for future optimisation should be stated. 

4.1.3 State of the art 

Today a greater number of individual studies regarding runoff 
development in small Alpine catchments are available (e.g. Kienholz et al. 
1996, Kirnbauer and Haas 1998, Kirnbauer et al. 2001, Kirnbauer et al. 
2004, Markart et al. 1997, Kohl et al. 2004, Markart and Kohl 2004, Naef 
et al. 1998, Scherrer and Naef 2003, Wetzel 2001, 2003). Besides the 
complex analysis of precipitation and discharge values and often extensive 
surveys of the area properties these studies also partially make use of 
experimental techniques to increase the understanding of processes. In 
particular, rain simulations are an important experimental method in which 
artificial rainfall with varying intensity is created on test plots with 
different properties. The results of these experiments (e.g. Bunza and 
Schauer 1989, Markart et al. 2004, Scherrer 1997, Stepanek et al. 2004, 
Scherrer et al. 2007) have contributed considerably to the understanding of 
how the surface properties influence the runoff formation. However, since 
these tests are extremely time-consuming they are only available for a 
limited number of surface types and rarely repeated on the same plot under 
differing preconditions. In addition, the transfer of the results of a small 
test plot to catchment scale creates a number of methodological questions 
that should not be left unconsidered. On the basis of about 700 rain 
simulations Markart et al. (2004) developed a simple code of practice for 
the assessment of surface runoff coefficients for Alpine soil-vegetation 
units in torrential rain, which aims at being used in the field. These runoff 
coefficients were also used in the current project to aid the estimation of 
the infiltration capacity of hydrological response units (see chapter 4.3.3). 

Based on these studies, approaches have been developed in the last 
years that aim at identifying dominant runoff processes on homogenous 
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surfaces (Peschke et al. 1999, Tilch et al. 2002, Uhlenbrook 2003, 
Waldenmeyer 2003, Scherrer and Naef 2003, Schmocker-Fackel et al. 
2007). However, for Alpine catchments only a few attempts have been 
made so far to determine dominant runoff processes (Kirnbauer et al. 2004, 
Tilch et al. 2006). The method developed by the authors mentioned above, 
provide a process orientated description of homogenous surfaces. By 
assigning soil hydrological parameters to them, they can be applied for the 
modelling of the runoff process (Schmocker-Fackel et al. 2007). The 
development of rainfall-runoff models has a history of more than 100 years 
and has become more dynamic in the past years due to the increase in 
modern computer technology. Beven (2001, 2005) provides a 
comprehensive overview of the status of hydrological modelling and the 
remaining unsolved questions. 

The hitherto developed and implemented models for Alpine catchments 
differ in regard to data input and algorithms (e.g. PREVAH, WaSim-ETH, 
HQsim). An overview would go beyond the scope of this article. 
Nevertheless, it can be stated that hydrological models based on data 
obtained from certain areas led to good results. However, problems often 
occur when the models are transferred to other catchments. Essential 
findings for the optimisation of modelling could be won if different models 
were used in the same catchment area and the results were critically 
analysed (as e.g. in Seyhan and Van de Griend 1998). Unfortunately, 
hardly any such systematic surveys exist. 

4.2 Study areas 

The selection of the study areas for this project took place primarily 
according to size (<25 km2) and the available meteorological and 
hydrological data. In addition, the test areas should cover a certain variety 
of Alpine catchments in regard to location, geology, relief and vegetation 
(Moran et al. 2005). The influence of karst formation was excluded. In the 
following section two catchments with very different area properties are 
introduced and their runoff dynamics discussed. 

4.2.1 Location and catchment characteristics 

Figure 4.2 shows the location of the test areas Stampfangertal and 
Längental in the Austrian Alps. Table 4.1 compiles important catchment 
characteristics. There is a distinct difference in altitude; the Stampfangertal 
catchment represents the montane and subalpine altitudinal belt and the 
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Längental catchment the subalpine, alpine and nival belt. Accordingly the 
vegetation and land use differ (see Figure 4.3). Three quarters of the 
surface in Längental consists of bedrock and almost unvegetated coarse 
debris, whilst nearly half of the Stampfangertal catchment is forested.  
 

 
Fig. 4.2 Location of study areas in the Austrian Alps 

Table 4.1 Characteristics of the study areas  

 Längental Stampfangertal 
Area [km²] 9.2 22.3 
Altitude (m a.s.l.) 1,900 – 3,010 640 -1,830 
Altitudinal belt subalpine, alpine, nival montane, subalpine 
Geology Crystalline basement Greywacke 
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Fig. 4.3 Landcover in the study areas 

4.2.2 Data basis and hydrological comparison 

Table 4.2 provides information on the existing meteorological and 
hydrological stations as well as characteristic meteorological and 
hydrological values in the study areas. The meteorological station lies 
within the Stampfangertal whereas the station in Längental lies just outside 
the catchment boundary. 

As confirmed by the hydrological and meteorological data the following 
main differences can be established: 
• The annual sums of precipitation as well as the frequency of heavy 

rainfall decrease from the Alpine fringe (Stampfangertal) to the central 
Alps (Längental). 

• Due to the altitude of the Längental, runoff is controlled much more by 
snowfall and snowmelt. Thus, the highest discharge is more likely to 
occur in early and midsummer. 

• The maximum specific discharge (m3s-1km-2) is higher in the 
Stampfangertal. The highest peak value has a much shorter return period 
than in Längental. The different reaction of both study areas can be 
ascribed to the great diversity in geological and geomorphological 
conditions (see chapters 4.4.1 and 4.4.2). 
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Table 4.2 Information about the observation stations and the meteorological and 
hydrologic characteristic values of the study areas

 Längental Stampfangertal 
Gauge Längental, 1,933 m a.s.l. Söll, 628 m a.s.l. 
Series of measurements 
since 1981 1987 

Max. discharge [m3s-1] 7.0 (23.08.2005) 18.5 (22.07.1998) 
Max. specific 
discharge [m3s-1km-2] 0.76 0.83 

Return period, Gumbel 
distribution [Years] 

~120 (7.0 m3s-1 ± 2 m3s-1, 
d = 90 %) 

~19 Years (18.5 m3s-1 ± 
5 m3s-1, d = 90 %) 

Months with most 
discharge maxima May, June, July July, August, 

September 

Rain Gauge Kühtai Kraftwerk, 1,970 
m a.s.l. 

Bromberg, 1,180 m 
a.s.l. 

Series of measurements 
since 1987 2004 (daily data since 

1986) 
Annual precipitation 
[mm] 1,200 1,450 

Months with the 
highest precipitation June, July, August June, July, August 

Max. precipitation rate 
[mm h-1] 22.2 (27.06.1998) 33.6 (29.06.2006) 

 
The analysis of the largest runoff events in both catchments shows, that 

these can be triggered through both short, intense, as well as significant, 
long-lasting precipitations. In August 2005 long-lasting and heavy 
precipitation led to maximum specific discharge in many areas of the Alps 
which caused unprecedented water levels (BWG 2005, BMLFUW 2006). 
In Längental the highest discharge value in the existing series of 
measurements was also reached during this event. The precipitation in 
Stampfangertal was not as heavy and the discharge was only the third 
highest in the series of measurements. This special event is of great interest 
not only for statistical evaluations but also for validating model results. 
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Fig. 4.4 Comparison of the development of the maximum specific discharges in 
2005 (cumulative precipitation and discharge during the depicted period: 
Stampfangertal, 87 mm, 1.15*106 m3; Längental, 121 mm, 1.05*106 m3) 

Figure 4.4 illustrates the specific discharges in each catchment for this 
special event. The hydrograph of Längental does not only exhibit the 
higher specific discharge, but remains longer on a higher level during the 
event, which is typical for this catchment. In addition, the maximum 
discharge follows the maximum precipitation with a greater delay than in 
the Stampfangertal. For this event the values of the maximum specific 
discharge in both catchments lie on about the same level. This is an 
exception because in most of the analysed events the specific discharge in 
the Längental is only half as high as in the Stampfangertal. 

The unusual form of the hydrograph in the Längental can be explained 
to a certain extent by the long stretched geometrical form of the catchment 
area but also indicates a significant temporary storage capacity in the talus 
slopes of the catchment. Also summertime snowfields at higher altitudes 
can serve as a temporary storage and contribute to a prolonged runoff. 
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4.3 Model 

4.3.1 General model layout 

The model framework SYCOSIM (SYstem COnditions Spatial SIMulation 
Framework) was developed in order to allow for the data-extensive 
assessment of the hydrological response to rainstorms and rapid snowmelt, 
taking into account the status of the hydrological system at the start of the 
considered event (Mergili et al. 2006a). Topographical, landcover, 
pedological, geological and geomorphological information is required as 
input as well as meteorological datasets. The model operates with the 
following steps (see 4.5): 

1. Parameter preparation: the input datasets are converted into raster maps 
representing hydrologically relevant information, including the water 
storing capacities (pool sizes) of vegetation, litter and soil. Some simple 
sets of rules are applied as well as a more advanced soil model (compare 
chapter 4.3.2 and 4.3.3). 

2. System status model (raster-based): the status of the pools (degree of 
filling, remaining capacity) is computed in daily steps over a sufficient 
time span to account for long-term processes (e.g. the development of 
snow cover and the status of soil freezing). Rainfall and snowmelt serve 
as input to the pools, evapotranspiration, seepage and runoff as output 
(compare chapter 4.3.4). 

3. Surface runoff model (raster-based): the status of the pools is computed 
in hourly steps over the period of a selected event. The surplus of 
available water being captured by neither of the pools (overflow) is 
considered as surface runoff of the corresponding pixel (compare 
chapter 4.3.5). This surface runoff includes the subsurface flow near the 
surface, as it is usually also measured in experimental rain simulations 
(Markart et al. 2004). The rest of the subsurface flow was not taken into 
consideration.    

4. The surface runoff is routed through a stream network to the gauge. The 
model result is validated against the discharge measured at the gauge 
(compare chapter 4.3.6). 

SYCOSIM is fully based on software products under the GNU licence 
(open source). GIS operations are implemented via GRASS (grass.itc.it), 
statistical operations were designed using RProject (www.r-project.org). 
Some operations were outsourced to the Python scripting language. The 
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background code constitutes a system of shell scripts running under UNIX 
systems. 

 
Fig. 4.5 The general layout of the SYCOSIM model (The system status model and 
the surface runoff model are illustrated in Fig. 4.6) 

4.3.2 Input data and parameters 

In this chapter all input data and parameters applied in the model are 
explained. A corresponding overview can be obtained in Table 4.3. 
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Table 4.3 The most important input data and parameters for the SYCOSIM 
model. Parameters written in bold indicate basic input datasets from which others 
are derived. All datasets have to be spatially distributed as raster, except those 
written in italic letters.

elevation z [m] input elevation map 
from official datasets 

required 

local slope α [deg] derived from elevation 
map (r.slope.aspect) 

solar irradiation R [Wh/m²] derived from elevation 
map (r.sun)  

topographic 
parameters 

topographic Index (rel) derived from elevation 
map (r.topidx) 

derived 
automa-
tically 

precipitation Pd [mm] obtained from 
meteorological records 

temperature at defined 
elevation T0 [°C] 

obtained from 
meteorological records 

required 

vertical temperature 
gradient ΔT/Δz [°C/m] 

from records or 
standardized values 

vapor pressure e [hPa] from met. records or 
assumption that e=0.5es 
on days with Pd=0, else 
e=es   (es = saturated 
vapor pressure) 

optional 

meteorological 
data (daily 
resolution) 

temperature T [°C] derived from T0, ΔT/Δz 
and R 

derived 
automa-
tically 

meteorological 
data (hourly 
resolution) 

precipitation Ph [mm] obtained from 
meteorological records 

required 

land cover 
parameters 

land cover class (nominal) existing map or 
mapping in field or 
from orthophotos 

required 

carbon-nitrogen-ratio of 
the litter 

derived from literature 
values for each land 
cover class 

required 

interception capacity of 
stems and leaves ICveg [mm] 

 

interception capacity of 
litter IClit [mm] 

derived from literature 
values for each land 
cover class 

derived 
automa-
tically 

total soil depth d [m] 
depth of A horizon dA [m] 
average grain size [μm] 
bulk density ρ[kg/m³] 

soil parameters 

organic content corg (%) 

from field 
investigations 

required 
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skeleton content cs (vol-%) 
field capacity Θs (vol-%) derived from soil 

parameters using 
predefined rules 

derived 
automa-
tically 

chemical properties of 
bedrock or sediment cover 
(ordinal) 

substrate 
parameters 

physical substrate 
properties (ordinal) 

existing map or 
mapping in field or 
from orthophotos 

required 

complex 
parameters 

diffuse loss dl [mm] estimate of drainage 
through soil, derived 
from parameters above 

derived 
automa-
tically 

vector geometry coordinates of the 
endpoint of each 
channel segment from 
elevation map and 
mapping in field or 
from orthophotos 

channel segment slope 
[deg] 

from field measurement 
or slope map 

channel segment width [m] from field investigation 

stream channel 
network 

d90 grain parameter [μm] from field investigation 

required 

Terrain information 

The DEMs with 20 m resolution were available for both study areas. 
Several derivates like slope, aspect, and watershed delineation were 
automatically computed from the DEMs during the process of calculation 
(see below). 

Meteorological and hydrological information 

Information about temperature, precipitation and runoff was obtained from 
the Hydrographic Service (HD) and the Austrian Meteorological Service 
(ZAMG) (see Table 4.2). For the Stampfangertal catchment daily 
precipitation data, namely sums from one permanent and two temporary 
gauges, were available. As daily precipitation values are insufficient for 
runoff modelling a temporary station (summer 2004 and 2005) was 
installed. Temperature data was computed from nearby stations. For the 
Längental daily temperature and hourly precipitation sums were available 
from a closely adjacent station (Kühtai). For both catchments daily snow 
height measurements, required for the validation of the snow model, were 
available from the vicinity of the rain gauges. Unfortunately no 
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information on humidity, evapotranspiration and wind speed was 
obtainable. 

Hydrological information was required for model validation. High 
resolution discharge values were available from the HD for the outlets of 
the study catchments. 

Landcover and soil information 

For selected parts of the research areas landcover (a combination of 
vegetation and land use) was mapped directly from aerial imagery and 
field studies. Additionally, the following datasets were available for use: 
(1) the Seger (2000) landcover dataset, representing a thematically highly 
detailed vector map for the entire territory of Austria at a scale of 
1:100,000; and (2) the Schiechtl (1987) forest map for Tyrol, designed at a 
scale of 1:25,000. 

Hydrologically relevant soil parameters (soil depth, depth of A horizon, 
skeleton content, grain size, bulk density and organic content; see Table 
4.3 and Mergili et al. 2006b) were investigated at selected profiles using 
simple field methods (Schlichting et al. 1995).  

Alpine soils offer some peculiarities (e.g. Geitner 2007) that ought to be 
considered. Their features are very variable and can change abruptly at 
small scales, making detailed maps highly laborious. Moreover, some 
typical characteristics of alpine soils e.g. high skeleton content and thick 
organic layers are difficult to evaluate in regard to their hydrological 
effects. Precise knowledge of the soil profile and the near surface 
substratum are especially necessary for the quantitative estimation of the 
subsurface runoff. As this project concentrates on surface runoff, the main 
focus of the soil examinations was placed on the upper part of the profiles 
in terms of infiltration and water storage capacities.   

Geological and geomorphological information 

A geological map at a reasonable scale (>1:100,000) was only available 
for the Längental. For the Stampfangertal catchment a geological survey 
was carried out leading to a map at a scale of 1:10,000. For the purpose of 
modelling, the geological maps were generalized to three classes on an 
ordinal scale, according to the chemical properties: (1) carbonate, (2) 
intermediate or mixed, and (3) silicate. 

Geomorphological maps were not available for the study catchments. A 
survey resulting in a map at the 1:10,000 scale was carried out for the 
Längental. For the Stampfangertal catchment, the most important 
geomorphological features could be extracted from the geological map. 
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For the purpose of modelling the maps were simplified into three classes: 
(1) bare rock, (2) blocky debris, and (3) fine and intermediate debris 
(moraine, alluvium). 

Stream network 

Provisional stream network datasets for the study areas are derived from 
the DEMs. A field survey served for validating channel inclination as well 
as for the investigation of the d90-value, representing the bottom 
roughness (Rickenmann 1996) and the division of the networks into 
homogeneous segments according to all the relevant parameters. 

4.3.3 Parameter estimation 

Terrain and its derivates 

Several terrain parameters were derived from the DEM: 

• Slope and curvature (r.slope.aspect function of GRASS) 

• Solar irradiation on a monthly basis (r.sun function of GRASS) 

• A map of cumulative air temperature was prepared in order to account 
for the available energy for biological processes: The offset and the 
vertical gradient were calculated from the meteorological stations. The 
gradient according to the differences in solar irradiation (aspect) was 
computed following an approach developed by Welpmann (2003): 

( )
c

RRTT −
−= 0

0
005.0

, 
(eq. 4.1) 

where T [K] is the corrected air temperature, T0 [K] represents the 
uncorrected air temperature, R [Wh m-2] is the daily solar irradiation at 
the considered pixel, and R0 [Wh m-2] represents the daily irradiation in 
the same place if it would be flat. c [-] is the degree of cloudiness. In the 
present study R0 was taken as the average irradiation over the study area 
under investigation. Due to a lack of data, a complete cloud cover was 
assumed, as otherwise the influence of the aspect seemed to be too high. 
The temperature correction was computed for the 15th day of each 
month, using monthly averages of the temperature and summed up over 
the year. 
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• A subbasin was computed for each segment of the stream network, in 
order to assign the runoff from each single pixel to one of the segments. 

Landcover 

The classes of all the landcover datasets were automatically referenced to 
predefined hydrological vegetation units according to Markart et al. 
(2004). The carbon-nitrogen-ratio of the litter, as a major factor for the 
biological activity of the soils was derived for each landcover unit, 
according to literature values (Blume et al. 2002). 

Leaf area indices LAI and interception capacities IC of the foliage and 
the litter were estimated on a monthly basis for each landcover unit 
according to literature values (Frey and Lösch 1998, Larcher 2003, Mendel 
2000) and expert opinions. Root depth was computed according to 
Hörmann (2003): 

zba −= 1 , (eq 4.2) 

where a [-] represents the share of the root network that is above the depth 
z [m]. b depends on the type of vegetation. The depth for which a=0.9 was 
considered as root depth. 

Soil 

As soil characteristics – in contrast to landcover characteristics – are not 
accessible for direct mapping a suitable model approach had to be chosen 
for the estimation of the spatial distribution of soil hydrological 
characteristics, based on the soil parameters investigated at selected 
profiles. 

A three-step regression model was used for this purpose, refining the 
method presented by Mergili et al. (2006b). Raster maps representing the 
potential determinants for the spatial distribution of the soil variables were 
used as predictors. Thereby the following factors were taken into 
consideration:  cumulative air temperature of the growing season, physical 
and chemical type of the substrate, slope inclination, topographic index, 
carbon-nitrogen-ratio of the litter and anthropogenic disturbance. The 
values of all predictor variables at the study sites were extracted from the 
corresponding maps (r.what function of GRASS) and joined to the soil 
variables table. The regression model framework operates as follows: 

1. A regression that can be linear or nonlinear is performed separately for 
each predictor (e.g. substratum, slope, cumulative air temperature) and 
each soil variable (e.g. depth, organic content, skeleton content). This is 
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in order to (1) investigate the significance of the relationships between 
predictors and variables, analogous to an ANOVA (analysis of 
variance), and (2) to create linear relationships between the soil 
variables and derivates of the predictor variables, in order to facilitate 
the next step: 

2. Multiple linear regression. For each soil variable the corresponding 
derivates of the significant (p>0.05) predictor variables are included in 
the regression equation. 

3. Maps of field capacity FC [Vol. %], storage capacity SC [mm], pore 
volume Vp [Vol. %], hydraulic conductivity kf [cm day-1] and permanent 
wilting point PWP [Vol. %] are computed from the soil parameter maps 
obtained in step two using relationships derived from literature values 
(Schlichtung et al. 1995; Frey and Lösch 1998; see Mergili et al. 
2006b). The reduction point of the soil PR [Vol. %], defining the water 
content below which soil evaporation is reduced, is estimated from PWP 
and FC. 

Seepage through the soil: the concept of “diffuse loss” 

Seepage is a complex issue that requires advanced measuring techniques 
and equipment as well as complex models in order to be fully accounted 
for in a deterministic way. Therefore a simplified approach had to be 
applied for the purpose of this study. Markart et al. (2004) compiled a 
large dataset relating seepage to an array of environmental variables, based 
on decades of measurements by the Federal Research and Training Centre 
for Forests, Natural Hazards and Landscape (BFW). This method requires 
the following information (Markart et al. 2004): vegetation type, water 
balance by means of indicator plants, grain size and soil density and the 
effects of land use (mainly pastures). For the investigation at hand the soil 
data was generated in the field, whereas the other information was derived 
from already existing datasets based on profound area knowledge. All this 
information was converted into maps of potential seepage for the study 
catchments. 

The evaluation of the numerous rain simulations conducted by Markart 
et al. (2004, 2006) indicates that saturation of the soil does not completely 
impede infiltration, especially in steep terrain (Wetzel 2003). Instead, the 
infiltration rate, normalized to rainfall intensity, remains constant at 
sufficient high rainfall intensities, only decreasing at lower intensities. This 
situation implies that the same amount of water has to leave the system in 
order to maintain equilibrium conditions. As this concept represents a 
lumping of different processes (interflow, deep percolation) it was called 
“diffuse loss”. 
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4.3.4 System status model 

General aspects 

This part of the model framework simulates the development of the status 
of each system component (vegetation, snow cover, and soil) in daily steps 
over a time period that can be chosen by the user. Generally, it is 
appropriate to use the start of the Alpine hydrological year (October 1) as 
starting date as the pools are usually least filled around this date and the 
program assumes empty pools at the start of the calculation. 

A simple pool system and overflow model approach was used. The real 
capacities of the pools (vegetation, litter, soil) are dynamically modelled, 
based on the seasonally variable interception capacities (vegetation, litter) 
and the static field capacity (soil). Submodels were used for computing 
potential evapotranspiration, snowmelt and soil freezing/thawing. Figure 
4.6 illustrates the major characteristics of the model. 
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Fig. 4.6 Workflow of the system status and the runoff models. The diagram 
represents one daily step (system status model), or on hourly step (runoff model), 
respectively 

Submodels 

• Potential evapotranspiration ETP [mm] is computed using a common 
approach developed by Haude (1958). The simplified version used in 
this study, 

( ) ( )eenETP s
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(eq 4.3) 

requires saturation vapour pressure deficit es – e [hPa], leaf area index 
LAI [m2 m-2] and the number of previous days without precipitation n [-] 
as input. The relative humidity was generally set at 50 %. ETP was set 
to zero for days with precipitation. These simplifications had to be made 
due to a lack of appropriate data. Moreover it must be considered that 
the application of this method is questionable in windy, high altitudes.   
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• Melting snow constitutes an important contributor to runoff. For a study 
as presented here it is therefore required to apply a reliable model of 
snow cover build-up and melting. Data intensive models, as have 
already been applied in the Längental test area by Blöschl and 
Kirnbauer (1991), were not considered in this project. For due to the 
limited availability of data the snow model had to be kept as simple as 
possible, only considering water equivalent rather than actual snow 
height. Snow accumulation was computed by considering precipitation 
as snowfall if the average daily temperature remained under a critical 
value T0 that was set to 273.15 K. Snowmelt was accounted for using a 
degree day factor DDF that was calculated based on temperature, 
precipitation and snow cover data from 88 stations in Tyrol (between 
420 and 2245 m.a.sl.) by finding the best fit of the convergence of snow 
accumulation and melting. A vertical gradient of DDF was found and 
conceptualized by introducing four elevation classes for DDF (Table 
4.4) (Geitner et al. 2006). No relationships were found between DDF 
and irradiation. Snowmelt SM was calculated using the relationship 

( )0TTDDFSM −= , (eq. 4.4) 

where T [K] is the daily average temperature and T0 [K] is the 
temperature threshold for snowmelt, which was set to 273.15 K. 

Table 4.4 Elevation classes of the degree day factor DDF 

elevation [m] <750 >750 – 1100 >1100-1800 >1800 
DDF [mm K-1 d-1] 0.75 1.25 2.00 3.00 

• Soil freezing and thawing are complex issues. Schroeder et al. (1997), as 
part of the HELP model, have presented a relatively simple approach to 
cope with this problem: freezing occurs as soon as the average 
temperature of the previous 30 days remains below 273.15 K. Melting is 
treated in a more complex way, depending on the surplus of days above 
this threshold compared to days below. The required surplus DFS can be 
estimated using the relationship 

( )sos RRDFS −⋅−= −31062.64.35 , (eq. 4.5) 

where Rs [Wh m-2] is the solar irradiation on December 1 of the first 
year of the calculation, and Rso [Wh m-2] represents the average daily 
sum of potential irradiation in December. 
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4.3.5 Pool model 

Both filling and evaporating from the pools follow from top to bottom. 
Precipitation hits the foliage. The available interception pool is filled, the 
rest of the water continues to the litter pool, which is also filled and the 
rest of water infiltrates into the soil. Seepage to interflow and groundwater 
was computed using a concept related to that of diffuse loss. 

After the precipitated water has been properly allocated to the pools and 
seepage has been estimated, evaporation comes into action. Water is 
removed from the foliage until potential evapotranspiration is reached, or 
until the foliage has dried up. In the latter case, water is evaporated from 
the litter, and then from the soil. At soil moisture levels below the 
reduction point soil evapotranspiration is reduced according to the 
following relationship:

PWPRP
PWPSMETPET

−
−

=  
(eq. 4.6) 

where ET [mm] is evapotranspiration, ETP [mm] is potential 
evapotranspiration, SM [Vol. %] is soil moisture, PWP [Vol. %] is the 
permanent wilting point, and RP [Vol. %] is the reduction point. 

If precipitation occurs on the considered day, evapotranspiration is 
reduced. When all the pools are emptied, or the potential 
evapotranspiration has been reached, the pool capacities are updated and 
the whole procedure is repeated for the following day, or the system stati 
are fed into the runoff model. 

The procedure described above is followed as long as none of the three 
following situations occurs: 

1. Precipitation occurs as snowfall: the water equivalent of the snowfall is 
added to the water equivalent of the already existing snow cover while 
the other pools remain unchanged. 

2. A snow cover exists, but the temperature is above the critical 
temperature for melting: the water equivalent of the melting snow is 
added to the soil pool, until the soil pool is filled. If rainfall occurs on 
the snow cover, it is directly traced to the soil pool. No sublimation 
from the snow cover is taken into account. 

3. The soil is frozen: the soil pool is locked and its status remains 
unchanged – it can neither take up water, nor evaporate it. 
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4.3.6 Runoff model 

Surface runoff generation 

The runoff model works analogous to the system status model (see Figure 
4.6), with the following exceptions: 

• It operates in hourly steps over a range of days that can be chosen by the 
user. The status of each pool is calculated for each time step. 

• The amount of water not fitting into the pools is considered as runoff. 
This way a runoff height is assigned to each pixel for each time step. 

• Evapotranspitation is ignored in this module as (1) it only plays a major 
role over longer time spans; and (2) days with high rainfall, being of 
particular interest for this application, are frequently characterized by 
low evapotranspiration. 

• Soil freezing and thawing are not computed as these processes run over 
longer time spans. The status at the beginning of the model run is 
applied. 

• Water only infiltrates into the soil as long as the infiltration capacity 
(derived from data from the BFW, Markart et al. 2004) has not been 
exceeded. The surplus runs off immediately. 

 

Runoff concentration 

Each pixel has been assigned to a stream segment where it drains to. Time 
of concentration (runoff delay) depends on the flow length from the 
considered pixel to the stream network, slope and surface roughness. Time 
of concentration was estimated as average for each sub-basin, according to 
the relationship 

∑
=

=

−⋅=
ni

i

b
c

ieaT
1

ϕ , 
(eq. 4.7) 

where Tc [min] is the time of concentration, ϕι [°] is the local slope angle at 
the considered pixel i, and a [-] and b [-] are parameters that have to be 
adapted. n is the size of the sub-catchment [m²]. The idea behind this 
concept is that runoff delay increases with decreasing ϕ and with 
increasing n, the square root was introduced in order to account for the 
linearity of runoff concentration. Information on the surface roughness is 
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not available at a sufficient accuracy for being implemented into the 
approach. 

Routing through the stream network 

Routing a flow through a stream network requires the application of an 
algorithm relating the runoff out of a stream segment to the water content 
of the same segment. Rickenmann (1996) developed such an algorithm, 
particularly suitable for streams with considerable slope angle as present in 
the study catchments. Its application does not require advanced parameters 
of stream geometry, but only segment length, segment slope and bottom 
roughness, expressed as d90-value. A routine that can be run using the 
Rickenmann algorithm, and that constitutes part of the hydrological model 
HQsim (Kleindienst 1996), was applied for the routing of the flow through 
the stream network to the gauge. 

On the basis of the described input parameters and model components a 
greater number of runoff events were calculated for the catchments. 
Hereby, the peak discharges were of particular interest, because during 
their formation the rapid runoff components were dominant. In order for 
minor discharge to be correctly modelled the long-term runoff components 
should be taken into consideration, which was not the aim of the current 
study. 

4.4 Results 

In this chapter the model results are compared with measured peak 
discharges in both study areas. Since the model was developed for extreme 
precipitation and discharge events, the highest known discharges in the test 
catchments were chosen. Below the event on August 23, 2005 is presented, 
which was characterised by long-lasting and heavy precipitation. It led to a 
maximum specific discharge, as was also the case in many other areas of 
the Alps, causing unprecedented water levels (BWG 2005, BMLFUW 
2006). 

4.4.1 Comparison of modelled and gauged discharges in the 
Stampfangertal catchment 

Figure 4.7 shows the modelled and measured values for the Stampfangertal 
catchment after calibration. In the calibration phase optimal values were 
ascertained for the diffuse loss (controls the height of the peaks) and the 
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parameters a and b of the runoff concentration (controls the course of the 
hydrograph). Consequently, the peak discharge of the main event could be 
well represented. The comparison of the whole discharge hydrograph 
shows however that not all processes could be realistically depicted in the 
model. Thus, firstly the small events are overestimated in the model. 
Secondly, the main event ends too abruptly which means that the discharge 
amount is underrepresented. 

Fig. 4.7 Modelled and measured discharge hydrographs for the Stampfangertal 
catchment 

4.4.2 Comparison of modelled and gauged discharges in the 
Längental catchment 

In contrast to Stampfangertal, the modelled and measured discharge 
hydrograph in the Längental could not be brought into accord, despite 
various calibration attempts. Not only the amounts but also the peak 
discharge in Längental was underrepresented (see Figure 4.8). Only the 
first rise of the hydrograph was modelled well, however the modelled 
discharge hydrograph descends much too rapidly. 
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Fig. 4.8 Modelled and measured discharge hydrographs for the Längental 
catchment 

Due to these results all data inputs and calculations were reassessed for 
the Längental catchment and compared to Stampangertal. Thereby the 
importance of certain phenomena for runoff generation became clearer, 
that had been inadequately considered by the model so far: namely the 
extensive talus slopes that cover about one third of the catchment (see 
Figure 4.9). In the case of a precipitation event or snowmelt, the water 
completely infiltrates the coarse debris and appears again at the foot of the 
slope with a certain delay. This process seems to be responsible for both, 
the time lag of the discharge peak, which took place a significant 12 hours 
after the maximum precipitation, and the slow decrease of the discharge 
hydrograph. This temporary water storage in the talus slopes after a 
precipitation event was repeatedly confirmed through field observations 
(see Figure 4.9). Since SYCOSIM only takes the rapid surface runoff 
components into consideration, the model is currently not suitable for 
application in areas such as Längental. 
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Fig. 4.9 The extensive talus slopes in the Längental dispense the infiltrated 
precipitation water with a delay at the foot of the slope 

4.5 Conclusions and discussion 

In this project a model prototype was developed for simulating peak 
discharge in small Alpine catchments. It calculates the rapid runoff 
components and takes both the area properties as well as differing system 
statuses of the catchments into consideration using only a relatively small 
amount of data. More comprehensive data acquisition in the catchments 
need only be made in regard to the soil and channel features. 

The comparison of the first modelled results to the measured extreme 
discharges leads to the following conclusions, which ought to be subject to 
further investigation: 
• In the Stampfangertal catchment the results of a calibrated model 

represented the peak discharge quite well. However, smaller discharge 
events are overestimated by the model. The total amount of the event’s 
discharge was too low since the model only took the rapid runoff 
components into consideration. 
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• Despite calibration the model results in the Längental catchment did not 
represent the measured peak discharge. This was explained by the high 
cover of talus slopes that function as temporary storage and could not be 
modelled. Although their storages led to certain delays in runoff, they 
can still contribute to rapid runoff in the case of longer lasting events as 
was the case in 2005. 

 
These conclusions lead to the following consequences for the application 
of the current model: 
 
• At present it seems necessary to calibrate the model for each catchment. 

Without calibration a transferral to a different catchment ensues a great 
deal of uncertainty. 

• The model SYCOSIM can only be applied in areas where peak 
discharge is mainly generated by surface runoff. Since the subsurface 
runoff can play a significant role in flood discharge (e.g. Wetzel 2003), 
it should be integrated in the model in the future. 

 
The catchments of Stampfangertal and Längental represent part of the wide 
range of catchment types in the Alps. These differences are predominantly 
due to altitude. For instance, hardly any surface runoff occurs on the 
unvegetated talus slopes which can be wide-spread in the alpine and nival 
belt. To adequately represent these surfaces in the model, an additional 
module for different rapidly drained storages should be supplemented. 
These surfaces must also be dealt with differently in regard to system 
status. Due to the coarse substrates and the barely developed soils the 
influence of soil moisture can be neglected in this case. 

This leads to the idea of classifying catchment types according to their 
dominant hydrologically relevant properties. Consequently, hydrological 
models can be adapted to and transferred within these catchment types. 
McDonnell and Woods (2004) also emphasise that catchment 
classification in the framework of hydrological research is generally an 
important methodological contribution. Primary criteria for this kind of 
classification in the Alps would be the altitudinal belts which are each 
normally characterised by a specific set of relief characteristics, substratum 
forms, soil types and vegetation. If the model components are aligned with 
these properties then the transferability of hydrological models in the Alps 
could be distinctly improved. 
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5 Process-based investigations and monitoring 
of deep-seated landslides 

C. Zangerl, C. Prager, W. Chwatal, S. Mertl, D. Renk, B. Schneider-
Muntau, H. Kirschner, R. Brandner, E. Brückl, W. Fellin, E. Tentschert, S. 
Eder, G. Poscher, H. Schönlaub 

5.1 Introduction 

Through the consolidation of alpine settlement areas there have been an 
increasing number of incidents in recent years related to the activity of 
landslides in Northern Tyrol (Austria). This has led to humans, buildings, 
and communication and transportation routes being increasingly threat-
ened. In 1999 a rockfall event in Huben (Ötztal, Austria) destroyed a wood 
mill and cut the main power supply for the inner Ötztal. In the same year 
increased deformation rates at the Eiblschrofen (Schwaz, Austria) induced 
reoccurring rockfall events. In early summer 2003, parts of the deep-seated 
Steinlehnen rockslide system (Gries i. Sellrain, Austria) were reactivated, 
causing an acceleration of a sliding slab (Henzinger 2005). Secondary 
events in the form of increased rockfall activity were the direct conse-
quence of these slope movements and demanded temporary evacuations 
and roadblocks as immediate measure. In order to protect the road and set-
tlement area permanently a safety dam was built. After the floods in Tyrol 
in August 2005, parts of the complex Zintlwald landslide system (Stren-
gen, Austria) accelerated. This was triggered on the one hand by increased 
water infiltration of the slope and on the other hand by intense fluvial ero-
sion of the slope foot. As a consequence important supra-regional infra-
structure such as sections of the Arlberg national road were destroyed. In 
addition, the possibility was given that a rapid landslide could dam the 
river Rosanna. Considering that a collapse of this dam would entail a sud-
den flood event downstream, a monitoring and warning system has been 
installed.  
This case study showed that slowly moving slopes can develop into rapid 
landslides with a high power of destruction. More often they can lead to 
differential block movements causing damage to the infrastructure on the 
surface and below the ground. For instance, long and wide cracks were 
discovered on buildings situated on the deep-seated Niedergallmigg-
Matekopf landslide (Fließ, Austria, Kirschner and Gillarduzzi 2005). 
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Landslides that occur close to reservoirs possess a generally high risk po-
tential and thus require detailed investigation and permanent monitoring. 
These landslides offer ideal conditions for the comprehensive study of the 
underlying slope mechanisms and processes, because they provide long-
term deformation measurements, well documented in-situ investigations 
e.g. boreholes, investigation adits and geophysical surveys (e.g. Leobacher 
and Liegler 1998, Tentschert 1998, Brückl et al. 2004, Watson et al. 2004, 
Zangerl et al. 2007). 
This paper focuses on basic mechanical processes, temporal activity distri-
butions, applied geophysical investigations and monitoring methods of 
deep-seated landslides in fractured rock masses.  

5.2 Landslide classifications 

A simple and clear definition for the term “landslides” was proposed by 
Cruden (1991) and taken on by the International Geotechnical Society, 
UNESCO Working Party on World Landslide Inventory and represents the 
beginning of an international harmonising of the mass movement nomen-
clature: “Landslide is a movement of a mass of rock, earth or debris down 
a slope”. This definition includes debris flows but not ground subsidence 
or snow avalanches. 
However literature offers a large number of different classification 
schemes for landslides. Due to the complexity and ambiguity of different 
terms, which is particularly the case in German-speaking countries, this 
paper refers to the practical and useful classification of Varnes (1978) and 
Cruden and Varnes (1996). In principal, these categorisations are based on 
the type of movement and type of material.  
According to this, landslide movement types are termed as falls, topples, 
slides, spreads and flows, whereas complex landslide systems may be clas-
sified by a combination of different terms. In regard to the type of material 
it is possible to differentiate between rock and soil. For the further descrip-
tion of landslides Varnes’ (1978) classification also includes a subdivision 
into different classes of acceleration, ranging from “extremely slow” for 
movement rates of under 16 mm/a to “extremely rapid” when there is ac-
celeration of over 5 m/s. 
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5.3 Temporal distribution of dated landslides in the East 
Alpine region 

Landslides are characterised by complex combinations of geological, hy-
drogeological, rock or soil mechanical and climatic processes. In order to 
understand potential causes, trigger mechanisms and the temporal distribu-
tion of deep-seated landslides geochronological data of fossil and active 
case studies were compiled. Age dating of landslides in the Alps was pre-
viously based on relative criteria such as geomorphological and lithostrati-
graphical field evidences. Consequently it was assumed that flucio-glacial 
erosion and glacier withdrawals triggered numerous prominent landslides 
in the Late-Glacial and early Post-Glacial (e.g. Abele 1974). But already 
early attempts of age dating, by means of pollen analysis of lake sediments 
that are genetically linked with landslides, indicated that some landslides 
took place in the Holocene (e.g. Sarnthein 1940). This was confirmed by 
first radiometric C-14 dating of Alpine landslides, e. g. the rocklslides at 
Molveno (Trentino, Italy), Köfels and Hochmais (both Tyrol, Austria), 
which yielded clearly Holocene ages for the slope failures (Marchesoni 
1958, Heuberger 1966, Schmidegg 1966). Further dating showed that also 
several other deep-seated rockslides, e.g. in the Tschirgant (Tyrol; Patzelt 
and Poscher 1993) and Eibsee region (Bavaria; Jerz and Poschinger 1995) 
took place in the middle Holocene and not as previously believed in the 
Late-Glacial. 
For the dating of Quaternary sediments and prehistoric landslide deposits 
there are a number of different radiometric analysis methods available (e.g. 
Geyh and Schleicher 1990, Lang et al. 1999). In the Eastern Alps, the ma-
jority of landslides were dated with the classic radiocarbon method, using 
organic remnants that are a) present in sediments buried by the rockslide 
(maximum age of the event), b) trapped within the rockslide debris (proxy 
for the event), and/or c) that were deposited in rockslide-dammed backwa-
ter deposits or lakes situated atop the rockslide mass (minimum age of the 
event). In recent years, new absolute age dating methods have been devel-
oped and increasingly applied. Among these are surfaces exposure dating 
using in-situ-produced cosmogenic radionuclides, applied e. g. at sliding 
planes and accumulated rockslide boulders of the Köfels landslide (Tyrol; 
Ivy-Ochs et al. 1998), optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) methods 
for dating landslide deposits and associated backwater sediments as well as 
U-/Th dating methods. At the prominent Fernpass rockslide, which is one 
of the largest landslide of the Alps, the field situation enabled the applica-
tion of three individual dating methods on samples from geologically dif-
ferent localities (Prager et al. 2008a, Ostermann et al. 2007), which are a) 
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C-14 dating of organic material accumulated in rockslide dammed back-
water deposits, b) Cl-36 exposure dating of sliding planes at the scarp (and 
accumulated rockslide boulders), and c) Th-230/U-234 disequilibrium dat-
ing of post-failure aragonite cements that precipitated in the pore-cavities 
of the landslide deposits. All dating data coincide well and indicate that the 
Fernpass rockslide took place in the middle Holocene at about 4200-4100 
yrs.  
Based on this, and in order to evaluate the spatial and temporal distribution 
of mass movements in Tyrol and its surrounding areas, a GIS linked geo-
database was set up. For the first time all available radiometric data of late-
glacial and Holocene landslides in the East Alpine region were compiled 
(Fig. 5.1). Analyses of these data indicate that both rock slope failures (e. 
g. rockslides, rockfalls) and debris flows occurred rather continuously dis-
tributed in the Late-Glacial and Holocene. However, it is noticeable that 
there are two temporal clusters of increased landslide activities: a) in the 
early Holocene between 10500-9400 BP, comprising the large rockslides 
of Köfels, Kandertal and Flims, and b) in the middle Holocene between 
4200-3000 BP, when several of the largest landslides in the Eastern Alps 
took place (e.g. Eibsee, Fernpass, Tschirgant, Haiming, Pletzachkogel). 
Furthermore, the compiled age data show that several slopes were repeat-
edly reactivated in the Holocene. Multiple failure events in the Alpine re-
gion were, amongst others, documented in the following areas:  
• Fernpass rockslide (Tyrol): a main large-scale failure event in the mid-

dle Holocene, a laterally adjacent secondary rockslide and the initial 
stage of a rockslide were observed (Prager et al. 2007); 

• Tschirgant massif (Upper Inntal, Tyrol): two distinct scarp regions fea-
turing at least five different failure events in the middle Holocene 
(Patzelt 2004); 

• Köfels (Oetztal, Tyrol): one major rockslide in the early Holocene and 
at least one larger secondary event (Ivy-Ochs et al. 1998, Hermanns et 
al. 2006); 

• Tumpen (Oetztal, Tyrol): several failure events, two of which dated 
roughly around the middle Holocene (Poscher & Patzelt 2000);  

• Pletzachkogel (Lower Inntal, Tyrol): at least three temporally differing 
rockslide events in the Late-Glacial and middle Holocene, as well as 
smaller rockfall events in the 20th century (Patzelt 2004); 

• Multiple reactivations or accelerations of pre-existing landslides in time 
intervals of a few thousand years were observed in Gepatsch-Hochmais 
(Kaunertal, Tyrol; Schmidegg 1966), Heinzenberg (Switzerland, 
Weidner 2000) and La Clapière (France, Cappa et al. 2004); 
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• Several cases of recent landslides, such as the in Val Pola (1987, Italy) 
and Randa (1991, Switzerland) have shown that failure was structurally 
controlled and that there were precursory events in (pre-historic times 
(Azzoni et al. 1992, Sartori et al. 2003). 
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Fig. 5.1  Spatial and temporal distribution of mass movements in the Tyrol (Aus-
tria) and its surrounding areas (Prager et al. 2008b). Beyond Tyrol only dated fos-
sil landslides are shown. Do: Dolomites rock slope failures, Fa: Farchant debris 
flow, Fb: Frauenbach debris flows, Fl: Flims rockslide, Fp: Fernpass rockslide, 
Ga: Gadria river, Hi: Hintersee rockslide, Hm: Hochmais rockslide, Is: Isel river, 
Ma: Marocche di Dro, Mo: Molveno rockslide, Me: Melach river, Pg: Prättigau 
rock slope failures, Pk: Pletzachkogel rockslides, Si: Sill river, Ts: Tschirgant 
rockslide, Wb: Weißenbach river 
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However, not only rock slope failures but also dated debris flows show 
fluctuating activities in the Holocene. Periods of increased debris accumu-
lation rates were established for the Tyrolean Inn valley and its main tribu-
taries, occurring at about 9400, between 7500-6000 and at around 3500 C-
14 years (Patzelt 1987), and were probably climatically controlled by the 
amount of water in the catchment areas. These periods partially correlate 
temporally with glaciers advances in the Austrian Central Alps (Patzelt 
1977) as well as with several other large landslides in the Eastern Alps 
(Fig. 5.2). 
Hence, these data suggest that the stability conditions of numerous fossil 
landslides were affected by the climatically controlled water pressure dis-
tribution in the slopes. Similar phases of increased slope instabilities were 
previously detected in the Swiss and North Italian Alps (Fig. 5.2) and gen-
erally attributed to climate changes (Raetzo-Brülhart 1997, Dapples et al. 
2003, Soldati et al. 2004).  
The principal cause for Alpine landslides may be ascribed to glacier re-
treats, but this was not necessarily the direct trigger. In fact, the majority of 
slopes remained in a “stable” position for several thousands of years, after 
ice-withdrawal, before complete collapse set in. Detailed field studies and 
compiled geological data indicate that deep-seated slope deformations may 
generally be attributed to the propagation and coalescence of brittle dis-
continuities. Progressive failure is induced by complex interactions of dif-
ferent time-dependent processes such as a) stress redistributions due to 
glacial loading and unloading, b) subcritical crack growth, c) seismic ac-
tivity and d) climatically controlled pore pressure changes (Prager et al. 
2008b). 
As a result, the analyses of the compiled data set shows that a) periods of 
significantly increased mass movement activity are distinguishable (Fig. 
5.2), b) spatial accumulations of slope instabilities occur (Fig. 5.1) and c) 
predisposed areas were repeatedly (re)activated for mass movements and 
even posses high risk potential of future events. Consequently, well docu-
mented case studies indicate that the pre-failure mechanisms are of essen-
tial importance for the early detection of endangered settlement and eco-
nomic areas. 
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Fig. 5.2 Temporal distribution of fossil mass movements in Tyrol and the sur-
rounding region (Prager et al. 2008b). Vertical axis = calibrated years before pre-
sent (BP = before present), horizontal axis = dimensionless sequence of dated 
events 

5.4 Basic principles of deformation and failure processes 
of landslides 

For the estimation of the hazard potential of landslides it is decisive to un-
derstand the failure mechanisms, the deformation behaviours and the slope 
kinematics. Thus, for example, any sound forecast of slope instabilities is 
fundamentally affected by whether a translational or rotational slide pre-
vails, or whether toppling or falling processes or complex combinations of 
both dominate the slope deformation. Only combined analyses of geologi-
cal, hydrological, geomorphological, geodetical, geophysical and other ex-
ploratory data (e.g. boreholes and investigation adits) enables the devel-
opment of a comprehensive model, which is able to represent the natural 
system characteristics as close as possible. 
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5.4.1 Fracture mechanical processes 

The steeply inclined scarps on rockfall locations indicate that slope failures 
are induced by fracture mechanical processes such as fracture growth of 
new and coalescence of already existing fractures. Einstein et al. (1983) 
and Eberhardt et al. (2004) assume, that fully persistent discontinuities sel-
dom occur in nature, and much rather that slope failures are induced by in-
teractions of existing discontinuities and fracture propagation. In general a 
jointed rock mass consists of intact rock blocks (including microcracks and 
micropores), which are bound by discontinuities such as bedding planes, 
joints and fault zones. Intact rock bridges between these discontinuities in-
crease the strength of a rock mass. This means that the stability of rock 
slopes is determined by the orientation, density and size of fractures in a 
rock mass (Einstein 1993). 
Fracture propagation strongly depends on the existing stress field as well 
on the fracture geometry and network (Einstein and Stephansson 2000). In 
regard to the development of fractures there are three different basic frac-
ture modes: mode I = opening, mode II = sliding, in-plane shear and mode 
III = scissoring, anti-plane shear. Naturally complex combinations of these 
three modes are likely to occur. Classical fracture mechanics postulates 
that in a linear, elastically solid body fracture propagation takes place with 
acoustic velocity of the medium when a critical stress intensity factor (KIC 
for mode I, KIIC for mode II) is reached in the crack tip. In the case of a 
stress intensity factor KI (or KII) below the critical stress intensity factor 
the crack remains stable. 
However, there are physical-chemical processes in fractures that enable 
slow crack propagation even below this KIC-threshold, referred to as sub-
critical crack growth (Fig. 5.3; Atkinson 1984). Due to the complex inter-
actions of pore pressure, stress corrosion, dissolution, diffusion, ion ex-
change and microplasticity it is very difficult or nearly impossible to esti-
mate the time factor for this mechanism. For example, the process of stress 
corrosion, which is characterised by weakening of crystal bonds through 
chemical fluid activities (e.g. water) in the crack tip, leads to slow crack 
propagation. The application of this fracture mechanical model on unstable 
slopes would, however, mean that over a longer time period the fracture 
density and persistence continuously increase. In the long term this leads 
to a continuous decrease in the slope stability and to a failure event when 
the strength threshold is exceeded. 
Besides the sub-critical and critical crack growth, also temperature effects 
must be considered when dealing with rather shallow seated rockfall 
events. In-situ measurements at the rockfall Val d’Infern (Graubünden, 
Switzerland) show, that temperature induced stress changes affect the rock 
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mass to depths of about 10 m. These cyclical loading conditions lead to 
progressive fracture displacements and thus reduce the long-term stability 
(Krähenbühel 2004). Furthermore the stability of Alpine rock flanks may 
also be influenced by permafrost conditions, depending on the exposition, 
inclination and elevation of the slope. 

 

Fig. 5.3 Schematic illustrations showing (on the left) crack growth velocity versus 
stress intensity factor (KI) for Mode I loading: sub-critical crack growth starts 
when driving forces exceed a threshold K0. Approaching to a critical level KIC, 
cracks propagate dynamically to near the velocity of sound in the rocks. Note that 
increasing pore pressures p(H20) may significantly accelerate crack propagation ve-
locities. On the right, variations of sub-critical tensile crack growth in different 
rock types are shown (log/log plot; arrows indicate range of experimentally ob-
tained data; KIC=fracture toughness, Ko=stress corrosion limit; modified after At-
kinson 1984, 1987) 

Given the extremely complex interactions of the physical and chemical 
processes discussed above, the time-dependent reduction of rock mass 
strength is difficult to forecast without any deformation monitoring data. 
So far only a few fracture mechanical based stability approaches are pub-
lished. For example, a time-dependent cohesion loss model derived by 
Kemeny (2003) suggests that after a phase of progressive strength reduc-
tion slope failure occurs very rapidly. This and some case studies show 
that long lasting deformation phases preceded the failure event. For exam-
ple, pre-failure deformation measurements in the region of a rockfall near 
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the Jungfraujoch (Switzerland) proved that the actual event was preceded 
by rock deformation phases of at least one year (Keusen 1998). A high 
resolution monitoring device based on extensometers was installed 85 days 
before the failure event. Whereas during the first 2 months after installa-
tion a relatively linear displacement trend was measured (total displace-
ment of 4 mm), the slope started to accelerate 2.5 weeks before failure and 
finally collapsed after another 10 mm of displacement. Also geodetic 
measurements at the rockfall Val d’Infern, which were performed between 
1995 and 2006, showed increasing slope velocities before it collapsed 
(Krähenbühl 2006). Based on such acceleration patterns, the time of slope 
failure can be determined by analyses of inverse slope velocities versus 
time (Voight 1988). 

5.4.2 Sliding processes 

If a fully persistent sliding zone is formed through fracture mechanical 
processes, then further slope deformation is essentially determined by slid-
ing processes resulting from material creep and/or shear slip in these 
zones. The sliding mass itself is mostly characterised by relative little in-
ternal deformation. Whether a fully persistent sliding zone can exist within 
a slowly creeping, deep-seated landslide has often been debated controver-
sially, but is highly relevant for stability analysis. In some cases detailed 
field investigations show that surface deformation is obviously the result 
of flexural or block toppling mechanisms without any indications of a con-
tinuous sliding zone (Zischinsky 1969, Amann 2006). However, in many 
cases the slope kinematics is clearly characterised by sliding mechanisms. 
This is confirmed by several field observations and inclinometer measure-
ments on landslides showing a) extensive sliding planes in the scarp area, 
b) a discrete offset between sliding masses and the stable bedrock unit, c) 
lateral exposures of sliding zones and d) kakirites (i.e. uncemented brec-
cias and gouges) acting as active sliding zones. Also data obtained from 
boreholes and investigation adits in Switzerland (Noverraz 1996) show 
that the major deformation of deep-seated mass movements generally oc-
curs along discrete sliding zones (Fig. 5.4). 
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Fig. 5.4 Inclinometer data of seven deep-seated landslides in Switzerland showing 
major displacement along discrete sliding zones (Noverraz 1996) 

Similar results were obtained from several rockslides in the Tyrolean Alps 
(e.g. Gepatsch/Kaunertal, Gries/Sellraintal), where one or more sliding 
zones control slope deformation and kinematics (Zangerl et al. 2007). Ex-
ploration adits, borehole data and field surveys show that these sliding 
zones can extend to thicknesses of several metres and consist of slope fail-
ure induced kakirites. These sliding zone kakirites are characterized by in-
tensively fractured, fragmentised and triturated rocks which are generally 
difficult to distinguish from tectonically formed fault breccias and gouges. 
Several field studies show that already existing tectonic fault zones are of-
ten reactivated as sliding zones of landslides (Fig. 5.5). Conclusively it 
was found that many of the investigated landslides are in fact “slides” 
which are characterised by slipping along discrete shear planes and/or 
creeping within one or several sliding zones. In this case “creeping” is de-
fined as a continuous material deformation under constant stress state (e.g. 
Hudson and Harrison 1997). 
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Fig. 5.5 a) Tectonically formed kakirite of a brittle fault zone acting as a mass 
movement sliding zone, b) slope failure induced slickenside striations (landslide 
system Steinlehnen, Tyrol; location see Fig. 5.13) 

 
Fig. 5.6 Map of the Hochmais-Atemkopf rockslide (Kaunertal, Tyrol) and its 
monitoring system showing: a) primary and secondary scarps of different sliding 
slabs (red lines; grey coloured: Hochmais slab), b) episodic triangulation points 
(red arrows), c) automatic total station measurements (blue points), d) investiga-
tion adit that passes from the stable bedrock into the Hochmais slab (see Fig. 5.7) 

 
In the Kaunertal, the active sliding slab Hochmais has slid over glacial till 
and talus material and continued to move towards the valley bottom (Fig. 
5.6). Exploration adits and boreholes document that the sliding zone did 
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not form directly between the sliding mass and its soil substrate beneath, 
but much rather a 4 to 5 m thick sliding zone developed within the glacial 
till itself (Fig. 5.7). In the exploration adit, which intersects the active 
movement zone, permanent measurements are taken with a wire exten-
someter in order to measure the horizontal displacement vector. In addition 
vertical displacements have been measured by means of episodic levelling. 
Based on a linear regression analysis of both data sets the E-W orientated 
displacement vector at the base of the sliding mass dips about 32° to the 
East (Fig. 5.8). Comparisons with levelling und triangulation measure-
ments on the surface of the sliding mass show similar slope velocities and 
dip angles as observed in the sliding zone. Thus, the Hochmais rockslide 
represents a slide along a several meter thick distinct deformation zone, 
whereby the internal deformation of the sliding mass is comparatively 
small. 

 
Fig. 5.7 Schematic illustration of the exploration adit which intersects both the

 

 
stable bedrock and the active sliding slab Hochmais (Kaunertal, Tyrol). Along this 
adit interval, a wire extensometer device, a water level gauge and levelling points 
were installed 
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Fig. 5.8 a) Linear regression between levelling and wire extensometer measure-
ments and the resulting dip angle of the displacement vector at the base of the ac-
tive sliding slab Hochmais, b) calculated subsidence between both levelling meas-
urements in 1968 and 2004 around the movement zone in the exploration adit. The 
levelling measurements in the region of the sliding zone showed subsidence 
whereby it could not definitely be determined in how far the total slip along the 
movement zone is due to pure material creep and/or accumulation of small shear 
slip movements on numerous discrete planes 

5.4.3 Failure and temporal behaviour of sliding zone materials 

Classical approaches to estimate the slope stabilities are based on the cal-
culation of the safety factor, i.e. defined as the ratio between the driving 
and resisting forces. With this factor it is possible to estimate the present 
stability of a slope, even though time-dependant strength degradation 
processes are not considered. The shear strength of the sliding zone mate-
rial, i.e. the resisting forces, is of decisive important for the determination 
of the stability conditions. A simple model for the estimation of the shear 
strength represents the Mohr-Coulomb model, which is based on two pa-
rameters only, the cohesion and the friction angle. These can be deter-
mined by means of triaxial compression or shear box tests in the labora-
tory. 

Results of tests performed on different sliding zone materials, i.e. kakir-
ite and glacial till samples, are given in Table 5.1 Irrespective of the ap-
plied laboratory testing method the friction angle of the material ranges be-
tween 31° and 39°, and the cohesion was found to be below 54 kN/m2. 
Comparisons of these laboratory data with shear strength parameters ob-
tained from back-calculations show that - for some investigated landslides 
- friction angles significantly below 31° and cohesions close to 0 are 
needed to induce slope failure. This discrepancy suggests that laboratory 
tests and in-situ back-calculation may differ due to scale effects, pore pres-
sure influences and others. 
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Table 5.1 Mohr-Coulomb shear parameters of sliding zone samples 

Sample number Test type Friction angle (°) Cohesion (kN/m2) 
KG1 CD1 35,3 14,0 
 RS-saturated 32,3 14,8 
 RS-unsaturated 36,4 22,2 
KG2 CD1 30,7 54,0 
 RS-unsaturated 32,7 36,7 
HM1-K CD1 34,1 15,0 
 RS-saturated 30,9 37,4 
HM1-M1  CD1 36,0 18,0 
 CD2 36,2 7,0 
 RS-saturated 34,4 36,2 
HM1-M2  CD1 39,1 24,0 
 CD2 38,0 6,0 
 RS-saturated 35,8 42,9 

Samples KG1, KG2 and HM1-K: kakirite formed from paragneiss; samples HM1-
M1 and HM1-M2: glacial till material from the sliding zone (see Figs. 5.7); CD: 
triaxial tests of cylinders with D x H = 10 x 20 cm (CD1) or 4 x 7.5 cm (CD2); 
RS: fully saturated and unsaturated shear box test.  
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Fig. 5.9 Theoretical time-deformation behaviour (creeping) of material under con-
stant stress 

The deformation along an existing sliding zone is characterised by time-
dependent processes such as material creep and/or friction along small-
scale slip planes (Fig. 5.9). If creeping is the dominant mechanisms, the 
viscous deformation phase can be subdivided into three main regimes: 
primary, secondary and tertiary creep. So-called primary creep occurs si-
multaneously with the application of load and it is characterised by a 
monotone decrease in the creep rate. The secondary or steady-state creep is 
characterised by constant creep rates. If the loading is sufficiently high and 
enduring, an increase in the creep rate ensues until the material fails (terti-
ary creep).  
The time-dependent (viscous) creep characteristics of sliding zone materi-
als can be determined by laboratory tests. Therefore samples are loaded by 
constant stress over a longer period of time. Results from triaxial creep 
tests show that after consolidation under a defined stress condition all 
samples (approximately stationary) began to creep in a secondary manner 
(Fig. 5.10). 
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Fig. 5.10 Creep curves of a) a sample of glacial till material and b) a sample of 
kakirite rock 

The evaluation of the laboratory tests was done with a linear-viscous 
and a non-linear-viscous model (Schneider-Muntau et al. 2006, Renk 
2006), whereby the elastic deformations were analysed separately. In the 
case of the linear-viscous model according to Newton, for each test the 
viscosity of the material can be obtained from the applied stresses and the 
measured creep strain rates. The equivalent creep strain rate ε&  can be de-
termined from the strain rate tensor and the Mises equivalent stress from 
deviatoric stress tensor: 

 

q
η

ε 1
=&   (eq. 5.1) 

The assessment using a non-linear-viscous model was based on the follow-
ing equation:  

( )nyqq −=
η

ε 1&  (eq. 5.2) 

The crucial material parameters are the viscosity η, the yield stress qy, 
which describes the stress state when the material begins to deform vis-
cously, and the exponent n, that describes the non-linear behaviour. For the 
determination of these parameters several laboratory tests are needed. 
Based on the stress and creep strain rate of each single laboratory test a re-
gression function can be calculated using the method of the least squares 
fit, which best describes the material behaviour according to the 3 parame-
ters. For a non-linear-viscous model with n>1, the increase of the stress 
has a higher influence on the creep strain rate than in a purely linear-
viscous model.  
Seeing as triaxial tests only allow for relatively small displacements and 
strains, for the study of larger deformations ring shear experiments can be 
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conducted. In addition, laboratory tests always include scale effects, which 
need to be taken into account in the transferral to real models. Nevertheless 
geotechnical laboratory tests can contribute to a better understanding of the 
deformation processes along sliding zones. 
Because there are parallels discernable in the movement patterns of active 
brittle fault zones with the formation of kakirites and sliding zones from 
landslides, frictional approaches from earthquake mechanics can be trans-
ferred to landslides. Thus, through the application of empirical material 
laws, such as the state- and velocity dependent friction laws (Ruina 1983, 
Dieterich 1992), it is possible to describe acceleration phases with subse-
quent stabilising or complete failure of slopes (Helmstetter et al. 2004). 

5.4.4 Temporal deformation behaviour of landslides 

Alpine regions are characterised by rock falls, topples, flows and slides 
with velocities ranging from several mm/a to several m/s. Slope instabili-
ties that end in a sudden collapse show a deformation behaviour that de-
picts an accelerated velocity curve (Fig. 5.11). However, some landslides 
are characterised by a base activity superimposed by episodic phases of a 
higher slope velocities, which can be observed particularly in spring due to 
snow melting and rainfalls (Fig. 5.11). These phases of acceleration and 
stabilisation can presumably be ascribed to pore pressure fluctuations, to 
stabilising effects in the slope foot area and/or to changes in the material 
properties of the sliding zone itself. 
Time series of deformation measurements from two cases studies show 
significant acceleration phases and periods of minor activity (Figs. 5.12 
and 5.14). Remarkably, the velocities of low and high activity phases can 
differ about a factor of up to 8000, as was observed at the Steinlehnen 
rockslide (Zangerl et al. 2007; Figs. 5.13 and 5.14). There at the end of 
June and beginning of July 2003, a maximum slope velocity of over 4 m 
per day was measured here with a terrestrial laser scanner. After a one-
month acute phase, whereby the trigger of this acceleration phase is still 
unknown, a continuous decrease of the velocity ensued (Fig. 5.14a). In 
spring 2004, once again there was a phase of acceleration with a maximum 
slope velocity of up to 4 cm per day (about a factor of 100 lower), which 
was followed by a deceleration to about 0.5 mm per day in the autumn of 
2004 (Fig. 5.14b,c). Even the strong rainfall in August 2005 could not lead 
to a remarkably reacceleration of the sliding slab (Fig. 5.14b, Zangerl et al. 
2007). 
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Fig. 5.11 Temporal deformation types: episodic accelerated velocity, constant 
slope velocity, decreasing slope velocity, accelerated slope velocity with failure 
(modified according to Keusen 1997) 

Cyclical movements but in a much lower magnitude could also be ob-
served at the Hochmais rockslide (Zangerl et al. 2007, Figs. 5.6 and 5.12). 
Exceptionally long time-series of about 40 years observation period show 
that the yearly slope velocity varies between 0.01 mm and 1 mm per day, 
i.e. a factor of 100. Every year an acceleration phase begins between Janu-
ary and March and lasts to the summer. This interval marks a period where 
precipitation in the form of rainfall does not occur. Instead, a regression 
analysis of the data together with that of the reservoir levels show a good 
temporal agreement between the slope velocity and the depletion of the 
Gepatsch reservoir (Figs. 5.7 and 5.12, Evers 2006, Zangerl et al. 2007). 
Hence for this case study the slope velocity is primarily influenced by the 
reservoir water level. 
Similar velocity patterns, however not connected to reservoirs, could be 
observed at the landslides of La Clapière (France, Helmstetter et al. 2004), 
Triesenberg (Liechtenstein, Francois et al. 2006) or Gradenbach (Austria, 
Weidner 2000). On the basis of these case studies a relationship between 
hydrological or hydrogeological influence factors and slope activity could 
be shown. 
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Fig. 5.12 Elongation of wire extensometer in the exploration adit I (see Fig. 5.6 
and 5.7) and the derived velocity of the sliding slab Hochmais. The yearly accel-
eration phases occur in late winter and spring 
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Fig. 5.13 Overview of the Steinlehnen rockslide system (Gries i. Sellraintal, Ty-
rol) with a highly active sliding slab (Ortho-image: TIRIS Land Tirol). Red 
squares = laser scanner windows, yellow points = terrestrial survey points, meas-
ured from the opposite slope (cf. Fig. 5.14). The complete rockslide system shows 
a difference in height of about 800 m and a thickness of about 70 m. The highly 
active sliding mass reaches a thickness of about 20 m. The discontinuities which 
may induce these slope failures are not the foliation and compositional layering 
dipping flat into the slope, but one of the main fracture sets dipping moderately 
inclined down the slope 
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Fig. 5.14 Deformation monitoring of the highly active sliding slab Steinlehnen (cf. 
Fig. 5.13): a) total displacement of laser scanner windows measured from the op-
posite slope, b) total displacement of triangulation points measured from the oppo-
site slope, and c) derived velocity pattern of triangulation points 
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5.5 Geophysical investigation methods 

5.5.1 Active seismic methods 

Active seismic methods can be applied to investigate the geometry, inter-
nal structure and material parameters, e.g., landslide thickness and bounda-
ries, the basal sliding zone, degree of fracturing, sliding mass porosity 
(Brückl 2006). The objective of all active seismic methods focuses on the 
determination of the seismic velocity field in the subsurface through analy-
sis of the wave propagation. The seismic velocity is related to the me-
chanical parameters of the rock mass, especially to the bulk modulus, shear 
modulus and the density (Ewing 1957).  
Seismic waves can be generated with hammers, mechanically or pneu-
matically accelerated drop weights, vibrators or detonating explosives. The 
recording of the seismic waves can be done via geophones in a linear (2-D 
seismology) or an areal arrangements (3-D seismology). The signals of the 
geophones are stored in a portable registration unit. Given that the propa-
gation of seismic waves represents an extremely complex process, several 
different seismic methods that focus on different types of waves are avail-
able (Kearey 2002). The three most important methods are described in the 
following paragraph: 

 
a) Seismic reflection concentrates on the measuring and processing of 
seismic waves, which are reflected at boundaries characterised by a change 
of seismic impedance (i.e. the product of seismic wave velocity and den-
sity). Reflected waves never appear as first breaks; therefore an appropri-
ate data acquisition and processing must be applied to extract these signals 
from the entire wave field. Most of the different reflection processing 
techniques (e.g. static correction, spike deconvolution, bandpass filter, 
NMO-correction, CDP-stacking, migration) were developed for the hydro-
carbon exploration industry (Yilmaz 1987) and then transferred to engi-
neering and environmental related tasks. 

 
b) Seismic refraction is based on the analyses of critically refracted seismic 
waves, which appear as first breaks in the seismogram. Since the first 
breaks are clearly detectable, data acquisition and evaluation of signals is 
easier and less influenced by geological conditions. Data processing of 
seismic refraction measurements can be done based on different methods 
such as picking of first breaks, delay-time method and time to depth con-
version. Hence a layered model characterised by a step-like velocity-depth 
function will be obtained. The fundamental condition that critically re-
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fracted seismic waves can occur in a rock or soil is related to the seismic 
behaviour of the refractor. A seismic velocity of the refractor higher than 
the velocity of the overlaying layer should be given. In contrast to seismic 
reflection, velocity inversions (with an increase of depth) can not be re-
solved. Even though the penetration depth of seismic refraction is smaller 
than that of seismic reflection, the former provides better resolution of the 
velocity field. 

 
c) Seismic tomography is based on the travel times of transmitted waves. 
These travel times contain integral information about the velocity along 
the seismic ray. Generally, the standard measurement geometry applied to 
seismic tomography is performed between two boreholes. Nevertheless the 
principles can also be transferred to surface investigations (seismic refrac-
tion tomography). This method is also based on observation and process-
ing of the travel times of first breaks. Seismic tomography needs a con-
tinuous increase of the velocity with depth, because only then waves are 
able to return back to the surface (geophone). In spite of this basic condi-
tion, velocity inversions are possible under certain circumstances. The data 
processing (picking of first breaks, forward modelling with a initial veloc-
ity field, wave front inversion) results in a spatially distributed velocity 
field. The resolution of the tomographic method depends on the quantity of 
rays penetrating the subsurface and their direction. In the ideal case the 
rays cover directions from 0° to 180° in relation to the surface. 

 
For the seismic methods, the penetration depths, the resolution of velocity 
and depth, and the accuracy mostly depends on the measuring geometry 
(geophone distance, profile length) and on the frequency domain of the 
source and the geophones. The penetration depth for seismic refraction is 
1/4 to 1/3 of the total profile length and therefore the geophone distance is 
normally larger than for the seismic reflection, where the penetration depth 
is mainly influenced by the strength of the source and the subsurface ve-
locity field. In order to get a good resolution a small geophone distance 
should be applied. The frequency domain of the seismic measurements 
also restricts the resolution, because the wavelength of the seismic wave is 
a product of the frequency and the velocity. So the size and thickness of a 
structure must be adequately large to be resolved. In general, for all meth-
ods it can be said that the velocity and depth can be determined with an ac-
curacy of 15-20%. The classic seismic survey is performed along 2-D pro-
files, whereby subsurface mapping of complex 3-D structures remains 
difficult. For this reason an increasing number of 3-D seismic surveys 
were carried out, particularly in oil field exploration. 
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In the Tyrol a 3-D refraction seismic survey was carried out to explore the 
thickness and internal structure of the large-scale Niedergallmigg - Mate-
kopf rockslide (Fig. 5.15, Chwatal et al. 2005, 2006). The upper part of the 
sliding mass is composed of paragneisses and schists, which were thrust on 
phyllitgneisses, phyllites and amphibolites that are encountered at the mid-
dle and lower part of the slope (Kirschner and Gillarduzzi 2005). Morpho-
logical features, in particular the size of the main scarp, indicate a total 
displacement of about 180 m. Results from geodetic measurements show 
annual surface displacements ranging between 5 to 10 centimetres for the 
active sliding mass.  

 

Fig. 5.15 View of the Niedergallmigg-Matekopf landslide. Insert shows move-
ment induced fracturing of a house on the landslide 

In order to perform the 3-D refraction seismic survey 373 seismic stations 
were installed along 4 profiles comprising a total length of 7.5 km and a 
geophone distance of 15-25 m. 41 shots were recorded simultaneously by 
all receivers. This geophone set up enabled a 2-D analysis along the 4 pro-
files but also a 3-D inversion of the whole data set (inline and cross-line 
shots).  
The seismic data show a vertical gradient of the velocity for the sliding 
mass and a nearly constant velocity for the underlying compact rock. 
Therefore, a combination of seismic refraction tomography for the land-
slide mass and standard seismic refraction method for the compact rock 
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were applied. In order to analyse the measured data, 3-D processing tech-
niques described by Brückl et al. (2003) and tomographic inversion algo-
rithm published by Hole (1992) were used. As a result, the 3-D seismic ve-
locity distribution of the landslide system and its stable surrounding is 
gained. 
 
The P-wave velocities of the sliding mass are near the surface 1000-2000 
m/s, at depths of 25-150 m 2000-3000 m/s and below 150 m 3000-4000 
m/s. Further below velocities of 4800-5200 m/s were measured, which can 
be interpreted as the basis of the landslide (Fig. 5.16).  

Fig. 5.16 S-N section of the 3-D velocity field of the Niedergallmigg-Matekopf 
landslide 

Based on the seismic results a geometrical model showing the spatial 
thickness distribution of the Niedergallmigg-Matekopf landslide was con-
structed, featuring a maximum thickness of 320 m and a volume of 0.43 
km3 (Fig. 5.17). At the lateral boundaries, i.e. areas yielding little seismic 
information, morphological observations (e.g. scarp features) were added 
to establish the geometrical model. In addition, in areas without seismic 
data i.e. the upper region of the landslide, an interpolation technique was 
used.  
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Fig. 5.17 Thickness map of the Niedergallmigg-Matekopf landslide 

 
Plotting the P-wave velocities of the sliding mass versus depth an average 
velocity depth function that is based on the assumption of dry or drained 
slope conditions (Brückl and Parotidis 2005) can be fitted. The porosity of 
the fractured rock mass may be estimated from a relationship according to 
Gassmann (1951) and Watkins et al. (1972) and is based on P-wave veloci-
ties. For the Niedergallmigg-Matekopf landslide an average creeping rock 
mass porosity of 0.21 was estimated (Fig. 5.18) 
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Fig. 5.18 Velocity-depth and derived porosity-depth function of the Nieder-
gallmigg-Matekopf landslide 

5.5.2 Ground Penetrating Radar 

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) systems enable quick and non-
destructive field explorations to depths of some tens of metres and were, in 
the Eastern Alps, already applied to rock-glaciers and water-unsaturated ta-
lus-deposits (e. g. Sass and Wollny 2001, Krainer et al. 2002). Now GPR 
measurements were successfully taken for near-subsurface investigations 
at different accumulation areas of fossil landslide deposits to analyse their 
thickness, internal structure and spatial distribution. Field surveys were 
carried out off-road at two lithologically different sites in Tyrol (Austria): 
firstly, at a rockslide in the Ötztal basement complex, and secondly, in the 
Northern Calcareous Alps at medial to distal accumulation areas of the 
prominent Fernpass rockslide. System parameters, measurement modes 
and data processing are documented in Prager et al. (2006). 
Based on detailed field studies and drilling campaigns, at Fernpass down 
to depths of 14 m, the processed and topographically corrected GPR data 
can be well attributed to different depositional units. At both sites, the ra-
dargrams show several distinct reflectors with varying intensities and ge-
ometries, extending to depths of at least 20-30 m. Remarkably, the radar 
signals were not effectively shielded by the shallow-seated groundwater 
table, but penetrated down into deeper parts of the water-saturated rock-
slide deposits and their substrate. The combined field and subsurface data 
indicate that the distal Fernpass rockslide deposits spread upon groundwa-
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ter-saturated, fluvio-lacustrine sediments and show strong variations in 
thickness. Measurements taken at a distance of about 11 km from the up-
permost scarp area, clearly point to a maximum thickness of the distal slide 
debris of approx. 20-30 m. As a further result, the Toma, i.e. cone-shaped 
hills composed of rockslide debris, show deeper roots than the topographi-
cally less elevated rockslide deposits between them. These undulating 
basal reflectors indicate subsidence of the rockslide debris into the fine-
grained substrate due to loading; a distinct sub-planar sliding plane is not 
detectable here. Further GPR measurements were taken at an alluvial 
plain, which is situated on top of the medial Fernpass rockslide deposits. 
Here the processed radargrams clearly show an on-lap of prograding debris 
flows onto the hummocky rockslide relief, a geometry which correlates 
well with the field situation and drilling data. Furthermore, the internal 
stratification of the fluvial debris is best recognisable in the radargrams 
and demonstrates the high resolution of the applied GPR system. There-
fore, this is a useful tool to explore near-subsurface structures, even in 
groundwater-saturated environments and hardly accessible study-areas. 

5.6 Monitoring of landslides 

Even though falls, rapid topples and slides may occur seemingly unex-
pected and suddenly, such events are nearly always characterised by long-
term preparation phases. The cause for pre-failure deformation can be 
found in the physical properties of soil and rock masses, which are able to 
accumulate elastic and plastic deformation before failure occurs. This 
characteristic material behaviour enables the application of monitoring and 
warning systems with the aim of an early detection of possible slope fail-
ure. In addition, surface and subsurface deformation monitoring of land-
slides are absolutely essential for the development of kinematic models.  
Classic monitoring systems are based on the recordings of displacements 
and strains on the surface or in the depths of the landslides. In addition 
new monitoring systems based on micro seismic activity have been devel-
oped. These systems measure the seismic energy released through fracture 
and deformation processes within a landslide. 

5.6.1 Deformation Monitoring 

Deformation measurements aim to determine the kinematics and temporal 
velocity behaviour of unstable slopes. Although field observations can 
provide indications of the current movement status of a landslide, the ques-
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tion whether a slope is currently stabilised or moving can only be defi-
nitely answered with deformation measurements. Landslide deformation 
measurements provide data for the spatial distribution, orientation and 
magnitude of the displacement vectors on surface and subsurface and the 
temporal and spatial variation of slope velocities. Based on surface defor-
mation data a spatial differentiation between stable bedrock units and ac-
tive sliding masses as well as between variable active sub-slabs can be per-
formed. These data are useful for the determination of the temporal slope 
activity, the landslide kinematics and the acceleration/trigger factors. In 
general, deformation measurements also form the basis for slope stability 
forecasts. The resulting difficulties in regard to the temporal development 
of a slope can clearly be seen in Fig. 5.11. This is especially the case for 
the prognosis of episodically accelerated slope velocities with a relatively 
linear base trend. In contrast, for accelerated slope velocities the trend and 
time of failure are easier to predict. 
Slope deformation can be monitored a) pointwise, b) linewise and c) areal 
and can be measured in-situ and/or by remote sensing methods. Point data 
can be obtained through triangulation (x,y,z-coordinates), levelling (verti-
cal z-coordinate), global positioning system (GPS, x,y,z-coordinates), wire 
extensometer (distance between 2 points), joint- or crackmeter (distance 
between 2 points), laser distance meter (distance between 2 points) and 
water level gauge measurements (vertical z-component between 2 points). 
Line data are the result of inclinometer measurements (Willenberg 2004), 
some types of extensometer- (Krähenbühl 2004) and Trivec measurements 
(Kovari 1988). Areal information about the deformation field on the sur-
face of a landslide can be obtained by photogrammetry (Casson et al. 
2003), terrestrial or satellite based radar interferometry (Rott et al. 1999, 
Fig. 5.19) and terrestrial or airborne laser scanning (Scheikl et al. 2000, 
Kemeny et al. 2006, Figs. 5.13 und 5.14). 
Crucial parameters when planning a slope monitoring system are a) the 
number of observation points that are needed to monitor the whole land-
slide, b) the size and boundaries of a landslide, and c) the expected slope 
velocity and hence the required accuracy of the measurement method. Fur-
thermore, it must be clarified in how far surface observations are represen-
tative for the understanding of landslide kinematics or whether borehole 
data (inclinometers) are needed to obtain the internal deformation behav-
iour. Moreover, the accessibility of the measuring area is decisive for the 
choice of an appropriate system. The frequency of the measurement cam-
paigns should be defined when working with an episodical type of moni-
toring set-up. First evidences of the spatial distribution of slope deforma-
tion and its velocities may be given by structural and geomorphological 
features (open cracks, vegetation markers, etc.). Based on these field ob-
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servations and the estimated slope velocity the time span between the first 
and second measuring campaign is defined. Subsequent monitoring data 
can be used to refine the measuring interval. At some landslides with high 
risk potential it is essential to install permanent monitoring systems that 
are able to record slope displacements continuously. Usually such monitor-
ing systems can be upgraded with automatic warning devices, which set 
off an alarm when a predefined velocity threshold is reached. 
 

 
Fig. 5.19 Surface velocity pattern (mm/a) of the Hochmais-Atemkopf rockslide 
(Kaunertal, Tyrol), derived from radar interferogramms from 27.09.1995 and 
12.09.1996. In the lower region of the slope no velocity values could be obtained 
due to forestation (from Rott et al. 1999) 

The displacement vectors of points can be measured in form of absolute 
and relative coordinates. Absolute coordinates may be gained from Global 
Positioning Systems (GPS) and geodetic terrestrial methods. Latter may 
also be applied for relative displacement measurements between stable ref-
erence points outside and unstable points on the landslide (Fig. 5.20). This 
measurement configuration helps to avoid large measuring distances and 
height differences and therefore yields highly accurate measurement data. 
Other relative displacement measurements may result from wire exten-
someter or joint-meter installations. Given that these methods can only 
measure the distance between two points, a check by means of terrestrial 
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geodetic methods to obtain the 3-D displacement vector of the stable and 
unstable point is necessary to avoid misinterpretations. 

 
Fig. 5.20 Relative monitoring network around a mountain ridge to detect the rock-
slide activity (Kreuzkopf, Tyrol). Whilst the monitoring points 110, 111, 112, 113 
are assumed to be stable, the points 150, 151, 152, 153 are on the sliding mass. 
Through the relatively short distance of less than 100 m and the minor height dif-
ference of less than 40 m possible displacements can be achieved with an accuracy 
of less than 2 mm (Orthofoto: Tiris Land Tirol) 

For any deformation and risk analyses, data of the temporal variation of 
slope velocities are essential. In order to determine this, the measured dis-
placement values must be numerically differentiated over time. The data 
thus obtained can be plotted in a velocity versus time diagram, whereby 
the velocity represents a derived value. Differential values such as the ve-
locity of slope points are error-prone, especially when data points are tem-
porally close together. Considering this and the fact that monitoring points 
contain a measurement error, the differentiation of such data sets can lead 
to great fluctuations in the calculated velocities. For example laser scanner 
raw data (Fig. 5.14a) from the Steinlehnen rockslide yielded widely scat-
tering slope velocities, because of the relatively large measurement error 
and the high frequency of measurement campaigns. In order to avoid unre-
alistic velocity pattern fluctuations, a) the displacement curves may be 
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smoothed out, b) the time intervall between measurement campaigns for 
differentiation may be increased and/or c) more accurate measurement 
methods such as terrestrial geodetic surveys may be applied. Based on pre-
cise triangulation measurements performed monthly at the Steinlehnen 
rockslide it was possible to calculate a velocity-time curve (Fig. 5.14b,c). 

5.6.2 Seismic monitoring 

Slope movements are characterised by the formation of new and coales-
cence of brittle fractures in the sliding mass and active sliding zones and 
presumably by “stick-slip” movements on existing shear planes. These 
fracturing and failure processes induce seismic energy that can be meas-
ured with a seismic monitoring network. The seismic events (“microearth-
quakes”) can be analysed to determine the magnitude and source location 
of brittle deformation. 
Since 2001 regular seismic monitoring campaigns were conducted on the 
deep-seated rockslides in Gradenbach (Carinthia, Austria) and Hochmais-
Atemkopf (Tyrol, Austria). In 2005 the monitoring campaign was ex-
tended to the large-scale Niedergallmigg-Matekopf landslide (Fig. 5.15). 
Analyses of these monitoring data led to the design of a monitoring net-
work which focused particularly on the observation of deep-seated mass 
movements (Fig. 5.21). The basic problems, when applying microseismic 
monitoring to landslides are: a) the signal strength of the events caused by 
landslides is usually very weak, b) settlements and infrastructure generate 
a high seismic noise level and c) there is still a lack of knowledge about 
the characteristic of the expected microseismic events. 
Overall geophones register a variety of events (local earthquakes, events 
created by humans), that can not easily be classified due to their waveform 
and frequency characteristics. In order to allocate seismic events to land-
slides, the monitoring network should not only cover the landslide mass it-
self but also the surrounding areas (Fig. 5.21). Moreover, the seismological 
observation stations surrounding the landslide should be incorporated in 
the monitoring network.  
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Fig. 5.21 Schematic set-up of a monitoring network for the observation of deep-
seated landslides 

Currently there is not enough information available about the characteris-
tics of such landslide-induced seismic events (frequency pattern, wave 
form, duration of an event) to search specifically in the recorded data set. 
For the detection of events already known signals such as human generated 
„noise“ as well as global, regional and local earthquakes are eliminated 
from the data. The remaining signals that can not be assigned to any of the 
known types of events are classified as “interesting”. Earthquake cata-
logues and the surrounding seismological observatories aid in making a 
distinction between global, regional and local earthquakes. Spectro- and 
sonograms are used to detect weak signals and to visualise the frequency 
content (Joswig 1990). Different algorithms such as STA/LTA (Allen 
1982, Allen 1978) and Principle Component Analysis (Magotra 1987, 
Wagner 1996) were tested for their automatic detection of events. The sen-
sitivity of these detectors has to be adjusted to a very high level to be able 
to also detect weak events. This high sensitivity causes a great number of 
“error detections”. For an improved and automatic detection of events 
“pattern recognition algorithms” can be applied (Joswig 1990). The disad-
vantage of these algorithms is that a profound knowledge about the fre-
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quency characteristics of the interesting events is presupposed, however, is 
currently unavailable. 
The localisation of the events is an important indicator of whether a regis-
tered event is a micro-earthquake induced by landslides. For “interesting” 
events, showing a sufficient signal-noise-ratio, localisation can be con-
ducted with the help of first arrival travel times and a 3-D P-wave velocity 
model. Using the NonLinLoc software the source coordinates can be de-
termined (Podvin and Lecomte 1991, Lomax et al. 2005). This localisation 
method was tested with controlled seismic sources i.e. dynamite detona-
tions at the study site Hochmais-Atemkopf and shows that through a 3-D 
velocity model reliable results can be achieved (Fig. 5.22). Generally it 
was found that localisation of the epicentre in regard to a transferred coor-
dinate system parallel to the slope inclination are easier to determine than 
the focal depth. 
 

 
Fig. 5.22 Re-localisation of the detonations of the measurement campaign 
Hochmais-Atemkopf (Kaunertal, Tyrol). Black triangles = actual detonation 
points, grey circles = re-localised detonations 

Currently there is not enough information available about the characteris-
tics of such landslide induced events (frequency pattern, wave form, dura-
tion of an event) to search specifically in the recorded data set 
 
However, events with low signal-noise ratio or emerging energy cannot be 
detected by standard detection and localization routines. Spectrogram and 
image processing routines are used to automatically detect and classify the 
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recorded seismic events. Localization routines based on amplitude distri-
bution are used to localise events with no clear first P-wave arrival (Mertl 
and Brückl 2007). Many events that could be classified as micro-
earthquakes exhibit composite or multi-event characteristics. Such events 
were observed on all three examined slopes (Fig. 5.23). The total duration 
of micro-earthquakes lies between 5-20 seconds, whereby the main part of 
the frequency content is <30 Hz. The later events of a composite micro-
earthquake mostly exhibit a lower frequency content than the primary 
event. 

 
Fig. 5.23 Typical registration of a multi-event microearthquake, recorded on the 
landslide Gradenbach 

Besides the composite and multi-events other types i.e. narrow frequency-
band and low-frequency events were recorded on the three slopes. How-
ever, these could not distinctly be classified as landslide induced events. 
Figure 5.24 depicts an example of such a “narrow frequency” event. 
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Fig. 5.24 Typical registration of a narrow-frequency event, recorded on the land-
slide Gradenbach 

5.7 Summary 

The complexity and variability of diverse kinematical landslide types re-
quires multi-disciplinary approaches to analyse the underlying processes 
and mechanisms. Therefore disciplines from the field of geotechnics, geol-
ogy, geomorphology, geodetics and geophysics should ideally interact to 
reach a high level of knowledge. 

Age dating of fossil landslides helps to resolve the temporal and spatial 
interrelationship of slope instabilities in different geological settings and 
under different climatic conditions in the Holocene. Time periods of in-
creased slope activity can be resolved and linked to feasible triggers. 
Analysis of age dating results shows that in several cases reactivation or 
multiple failures on sites occurred in the past. Thus an increasing compila-
tion of landslide events from the past can provide data to establish prob-
ability-based estimations of the occurrence of slope failures for a given 
area. Such data are needed as input for further risk analyses approaches. 
Fundamental principles from fracture and friction mechanics and material 
creep laws help to understand slope deformations in a kinematical, me-
chanical and temporal manner. Both the triggers that induce slope failures 
or accelerations and the factors which lead to slope stabilisation require de-
tailed investigation and analyses to establish reliable forecasts. In addition 
the physical comprehension of slope failures and deformation processes 
provide the basis for the development and planning of monitoring systems, 
in-situ investigation methods and stability analyses based on limit equilib-
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rium methods or numerical modelling approaches. Monitoring of landslide 
deformation and microseismic activity provide crucial information about 
the kinematics and the temporal deformation behaviour. 
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6 Alpine tourist destinations – a safe haven in 
turbulent times? – Exploring travellers’ 
perception of risks and events of damage 

C. Eitzinger, P.M. Wiedemann 

6.1 Introduction 

Risk is a prominent issue in modern society and in our daily lives (Banse 
1996; Beck 2007). There is talk of financial risks (e.g. insolvency) political 
risks (e.g. terrorism), recreational risks (e.g. extreme sports), lifestyle risks 
(e.g. smoking), health risks (e.g. SARS), traffic risks (e.g. driving a car), 
and technological risks (e.g. nuclear power). Of special interest at this 
point however, are travel or tourism risks. Tourism research demonstrates 
that travelling exposes people to varying degrees of risk (Bentley and Page 
2006; Page, Bentley and Meyer 2003; Hunter-Jones 2000; Page and Meyer 
1996; Phillip and Hodgkinson 1994) and shows that destination choice is 
not only based on price and destination image, but also on perceived per-
sonal safety and security (Pizam, Tarlow and Bloom 1997).  

 
Risk can be and is conceptualized in a number of ways (Holzheu and 

Wiedemann 1993). Besides the differences in the risk definitions, another 
important discrepancy exists: the discrepancy between experts’ risk 
judgements on the one hand and those of laypersons on the other. Expert-
lay differences significantly contribute to controversies and conflicts re-
garding risks and consequently to public risk debates. In risk perception 
research the term risk perception is used to describe laypersons’ risk 
judgements. This term is misleading insofar as, according to the social-
constructivist perspective represented by the authors, risks are not directly 
perceivable or observable. They are rather the result of subjective attribu-
tion processes. Therefore, it has to be explicitly stated that the term risk 
perception involves intuitive judgements of and subjective attitudes to-
wards risks (Slovic 1992) and not only perception in a narrower sense. In 
contrast to experts’ methodological and analytical risk assessment, layper-
sons’ risk judgements are based on media information, intuitions and vi-
carious as well as personal experiences.  
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6.2 Theoretical approaches in risk perception research 

Risk perception research originates in the attempt to explain the expert-lay 
difference in the perception of and the reaction to natural hazards and risks 
of modern technology. In the following section the history of this rela-
tively new field of research and its central theoretical approaches are dis-
cussed. 

6.2.1 Bounded rationality, heuristics und biases 

Starting from the observation that, at least from an expert’s point of view, 
people often respond to risks in an irrational way, risk perception research 
initially concentrated on two fields of interest. On the one hand, studies in 
the area of natural hazards proved that persons affected by natural hazards 
misjudged the likelihood of occurrence of such events. Thus, a comparison 
of statistical data on the probability of occurrence of natural disasters with 
lay people’s assessments of the probability of occurrence of such events 
showed that natural hazards are often underestimated or even denied 
(Slovic, Kunreuther and White 1974). On the other hand, differences be-
tween experts’ and lay people’s judgements of risks associated with mod-
ern technologies prompted the development of this field of research. Com-
pared to experts, laypeople found modern technologies, particularly 
nuclear energy, to be more risky. Accordingly, they reacted with greater 
rejection than experts (Gardner and Gould 1989). Based on Simon’s 
(1955) concept of bounded rationality as well as on findings on heuristics 
and biases (Kahneman, Slovic and Tversky 1982) laypeople’s risk percep-
tions where explained by cognitive limitations of human beings (Slovic, 
Fischhoff and Lichtenstein, 1977). 

 
This view was accepted with respect to natural hazards. In the context of 

technological risks, more precisely in the context of nuclear energy how-
ever, the argumentation of limited cognitive abilities even fostered opposi-
tion. As a consequence, a new and contrary view of lay risk perception 
arose: one that refuses the notion of irrational and faulty public perceptions 
and instead postulates that laypeople, compared to experts, have a more 
comprehensive understanding of risk. This new perspective on public risk 
perception also gained attention in the scientific debate on the expert- lay 
difference. In his frequently cited Science article, Starr (1969) argues that 
public risk acceptance is determined by the following three factors: (1) the 
voluntariness of risk exposure, (2) the social benefit of risk exposure as 
well as (3) the number of people who are exposed to a risk. Starr’s (1969) 
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paper paved the way for the development of the Psychometric Paradigm of 
risk perception by Slovic and his co-workers (Slovic, Fischhoff and Lich-
tenstein 1980; Fischhoff, Slovic, Liechtenstein, Read and Combs 1978). 

6.2.2 The Psychometric Paradigm 

The Psychometric Paradigm of risk perception can be seen as an expansion 
and empirical examination of Starr’s (1969) assumptions. This approach is 
the most influential one in risk perception research to date, even though it 
has also been criticised in recent years (e.g. Sjöberg and Moen 2004). The 
success of the Psychometric Paradigm is essentially based on the works of 
Fischhoff, Slovic, Liechtenstein, Read and Combs (1978), even though a 
few studies on risk perception were already conducted in the 1960s (e.g. 
Bauer 1960; Slovic 1962). Fischhoff et al. (1978) did not deduce lay risk 
perception from the actual individual behaviour reflected in historical ac-
cident and fatality records (method of revealed preferences), but used 
questionnaires to directly ask people about their subjective risk perceptions 
(method of expressed preferences). Within these questionnaire studies, 
subjects had to rate a large number of risks on nine qualitative risk charac-
teristics that were derived from the literature by Fischhoff et al. (1978). 
These risk characteristics or dimensions include the (1) voluntariness of 
risk exposure, (2) the immediacy of effect, (3) the extent to which a risk is 
known to the people exposed, (4) the chronic vs. catastrophic potential of a 
risk, (5) the extent to which it is a common or a dread risk, (6) the severity 
of consequences of a risk, (7) the extent to which a risk is known to sci-
ence, (8) the controllability of a risk and (9) the newness of a risk. By 
means of factor analysis these qualitative risk characteristics can be re-
duced to two (sometimes also three) central factors determining perceived 
risk. These factors are “dread risk” and “unknown risk”.  

6.2.3 The Cultural Theory 

Whilst the psychometric approach stresses the importance of subjective 
cognitive and emotional processes in risk perception, the Cultural Theory 
(Thompson, Ellis and Wildavsky 1990; Douglas and Wildavsky 1982) fo-
cuses on the socio-cultural context of risks. Cultural Theory postulates that 
within a society, different social systems, different ways of life exist. 
These are thought to influence people’s worldviews or cultural biases. The 
four central worldviews are the fatalistic, the individualistic, the hierarchic 
and the egalitarian worldview. According to Cultural Theory these world-
views allow for the explanation of differences in risk perception. Depend-
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ent on their respective worldview, people are supposed to fear different 
threats. Hierarchists for example, are thought to especially fear threats to 
their central values authority, superiority/subordination and group cohe-
sion. Egalitarians, who in contrast seek equity for all people, should fear 
risks like discrimination, limitation of democratic rights or the lack of par-
ticipation possibilities. To summarize, each social system should fear those 
risks that are perceived to pose a threat to its central worldviews. Empirical 
evaluations of the Cultural Theory show that it explains only 5-10% of the 
total variance in risk perception (Sjöberg 2000).  

6.2.4 Context dependency of risk perception 

Laypeople’s intuitive risk judgements are additionally dependent on the 
social context, within which risks are discussed. Of particular importance 
in this regard is the emotion-laden media coverage of risk issues. Using 
risk dramas, the media puts risks in a context of social action (Dunwoody 
1992) Within these risk dramas, roles (culprit/victim) as well as (dishon-
est) motives are ascribed to the acting persons (Palmlund 1992). Aspects 
like these are particularly taken into account in the Risk Story Approach to 
risk perception (Wiedemann, Clauberg and Schütz 2003). Experimental 
studies based on this approach confirm that the perception of one and the 
same risk differs, depending on whether the risk is described in a neutral, 
objective manner or imbedded in a negative, emotion-laden context. Fur-
ther evidence for the context dependency of risk perception is provided by 
findings on framing effects (Tversky and Kahneman 1981; Sandman, 
Miller, Johnson and Weinstein 1993; Wang 1996; Levin, Schneider and 
Gaeth 1998). 

6.2.5 The role of affective processes 

Empirical analyses applying the Risk Story Model as well as the emotion-
laden “dread” factor identified in research on the Psychometric Paradigm 
indicate that emotions and emotional processes implicitly have always 
played a role in risk perception research. Considering that risk perception 
research originates in the attempt to explain the intuitive, irrational risk 
judgements of laypeople, this is not really surprising. In recent years how-
ever, the significance of emotions for risk perception has been explicitly 
addressed within concepts such as the Risk-as-Feelings hypothesis 
(Loewenstein, Weber, Hsee and Welch 2001) or the Affect Heuristic 
(Slovic, Finucane, Peters and MacGregor 2002). According to these con-
cepts, risk judgements are influenced by emotions, by negative and posi-
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tive feelings towards a risk source. Positive feelings are supposed to lead 
to lower, negative feelings to higher risk perception (Finucane, Alhakami, 
Slovic and Johnson 2000).  

6.3 Risk and damage perception in alpine tourist 
destinations 

The concept of “perceived risk” is also applied in tourism research. For the 
tourism industry risk perception is relevant because perceived destination 
safety influences the travel decision-making process, the scope of activities 
tourists engage in at the destination and the intention to return to or rec-
ommend a destination to others (George 2003).  

 
Tourism risk perception studies predominantly sought to identify holi-

day risks, which are of general relevance in connection with travelling 
(e.g. Roehl and Fesenmaier 1992, Sönmez and Graefe 1998a, Lepp and 
Gibson 2003) and to provide information on the existence or non-existence 
of holiday risks at a certain destination. Moreover, they intended to ana-
lyze the influence of selected holiday risks (e.g. terrorism, crime) on the 
travel decision-making process (Sönmez and Graefe 1998b, Mitchell and 
Vassos 1997) and on the on-site behaviour of tourists (e.g. Mawby 2000). 
Risks of alpine tourist destinations however have been of little interest to 
tourism researchers (Pikkemaat and Weiermair 2003). Furthermore, tour-
ism research did not take into account approaches of psychological risk 
perception research, such as the Psychometric Paradigm or the Risk Story 
Model  

 
To fill this research gap, the following section summarizes own empiri-

cal studies of holiday risks in alpine destinations, which are primarily 
based on psychological approaches to risk perception. Using psychological 
concepts and approaches to risk perception, one gets additional informa-
tion about the subjective characteristics that influence perceived destina-
tion risk as well as about social context factors that influence risk and 
damage perception. The overview of the author’s research on the percep-
tion of holiday risks starts with interviews that aimed at identifying typical 
holiday risks in alpine destinations. Hereafter an online survey and a psy-
chometric study on risk perception in alpine tourist destinations are pre-
sented. Finally, findings of two experiments based on the risk story ap-
proach will be discussed.  
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6.3.1 Interviews: What are typical risks of alpine destinations? 

In order to identify typical holiday risks of the alpine tourist destination 
Tyrol interviews based on card sorting techniques (Coxon 1999) were 
conducted. A sample of residents (N=103) as well as a tourist sample 
(N=132) were interviewed. The interviewees had to judge each risk as to 
whether it is typical, rather untypical, or a risk that is of no relevance with 
respect to holiday-making in Tyrol. Risk judgments were made by assign-
ment of each of 20 holiday risks to one of the following three categories: 
(1) typical, (2) rather untypical, (3) of no relevance for a holiday in Tyrol. 
The prompted risks were thought to represent the broad variety of risks 
from the beginning of a journey to its end. They are listed in table 6.1.  

 

Table 6.1 Prompted Risks 

 

 

01. plane crash 11. terrorist attack on the Europa-bridge  
02. cable car accident 12. avalanche 
03. bus accident 13. breaking of an embankment dam  
04. derailing of a train  14. car accident on the highway 
05. food poisoning 15. chemical accident 
06. potable water poisoning 16. breakdown in a nuclear power plant 
07. fire in a hotel  17. skiing accident 
08. electrical power outage 18. to get lost on a ski tour 
09. mass movement 19. theft 
10. thunder storm 20. alcoholic intoxication 

 
Interview results demonstrate a high agreement between locals and tour-

ists regarding the question of typical tourism risks within alpine destina-
tions. Risks judged to be typical for Tyrol are winter sports risks on the 
one hand and natural hazards on the other. Thus, in both samples “cable 
car accident”, “skiing accident”, “to get lost on a ski tour” and “avalanche” 
were perceived as typical holiday risks. In the local sample also “thunder 
storm” was judged to be a typical risk of a mountain resort. Moreover, 
both sample groups found “car crash on the highway” to be a typical risk 
of alpine destinations. The latter finding might have to do with the fact that 
a large number of interviewees were from Germany or Austrian federal 
states and consequently often bring their own car1.  

                                                      
1 Based on a guest questionnaire compiled by Tirol Werbung (visitor questionnaire 

T-Mona, Winter 2004/2005), 87% of the holiday makers travel by car. 
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6.3.2 Online questionnaire: Risk perception and trust building 
safety measures in alpine tourist destinations 

Based on the interview results described before, an online survey was con-
ducted to examine whether winter sport risks and natural hazards still 
prove to be central risks of alpine destinations, when classical tourism 
risks derived from tourism literature (Cheron and Ritchie 1982; Roehl and 
Fesenmaier 1992, Sönmez and Graefe 1998a, Fuchs and Peters 2005) are 
considered. Furthermore, the survey intended to analyze the impact of 
various tourism risks on the travel decision making-process.  

 
An online questionnaire placed on the homepage of the Tiscover Tour-

ism Platform was thought to answer the research questions. All in all 640 
users participated. The according results are shown in figure 6.1. 

Fig. 6.1 Relevance of the holiday risks for the travel decision and for Tyrol 

 
The findings depicted in figure 6.1 point out that there are no risks that 

are at the same time perceived to be of highest relevance for the travel de-
cision-making process and for the destination Tyrol. In accordance with 
other empirical studies – the risks “political turmoil” (Ioannides and Apos-
tolopoulos 1999; Seddighi, Nuttall and Theocharous 2001), “crime” 
(Mawby 2000; George 2003) and “infectious diseases or other diseases” 
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(Page and Meyer 1996; Wilks and Page 2003) seem to play the central role 
in the travel decision-making process. For the destination Tyrol – like in 
the interviews – “natural hazards”, winter sports risks (“old and badly 
maintained cable cars”) and “traffic accidents” were perceived to be of 
highest relevance.  

With mean values ranging from 1.49 to 3.04 on a seven point rating 
scale, all risks were perceived to be of lower importance for the destination 
Tyrol. In spite of this, destination management should, besides natural 
hazards, consider the issue of felt safety in risk management. Measures 
with respect to felt safety should tackle both the external appearance of 
tourism infrastructure (“old and badly maintained cable cars”) and protec-
tion against crime. Management of these risks is of decisive importance in-
sofar as “old and badly maintained cable cars” and “crime” are both risks 
that are perceived to be of comparably high relevance for the travel deci-
sion-making process and at the same time for the destination Tyrol. In this 
regard the crucial question is not whether objective risk assessment and 
subjective risk perception do concur or not, because: Perception builds re-
ality! In other words, what people subjectively perceive and suppose to be 
true has an impact on destination choice and on tourist behaviour on-site. 

 
Besides analyzing perceived risk, the online questionnaire aimed at 

identifying measures and conditions that create trust in the safety of the 
tourist destination Tyrol in the case of their provision, and mistrust in the 
case of their absence.  

Due to the study findings, the top 5 trust increasing measures or condi-
tions in alpine destinations are “clearly visible signs on ski slopes”, “de-
tailed information on snow conditions, danger of avalanches and weather”, 
“sufficient avalanche barriers”, “ski slopes and ski lifts are in a good con-
dition” and “strict closure of ski slopes in the face of high avalanche dan-
ger”. Measures and conditions with the highest impact on mistrust are: “re-
luctant to closure of ski slopes even in the face of high avalanche danger”, 
“insufficient avalanche barriers”, “badly visible signs on ski slopes”, “in-
frequent control runs on ski slopes”, “ski slopes and ski lifts are in a bad 
condition”, and “infrequent trainings of tourism employees regarding criti-
cal incidents”. All of the above mentioned safety measures and conditions 
refer to safety and security on ski slopes on the one hand and protection 
against natural hazards on the other. The fact that the highest trust and mis-
trust impact is attributed to safety measures and conditions pertaining to 
safety on ski slopes and protection against natural hazards is in line with 
the finding that risk perception regarding the destination Tyrol is highest 
for risks associated with winter sports and natural hazards. Seemingly, 
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safety measures and contrariwise a lack of safety measures in this area can 
easily be perceived by tourists.  

As those safety measures having the highest impact on trust in the case 
of their provision are predominately those that have the highest impact on 
mistrust in the case of their absence, a tourism community is well-advised 
to implement and put particular emphasis on these measures. However, the 
remaining safety measures and conditions should also not be neglected, 
since they all considerably contribute to an increase in trust in destination 
safety in the case of their provision (mean value between 4,65 and 5,71 on 
a 7-level scale) and likewise to mistrust in the case of their absence (mean 
value between 4,15 and 5,09 on a 7-level scale).  

 
Finally, another research aim of the online survey was to test if the 

Asymmetry Principle of trust (Slovic 1993) holds true with respect to trust 
in the safety of a tourist destination. According to the Asymmetry Princi-
ple (Slovic 1993) it is much harder to build up trust than to loose trust. To 
verify this assumption, Slovic (1993) conducted a study with 103 college 
students who had to evaluate the trust and mistrust impact of 45 hypotheti-
cal events in a nuclear power plant on a 7-point rating scale. Several of the 
events were formulated in a way, which was supposed to lead to an in-
crease in trust and others so that they were thought to create mistrust. 
Based on the notion of asymmetry, negative hypothetical events or news 
about the nuclear power plant should reduce trust in the management of 
the nuclear power plant to a much higher extent, than conversely positive 
hypothetical events or news should foster trust. The item “A potential 
safety problem was found to have been covered up by plant officials”, for 
example should create mistrust to a much higher extent than in the oppo-
site the item “There have been no reported safety problems at the plant 
during the past year” should create trust. The results from Slovic’s (1993) 
study are illustrated in figure 6.2. 
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Fig. 6.2 Asymmetric Principle of Trust. Source: Slovic, P. (1993) 

As can be seen in figure 6.2, the negative hypothetical events indeed led 
to a much higher extent of mistrust than the positive hypothetical events 
helped to build up trust in the safety of the nuclear power plant. Slovic’s 
(1993) findings thus support his notion of trust asymmetry. 

 
To test if Slovic’s (1993) findings on the asymmetric principle are gen-

eralizable to tourists’ trust in destination safety, participants of the online 
survey assessed the 15 safety measures and conditions regarding their im-
pact on trust in the case of their provision as well as regarding their impact 
on mistrust in the case of their absence. T-tests for paired samples, which 
compare the trust impact of every single “trust item (positive information) 
with the distrust impact of the corresponding “distrust item (negative in-
formation), were used in data evaluation. The according results are pre-
sented in figure 6.3.  
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Symmetry principle of trust 
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Fig. 6.3 Symmetric Principle of Trust 

 
Due to the findings depicted in figure 6.3, results of the study at hand 

contradict Slovic’s (1993) assumption of asymmetry. Based on the results 
of the t-tests, the provision of adequate safety measures and conditions has 
at least the same, in some cases even a significantly higher impact on trust 
as in contrast, the lack of these measures and conditions has on mistrust. 
These results suggest that the Asymmetry Principle of trust, confirmed in 
an industrial context (Slovic, 1993), cannot be generalised and applied 
within a tourism context. 

6.3.3 Psychometric study: Qualitative dimensions of damage 
perception 

The central aim of the psychometric study was to evaluate, if risk judge-
ments, based on psychometric risk characteristics, provide the same overall 
picture of risk perception as the results of the interviews and the online 
survey.  

 
In the questionnaire the risk were presented in the form of short damage 

scenarios. Below, the damage scenario for a cable car accident is shown 
examplarily. 
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Cable car accident 
Just before dusk yesterday evening, the last cable car took 20 skiers 
on its last journey of the day up to the height of 2200m above sea-
level. After 200m, the cable car suddenly crashed down into the gorge 
below and landed on a stream bed. 3 people were killed and 17 were 
injured, several of them seriously. 

 
 
Each of the 15 damage scenarios had to be rated on the following 9 psy-

chometric risk dimensions: (1) dreadfulness of the event of damage, (2) 
memorability of the event of damage, (3) media interest evoked by the 
event of damage, (4) search for perpetrators evoked by the event of dam-
age, (5) decrease of trust in the safety management as a result of the event 
of damage, (6) economic consequences for the tourist destination, (7) 
negative effects on destination image, (8) fears induced through the event 
of damage and (9) crisis potential. 

 
Damage perception was highest for the scenarios “breaking of an em-

bankment dam” and “potable water poisoning”. On all of the nine dimen-
sions, these negative events reached scale values of >5 on a 7-point rating 
scale. Ratings were also high for the “food poisoning” scenario, with scale 
values of >4 on the nine psychometric scales. Moreover, the damage po-
tential of the scenarios “cable car accident”, “terrorist attack on the Eu-
ropa-bridge” and “rockfall on a village” was perceived as very high: these 
events of damage received a scale value of >4 on eight of the nine risk 
characteristics. With a scale value of <4 on eight of the nine dimensions, 
the damage potential of the scenarios “thunder storm“ and “mass move-
ment” was perceived to be the lowest.  

 
Ratings on the nine dimensions were aggregated and factor analyzed. In 

accordance with earlier studies, a two factorial solution was found. The ex-
tracted factors were labelled emotional consequences and consequences for 
the community. The factor emotional consequences explains 71.07%, the 
factor consequences for the community 14.92% of the variance in risk per-
ception. Figure 6.4 depicts the localisation of the fifteen damage scenarios 
on these two factors. 
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01. Cable car accident
02. Derailing of a train
03. Avalanche
04. Bus accident
05. Thunder storm
06. Mass movement
07. Food poisoning 
08. Terrorist attack on the Europa-

bridge
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Fig. 6.4 Localisation of hypothetical damage events on the dimensions emotional 
consequences and consequences for the community

The factor labels emotional consequences and consequences for the 
community indicate that the factors extracted in the present study are dif-
ferent from those identified by Slovic, Fischhoff and Lichtenstein (1980) 
or Fischhoff, Slovic, Lichtensein, Read and Combs (1978). 

Admittedly, the factor emotional consequences includes risk dimensions 
that are identical or comparable with those that shaped the “dread” or “se-
verity” factor in previous studies, namely dreadfulness, crisis potential and 
fears induced through the event of damage. However, also the following 
risk characteristics, which were not considered in the risk perception stud-
ies mentioned above, show high factor loadings on the emotional conse-
quences factor. These are memorability of the event of damage, media in-
terest evoked by the event of damage, search for perpetrators evoked by 
the event of damage and decrease of trust in the safety management as a 
result of the event of damage. Due to the fact that all risk dimensions refer 
to emotional aspects and consequences of loss-incurring events and con-
sidering that the latter risk characteristics are not at all represented by the 
original factor labels dread risk or severity, the first factor was called emo-
tional consequences. Damage events that received the highest ratings on 
the emotional consequences factor are “breaking of an embankment dam”, 
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“terrorist attack on the Europa-bridge”, “bus accident”, “plane crash” and 
“cable car accident”. It is striking that with the exception of “bus accident” 
these events of damage all have a very low probability of occurrence. Inso-
far, the results are in line with Sandman’s (1987) statement, according to 
which “the risks that kill you are not necessarily the risks that anger and 
frighten you”.  

In previous studies, characteristics referring to the scientific knowledge 
regarding a risk and the familiarity with it showed high loadings on the 
second factor. These dimensions were not included in the current study, 
which is why the second factor is completely different from the one identi-
fied by Slovic et al. (1980). The second factor consists of dimensions de-
scribing the consequences of loss-incurring events for the community, 
namely economic consequences for the destination and negative effects on 
destination image. Consequently, this factor was called consequences for 
the community. 

Results of the factor analysis highlight the obvious fact that the nature of 
risks considered in the survey as well as the rating dimensions on which 
risks are assessed have a decisive influence on which factors are identified 
as the central ones for risk perception.  

 
Risk management should give highest priority to damage events that 

show high ratings on both factors, i.e. on the emotional consequences and 
on the consequences on a community level factor. Such scenarios are the 
ones situated in the upper right quadrant of figure 6.4, namely “potable 
water poisoning”, “food poisoning”, “breaking of an embankment dam”, 
“rock fall on a village”, “cable car accident” and “terrorist attack on the 
Europa-bridge. Based on the interview findings as well as on the results of 
the online survey, these ‘dreaded’ risks are admittedly not those perceived 
to be typical or of high relevance for Tyrol. 

 
Finally, findings of the psychometric study prove that the damage sce-

narios differ significantly from each other regarding their assessment on 
the nine rating dimensions. In other words, the hypothetical events of dam-
age differ significantly in terms of their dreadfulness and memorability, 
regarding the media interest and the search for perpetrators they evoke. 
Also on the remaining dimensions, which are decrease of trust in the safety 
management, economic consequences for the destination, negative effects 
on destination image, fears induced through the event of damage and crisis 
potential, the damage scenarios receive significantly different ratings.  

 
Regarding the dimension dreadfulness it is striking that events of dam-

age with fatalities (“breaking of an embankment dam”, “bus accident”, 
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“cable car accident”) are seen as the most dreadful ones. This observation 
is in line with another result of the study that stresses the influence of the 
variable severity (fatalities/no fatalities) on perceived dreadfulness (see be-
low). Scenarios that have been rated as high in terms of memorability 
(“terrorist attacks on the Europa-bridge”, “breaking of an embankment 
dam”) are consistently low probability – high consequence events. From 
this one could conclude that the more extraordinary loss-incurring events 
are, the higher their memorability is. Media interest is also judged to be 
high in the case of low probability – high consequence events (“terrorist 
attack on the Europa-bridge”, “breaking of an embankment dam”) and in 
the case of events of damage with fatalities (“cable car accident”). The 
high media interest with respect to these events might be due to the fact 
that the event characteristics unpredictability/surprise (low probability – 
high consequence events) and negativity (fatalities) are central news values 
influencing media interest (Galtung and Ruge 1965).  

 
Generally, all of the 15 damage scenarios obtained comparably high rat-

ings on the dimension media interest. This outcome corresponds with me-
dia reality, since it reflects the media’s preference for bad news and the 
news value of negative events. In accordance with previous studies 
(Jungermann and Slovic 1993) and with other results from the present 
study, the search for perpetrators plays an inferior role in the case of natu-
ral hazards (“thunder storm”, “mass movement”, “avalanche”, “rockfall on 
a village”). Decrease in trust in a destination’s safety management is high-
est for “breaking of an embankment dam”. Maybe safety expectancies to-
wards technological protection measures and a false sense of security ac-
count for this finding. They are both impaired by the “breaking of an 
embankment dam”. 

 
 Scenarios involving the most negative economic consequences and the 

most negative effects on destination image are according to the subjects’ 
ratings “potable water poisoning”, “food poisoning” and “breaking of an 
embankment dam”. This might have to do with the fact that all of these 
events are likely to imply an at least temporal absence of tourists and con-
sequently financial losses as well as a loss of reputation. Results further 
suggest that the most fear inducing loss-incurring events are “water poi-
soning”, “food poisoning”, and “terrorist attack on the Europa-bridge”. 
Possibly these events of damage are perceived as particularly fear-
provoking because they pose threats from which one would actually feel 
safe in Tyrol. If, in spite of this feeling of safety, such an unexpected event 
would really occur, the extent of fear will be even greater. Crisis potential 
is on the one hand perceived to be highest for extreme events of damage 
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with a very low probability of occurrence (“terrorist attack on the Europa-
bridge”, “breaking of an embankment dam”). On the other hand, crisis po-
tential is judged to be high for events that have a negative impact on rec-
reational value because of illness (“water poisoning” and “food poison-
ing”). The highest crisis potential might have been attributed to these 
events because they promote effects that go beyond the event of damage 
itself, namely loss of reputation and the absence of tourists.  

6.3.4 Experiment on Story Effects in damage perception 

The influence of social context factors on damage perception was tested in 
two experimental studies based on the risk story approach (Wiedemann, 
Clauberg and Schütz 2003). In line with the risk story approach and with 
findings on framing effects (Tversky and Kahneman 1981; Sandman, 
Miller, Johnson and Weinstein 1993; Wang 1996; Levin, Schneider and 
Gaeth 1998) the slightly different description of one and the same loss-
incurring event leads to differences in damage perception. In other words, 
the risk story approach postulates that damage perception is subject to 
story effects.  

 
To test this hypothesis, three slightly differently framed damage scenar-

ios were designed for each risk. The neutral version just provides informa-
tion on what has happened and on who or what has suffered harm. Below, 
the neutral description or the baseline version for the scenario “avalanche 
accident” is cited exemplarily:  

 
Avalanche Accident (Baseline/ Neutral Version) 
After ongoing snowfall, an avalanche was set off last week in the 
mountain resort of Obergurgl, Tyrol. A house, in which a family of 
five lives as well as the two holiday apartments, where seven guests 
were staying, were buried under the snow. Two of the guests were 
killed. 

 
The second damage story version (Framing Version I – mistakes and 

failures in risk management) contains, in addition to the baseline version, a 
further paragraph describing failures and mistakes in risk management. 
The objective information, that is information on what has happened and 
on who or what has suffered harm, remains the same. 

 
 
Avalanche accident (Framing Version I – Failures and Mistakes in 
Risk Management 
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After ongoing snowfall, an avalanche was set off last week in the 
mountain resort of Obergurgl, Tyrol. A house in which a family of 
five lives as well as the two holiday apartments, where seven guests 
were staying, were buried under the snow. Two of the guests were 
killed. Despite early warnings from weather experts, the occu-
pants were not evacuated. 

 
Framing Version II still goes a step further and additionally talks about 

failures and mistakes not only in risk but also in crisis management. 
 

Avalanche accident – (Framing Version II – Failures and Mistakes in 
Risk and Emergency Management) 
 
After ongoing snowfall, an avalanche was set off last week in the 
mountain resort of Obergurgl, Tyrol. A house in which a family of 
five lives as well as the two holiday apartments, where seven guests 
were staying, were buried under the snow. Two of the guests were 
killed. Despite early warnings from weather experts, the occupants 
were not evacuated. Complications during the rescue operation oc-
curred, because responsibilities of the rescue services were not 
clear. 

 
As the three story versions for an avalanche accident demonstrate, the 

event of damage as such (avalanche accident) as well as its consequences 
(2 fatalities) remains the same across all the three scenarios. Only social 
context factors, namely mistakes and failures in risk management (Fram-
ing Version I) and failures and mistakes in emergency management (Fram-
ing Version II) are varied, to be able to analyze their influence on damage 
perception. 

 
Story effects were analyzed by means of a one-way analysis of variance. 

Results prove that in the baseline version (M = 3.88) the extent of outrage 
evoked by the events of damage is perceived to be significantly lower (F = 
12.48**) than in framing version I (M = 5.12) and framing version II (M = 
5.50). Hence, in accordance with the assumptions of the risk story ap-
proach (Wiedemann, Clauberg and Schütz 2003), the description of mis-
takes and failures in risk and emergency management does indeed have an 
impact on the extent of outrage. Moreover, study findings provide evi-
dence for story effects with respect to trust in the destination’s safety man-
agement. Trust in destination safety was significantly lower (F = 13.65**) 
in framing version I (M = 3.48) and framing version II (M = 2.88) as com-
pared to the baseline version (M = 4.23). Thus, trust after a loss-incurring 
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event is eroded to a higher extent, if failures and mistakes in risk and crisis 
management are perceived.  

 
These results suggest that perceived mistakes and failures in risk and 

emergency management have the potential to alter the appraisal of loss-
incurring events, even though the objective extent of damage remains the 
same.  

6.4 Summary and outlook 

Taken together, study findings suggest that future tourism risk perception 
studies should not only examine the typicality or the existence or absence 
of holiday risks at a destination, but also consider psychometric risk char-
acteristics. The latter should be taken into account, since a comparison of 
the interview results and the results of the online questionnaire with those 
of the psychometric study reveals that other risks are perceived to be of 
importance, if risk assessment is based on psychometric characteristics. In 
the interviews and in the online questionnaire, participants had to judge se-
lected risks regarding their typicality for the tourist destination Tyrol and 
regarding their existence within the destination, respectively. Based on this 
procedure, winter sport related risks and natural hazards proved to be the 
most significant ones. If, in contrast, risks are assessed on psychometric 
characteristics, other risks – namely food risks (water poisoning, food poi-
soning) and industrial risks (breaking of an embankment dam) – prove to 
be of highest relevance.  

Findings of the psychometric survey imply that a destination’s safety 
management should not restrict itself to the management of winter sport 
related risks and natural hazards, but additionally should concentrate on 
“dreaded” risks. Managing “dreaded” risks, even if they do not typically 
occur in Tyrol, is of decisive importance, because if such dreaded risks re-
sult in events of damage, emotional reactions and public outrage are sup-
posed to be high.  

 
Safety measures and conditions pertaining to safety on ski slopes and 

protection against natural hazards have been found to have the highest im-
pact on trust in destination safety in the case of their provision and on mis-
trust in the case of their absence. This result of the online survey also has 
implications for risk management. It highlights the necessity of putting 
special emphasis on such safety measures and conditions. Furthermore, re-
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sults of the online survey prove that the asymmetry principle of trust 
(Slovic, 1993) does not hold true in a tourism context.  
 

As perceived mistakes and failures in risk and emergency management 
induce outrage and negatively impact trust in destination safety, findings 
from the experiments stress the importance of being prepared to cope with 
potential loss-incurring events. 

 
The reported results, especially those of the psychometric study and the 

experiments, indicate that the consideration of psychological aspects of 
risk and damage perception makes a valuable contribution to a merely 
quantitative risk assessment. Through the additional consideration of psy-
chological characteristics other, new risks are attracting attention and can 
thus be identified. An additional advantage is the focus on the social con-
text of risks, on aspects that often only become apparent after the occur-
rence of a negative event: human reactions, reaction of the public to risks 
or loss-incurring events. These reactions influence on the one hand the de-
velopment and intensity of public risk debates. On the other hand, they de-
termine whether an event of damage remains an event of damage or devel-
ops further into a crisis. 

 
In the article title the question was raised if alpine destinations are safe 

havens in turbulent times? At first glance this appears to be the case. There 
are only a few risks that are perceived to be typical for the destination Ty-
rol and those risks that are crucial with respect to destination choice are 
perceived to be of no or only low relevance for the destination Tyrol. 
However, this picture changes drastically after the occurrence of an event 
of damage. If an event of damage and the underlying alpine risks are inter-
preted by the public as man made, especially in the case of failures and 
mistakes in risk and crisis management, then a tourism community is un-
der pressure and faces the risk of plunging into a crisis.  
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7 Protective measures against natural hazards – 
are they worth their costs? 

A. Leiter, M. Thöni, H. Weck-Hannemann 

7.1 Introduction 

Natural hazards such as debris flows, avalanches and floods can lead to in-
tense damage when they hit society and its values. This social vulnerability 
is observable on different levels and ranges from human live and human 
health to buildings, settlements or infrastructure and from the loss of pro-
duction in industry and tourism to restricted social mobility.  

The widely acknowledged diagnosis of an increasing social exposure to 
natural hazards asks for an integral risk management that includes instru-
ments for reducing, preventing and transferring risks. When talking about 
risk in the area of socio economic research, it can be defined as the product 
of the possible negative consequences for society and the probability of be-
ing affected. One concept that is able to meet these requirements can be 
found in the integral risk management approach. This approach combines 
permanent and temporary as well as active and passive protective meas-
ures. Accordingly, active strategies aim to prevent the risks at the origin, 
which means to reduce natural hazards from their probable occurrence 
(e.g. structural measures) whereas passive ones accept natural hazards as 
such and introduce prevention measures to decrease the damage potential 
(organisational measures such as evacuation). Adding the time dimension 
to this concept leads to permanent and temporary protection. Permanent 
strategies include measures with long dated impacts, such as land use 
planning activities, whereas temporary ones try to protect in the short run 
(e.g. early elimination of avalanches). Concluding, it can be stated that this 
integral concept affects natural processes as well as social values. 1

Since social vulnerability can be seen as the centre of interests in natural 
hazard management, the described alternatives and following up the possi-
ble protection output should be compared. The aim is to provide an opti-

 
1  See Kienholz (1994, 2004), PLANAT (1998), Heinimann et al. (1998), Wil-

helm (1999), Ammann (2003) and Stötter et al. (2004). A comprehensive dis-
cussion of the term “risk” and the risk concept can be found in e.g. Fuchs 
(2004). 
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mal protection level for society and its values based on social acceptabil-
ity. From an economic perspective this social acceptability can be stated 
by finding an answer to the question: Which mitigation measures are best 
suited to reduce collective risk in an adequate way? Answering this ques-
tion identifies two main directions: the first one outlines the collective risk 
reduction, the societal level that reflects social preferences towards mitiga-
tion measures and therefore the demand side. The second one refers to the 
cost side of mitigation measures and reflects the supply within natural haz-
ard management.  

In order to prepare an answer toward this question, different decision 
support instruments like Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA), Cost Effectiveness 
Analysis (CEA), Multi Criteria Analysis (MCA) or Cost Utility Analysis 
(CUA) can be used. All these instruments are able to create a sound basis 
for decisions in natural hazard or risk management, nevertheless two dif-
ferent categories can be defined. Whereas MCA, CEA and CUA promote a 
cost efficient outcome by comparing costs on a monetary level with bene-
fits on a “physical level”, like saved lives, CBA works on both sides – 
costs and benefits – on a monetary level and therefore leads to an eco-
nomic efficient outcome. To put more emphasis on this fundamental dif-
ference one instrument of each category was chosen, namely CEA and 
CBA, to allow an extended discussion.2

How these two instruments (CEA and CBA) work and how they can 
contribute to the integral risk management approach will be subject of sec-
tion two of this chapter. This is followed by a conceptual discussion about 
the instrumental boundaries and possibilities, which will lead to the crucial 
difference between the two approaches: the monetary valuation of benefits. 
When talking about the evaluation of benefits on a monetary level, most 
discussions in the area of natural hazard management lead to one particular 
question: Can the protection of human life be monetarily assessed? Since 
the protection of human life is seen as a central benefit of protective meas-
ures it seams to be particularly interesting to focus on this topic. For this 
reason the third section of this paper outlines the main characteristics of 
monetary valuation of human life. In this context a study is presented that 
gives an example of a valuation method (contingent valuation method, 
CVM) which is able to examine a societal value for human life. Therewith, 
this chapter tries to draw the bow from the conceptual discussion to the ef-
fective implementation of economic values in decision support systems 
like CBA.  

                                                      
2  For a comprehensive discussion concerning decision support systems within 

natural hazard management see Gamper et al. (2006). 
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7.2 Alternative Decision Support Instruments 

7.2.1 Cost Benefit Analysis and Cost Effectiveness Analysis 

Both methods, CBA and CEA serve as decision support instruments to 
evaluate either public or private projects based on the emerging costs and 
benefits. However, the comparison of costs and benefits is implemented 
differently in each instrument: in the case of CEA the costs are monetarily 
evaluated and are compared to benefits which are measured in non-
monetary “real” values. In other words, negative impacts (costs) of a pro-
ject are evaluated in monetary terms, such as material costs or wage costs 
whereas the positive impacts (benefits) such as saved human lives are 
physically quantified. Consequently, CEA is focusing on a cost efficient 
outcome, which makes use of restricted resources in order to achieve the 
envisioned objective in the best possible way and at lowest cost. The deci-
sion criteria of cost efficiency can be understood as an economic principle 
of managerial rentability and profitability which corresponds to the eco-
nomic perspective of optimizing the supply side. 

In contrast to CEA, CBA goes one step further and evaluates both indi-
cators – costs and benefits – monetarily. This does not only lead to a cost 
efficient outcome but at large to economic (or allocative) efficiency. Allo-
cative efficiency can be defined as the societal optimal outcome that is 
reachable when cost efficient production on the supply side (managerial 
optimum) meets the effective demand of individuals or society (economic 
optimum). Thus, economic efficiency is concerned with both, the produc-
tion costs of suppliers and the resulting benefits on the demand side. It en-
sures that the output is produced at minimal costs whilst at the margin the 
consumer’s willingness to pay just equals the cost of production. 

In summary it is notable that CEA simply offers information about 
whether one project is more cost efficient than another, but it does not pro-
vide details if a project could offer a contribution to the increase of (social) 
welfare.3 On contrast, the welfare valuation is explicitly included in the 
CBA as a central component and results in this analysis being one of the 
most highly developed decision support instruments within economic the-
ory and welfare economics. Mishan (1998) summarises this differentiation 

                                                      
3  See Groot et al. (2004). 
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as follows:4 “… To be rather rude about it, the analysis of cost effective-
ness can be described as a truncated form of cost benefit analysis…”. 

Based on this assessment this paper will focus on the discussion of the 
CBA to position this widely recognized instrument within natural hazard 
management and to explore its potential.5

7.2.2 Cost Benefit Analysis - a conceptual approach 

Since the comparison of impacts of protective measures is one of the main 
focuses of socio economic research within natural hazard management, it 
is of great relevance to underline the conceptual approach of CBA. In or-
der to be able to evaluate different alternatives CBA should fulfil the fol-
lowing sub tasks (figure 7.1).6

The first step is to define the project (e.g. maximizing social welfare by 
implementing protective measures against natural hazards and related 
risks). Therefore, the objectives and boundaries of the project should be 
determined both spatially and institutionally.7 This definition includes two 
separate steps: on the one hand, the exact delimitation of the project, with 
which the content and territory related parameters are put in place. On the 
other hand, it is necessary to establish the group of affected people, 
whereby it is important to resolve the winners and losers. Within these 
boundaries project alternatives can be determined. 

With regard to the delimitation of the project, distinctions are primarily 
based on whether the analysis is being made for the decision support of an 
individual or a private company (private sector CBA) or for a public insti-
tution such as a regional administrative body (community, region, state or 
federation) or a inter- or supranational organisation (social CBA). This 
classification results in a fundamental deviation with regard to the assess-
ment criterions: whilst the decision of an individual is ruled by maximizing 
the own benefit, the private company focuses on the maximisation of prof-
its. Considering society, it is imperative to maximise the sum of benefits 
on an aggregated societal level. This societal level can also be influenced 

                                                      
4  Under the term “Cost Effectiveness Analysis” many such as Mishan (1998) 

understand that both the Cost Effectiveness (CEA) as well as Cost Utility 
Analysis (CUA) is subsumed. 

5  For a detailed comparison of the Cost Effectiveness and Cost Benefit Analysis 
see Weck-Hannemann and Thöni (2006).  

6  For a detailed survey of the steps compare Gamper et al. (2006). 
7  For the standard approach used in a Cost Benefit Analysis see amongst others 

Hanley and Spash (1993), Hackl and Pruckner (1994), Boardman et al. (2001), 
Tietenberg (2004) and Hansjürgens (2004). 
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by the consideration of spatial-institutional differentiation: it is necessary 
to establish, whether CBA will be used for a community or a region, or 
whether it will be more generally focused for the use of public funds on ei-
ther a state, national or supranational level. 

 

 

Cost Benefit Analysis

Establish decision context 
and identify 

objectives and criteria 

Identify the project options

Identify the (relevant) project 
impacts

Monetary valuation of rele-
vant effects

Discounting of 
cost and benefit flows

Sensitivity analysis

Examine results

Fig. 7.1 The process of decision making with CBA 

 
To achieve these above mentioned and occasionally diverse objectives 

alternative (project) options need to be identified and developed in a sec-
ond step.  

In a following third step it is necessary to qualify and filter out the pro-
ject impacts that result from the alternative options and the connected eco-
nomically relevant effects (e.g. resource use, occupational effects, income 
effects or the impact on transportation). As a matter of principle a distinc-
tion is made between positive and negative effects. Positive effects arise 
from an improved provision with consumer goods and services and lead to 
an increase in satisfaction in the sense of an increase in welfare. The nega-
tive effects of a project result from the suppression of alternative public or 
private activities that in turn would have led to an increase in welfare. Ex-
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emplarily project impacts can be real (technical) and pecuniary, direct and 
indirect or tangible and intangible.  

In economic terms negative and positive impacts are understood as costs 
and benefits, respectively. The following table (table 7.1) exemplifies pos-
sible costs and benefits arising from the implementation of an alpine pro-
tective measure.  

Table 7.1 Possible costs and benefits resulting from protective measures 

Costs Benefits 

-  building costs (material,  
explosives, personnel costs) 

-  prevented material damage  
-  modified possibilities of land 

use  -  maintenance work 
-  evacuation costs -  prevention of injuries 
-  change in landscape -  protection of human life/  

 reduction of fatalities 
 

However, in order to be considered as a relevant impact within CBA, 
there has to be a cause-and-effect relationship between some physical out-
come of the project and utility of human beings notwithstanding.8 A posi-
tive (negative) impact or benefit (cost) is either an increase (decrease) in 
the quantity or quality of goods that generate positive utility or a reduction 
(increase) in the price at which they are supplied. Thereby it is not relevant 
whether a market for the specific good exists or not. The priceless impacts 
are referred to as externalities which have to be included in a social CBA 
but not necessarily in a private sector CBA. On the other hand, transfer 
payments should be excluded from a social CBA as they constitute no us-
ing-up of real resources but are merely redistributions between individual 
members of society.  

A fourth step in the process of a CBA is to physically quantify these 
relevant effects (impacts) and to transform them into costs and benefits 
representing an increase or decrease in social welfare. As previously men-
tioned, the Cost Benefit Analysis is characterised through the quantifica-
tion of all occurring costs and benefits on a monetary level, through which 
the physical effects are transformed into a homogenous unit and are conse-
quently also made comparable.  

Primarily, these monetary values can be defined via market prices. But 
how should one proceed when such information is not available, e.g. when 
there is no market for goods such as landscape, ecology, recreation or hu-
man life? Basically there are a number of methods available in economics 

                                                      
8  See Boardman et al. (2001) and Hanley and Spash (1993). 
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to assess such non-market goods monetarily. Either a specially developed 
questioning technique (CVM) is used to directly evaluate the appraisal of 
public goods or one uses the indirect methods of observing the individual 
behaviour on markets for substitutive or complementary goods (e.g. travel 
cost method or hedonic pricing).9 The valuation of non-market goods does 
not necessarily have to arise from the benefit that is directly generated 
through consumption (use values), but can also include optional values, as 
well as the existence and legacy values of a good (non use values). 

With regard to the temporal dimension not only the direct impacts of the 
project should be taken into account, but also the possible following costs 
(such as the maintenance of technical facilities) as well as future incomes. 
To be able to compare these temporally different accumulative costs and 
benefits, they must be accordingly homogenised. The temporal discounting 
can occur for private sector projects on the basis of market interest rates, 
which can also be used as a reference for the social discount rate if the 
capital market is functioning.   10

Insecurities with regard to the expected events and the estimation of the 
involved damage variables can be depicted through the calculation of the 
according safety equivalent. In the case of risk compensation offered by an 
insurance company the corresponding insurance premiums can be used as 
a point of reference. In addition, it is possible to make a rough estimate of 
the effects of critical assumptions through sensitivity analyses. Since CBA 
is an instrument used ex ante it enables sensitivity analyses to discover 
which parameters (eg. discount rate, physical quantities) influence the final 
outcome. This procedure supports to test for the robustness of the findings 
and therefore helps to reduce one source of uncertainty.. 

The comparison of the alternative costs and benefits makes it possible to 
arrange the different options according to their welfare effects. Therefore 
the CBA results in a hierarchy which assesses the measures depending on 
their allocative efficiency and consequently also according to their socially 
optimal impact. 

Results stemming from CBA allow to answer two questions: the first 
criterion demands that the (present value of) benefits (B or PV(B)) of a 
project prevail over the (present value of) costs (C or PV(C)). Those pro-
jects which display a positive net benefit (or a net present value NPV for 

                                                      
9  An overview of the different valuation methods can be found amongst others 

in Pommerehne (1987), Hanley and Spash (1993), Hackl and Pruckner (1994) 
and Boardman et al (2001). – For further information on this topic compare 
section 7.3 of this chapter. 

10  To which extent the market interest rate is applicable as a social discount rate 
is discussed in e.g. Hanley and Spash (1993, chapter 8). 
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discounted benefits and costs) can be seen as economically profitable, in 
other words, through their realisation the welfare of society as a whole in-
creases (Pareto-improvement) (see equation 7.1). To distinguish which 
project, under consideration of all the relevant alternatives, promises the 
highest increase in welfare, a second criterion must be met: the project that 
proves itself as the optimal strategy is the one out of the available options 
that maximizes the expected net benefit (see equation 7.2). 

 

Cost Benefit Criterion I: Project acceptance if NPV > 0 (eq. 7.1) 
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Cost Benefit Criterion II: Optimal choice if NPV=max (eq. 7.2) 

[ ])()(maxmax CPVBPVNPV −=  with  

i.e.  max NPV > NPV1 > NPV2 > NPV  i

  
 where s, t, i represent the interest rate, time indicator and available altena-
tive, respectively.  

The CBA consequently provides an answer to (a) whether a project 
should be realised at all, that means whether it is profitable from an eco-
nomic point of view and (b) which project out of all the relevant alterna-
tives is the optimal or Pareto-efficient decision in the sense that there are 
no other projects which lead to a higher net benefit or a project with which 
even one person is in a better position without someone else as a result be-
ing worse off.   11

To clarify these considerations the illustration in the following graph 
(figure 7.2) has been divided into two parts: the above graph (figure 7.2a) 
represents the (present value of) total costs PV(C) and the (present value 
of) total benefits PV(B) (e.g. of one protective measure) and in the lower 

                                                      
11  See Hackl and Pruckner (1994). 
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graph (figure 7.2b) the corresponding marginal costs MC and marginal 
benefits MB are shown. 

Benefits > Costs
(postive NPV) 
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Total Benefits PV(B) 
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Total Costs / Benefits 
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Fig. 7.2a 
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Marginal Costs / 
Marginal Benefits 

and 7.2b: Cost Benefit Criteria I and II

The curves correspond with the assumptions of positive and increasing 
marginal costs as well as positive and decreasing marginal benefits which 
are assumptions commonly accepted in economic theory. According to the 
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previously mentioned criterion I, all projects in which the total benefits ex-
ceed the total costs are economically profitable. Thus, all the projects be-
tween R0 m and R  are economically justifiable seeing as up until the point 
of interception both total curves result in a positive net benefit or a positive 
net present value, respectively (NPV = PV(B) – PV(C) > 0 or PV(B) > 
PV(C)).  

The optimal strategy out of all these economically profitable alternatives 
can be found by implementing the before mentioned criterion II. Conse-
quently, out of all the possible project variants the optimal alternative is 
the one which has a maximum (positive) net benefit. This optimum can be 
found at the point of interception R* of marginal costs and marginal bene-
fits (MC = MB). Formally this result can be derived from the optimality 
criterion (max NPV):  

Max NPV = max (PV(B) – PV(C))    MB - MC =  0    MB =  MC . 

In summary it is essential for the derivation of the optimum that all the 
relevant alternatives are taken into consideration and can be traded off 
against each other. Furthermore, all the relevant costs and benefits with re-
gard to the examined objective should be integrated. Thus, all the internal 
costs and benefits have to be considered in a private sector CBA, but all 
the internal as well as the external costs and benefits have to be taken into 
account from a social perspective (social CBA). It is particularly difficult 
to depict the external effects monetarily due to the lack of market data. 
However, as previously mentioned it is possible to make use of innovative 
direct and indirect methods in order to acquire an estimation of the exter-
nal effects of goods. This will be discussed in more detail in the following 
section 7.3. 

In this context, however, it should be mentioned that it would be mis-
leading to represent the benefit of a protective measure through the cost es-
timation of its implementation. The benefits of a protective measure should 
rather be determined through the valuation of the prevented damages. 
Costs and benefits have to be strictly separated and collected independ-
ently from each other.  

7.3 The Valuation of Benefits  

The monetary valuation of cost and benefit components associated with 
the realization of a project is a basic prerequisite for conducting a CBA. 
Only when one succeeds in expressing all relevant advantages and disad-
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vantages of a project in one dimension (e.g. monetary value), it is then 
possible to compare these factors in the CBA. Whilst the good and service 
market offers information about the monetary value for some components 
(e.g. cost of protective barriers against natural hazards, prevention of dam-
age to buildings), no market information exists for other variables (e.g. 
prevention of damages to the landscape, protection of human life). If the 
latter category is disregarded this leads to an incomplete and distorted 
evaluation of the consequences of a project. 

The identification of the benefits together with the valuation of goods 
and services that belong to the group of non-market goods therefore re-
quires special methods. The available procedures are used to determine the 
subjective valuation for a certain commodity or a certain service of in-
volved individuals. This is done using the concept of willingness to pay 
(WTP) that examines how much each person would be willing to pay for 
the utilisation of specific services or goods. By means of WTP it is possi-
ble to estimate the benefits resulting from consumption. Thus, the valua-
tion of the benefit in monetary units is made possible.  

As mentioned before, there are direct and indirect methods available 
which are frequently used to calculate the WTP for public goods (e.g. 
travel cost method, hedonic pricing and contingent valuation method).12 
These methods are relevant when variables such as the protection of land-
scapes, animal or plant types need to be valuated. Regions that are used by 
humans as recreational areas are also an important component of the bene-
fit valuation. By implementing protective measures these areas, which 
could otherwise only be used under high risk (e.g. skiing areas, hiking 
trails), can be secured.  

A further beneficial component of protective measures, which is often 
not considered due to its challenging valuation, is the protection of human 
life. For this reason the focus of the following section is placed on this fac-
tor. The study of topical literature has shown that this central category of 
potential damages through (alpine) natural disasters is often factored out of 
economic valuations. Thus, this important output of protective measures, 
the protection of human life, is not or only marginally included in cost 
benefit considerations. If, however, the protection of human life is not in-
cluded then this benefit implicitly receives a value of zero. 

In many studies on the efficiency of measures against alpine natural 
hazards the particular advantage of protective measures is “only” portrayed 

                                                      
12  The implications of each respective method, their advantages and disadvan-

tages as well as their applicability in natural hazard areas are analysed in Leiter 
(2004); for a general discussion see also Hanley and Spash (1993). 
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in physical values, quoting the number of lives saved. Only few13 assign a 
monetary value to saved human lives using the human capital approach. 
This approach, however, leads to problematic implications with regard to 
certain groups of people (e.g. unemployed, retirees).14 An estimation of the 
number of protected human lives is not sufficient when the related benefit 
should be included in a CBA. Solely monetary values are taken into con-
sideration in such a statement. Consequently, the question emerges how 
the protection of life should be valued monetarily. Is life not unpayable? 
Thus, an infinitely high amount should be appointed to human lives, which 
is not useful either for its inclusion as a benefit component. 

One instrument that allows measuring the benefit of life saving invest-
ments monetarily is the “value of statistical life” (VSL). The VSL concept 
works with an observable phenomenon, namely that individuals accept 
certain fatal risks for certain advantages. For example: people do not nour-
ish themselves properly, do not exercise enough, smoke even though they 
are aware of the negative effects on their health; employees accept risky 
work conditions for a higher wage; individuals take excessive speed to 
save time and money. These examples show that people are quite willing 
to take risks in return for advantages or money. The VSL makes use of 
these considerations: it mirrors that rate at which individuals themselves 
are willing to exchange income for risk changes keeping their benefit level 
constant. Information about the individual WTP for a risk reduction is ob-
tainable from the job market (hedonic pricing) or through surveys (CVM). 

The field of application for the VSL is many-sided. Amongst others, the 
VSL is used to evaluate the prevention or reduction of workplace risks, 
transportation risks, pollutant risks, natural risks or nutritional risks. As 
can be seen in several studies15 not every type of risk is judged in the same 
way. Moreover, regional, cultural and individual characteristics can influ-
ence the WTP considerably. Consequently, the most exact information 
about the individual valuation of fatal accidents that were prevented 
through specific protective measures can be obtained through primary data 
collection which enables to consider the specific characteristics of the re-
gion which is being investigated. Such a study was conducted within the 
framework of the project “Socio-economic evaluation of protective meas-
ures” at the Centre for Natural Hazard Management - alpS. This primary 
survey is an example of evaluating non market goods: the prevention of 
life threatening incidents. The survey design will be described in more de-
tail in the following section. 

                                                      
13  See, e.g., Wilhelm (1997) and Fuchs (2005). 
14  For a critical discussion see Leiter (2004). 
15  See, e.g., Slovic et al. (2000) and Sunstein (2004). 
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7.3.1 Survey design – primary data collection 

The study was conducted in Tyrol – based on the CVM – and determined 
the individual WTP for reduced avalanche risks. In the context of the sur-
vey people were asked about their WTP to prevent fatal avalanche acci-
dents. The survey took place in September/October 2004 as well as Febru-
ary 2005. In autumn 992 people and in winter 1,005 people from all areas 
of Tyrol were interviewed. Additionally, the questionnaire collected in-
formation on attitudes towards risks, risk behaviour, risk perception, as 
well as socio demographic characteristics (e.g. sex, age, education) of each 
individual. 

The central question focussed on the investigation of the WTP for pre-
venting an increase in mortality risk. The respondents were given an initial 
risk level, which referred to the average number of fatal avalanche acci-
dents over a ten-year period. As a next step, it was assumed that this level 
of risk would increase if routine maintenance work stopped being under-
taken. The interviewed people were then asked whether they would be 
willing to pay a certain amount in Euros every month to ensure the upkeep 
of the hitherto existing protection. Three different initial values of € 
2.5/5/10 were given to each person, whereby these were randomly as-
signed to each interviewee. Depending on the initial answer it was sur-
veyed whether the interviewee would be willing to also pay € 5/10/20 (if 
the initial answer was positive) or at least € 1.3/2.5/5 (if the initial question 
was answered with “no”).16 If the second question was also answered with 
a no, then the interviewer would inquire whether a payment would gener-
ally be rejected, and if yes, for which reasons. 

This type of questioning belongs to the closed question format, which is 
preferred17 because it mirrors consumption decisions in practice (e.g. de-
ciding between making a purchase or not) and as a result provides the in-
terviewee with a common and known situation. In addition it has been ar-
gued that this type of questioning reduces strategic behaviour.18 Using this 
format yields a range of payment offers which depict the dependent vari-
able in the estimation model. 

                                                      
16 Based on the dual question and the restriction of the answer possibilities to 

yes/no this type of questioning is called “double bounded dichotomous ques-
tion format”. 

17  See Arrow et al. (1993). 
18  The authors also mention that besides strategic intention there are other reasons 

for not expressing the true WTP (e.g. the need to give a “good” answer or to 
fulfil the interviewer’s expectations). 
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Given that different studies19 document that the communication of small 
risk variations cause problems in understanding or that it can be difficult 
for some individuals to envisage the good in question, the risk change was 
depicted in a logarithmic chart (see figure 7.3).20 On the right hand side of 
the diagram information is given about other mortality rates of the Tyro-
lean population. On the left, human populations of different sizes are de-
picted to give a better idea of the number of affected people. 

The majority of the interviewees were asked to evaluate the prevention 
of the doubling of the initial risk, while a third of the winter sample (333 
interviewees) referred their answers to a quadruplication of the baseline 
risk. This subdivision of the winter sample enabled to test the sensitivity of 
WTP to the dimension of the risk change (scope test), i.e., the WTPs are 
examined with regard to whether or not they react to significant character-
istics such as the extent of the risk variation. This is seen as an important 
indication for the validity of the results. As the questionnaire also collects 
information on risk attitude, risk behaviour, and risk assessment, as well as 
individual characteristics, further validity checks on the WTP results are 
possible. 

 

                                                      
19  E.g. Hakes and Viscusi (1997), Shanteau and Ngui (1987). 
20  This is in accordance with Corso’s et al. (2001) findings. 
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Fig. 7.3 Causes of deaths in Tyrol in the year 2002 

7.3.2 Descriptive statistics 

The aim of this section is to provide an overview of the underlying data. 
On the one hand the focus is on the presentation of the socio-demographic 
characteristics of the individuals. On the other hand, risk specific answers 
which are also of importance in the econometric analysis are explained in 
more detail. 

Socio-demographic characteristics 

The following table gives an insight into the individual characteristics of 
the interviewees and allows a comparison with the characteristics of the 
Tyrolean population. 
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Table 7.2 Sample and population characteristics 

Census Sample averageVariable 
Obs. I Mean Mean 

   0.52AFemale 1996 0.53

Notes: I The differences between 1.997 and the data in the column “Obs.” are a 
consequence of the missing observations in the corresponding category.   
II The assumption that those who did not give an answer do not have children 
leads to a median/average of 0.42.   
A Population 2001. Source: Statistics Austria. Statistical Yearbook 2005, Table 
2.14.   
B Source: Tiroler Landesregierung (Tyrolean State Government). Tyrolean Popu-
lation – Findings of the Census 2001, Table 25.   
C Population 1999 > 15. Source: Tiroler Landesregierung (Tyrolean State Go-
vernment) 2003. Health Report 2002, Table 3.4.1.   
D Monthly net income (= yearly income/14) of employees in 2003. Source: Sta-
tistics Austria, Statistical Yearbook 2005, Table 9.07.   
The survey sample refers to Tyrolean people over 14-years of age, who were in-
terviewed in Sept./Oct. 2004 and Feb. 2005. The public opinion poll includes the 
whole population (673,504) of 2002 (exclusions are mentioned). When possible, 
children under the age of 15 (123,855) were excluded to improve the comparabili-
ty (* shows where no division was made). Nevertheless, the findings of this com-
parison have to be tentatively interpreted, as in several classes different definitions 
are used in the current study and the public opinion poll. 

age 
alone 
housemembers 
children/capitaII

birthaut 
smoking 
income/month 
healthy 
moderate illness 
bad illness/bad disability 
elementary/junior high school 
apprenticeship 
vocational school 
secondary school/post sec courses 
college/university 
employed fulltime 
employed parttime 
employed shorttime 
retired 
homemaker 
student 
unemployed 
Others 

1954 
1958 
1982 
1296 
1997 
1988 
1128 
1937 
1937 
1937 
1967 
1967 
1967 
1967 
1967 
1961 
1961 
1961 
1961 
1961 
1961 
1961 
1961 

37.08  43.79A 

   0.35 0.39
   2.56B*2.82
   0.23A0.64
   0.88A*0.84
   0.30C0.51

D1,079 1,114
   0.80C0.76

0.20    0.16C

   0.04C0.04
0.22    0.37A

   0.33A0.33
   0.13A0.16
   0.10A0.20
   0.07A0.09
   0.48A0.53
   0.07A0.10
   0.03A0.02
   0.22A0.12
   0.10A0.03
   0.06A0.11
   0.03A 0.02
   0.02A0.06
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According to table 7.2, 53% of the interviewees were female, 39% sin-

gle and 51% smokers. The average interviewee was 37 years old and lived 
in a household with 2.8 people. 84% of the interviewees were born in Aus-
tria. The average monthly income was 1,079 Euro. The health status (self-
assessed), education level, and employment status were recorded in cate-
gories. A comparison with the data from the public opinion poll shows that 
the sample represents the Tyrolean population with regard to sex, country 
of birth, income, as well as health status quite well. Large variations were 
found with regard to age, the number of children per capita, and smoking 
behavior. Furthermore, the sample includes people with a higher level of 
completed education, which at least partially also affects the employment 
status (e.g. more students, less retirees). 

This comparison allows an insight into the structure of the underlying 
data and can be seen as a brief description of the interviewed persons. 

Risk perception 

In order to receive information about risk perception the participants were 
asked to estimate the number of deaths caused by avalanches per year. It is 
evident from the statistics of the Avalanche Warning Service in Tyrol 
(2003) that over the last ten years an average of 16 people died per year in 
avalanche related accidents. The following graph shows how the individ-
ual answers corresponded with the statistical facts.  
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Fig. 7.4 Estimation – (absolute) number of deaths due to avalanches 
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Figure 7.4 reveals that over 30% of the interviewees correctly estimated 
the number of avalanche-induced deaths. However, the majority of people 
questioned overestimated the number of fatalities. At the same time, it is 
noticeable that the deviations in the relevant category are smaller in winter 
than in autumn. 

Beside this “absolute” estimate of avalanche fatalities we also intro-
duced a relative measure of perceived avalanche risk by using the informa-
tion given in Figure 7.3. We asked respondents to draw in a line where 
they think the average risk of dying in an avalanche of the Tyrolean popu-
lation is located. We interpreted the distance from the bottom of the graph 
to the self-plotted line - measured in millimetres - as another indicator for 
individual risk perception. It is this information which was included in the 
regression analysis to control for the influence of individual perception on 
the (monetary) valuation process. Beside the perceived dimension of the 
risk in question literature has shown that also perceived risk characteristics 
are important factors in valuation and hence, should be included in the 
analysis. The next paragraphs describe how the according information was 
collected.  

Psychological studies deal with numerous risk characteristics. It has 
been revealed that involuntary, uncontrollable risks with high catastrophe 
potential lead to a higher level of rejection of the corresponding risk.21 The 
acceptance of a risk is higher the greater the perceived benefits are that can 
be achieved through the risk. For example: several skiers are willing to ac-
cept a higher avalanche risk in order to be able to ski off-piste in areas that 
are not safe. According to Sunstein (1997), the question of 
(in)voluntariness can also be linked with the question of responsibility or 
blame for a fatal incidence. Thus, a risk is perceived as voluntary when the 
individual exposes himself/herself to the risk. These findings have been 
taken into account within the framework of the current study by asking a 
question with regard to the blame of fatal avalanche accidents. The survey 
participants were asked whether they thought that fatal avalanche occur-
rences were an anthropogenic event. Figure 7.5 depicts the given answers. 

 

                                                      
21  See Slovic (1982), Slovic (2000) and Sunstein (1997). 
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Fig. 7.5. Avalanches – an anthropogenic event? 

The reason why a greater number of interviewees in winter thought that 
fatal avalanche accidents are anthropogenic could be linked to the fact that 
in the winter of 2005 all deaths that were recorded took place in ski areas 
where people put themselves at risk, as opposed to avalanche accidents on 
the road, or in residential areas. 

Another survey question referred to alternative protective measures. The 
interviewees were asked to rate the importance (more/equally/less impor-
tant) of the prevention of deaths either caused by traffic accidents, air pol-
lution, food poisoning, rock fall/landslide/rock slide, flood or by radioac-
tive radiation in comparison to the prevention of avalanche induced deaths, 
even if the number of prevented deaths is the same for all protective meas-
ures. Figure 7.6 reveals that for the majority of people only the prevention 
of traffic accidents is rated as more important than the prevention of ava-
lanche induced deaths. A large number of interviewees rated the other 
categories as equally important (air, food, rock fall, flood) or as less impor-
tant (radiation).22

 

                                                      
22 Figures are based on the total sample (autumn and winter). 
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Fig. 7.6 Importance of alternative protective measures in comparison to protective 
measures against avalanches (total sample) 

7.3.3 Econometric analysis 

As previously mentioned, the format of the payment questions merely pro-
duces an interval within which the WTP can be found. This means that an 
exact Euro amount is not available, but has to be estimated from the yes/no 
answers. Only the position of the WTP is known, namely, if it is above or 
below the payment bid, based on whether the interviewee confirms a pay-
ment with yes or declines it with no. This results in the following formu-
lae: 
 

(eq. 7.3) 
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where YY, YN, NY and NN depict the answers (e.g. YY = two times 
yes) and BH, BI, BL the higher, initial or lower payment bid, respectively. 
These equations are estimated with the help of the maximum likelihood 
approach, assuming a Weibull and log-normal distribution of the error 
term. Two different models are calculated: while model 2 takes the posi-
tive probability of a WTP of zero into account (= spike in the distribution 
at point 0), model 1 does not provide any separate treatment for any 0 
WTP statements (i.e. WTP of 0 is subject to the Weibull or log-normal dis-
tribution).   23

7.3.4 Results 

Willingness to pay for risk prevention 

The average WTP for the prevention of fatal avalanche accidents, which 
was estimated from the individual responses, is summarised in table 7.3. 
According to Carson (2000) the arithmetic mean is calculated as it depicts 
the adequate measurement if the values need to be incorporated into a 
CBA. 

Table 7.3 further clarifies the surprising result: even though avalanches 
occur in winter and it can be assumed that current events influence percep-
tion, the WTP for protective measures against avalanches is lower in win-
ter than in autumn. A study by Slovic et al. (2000) explains that certain 
risk characteristics, such as voluntariness or the controllability, can influ-
ence the individual risk assessment and the attitude towards risk regula-
tion. Sunstein (1997) mentions that the question of (in)voluntariness of 
risks can also be linked to the person who is seen responsible or can be 
blamed for a fatal incident. The fact that all fatal avalanche accidents were 
off-piste on unsecured areas may have led the interviewees to rate ava-
lanche risks as voluntary and manageable. Thus, if individuals are of the 
opinion that each person can easily reduce its risk exposure through a 
change of behaviour, then their WTP for protective measures against ava-
lanches decreases.   24

Table 7.3 depicts the monthly mean WTP based on a simple regression 
which only includes the bids and a constant. Monthly WTP varies between 
3.6 and 6.2 Euro depending on the used distribution assumption and esti-

                                                      
23  A detailed explanation of the estimation method as well as the included ex-

planatory variables can be found in Leiter and Pruckner (2005). 
24  Further influencing factors on the WTP are discussed in Leiter and Pruckner 

(2005). 
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mation approach. This amounts to an annual value between 43.2 and 74.4 
Euro.  

Table 7.3 Mean WTP/month (in Euro) 

Weibull Log-normal 
 

Autumn     Winter        Total Autumn     Winter         Total 

Observations 940 642 1582 940 642 1582 

Mean/month 4.82 4.48 4.69 6.17 5.58 5.93 
(Model 1)* (2.70) (2.77) (2.73) (3.56) (3.61) (3.59) 

Mean/month 3.93 3.62 3.80 4.25 3.95 4.13 
(Model 2)* (1.07) (1.06) (1.08) (1.11) (1.06) (1.11) 
Notes: * standard deviation in parenthesis; Model 1 = base model; no special treat-
ment of “0-WTP“; Model 2 = mixed approach; consideration of a positive proba-
bility of “0-WTP”. 

Value of statistical life  

As previously mentioned, the VSL mirrors the rate at which the interview-
ees were willing to exchange income for risk alteration, keeping the indi-
vidual utility level constant. The VSL can be calculated from the individ-
ual WTP for reduced mortality risks: if the annual WTP is divided by the 
risk evaluated change (in the Tyrolean example 1/42,500) then the quotient 
can be interpreted as the VSL. Using the data from table 7.3 the VSL lies 
between 1.8 and 3.1 million Euro. Table 7.4 contracts the Tyrolean figures 
with results found in comparable international surveys.  
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Table 7.4  The value of statistical life 

Author/Study Country Method Risk VSL 
Alberini, Hunt & Mar-
kandya 2004 

France, 
Italy, 
Great Britain 

CVM general  2.26 Mio. € 

Alberini, Scasny & 
Braun Kohlova 2005 

Czech 
Republic 

CVM environmental/ 
climate risks 

2.86 Mio. € 

Baranzini & Ferro 
Luzzi 2001 

Switzerland Hedonic 
pricing 

workplace 
risks 

6.5 – 9.5 Mio. $ 

European Commission 
2000 

EU different different 0.65 – 2.5 Mio. € 

Leiter & Pruckner 
2005 

Austria CVM avalanche 
risks 

1.8 – 3.1 Mio. € 

a)Maier, Gerking & 
Weiss 1989 

Austria CVM transport risks 1.8 – 4.9 Mio. €

Persson, Norinder, 
Hjalte & Gralen 2001 

Sweden CVM transport risks 2.6 Mio. $ 

Spengler 2004 Germany Hedonic 
pricing 

workplace 
risks 

1.65 Mio. € 

 a)Weiss, Maier & Gerk-
ing 1986 

Austria Hedonic 
pricing 

workplace 
risks 

4.4 – 7.4 Mio €

Notes: a) Values are converted into 2005 € using the domestic CPI series (Statistic 
Austria) 

7.3.5 Application of the results and an outlook 

The presented study enables a more precise estimation of individual bene-
fits resulting from the prevention of avalanche accidents in comparison to 
the derivation of the VSL from other studies, which not only refer to dif-
ferent regions and/or cultures, but also vary in the type of risk that is 
evaluated. The data calculated for Tyrol sheds light on how advantageous 
the population estimates the prevention of fatal avalanche accidents. Using 
the instrument “VSL” enables the monetary valuation of the most impor-
tant output of protective measures against avalanches, namely the protec-
tion of human life. This value can now be used in future CBA which allow 
for the implementation of a comprehensive analysis of the social welfare 
effects of protective measures. This additional information increases in 
importance when only a restricted number of projects can be realised, due 
to a limited budget. These relevant projects had to be previously chosen 
from available alternatives. For example, a decision could be made 
whether a certain section of road, a housing estate or a business establish-
ment should be protected from avalanches. By answering this question it is 
possible that, due to the inclusion of the monetarily estimated utilities for 
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protecting human life, a change occurs in the order of the favoured pro-
jects. 

In addition, the study at hand provides a building block for the examina-
tion of a benefit transfer. “Benefit transfer” is understood as the transfer-
ability of primary results to other regions, cultures and goods or service 
types. A corresponding analysis could primarily focus on the transferabil-
ity within a region of different types of risks (other natural risks, health 
risks) and subsequently examine the transferability to other regions. This 
type of generalisation enables to considerably reduce costs and time ex-
penditure involved in a CBA, which would be advantageous for the society 
as well as single institutions and companies. Furthermore, the EU also ar-
ticulates interest in studies which deal with the (monetary) value of the 
prevention of fatal accidents: „… DG Environment notes the need to carry 
out further research to refine them [interim values] for future use, and will 
update them as and when evidence become available …“.25

7.4 Conclusion 

Considering the given resource shortage and the increasingly restricted 
public budget, there is an urgent demand to allocate goods efficiently, in 
other words to move towards a more demand oriented use of scarce re-
sources. The CBA which aims to reveal the social evaluation of the costs 
and benefits associated with alternative protective measures can contribute 
to place the collective decisions on a solid foundation. A basic requirement 
to include all the advantages and disadvantages of a specific measure in a 
CBA is the monetary valuation of the relevant components. One approach 
for monetary valuation of non market goods is the CVM which was dis-
cussed and illustrated by means of a current study. 

The information created through CBA can make a valuable contribution 
to support decisions with regard to an efficient allocation of resources. 
Even if the appropriateness of the approach as well as the information 
gained are a matter of ongoing discussions, CBA can be taken as a trans-
parent, flexible and comprehensive instrument which is of particular im-
portance when scarce resources have to be allocated. In other words, CBA 
not only offers an answer to the question if protective measures are worth 
their costs but also gives information about their societal demand. Fur-
thermore, CBA allows – especially notable in the context of integral risk 

                                                      
25 http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/enveco/others/recommended_interim_v

alues.pdf 
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management - to simultaneously address questions of risk analysis, risk as-
sessment and risk management and to provide appropriate solutions. 
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8 Analysing Decision Mechanisms for Natural 
Hazard Management  

C.D. Gamper, P.A. Raschky, H. Weck-Hannemann 

8.1 Introduction 

The traditional economic approach to natural hazard management follows 
the idea of internalizing external effects of the public good, so-called “pro-
tective measures”. From an economic perspective protective measures can 
be classified as a public good. Such a good is characterized by non-rivalry, 
meaning that public goods are those for which consumption by one indi-
vidual does not detract from the ability of others to consume them. Fur-
thermore, it is characterized by non-exclusivity, in other words by indi-
visibility (‘all or nothing’ provision) and collective consumption 
(individuals cannot be excluded from consumption) (Edwards-Jones et al. 
2000). In contrast to private goods, there is no market which takes over the 
decision process for the allocation of the goods. This so-called market fail-
ure is compensated by the state taking over the decision responsibility, 
whereby a choice has to be made how to decide collectively. 

The individual that installs a protective wall does not receive compensa-
tion for all (i.e. for the internal but not for the external) benefits that the 
wall generates. By internalizing the external effects, a pareto-optimal situa-
tion similar to that of the market could be achieved. However, the analysis 
of market failure in natural hazard management cannot be solely reduced 
to the public good problem and externalities. The whole set of reasons for 
market imperfections (Fritsch et al. 2007) might apply to the different pro-
tective measures (e.g. see Raschky and Weck-Hannemann 2006/2007a for 
imperfections on the market for natural hazard insurances). 

The suggestion of traditional (neo-classical and welfare) economics to 
correct market imperfections is that the government intervenes. In the case 
of externalities, welfare economics focuses on the internalization of the ex-
ternal effects but ignores the problems of collective-decision making and 
therefore the decision-making process itself (Buchanan 1991a). This proc-
ess takes place within the existing institutional framework that determines 
the behaviour of individuals involved in the political process (e.g. voters, 
politicians, bureaucrats). The welfare-economic approach implicitly con-
siders the state as a benevolent identity that tries to increase the welfare of 
its citizens (Pappenheim 2000, Blankart 2006). The research focus is usu-
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ally limited to the effect of the state intervention and neglects the aspect of 
the political decision-making process, its relevant actors, and potential im-
perfections within the given setting. These imperfections, however, could 
also be part of the problem or increase inefficiencies. For example, the in-
troduction of a (Pigovian) tax aiming at internalizing negative external ef-
fects demands, from the very beginning, the direct and active intervention 
of the state through taxes, without testing whether an alternative decision 
rule (e.g. market or negotiation) would lead to a more efficient result (Bo-
nus 1996). It ignores the possibility that state intervention results in further 
transaction costs and could thus even increase the negative effects and 
worsen the situation. Traditional economics assumes that the institutional 
framework is given and cannot be the subject of change (Buchannan 
1991b). Coase (1988) argues that “economic policy involves a choice 
among alternative institutions […]”, an essential part of the analysis that is 
faded out by the majority of economists. Consequently, the analysis of 
state interventions for coping with market imperfections as well as cost-
benefit analysis (CBA) as a decision-support system for deciding about the 
provision of public projects (Leiter et al. 2007) should incorporate alterna-
tive institutional arrangements in their calculation.  

In regard to the instrument of cost-benefit analysis, Hanusch (1987) ar-
gues that it sets distributional aspects aside. Cost-benefit analysis does not 
primarily focus on the question of who bears the costs and who benefits 
from the installation of a protective construction. However, distribution is 
an essential factor in the allocation of public resources and the acceptance 
of a political decision (Blankart 2006).  

A further criticism of cost-benefit analysis as it is applied nowadays 
stems from the methods used to disclose individual preferences for public 
goods. The welfare-economic approach demands cost-benefit analysis for 
the efficient allocation of public goods. As individual preferences for pub-
lic goods are not reflected on markets, special methods are made use of to 
disclose these preferences. A recent book by Lackner-Frey (2004) suggests 
that the existing instruments used to reveal individual preferences do not 
pay any attention to the insufficient description of human cognitive proc-
esses. The author argues that the aspect of limited individual rationality 
and the concept of endogenous preferences (i.e. the idea that individual 
preferences can emerge and change during the dynamic decision-making 
process) have not been incorporated into the theory of preference disclo-
sure. Natural hazards and their impacts are highly complex issues that even 
experts sometimes are not able to fully embrace. The complexity of the 
situation, the uncertainty, and the long-term character of natural hazards 
and protective measures pose an immense challenge to the cognitive skills 
of individuals. How can the average citizen obtain and process all the rele-
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vant information and thus state “true” preferences? This might result in bi-
ased evaluation outcomes that can distort the cost-benefit analysis. There-
fore, it is hard to formulate precise recommendations for economic or po-
litical activities. To counteract these problems, Lackner-Frey (2004) 
demands the application of a process-oriented approach to the evaluation 
of individual preferences for public goods. In her opinion, the analysis of 
the decision-making rules and the institutions that affect individual behav-
iour could provide a clearer picture of the development of preferences 
themselves and the preferences of public goods in particular. 

Beside these theoretical points of criticism (for additional arguments 
see, e.g. Hansjürgens 2004), problems arise within political practice. 
Boardman et al. (2001) point out that the perception of what benefits and 
costs actually are depends on the politicians and bureaucrats involved in 
the process as well as their position and agency. This perception is based 
on whether they are “spenders”, “analysts” or “guardians”. Blankart (2006) 
argues that certain actors within the political process might abuse cost-
benefit analyses for the justification of their decision instead of determin-
ing the most efficient alternative, a point that is certainly true for all deci-
sion support systems. A study by Bauer (1986) summarizes his experi-
ences of the Austrian audit control collected from different practical cost-
benefit studies as well as cost-effectiveness studies in Austria, Germany 
and Switzerland. He describes how these instruments have been manipu-
lated by politicians as well as experts in order to justify a desired option. 
Bauer (1986) lists the following possibilities of how the instruments might 
have been influenced: 
• omitting undesired alternatives, 
• disadvantageous design of undesired alternatives, 
• leaving out project aims that might be disadvantageous for the desired 

project alternative, 
• one-sided weightings by decision-makers and/or experts, 
• systematic over- or under-weighting of sub-objectives in order to reach 

the desired project alternative, 
• biased or selective communication of analysis results, 
• no attention paid to the results of the analysis. 

Despite the theoretical points of criticism and the potential of misuse 
within the political practice, cost-benefit analysis is a well accepted and of-
ten used instrument within the political decision-making process. It builds 
an important basis of information for the political process and can contrib-
ute to an objective dialogue on the allocation of public funds (Blankart 
2006). Cost-benefit analysis is a useful tool to reduce all possible impacts 
of a project to one criterion and therefore simplify the amount of complex 
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information. This is essential for the decision-making process, but should 
not be misused to justify outcomes, desired by only a few participants. 

The focus on the decision-making process itself could help to avoid 
these problems and to overcome certain theoretical points of criticism. 
Therefore, a process-oriented approach may be seen as an extension of the 
existing approach rather than a substitute. 

8.2 A process-oriented economic approach 

The standard economic approach basically defines efficiency in natural 
hazard management with the marginal costs equal to marginal benefit 
theorem. This view is output-oriented: basically the output or project is 
chosen that delivers the highest net-benefit. An alternative economic ap-
proach focuses on the decision-making process itself and tries to overcome 
the disadvantages of the standard economic approach. This process-
oriented view tries to find which decision rules or decision system build 
the frame under which individual preferences for natural hazard manage-
ment and protective measures are reflected in a most efficient way (Weck-
Hannemann 2006). 

This approach receives its theoretical background from new institutional 
economics (NIE) in general and the related fields of constitutional eco-
nomics and public choice theory. In the following, focus will be placed es-
pecially on aspects of institutional economics, in particular the process-
analytic aspects of NIE. This economic theory (with its major scholars 
Ronald Coase, Douglass North and Oliver Williamson) forms the founda-
tion for any further analysis and models relevant for a process-oriented 
analysis. Nevertheless, in order to provide a more comprehensive overview 
comparisons are drawn to the approach of standard economic theory. 

In his fundamental work, North (1990) wants the reader to think about 
making the same transaction in a different country such as Bangladesh. 
Even without knowing the institutional setting of Bangladesh, one could 
imagine that certain transactions or economic activities (e.g. setting up a 
shop for cars) are performed differently in Bangladesh than for example in 
a European country. Institutions define and constrain the individual’s set of 
choices. If this applies to economic activities such as setting up a car shop, 
this should also apply to decisions related to protection against natural 
hazards.  

Decisions linked to protection measures and natural hazard mitigation 
strategies take place in a complex situation. A vast amount of different en-
vironmental, economic and social variables need to be taken into account. 
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Such a complex situation creates uncertainty for the individual. It is the 
purpose of institutions to reduce individual uncertainty (Richter and Fu-
rubotn 2003).  

According to North (1990), “(I)nstitutions are the rules of the game in a 
society or, more formally, are the humanly devised constraints that shape 
human interaction”. This rather general definition of institutions is more 
specified by Frey (1990), who classifies three types of institutions: Firstly, 
institutions are rules or procedures that clarify how decisions are made 
within society. These decision-making systems can be the market, democ-
racy, hierarchical decision-making or negotiating systems. In relation to 
natural hazard management the market and possible imperfections and dis-
tortions as well as drawbacks of the existing political mechanisms are of 
particular importance. Secondly, institutions can make formal or informal 
rules that influence individual behaviour such as laws, social norms, tradi-
tions or informal rules defining the behaviour within a group or the family. 
Regarding natural hazards this type of institution could range from the 
general legal setting (regulating e.g. preventive measures, financial support 
in the case of emergency or the distribution of competencies) to the behav-
ioural standards (e.g. within a ski-hiking group). Thirdly, institutions can 
be groups of individuals that share a common aim e.g. organizations. 
These could be, for example, political parties, authorities, companies, 
NGOs or clubs. Beside politicians, companies or interest groups, organiza-
tions such as insurance companies, experts or tourist associations might be 
of special interests in the area of natural hazards. 

8.2.1 How can a process-oriented analysis be designed? 

A process-oriented approach to the question of efficiency in the area of 
natural hazard management tries to find answers to the following ques-
tions: Who, where and how are decisions made? What are the weaknesses 
of the existing decision-making mechanisms? Which alternative decision-
mechanisms reflect the individual preferences in an optimal way? Based 
on these questions, the analysis can be structured in a similar manner. 
Firstly, the relevant decision-making systems and decision makers are 
identified and the interactions within these existing structures are ob-
served. Secondly, each decision-making system will be checked for possi-
ble imperfections and distortions. Thirdly, after the weaknesses of each 
system have been highlighted, better or best-practice models as a reference 
standard can be developed and suggestions for the implication of models in 
accordance with the existing institutional setting can be made.  
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Structuring the relevant decision-making systems and the 
different decision-makers 

In a first step the status quo of the decision-making mechanisms for natural 
hazard management and protective measures is examined. As Frey and 
Kirchgässner (2002) argue, the characteristics of the different decision-
making systems and their institutional arrangements need to be described 
in order to analyse the alternatives and to identify the most productive set-
ting. This analysis mainly applies economic theories from public choice 
and new institutional economics. The process-oriented approach is based 
on the economic model of human behaviour (homo oeconomicus) with the 
assumption that individuals behave rationally and try to maximize their 
utility under given constraints. They systematically react to the incentives 
provided by the institutional framework (Frey 1990, Kirchgässner 1991, 
Weck-Hannemann 1994). Therefore different categories of decision-
makers can be identified (e.g. consumers, politicians, voters or bureau-
crats) by taking into consideration that for all members of each group the 
same institutional setting applies. The action of each individual is thus 
predictable in accordance to the group of decision-makers he or she be-
longs to and the behaviour of one representative member of the alternative 
category can be derived.  

The first step at this part of the analysis is a rough categorization of the 
mechanisms of decision-making and stakeholders involved in the area of 
natural hazard management and protective measures. We can basically 
identify four decision-making systems or decision rules based on the struc-
ture by Frey (1990): the political process, the system of bureaucracy and 
administration, the market or price-system and finally decisions within 
groups, which are referred to as the negotiation procedure. 

In an attempt to structure these different decision mechanisms for natu-
ral hazard management, the following figure was created to give an over-
view of the relevant forms of decision alternatives for protective measures 
and thus, the corresponding desired level of risk among society’s actors 
(figure 8.1).  
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Fig 8.1 Alternative Decision Mechanisms for Natural Hazard Management 

 
Within these four systems a set of sub-rules for decision-making apply. 

For example, the political decision (i.e. category “state” in figure 8.1) can 
either be made through direct democracy or representative democracy. De-
cisions about the installation of a protective wall against avalanches or a 
dam within a municipality could either demand a simple majority or follow 
the unanimity rule. Natural hazard management can either be centralized 
or decentralized in its decision structure.  

Concerning the market, it is of general interest which parts of natural 
hazard management and what sort of protective measures are actually allo-
cated by the price-system. An example for decision-making within a group 
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in the area of natural hazard management can be given for extreme sports, 
e.g. ski-hiking tours in an avalanche-endangered back-country.  
Within these systems a number of decision-makers act:  
• the citizen, the voter, the tax-payer or the consumer (depending on the 

decision-making system), demanding and finally financing protection 
against natural hazards and support/relief once a natural catastrophe oc-
curred; 

• the politician, who is responsible (depending on the constitutional and 
legal frame) for protective measures; 

• bureaucrats in public administration, who are involved in the prepara-
tion and implementation of protective measures; 

• experts, delivering information and opinions on the risk and available 
protective possibilities; 

• organisations, associations and economic identities (particularly the in-
surance industry). 
Besides the rules applying within the different decision-making systems, 

institutions such as informal rules, social norms and traditions still have to 
be taken into account. 

Imperfections and weaknesses of the existing decision-making 
mechanisms 

After describing the status quo, the next step is the analysis of the weak-
nesses of the existing decision-mechanisms. Prior to choosing a decision-
making system for the allocation of natural hazard management and pro-
tective measures, it is essential to compare the existing alternatives (Frey 
and Kirchgässner 2002). If the market fails to efficiently allocate resources 
for protective measures, one should not simply call for state intervention, 
as this could result in even greater inefficiencies. This part of the analysis 
is once again structured by the different decision systems, e.g. the political 
process, the market and the group and the different actors within the sys-
tems.  

Based on the theory of public choice, individuals within the political 
process act according to the general assumption of rationality: their behav-
iour is determined by their wishes (preferences) and the constraints they 
face. The politicians and the public administration - the “suppliers” of 
natural hazard management and protective measures - are basically con-
strained by the institutional design of the political decision-making process 
(Weck-Hannemann 1994): firstly, politicians are interested in being re-
elected in order to stay in power. Facing an up-coming election, politicians 
will try to initiate programs that reflect the preferences of the voters in the 
best way. Furthermore, they might incorporate the demands of specific as-
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sociations or interest groups that have a great impact on the outcome of the 
elections. However, they always have to weigh up the benefits of their de-
cision (the support of special interest groups) against its costs (possible 
loss of voters, because of privileges for the special interest groups). Sec-
ondly, politicians have to deal with budget constraints. Public budgets are 
limited and so are the public financial resources available for preventive 
measures and post-catastrophic relief action. In order to implement their 
programs, politicians only have limited budgets. For example, the federal 
government of Germany (including federal states and local authorities) 
provided almost € 10 billion emergency relief after the catastrophic flood-
ing in Germany in 2000. This sum was financed by postponing a planned 
tax reform (Schwarze and Wagner 2004). Thirdly, politicians depend on 
public administration when they want to implement their program (princi-
pal-agent relationship). Additionally, in the case of natural hazard man-
agement and in particular the planning process, politicians as well as bu-
reaucrats often rely on information and recommendations by natural 
hazard experts and scientists. As both public bureaucrats and experts do 
not face a re-election constraint, they may use their informational advan-
tage for their own interest which can either be a budget-intensive and/or a 
discretionary policy. 

Testable hypotheses on the adequacy (efficiency) of alternative deci-
sion-making processes can now be derived from the above assumptions on 
the actors’ behaviour and the incentives resulting from alternative institu-
tional frameworks (Frey und Kirchgässner 2002). In addition, the empiri-
cal examination of these hypotheses is challenging. Economic theory does 
not strive for a precise calculation of a system’s inefficiencies per se, but 
rather focuses on a comparative assessment of different institutional set-
tings and their abilities to provide goods and services in an efficient way, 
i.e. with minimal cost and as favoured by consumers or voters. Such a 
comparative institutional analysis demands that the specific goods and ser-
vices are provided by different systems. Frey and Kirchgässner (2002) pre-
sent two ways of comparing the public and the private provision of a cer-
tain good: on the one hand, if the publicly and privately provided goods 
are identical, a direct comparison of the costs is possible. On the other 
hand, if the public and the private sector provide disparate goods, the dif-
ferences have to be calculated with statistical methods such as multiple re-
gression analyses capturing the differences in size, type or quality in detail. 
Additionally, differences in the provision (e.g. by central state or munici-
palities or by a voluntary or compulsory insurance system) also have to be 
incorporated into the multiple regression analysis. 
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Suggestions for the development of new and the 
implementation of alternative models 

Both neo-classical (welfare) economics and Neo Institutional Economics 
(NIE) have been applied to the area of environmental economics. One of 
the main issues in this field is the analysis of public goods and correspond-
ing external effects and the development of models and methods to correct 
this market imperfection. Bonus (1996) compares a neo-classical model – 
the Pigovian tax – with a NIE-model – the Coase-theorem - and shows 
how they both approach the issue of external effects. The neo-classical 
model suggests that external effects should be internalized either by Pigo-
vian taxes if the effects are negative or by Pigovian subsidies in the case of 
positive external effects. This solution always demands active state-
intervention, which can sometimes even increase the market imperfections. 
Bonus argues that the problem is setting the right tax level. However, the 
government needs information about the external costs, which are not di-
rectly available because of the market failure itself. In Bonus’ opinion the 
costs of gaining this information (transaction costs) are not taken into ac-
count by the neo-classical approach. The NIE-approach incorporates this 
problem into its model. It emphasises the installation of useful institutions 
instead of internalising external effects. Institutions can be used to reduce 
individual uncertainty as long as there is a general agreement or consensus 
on the existing rules (Buchanan and Tullock 1962). This links the institu-
tional economic approach, used so far, with the ideas of constitutional eco-
nomics. On the constitutional level institutional settings for certain con-
straints such as the acceptable risk for society (and based on that the 
optimal level of protection) are determined. Additionally, rules, systems 
and processes will be constituted to decide about future allocation of re-
sources in natural hazard management and on protection strategies.  

A comprehensive process-oriented view includes the whole set of alter-
native decision-making systems, such as the market, democratic systems, 
bureaucracy or group decisions. This means that the optimal model could 
either be alternative political rules, such as direct or representative democ-
racy, or market solutions, such as markets for formerly public goods (e.g. 
emission trading schemes), or group decisions, as long as the decision-
making rule fulfils the criterion of being best-suited to reflect individuals’ 
preferences. 

Consider, for example, the imperfections and distortions on the natural 
disaster insurance markets. As shown by Raschky and Weck-Hannemann 
(2007a/2007b) state intervention through post-catastrophic financial relief 
provided by the government could even cause a further distortion to the in-
surance market. The introduction of a mandatory insurance system could 
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increase efficiency. However, a comparative analysis of institutional set-
tings is necessary in order to define the optimal arrangement of decision-
making systems and institutional constraints. 

An array of alternative decision-making rules and institutional arrange-
ments exist that can reduce existing imperfections and increase efficiency 
in natural hazard management. Nevertheless, depending on the existing in-
stitutional arrangement, the complexity of the situation and the variety of 
imperfections a comprehensive analysis as well as a profound change of 
the institutional setting is demanded. Such a broad analysis and general 
models can only be provided by a process-oriented approach. 

A decision support technique that builds on the idea of traditional eco-
nomic approaches such as cost-benefit analysis does, however also take a 
process-oriented approach, is called multi-criteria analysis. The tool itself 
originates from the science of operations research but has been applied to 
public good decisions, especially about the environment, in the field of en-
vironmental economics for the past two decades and extensively during the 
last decade. Even though it is not declared as a process-oriented economic 
instrument in the literature, it will be demonstrated in the following why 
this could nonetheless be argued for. 

8.3 Multi Criteria Decision Analysis – combining output- 
and process-orientation for an efficient decision-making 
process 

Decisions made in natural hazard management in general, and for protec-
tive measures in specific, can be characterised as environmental decisions 
not only because the issue in question is nature, but also because of the 
characteristics generally known from environmental decisions. In the case 
of environmental issues, and therefore protective measures against natural 
hazards, politicians (as state representatives and therefore responsible for 
the allocation decision) are confronted with a complex choice. Environ-
mental decisions, as might be argued for other political issues too, affect a 
multiplicity of parties, from individuals to organisations of producers and 
consumers. Moreover, the modes of environmental decision-making, as 
well as the underlying assumptions, tools and criteria are highly diverse 
and add on to this multiplicity in decision-making. Taking protection 
measures as an example: for the proper installation of avalanche protection 
measures the civic, geological, legal or meteorological experts’ opinions 
are needed as well as environmental, economic, ecological and social crite-
ria have to be taken into consideration.  
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On the one hand, economics can provide decision-makers with an as-
sessment of these issues providing results and advice in the form of deci-
sion-support systems, like cost-benefit analysis (CBA). This outcome-
oriented tool, as mentioned earlier in this paper, represents people’s pref-
erences indirectly via valuation methods that are incorporated into the 
analysis. On the other hand, economics can provide a process-oriented ap-
proach (constitutional economics) where people directly decide themselves 
and preferences are aggregated in the political decision process. The first 
approach offers a decision-support system for politicians indirectly repre-
senting preferences as well as leaving final decisions to politicians. The 
second approach is one that directly asks people to state their preferences 
and to take part in the decision process (whether via chosen decision rules 
or directly in the process of a prevailing matter).  

A third approach, namely multi-criteria analysis (MCA), offers a new 
instrument to combine both elements of the economics’ task so far. In it-
self it is, similar to cost-benefit analysis (CBA), a decision-support tool. 
On the other hand, it offers a way to incorporate participation in its ana-
lytical process, thus the direct representation of preferences as well as their 
intensities.  

The conventional environmental economic tool usually applied to the 
kinds of decision sets mentioned above is CBA that tries to facilitate a 
more efficient allocation of society’s resources (Boardman et al. 2001). 
The method seeks to translate all relevant considerations into monetary 
terms and can therefore select the most efficient project from a portfolio of 
alternatives (Hanley and Spash 1993). MCA, which can be defined as “the 
study of methods and procedures by which concerns about multiple con-
flicting criteria can be formally incorporated in a decision making process” 
(International Society on MCDM 2004) seems to complement CBA and 
moreover help overcome some of CBA’s weaknesses. MCA includes tech-
niques for comparing impacts in ways which do not involve giving all in-
puts and outputs explicit monetary values but could also include for exam-
ple other numerical or qualitative measurements.  

Similar to CBA, MCA builds on the idea of aggregating information 
flows of costs and benefits of different alternate projects. Like CBA, MCA 
considers the wide range of preferences and valuations arising when a 
group decision is faced. However, the way preferences are incorporated 
into the analyses is quite different. CBA’s preference revelation depends 
on the respective assessment method; consequently preferences are gained 
through direct or indirect procedures of observing individual behaviour. 
MCA considers preferences directly through stakeholders’ (who act as rep-
resentatives of individuals’ preferences) involvement in the process of the 
analysis. The main difference of the methods in that respect lies in the 
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level of preference disclosure. While CBA can also generate a value that is 
applicable to a certain number of project areas, like i.e. the value of statis-
tical life in the area of natural hazards (Leiter at al. 2007), MCA can only 
gain preferences for specific project alternatives (for a more detailed dis-
cussion of the two methods applied to natural hazard management refer to 
Gamper et al. 2006).  

In the following, a brief outline of the procedure of MCA will be given 
in order to then show MCA’s strength in its application to a wide range of 
political areas.  

8.3.1 MCA – the procedure 

In short, MCA can be drafted as follows: O is a finite set of n feasible op-
tions and G is a set of m evaluation criteria, it is possible to build a nxm 
matrix (P), whose elements pi,j=gj(oi) (i=1,2,…n; j=1,2,…m) represent the 
evaluation of option i by means of criterion j. An option o1 is evaluated to 
be better than option o2 (both belonging to the set O) according to the jth 
criterion if gj(o1)>gj(o2) (Munda 1995).  

In more detail, the procedure follows the subsequent path: in a first step 
the decision context is established which involves outlining the aims as 
well as identifying decision makers and other stakeholders. An institu-
tional compilation, performed mainly on historical, legislative and admin-
istrative documents, can be used to achieve this. The map of actors result-
ing from this analysis might find adjustments during the process of the 
MCA (De Marchi et al. 2000). A shared understanding of the decision con-
text that is the political, social, economic and administrative structure, is 
essential because the impacts can be manifold and a lot of people may be 
affected whose preferences and perceptions need to be recognised (Omann 
2004).  

Subsequently, in a second step, objectives can be created either using a 
top-down approach, in the case of having a larger project where objectives 
need to be set by a central body, or a bottom-up approach, where various 
stakeholders participate in generating objectives (Edwards-Jones et al. 
2000). An overall objective can be broken down into a subset of objec-
tives, thus higher level goals are dependent on lower level ones: in natural 
hazard management, a higher level of security might be the main aim when 
installing protective measures against avalanches, but at the same time a 
sub-goal could be to minimise the environmental impact (i.e. the loss of 
biodiversity incurred through the building of high altitude feeder roads). 
Goals need to be clear, specific, measurable, agreed, realistic and time-
dependent, that means being classified into long-term or immediate goals. 
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Only MCA identifies the criteria that allow measuring the strength of 
the options in fulfilling the objectives in this step. To meet this require-
ment, a criterion needs to be measurable, if not quantitatively, then qualita-
tively, to show how well an option performs in relation to that criterion 
(Dogson et al. 2001). In the example above, a possible criterion could be 
the number of species lost through human induced behaviour. The finalisa-
tion of the chosen criteria requires assessing them against a range of quali-
ties: criteria should be complete, operational, decomposable (two factors 
should not be in opposition in a single criterion), non-redundant, minimal, 
and defined in terms of time. The time-definition (temporary consequences 
or permanent ones) causes difficulties when aggregating and comparing 
the results. With monetary techniques, discounting is a reasonably well es-
tablished procedure for aggregation. Apart from the fact that this might not 
always be plausible, this does not solve the problem with criteria measured 
in non monetary terms . 

In MCA, criteria should be developed through participation of the 
stakeholders, in order to make sure all interests are represented and can 
then be regarded when conducting the analysis. 

The third step involves identifying all the relevant options for achieving 
the objectives. The number of options may vary between 2 (e.g. should a 
certain project be undertaken or not?), any discrete number (i.e. 10 differ-
ent ways for building protection measures against avalanches) and infinity 
(Fandel and Spronk 1983). In the first case, we speak of a 0-1 choice sys-
tem where one chooses between the current and a new situation (Munda 
1995); in the second case we have a finite number of options available. 
Fandel and Spronk (1983) suggest creating a subset of alternatives in case 
of a high number of options. Given the complexity of decision making 
problems, it is not always possible to define the set ‘A’ a priori. In a con-
tinuous situation, the set of options ‘O’ is progressively elaborated (Munda 
1995) such as MCA is used to specify the best option under given con-
straints, like i.e. costs (Dogson et al. 2001). 

There are different MCA techniques available; some require complete 
information from decision makers about their objectives, others are more 
participative and work with decision makers to clarify their priorities. 
Again others analyse problems without relying on preference information 
at all (Edwards-Jones et al. 2000). Nonetheless, there are steps that all 
MCA’s have in common. (A comprehensive overview of the available 
MCA techniques is given in Omann (2004) and Gamper (2004)).  

The creation of the performance matrix requires the analysts to deter-
mine relationships between options and their impacts on criteria. More 
precisely, the fourth step follows in two parts: scoring and weighting.  
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So far, the different options have different measures attached to them 
(i.e. biodiversity loss is measured in numbers, direct costs are measured in 
monetary units). Because one cannot compare different measures straight 
away, a common one in terms of a scale needs to be found. If we face mul-
tiple attributive decisions, a numerical scale is created to deal with this 
complexity. For more simplified decision structures this is not necessary, 
and an easy dominant or outranking relation can be evaluated (for further 
details see Fandel and Spork, 1983 or Vincke et al. 1989). Usually a scale 
is chosen between 0 and 100. So, for example, if there are 3 different tech-
nical solutions to build avalanche barriers and the first one costs 30 Mil-
lion Euros, the second 40 and the third 50, then the first solution will be al-
lotted with a score of 100 as it is the cheapest option and the last one with 
a score of 0 as it is the most expensive one. Now, the way the analyst 
processes this information (what is the score for technical solution 2?) de-
pends on the particular MCA method she is using. Basically, one can go 
about this scoring process by building a value function and simply reading 
off values in a function given the lowest and highest scores. Another ap-
proach is to use an interval scale through the integration of expert judg-
ments (direct rating). In a third alternative, one can choose an indirect 
method by letting experts make verbal pair-wise assessments. Analytical 
Hierarchy Process or Rembrandt and Macbeth are examples for conducting 
these steps. Once the alternatives and the relevant criteria are defined, the 
criterion scores can be determined and consequently an impact matrix can 
be constructed (second part) taking the following example (table 8.1). 

Alternatives still can not be compared as a unit of preference since the 
values do not as yet reflect preferences as such. In taking the exemplary 
matrix from above, this could mean that a local governor might find the 
subsidisation criterion more important than the biodiversity one, as op-
posed to the ecologist’s expertise who finds biodiversity utmost important. 
As a consequence, weights can be seen as trade-off values, indicating how 
much of one criterion you would be prepared to give up in return for an 
improvement on another criterion (Belton and Vickers 1990). Again, these 
weights are taken into the impact matrix, this time an option’s score on a 
criterion is multiplied with its weights. After assigning this to all criteria 
the sum of these products gives the overall preference for that  
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Table 8.1 Example of an impact matrix of a protection measure 
 

Criteria/Options 
No Ava-
lanche 
Barrier 

Technical 
Solution 1 

Technical 
Solution 2 

Technical 
Solution 3 

Economic 
Direct (finan-
cial) costs 

0 Mil. 
Euros 

10 Mil. 
Euros 

20 Mil. 
Euros 

30 Mil 
Euros 

Environmental 
Environmental 
Impact Assess-
ment – loss of 
biodiversity 

No loss Loss of 50 
species 

Loss of 25 
species 

Loss of 10 
species 

Social 
Number of Peo-
ple being pro-
tected 

No 
people 
saved 

200 people 
saved 

100 people 
saved 

300 people 
saved 

Institutional 
Subsidies at na-
tional level 

None 70% 50% 40% 

 
option. This process is repeated for each of the options and finally a rank 
can be given to each option’s score (Dogson et al. 2001). These scores can 
be re-built into the adjusted impact matrix. With these results it will be 
possible to rank the options (or in the case of simpler models, one option 
can be recommended).  

MCA seeks to support the selection of projects and policies which are 
most efficient and optimal. The interpretation of MCA results can be illus-
trated in costs and benefits graphs where a relative value-for-money com-
parison can be shown (Dogson et al. 2001) and also dominating options 
drawn out (being cheaper and more beneficial). In all ex ante as well as ex 
post cases of MCA, the analyst must make predictions concerning future 
physical flows, future relative values, as well as a number of criteria and 
stakeholders, therefore a sensitivity analysis, as an essential final stage, is 
conducted (Hanley and Spash 1993). 

8.3.2 MCA’s potential for natural hazard management 

In situations of decision processes in natural hazard management it has 
been shown that the realisation of plans for protective measures could not 
be put forward because of a lack of acceptance among the affected interest 
groups. In order for such projects to be successful, decision makers need 
instruments that enable them to assess all possible alternatives according to 
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the necessary criteria while at the same time allowing for the inclusion of 
stakeholders’ preferences. MCA values qualitatively and quantitatively all 
positive and negative impacts of measures against natural hazards. Based 
on this generated information, the final decision maker is in possession of 
a ranking of alternatives according to the level of acceptance among the 
relevant parties. Through participation processes a higher level of accep-
tance can be achieved since the affected parties do not only take part in the 
decision making process but also tend to increase their willingness to com-
promise through the increased level of their information basis.  
On the downside of MCA, sometimes considerable, transaction costs can 
arise: the elicitation of preferences through discussion processes among 
stakeholders can carry high information and time costs. Not going into de-
tail of this discussion for the scope of this paper is limited, it needs to be 
stated that trade-offs between all the described alternatives have to be 
made and the costs and benefits of each of the options have to be consid-
ered carefully given the decision at hand. 

8.4 Conclusions 

In natural hazard and integral risk management, economics is asked to 
contribute – besides the estimation of potential damages as well as the 
identification of cost efficient means – to the identification of optimal pro-
tection measures and optimal (remaining) risk. In the case of private 
goods, the ‘invisible hand’ of the price system results in the optimal accor-
dance of demand and supply in a competitive market. With protective 
measures being classified as public goods, however, the market fails. The 
decision about optimal prevention measures is therefore a collective or so-
cial choice. 

Cost-benefit analysis (CBA) as the standard approach in economics 
based on welfare economics is geared to identify the optimal strategy for 
alternative measures and remaining risk by balancing social benefits 
against social costs. As an outcome-oriented approach taking a public per-
spective it considers and compares the net benefits of all relevant alterna-
tives, i.e. in the case of integral risk management the set of alternative pre-
vention measures and the benefits and costs from all individuals involved. 
As a decision-support system it addresses the question of optimal (remain-
ing) risk and the efficiency of alternative risk management strategies by se-
lecting the alternative that has the highest net benefit.  

Apart from this output-oriented approach of standard welfare economics 
also a process-oriented approach, based on new institutional and constitu-
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tional economics, is concerned with efficiency, but it does so as a meta-
decision problem. The basic question of this alternative politico-economic 
approach is the same as in cost-benefit analysis, namely: “what is the op-
timal or acceptable risk and efficient prevention for society?”. However, 
instead of focusing on the socially optimal outcome it is basically con-
cerned with the rules the members of society themselves would consider 
optimal to decide about acceptable remaining risk and prevention meas-
ures. According to this approach those decision rules are considered to be 
optimal that all members of the society - or more specifically, all stake-
holders or all those benefiting from such measures and those bearing the 
costs - could agree and decide upon (Olson 1969, Blankart 2006). In prin-
ciple, a wide range of alternative decision rules are at their disposal: the 
mechanism chosen might be the market or price system. Alternatively, 
bargaining could be the preferred decision mechanism or the political sys-
tem with democratic participation rights and specific voting rules. More-
over, it could be decided to refer to a bureaucratic mechanism, or even the 
advice of experts might be decisive. 

While cost-benefit analysis offers a decision-support mechanism for 
politicians indirectly representing individual preferences as well as leaving 
final decisions to political representatives, the process-oriented approach 
focuses on political decision processes explicitly where people directly de-
cide themselves and thus their preferences are expressed and aggregated 
via the voting process. The politico-economic focus therefore is to estab-
lish those fundamental institutions which make politicians and bureaucrats 
most responsive to individuals’ interests and which finally lead to the best 
possible fulfilment of individual preferences (Frey and Stutzer 2007). 

Conducted in a participative manner, multi-criteria analysis (MCA) is 
argued to offer a new instrument which combines elements of both, the 
outcome-oriented and the process-oriented approach. On the one hand, it is 
a decision-support tool for politicians similar to cost-benefit analysis. On 
the other hand, it aims to incorporate participation of relevant stakeholders 
in its analytical process and thus realises the direct representation of pref-
erences as well as their intensities.  

The focus on a process-oriented approach and multi-criteria analysis as 
a decision-support system in natural hazard management is to be consid-
ered as an appeal to take individual preferences seriously but also to pay 
special regard to their allowance in public policy. Through participation 
processes, individual preferences are put forward directly into the political 
decision-making process. Moreover, through participation, a higher level 
of individual knowledge may be achieved as well as higher acceptance of 
public policies can be expected. More direct involvement and participation 
in political decision-making processes thus helps to overcome market fail-
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ure on the one hand, and in addition it helps to cope with political failure 
in natural hazard management on the other hand. 
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9 Alternative Risk Transfer and Alternative Risk 
Financing 

M. Gruber, R. Wiesner 

9.1 Introduction  

There are, in general, several ways of managing risks. In case risks cannot 
be avoided or minimised, companies also dispose of certain mechanisms in 
order to retain, fund or transfer them. Because of the constantly growing 
complexity and volume of (actuarial) risks and the development of new 
risk classes over the last decades, the insurance market has often proved to 
be unable to provide coverage for certain risks. Consequently, these risks 
are deemed to be “uninsurable”. In addition to traditional instruments al-
ternative solutions have been developed, in particular for high risk layers 
such as risks related to natural catastrophes. 

The widely used term “ART” comprises various forms of alternative 
risk transfer mechanisms and alternative risk financing mechanisms 
(“ARF”). In the first case, actuarial as well as other risks are transferred 
from one business entity to another, using new structures. Additionally, not 
only financial and operational risks but also actuarial risks can be funded 
by innovative financial instruments. These mechanisms are said to be “al-
ternative” as conventional risk transfer and financing structures are 
amended, combined and finally used as alternatives to traditional mecha-
nisms, whenever additional cover and capacity is needed. 

9.2 Self-insurance, Captives and Risk Retention Groups 

Self-insurance programmes, Risk Retention Groups and Captive Insur-
ance Companies are mainly US phenomena, originating from hardened in-
surance market conditions and crucial insurance liability crises, in particu-
lar during the 1970s and 1980s. Besides, additional forms of pooling 
arrangements have emerged (see Pollner 2001). An overview of various-
self-insurance mechanisms is given in Figure 9.1. 
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Fig. 9.1 Self-insurance Mechanisms 

 
Self-insurance in its proper meaning comprises no risk transfer, as this 

would be the case for traditional insurance contracts. Instead, identified 
risks are retained by the company, which provides cover for future eco-
nomic losses by building up loss reserves on its balance sheet. These re-
serves are earmarked, which means, that the funds shall not be used for 
any other purpose than the coverage of certain economic losses, as for ex-
ample claims arising from natural catastrophes or product liability. As the 
company provides funds prior to the realisation of actual losses, self-
insurance is often termed as pre-loss finance (see Banks 2005).  

One problem in relation to pre-funded retention, which is another term 
used for self-insurance, may be the extent to which the company is able to 
get outsiders to recognise the actual earmarking of these funds. A lack of 
credibility associated with loss reserves on the balance sheet of a company 
can become a serious problem for risk retaining firms (see Culp 2006). 

Beside this “original” form of self-insurance, which in legal terms is 
also called “internal self-insurance”, several other forms have emerged. 
Captive Insurance Companies and Risk Retention Groups are the most 
wide-spread forms of the so-called “external self-insurance” (see Mueller 
1988). Actually, external self-insurance mechanisms all base upon the 
combination of risk transfer and risk financing in the way, that special 
(separate) entities take responsibility for the transformation of risk (trans-
fer or financing), instead of accounting for expected future losses by build-
ing earmarked reserves appearing on the balance sheet of the company. 
The special entity may be a separate corporate body, but this is not an ab-
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solute requirement for the qualification of some contract as external self-
insurance. In general, internal and external self-insurance only make sense 
for a company, if identified risks are homogeneous, properly measurable 
and ratable. 

In the following paragraphs, various structures of Captive Insurance 
Companies are presented. Thereafter, the notion of Risk Retention Groups 
will be explained. 

As already mentioned above, Captive Insurance Companies (“cap-
tives”) constitute a special concept of external self-insurance. Thereby, 
some industrial enterprise establishes a legally separate corporate entity in 
order to transfer or finance certain types of risks that are not insurable – or 
only insurable against very high premiums - on the traditional insurance 
market. Traditional insurance premiums are to a much larger extent de-
pendent on insurance market cycles than captive insurance premiums, as 
the captive insurance contract is set up between two familiar entities (see 
European Commission 2000). 

There are two criteria by which one can distinguish between several 
forms of captives: the number of parent companies and the intended field 
of application. On the one hand, captives can be set up by either one single 
company (Single-Parent Captives) or by multiple companies (Multi-Parent 
Captives). On the other hand, companies may implement a captive struc-
ture for means of either direct insurance or reinsurance. In any case, corpo-
rate risks are transferred from parent companies to the captive against the 
payment of a premium. The arrangement itself can be compared with a 
traditional insurance contract (see Borch 1990; Farny 1995).  
In the case of Single-Parent Captives an industrial enterprise provides the 
captive with 100% of share capital, which can comprise internal funds, fi-
nancial claims and other assets of the parent company (see Figure 9.2). 
The required guarantee fund varies among state regulations. The European 
Union, for example, passed a directive regulating the minimum capital re-
quirements for reinsurance companies as well as for reinsurance captives 
domiciled in the member states. Whereas for traditional reinsurance com-
panies the guarantee fund shall not be less than EUR 3 mio., the home 
member state is allowed to set the minimum guarantee fund required for 
captive reinsurance undertakings at a lower amount (but at least at EUR 1 
mio.) (see Art 40 Directive 2005/68/EC). For direct (captive) insurers the 
guarantee fund, for example for the class of indemnity insurance, is set at 
the amount of at least EUR 300.000 (see Art 17 (2) First Council Directive 
73/239/EEC). 
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Fig. 9.2 Exemplary Structure of Single-Parent Reinsurance Captives 

 
This capital as well as all insurance premiums paid to the captive by the 

parent company are placed in the market for rather short-term low-risk in-
vestments, in order to guarantee liquidity at the event of loss payments. 
Single-Parent Captives are applied to obtain a flexible and tailor-made risk 
coverage, including participation in positive investment developments. 

Multi-Parent Captives are established by several companies, which 
provide the captive with the required amount of capital and with premium 
payments. A distinction can be made between the so-called Group or As-
sociation Captives, Protected Cell Captives (also called Segregated Cell 
Captives) and Rent-a-captive structures (see Culp 2006). A Group or As-
sociation Captive consists of a number of companies that are typically op-
erating in the same branch of business and, consequently, facing similar 
classes of risk. Due to this homogeneous risk exposure and the joint ex-
perience with typical risks in this particular branch of business, the captive 
solution enables companies to directly apply their knowledge, generate ad-
ditional benefits from tailor-making their insurance contracts and partici-
pating in positive loss experiences over the years. In the case of an average 
Group or Association Captive, the companies’ contributions to the core 
capital are intermixed, which means that loss payments are served by the 
joint capital stock (including premium payments) of the captive.  

This is not the case for Protected Cell Companies, where every par-
ticipating company is given its own insurance account (“cell”). Payments 
into and out of this account are transacted independently from other cells. 
If the capital in the cell does not suffice, parts of the core capital may be 
liquidated to pay for the claims, if the other participants agree. Later on, 
the particular company will normally have to replenish the capital fund of 
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the Protected Cell Company (see e.g. Jersey Companies Law 1991 and 
Amendment No. 8, 2006; Guernsey Companies Law 1996).  

During the last few years a new captive concept has emerged in several 
legislations. These captives are called Incorporated Cell Companies. In 
contrast to the Protected Cell solution, the “incorporated cells” are treated 
as separate legal entities, which have to report separately to the insurance 
authorities, and which are legally enabled to enter into reinsurance con-
tracts – for the single cell. Only the core capital and the core administrative 
body are shared by the cell owners. The balance sheet of the cell needs to 
be consolidated with that of the cell owner. Each share holder enjoys par-
ticipation in positive loss developments of the incorporated cell (see e.g. 
The Incorporated Cell CompaniesOrdinance 2006, Guernsey). 

Rent-a-captive solutions are predominantly established by (re-)insurers 
or financial intermediaries as Rent-a-captive holding companies. These 
parties provide an administrative structure, the required capital stock and 
know-how in the field of risk transformation. Then, industrial enterprises 
can rent a customer account, which is similar to a protected cell and man-
aged by the Rent-a-captive holding company. This concept may typically 
attract smaller industrial enterprises with little experience in risk manage-
ment and risk transfer. In particular for these companies, the knowledge 
provided by financial intermediaries and (re-)insurance companies may be 
very valuable (see Culp 2006). 

As these structures are all more complex than traditional insurance solu-
tions the question arises, to what extent Captive Insurance Companies can 
generate additional benefits for industrial enterprises. One explanation can 
be found in the quite compact definition of Captive Insurance Companies 
by Christopher L. Culp, who defines the notion of captive as “a risk man-
agement structure or solution involving the participation of insurance 
and/or reinsurance companies that enable firms either to finance or transfer 
some of the risks to which they are exposed in a non-traditional way (…) 
thereby functioning as synthetic debt or equity in a corporate customer’s 
capital structure” (Culp 2002). The possibility of smoothing a com-
pany’s balance sheet by transferring risks, and consequently loss reserves, 
to a captive, which is owned by the insured company itself, is considered 
as a very attractive alternative to traditional insurance contracts. Beside the 
benefit of balance sheet protection, the insured company, at the same time 
being a share holder of the captive, participates in the positive as well as 
negative development of the Captive Insurance Company. Thus, a certain 
incentive for risk preventive measures within the parent company is 
given. By this means, captives can contribute to the depletion of moral 
hazard, which is a major problem faced by traditional insurers. 
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As captives are primarily established in low-tax domiciles the parent 
companies can additionally benefit from tax savings. In the1970s, when 
the captive industry started to grow constantly, there were two main rea-
sons for companies to establish a captive: a hard insurance market with 
high premiums for certain risks, and tax advantages in specialised domi-
ciles. At present, other advantageous characteristics of captive structures 
prevail, as for example their high degree of flexibility and adaptability to 
the companies specific needs, their contribution to an improved and target-
oriented risk management, their potential for balance sheet protection and 
their weak dependence of the traditional insurance market cycles (see Lee 
and Ligon 2001; Eisenhauer 2004; Booth 2006). 

 Typical domiciles are, for example, Bermuda (~1400 captives), Cay-
man Islands (~700), Vermont (~ 500), Guernsey (~400), British Virgin Is-
lands (~350), Luxembourg (~300), Ireland (~200), Isle of Man (~170) and 
Switzerland (~50) (see Aon 2005). As can be seen, the European market 
for captives – as for all alternative risk transfer mechanisms – is still in the 
early stages, but is expected to grow considerably within the next decade. 
In order to make the captive concept more attractive for a broader range of 
companies in Europe, additional emphasis needs to be placed on the har-
monisation of insurance and capital markets, in particular on a closer col-
laboration and a mutual acknowledgement of legal regulations among the 
different EU member states in the field of corporate law, insurance law and 
fiscal law. 

Another form of external self-insurance is the establishment of Risk Re-
tention Groups (RRGs). These self-insurance companies can solely be set 
up in the application area of the US Liability Risk Retention Act (LRRA 
1986). The LRRA 1986 determines that, a Risk Retention Group is a cor-
poration or other limited liability association, functioning as a captive in-
surance company and organized for the “primary purpose of assuming and 
spreading  all, or any portion, of the liability risk exposure of its group 
members” (15 USC Sec. 3901-3902, Liability Risk Retention Act 1986) 
(member-owners). It must be chartered and licensed as a liability insurance 
company in one US state. It can also charter as an industrial or association 
captive under special state captive laws such as Vermont, Delaware, Colo-
rado, Illinois. 

According to the definitions of the US Government Accountability Of-
fice (GAO) “the Liability Risk Retention Act permits RRGs to provide 
commercial liability insurance and largely exempts them from regulatory 
oversight other than that performed by their chartering state” (see GAO 
2005). It is to be emphasised that arising from their evolutionary history – 
liability crises in the 1970s and 1980s - RRGs can exclusively be applied 
to liability risks. The range of risks that could be insured by RRGs has 
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never been extended thereafter. The LRRA 1986 does not specify charac-
teristics of ownership, control and capital requirements, or establish gov-
ernance safeguards.  

This freedom of state regulation has led to widely varying regulatory 
standards and consequently to sophisticated domicile migration of RRGs. 
In 2005 the US GAO conducted a study to find out more about this issue. 
In the ensuing report, the GAO (see GAO 2005) calls for a strengthening 
of overall regulations and recommends that state insurance regulators 
adopt consistent regulatory standards for RRGs. Furthermore, partial pre-
emption shall only be granted to states that adopt these standards, which 
also include certain minimum corporate governance rules. 

9.3 Securitisation 

Securitisation can be explained as the transformation of assets or liabilities 
from the balance sheet of a company into tradable assets. Primarily, illiq-
uid financial assets with the same characteristics in terms of yield, maturity 
and geographical spread are pooled and re-packaged into marketable secu-
rities that can be sold to investors on the capital markets. 

The notion of securitisation comprises various financial instruments, 
such as contingent capital solutions, derivatives and bonds. Whereas in 
contingent capital solutions emphasis is put on risk financing, derivatives 
and bonds are risk transfer mechanisms. Risks, and thus liabilities, that are 
identified by companies can be pooled and transformed into a securitised 
instrument in order to be transferred to the capital markets. The sector of 
securitisation is growing constantly on a worldwide level. To give an ex-
ample, the European securisation issuance is expected to rise up to 
EUR 400 billion in 2006. Companies acting in different industries apply 
this mechanism in order to cope with a wide range of risks. Insurance de-
rivatives and the so-called catastrophe bonds (“Cat bonds”, “Act-of-God 
Bonds”) being a specific field of application are often referred to as Insur-
ance-Linked Securities (ILS) (see Albrecht and Schradin 1998; Bodie et al 
2002). In the following, these two instruments will be focussed on. 

Since the 1990s securitisation has increasingly been deployed for catas-
trophic risks, such as liabilities related to damages arising from hurri-
canes, earthquakes, floods, extreme temperatures and strong winds. In par-
ticular, reinsurance companies and large corporations issued cat bonds in 
order to reinsure or retrocede these low frequency-high severity risks ap-
pearing in their balance sheet (see Froot 2001). 
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Several parties are involved in these transactions, what makes this quite 
a complex deal (as shown in Figure 9.3). A “sponsor” that might be di-
rectly affected by natural hazards cedes liabilities to a special purpose ve-
hicle (SPV), which will then carry out the actual securitisation by trans-
forming the liabilities into a marketable catbond. This bond is issued by 
the SPV and traded on the capital market, where investors will hold shares 
of this bond and will be paid a coupon above average. The coupon pay-
ments in past transactions ranged approximately from LIBOR plus 100 bps 
to LIBOR plus 1400 bps (see Lane and Beckwith 2006). Then the sponsor 
enters into a reinsurance contract with the SPV. In the following, the cash 
payments collected by the SPV are handed over to a trust, which invests 
this capital into secure short-term assets (e.g. T-Notes with a maturity be-
tween one and ten years, other fixed-income instruments). The generated 
investment returns (floating rates) are usually bundled and swapped 
against fixed rates (e.g. LIBOR) in order to guarantee regular coupon 
payments to the catbond investors.  
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Fig. 9.3 Exemplary Cat Bond Structure 

The time to maturity of cat bonds varies from one to five years. If no 
catastrophic event occurs during this period, the catbond pays out the 
agreed upon coupon. But if the catbond is triggered – in the case of a cer-
tain catastrophic event – the sponsor will demand for compensation pay-
ments, consequently leading the SPV to retain the coupon (“coupon-at-
risk”) or even parts of the principal of the bond (“principal-at-risk”). 
From an investor’s perspective cat bonds are generally attractive, as they 
are relatively independent of other investments and offer above-average re-
turns. On the other hand, the coupon and even the principal can be at risk. 

There are three types of triggers that have been used for cat bonds: in-
demnity triggers, index-based triggers and parametric or technical triggers. 
An indemnity-based catbond is triggered, if the actually reported damages 
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in a specified region or company within a specified time horizon will ex-
ceed an ex ante specified level. For the second type of trigger an index is 
calculated using data from particular insurance markets together with 
complex simulation methods. For example, companies such as Risk Man-
agement Solutions (RMS), EQECAT, AIR Worldwide Corp., PCS or Guy 
Carpenter accomplish these index calculations. In the past, particularly the 
Property Claims Service Index (PCSI) and the Guy Carpenter Catastrophe 
Index (GCCI) (see Guy Carpenter 2005b) were used as a basis for cat 
bonds and also as underlyings for insurance derivatives. If some marginal 
index level is exceeded, the catbond is triggered. If a catbond is related to a 
parametric or technical trigger, this means, that the payout pattern of the 
bond is linked to the development of a specific technical parameter, such 
as temperature, storm force, magnitude of earthquakes or rainfall. 

Cat bonds are mainly used for the coverage of high-risk layers. These 
transactions typically include high retention levels, which counteracts 
moral hazard. In the first three quarters of 2006, cat bonds were issued 
worldwide amounting to approximately USD 3.3 billion (see Lane and 
Beckwith 2006). 

In addition to cat bonds, insurance derivatives, such as options, swaps, 
futures and forward agreements, are deployed for the insurance of catas-
trophic risks. On the one hand, these transactions can be related to indem-
nity or modelled indices, such as the GCCI and the PCSI (“PCS Options”, 
“PCS Futures”), and are mainly traded over-the-counter (see CBoT 1995). 
On the other hand, parametric or technical indices and triggers can be used 
as underlyings. In this case, the transactions are called weather deriva-
tives. This special form of insurance derivatives will be emphasised in a 
separate section. 

In recent years, the CBoT as well as other exchanges have made efforts 
to establish a liquid market for insurance derivatives, for example by im-
proving index calculation methods, by reducing the option tick size and 
easing participation requirements. The CBoT amended its ISO-Option and 
ISO-Futures contracts, which had been traded from 1992 until 1995 with 
little success (only about 5.700 transactions in total). Thereafter, the CBoT 
concentrated on the newly set up PCS Catastrophe Options basing on the 
PSCI (see Abrecht and Schradin 1998). However, whereas the market for 
weather derivatives is growing constantly, the market for indemnity index 
based derivatives lags behind. The PCS Futures were delisted in 1996, the 
PCS Options in 2000 due to the lack of trading volume – only 6 contracts 
in 2000 (see also www.cbot.com). 

A major problem related to all index-linked securities is the basis risk, 
which needs to be considered when closing these transactions (see also 
Cummins et al 2000). Basis risk can be explained as the risk of incomplete 
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coverage due to discrepancies between the development of the underlying 
index and the actual losses. This discrepancy is created by the uncertainty 
surrounding the applicability of coverage for losses yet to occur (see Kerr 
2006) Thus, the more accurately potential losses and indices are modelled, 
the more the provided cover will be attuned to the actual damages. 

Though basis risk is a major concern, insurance derivatives and in par-
ticular cat bonds offer specific advantages to the sponsors as well as to in-
vestors on the capital markets. As these instruments are almost independ-
ent of insurance market cycles and developments on the capital markets, 
they can be used by insurers, reinsurers and also industrial enterprises for 
the purpose of portfolio diversification. Furthermore, the capacity of the 
insurance market is amplified by the additional capacity of the capital 
market. Another advantageous trait of securitised products is that they help 
to smooth the balance sheet of any company which intends to protect it-
self against major liabilities. 

9.4 Financial Reinsurance and Finite Risk   

These two terms have caused a number of controversies, investigations and 
new regulations within the last years. Financial reinsurance as well as fi-
nite risk contracts combine risk transfer and risk financing in a way that 
authorities were doubtful concerning their proper legal treatment. Some 
questions are still to be declared. 

Early “finite” contracts were called time and distance policies offered 
by Lloyd’s of London. These treaties involved the payment of a large one-
off premium by the cedent to the reinsurer, as well as a fixed schedule for 
the repayment of funds to the cedent at maturity. This structure was used 
in order to smooth insurers’ balance sheets and almost solely included the 
transfer of timing risk. Because of regulatory problems, these structures 
were abandoned (see Culp 2002).  

A recently published EU Directive defines the term “finite reinsurance” 
as reinsurance under which the explicit maximum loss potential, expressed 
as the maximum economic risk transferred, arising both from a significant 
underwriting risk and timing risk transfer, exceeds the premium over 
the lifetime of the contract by a limited but significant amount, together 
with at least one of the following two features: 

(i) explicit and material consideration of the time value of money, 
(ii) contractual provisions to moderate the balance of economic experi-

ence between the parties over time to achieve the target risk transfer (see 
Art 2 (q) Directive 2005/68/EC). 
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Finite contracts originate in financial reinsurance that was used by in-
surance and reinsurance companies in order to transfer not only actuarial 
but also financial risks. Over the years, industrial enterprises entered the 
market for finite covers, which means, that a certain limited layer of risk is 
transferred to another business entity, such as insurance companies. 

At present, in principal, finite contracts can be concluded either between 
an insurer and a reinsurer, or between a corporate end user and an insurer. 
In the first case, the term “financial reinsurance” is used, whereas the sec-
ond case is referred to as “finite risk” contracts (see European Commission 
2000). Both mechanisms can be deployed in order to manage, transfer 
and/or finance various types of risk, such as financial and operational 
risks, whereas traditional insurance contracts only provide cover for actu-
arial risks. The contracts may also feature the consideration of positive loss 
histories, particular participation clauses and multi-year contract periods 
in order to spread insured risks over time. Furthermore, the cedent (or in-
sured) has the possibility to regain cash payments deposited in an own 
“loss experience account” of the insurer, if no event occurred during the 
contract period. In this experience account profits and losses on the actual 
underlying deal are tracked for the whole period. Repayments to the cedent 
may also include investment returns. 

Finite covers are available in various forms. On the one hand, retro-
spective contracts facilitate the transfer of risks which were already real-
ised in a past period, but though have not been reported to the cedent 
(IBNR losses, which stands for “incurred but not reported losses”). Loss 
Portfolio Transfers (LPT), Adverse Development Covers (ADC), funded 
Excess of Loss contracts (XOL) and Retrospective Aggregate Loss Covers 
(RAL) are among these retrospective finite forms. Also Run-off solutions 
are related to retrospective covers, as liabilities and loss reserves are “for-
warded” to (re-)insurers against the payment of a premium. But in the case 
of Run-off solutions the underwritten risk by the insurer is not limited, thus 
not finite (see Swiss Re 2003; Banks 2005; Culp 2002). 

On the other hand, prospective contracts, such as Financial Quota Share 
treaties (FQS) and Spread Loss Covers, are offered by (re-)insurers. 
Thereby, present and future losses are covered, similar to traditional insur-
ance contracts. The different forms of finite covers are shown in Figure 
9.4. 

Another distinction between finite risk solutions is the point in time of 
providing funds by the involved parties. In the majority of cases, the in-
sured pays a regular premium into his/her experience account managed by 
the insurer, who also makes for an appropriate capital investment. In the 
case of a compensation payment from the insurer to the insured after the 
conclusion of the finite contract, firstly the funds of this account are ex-
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hausted. If additional cash payments are required, the insurer acts as pro-
vider of supplemental capital (comparable to traditional excess-of-loss 
covers). Subsequently, the funds need to be replenished by the insured. 
This kind of contract design is also referred to as post-loss financing, be-
cause the insured will have to fill up the experience account after the oc-
currence of a specified event (“ex post”) by paying adapted premiums into 
the experience account. These premiums are calculated regarding the pre-
sent value of the actual loss payments (see Culp 2006). 

The contract might also be shaped in a different way. The cedent pays a 
certain amount of cash into the experience account at the conclusion of the 
finite insurance contract. Thereafter, no premium payments are required. 
The insurer again makes for an appropriate capital investment, and if the 
contractually specified event occurs, the policy is triggered. Compensation 
payments are covered by the funds of the experience account. Additional 
cover is provided by the insurer, if stipulated in the initial contract. This 
type of finite cover can be seen as pre-loss financing.  

The main advantages, but at the same time also the crucial legal ques-
tion marks arising from finite risk contracts are the transfer of both timing 
risk and underwriting risk with flexible weights in each part, as well as the 
possibility of smoothing balance sheets and improving insurers’ ratings 
(see Culp and Heaton 2005; Guy Carpenter 2005a; Metzler et al 2005). 
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Fig. 9.4 Overview of Finite Risk Structures 

9.5 Contingent Capital Structures 

Contingent capital instruments provide the buyer with the right to issue 
and sell securities at a fixed price during a specific period of time if a pre-
defined trigger event occurs. These securities may be debt, equity or some 
hybrid form. Contingent capital structures link insurance and financial 
markets closely by raising funds from capital markets upon the trigger of 
an insurance-related event.  

Contingent capital instruments are not directed at pure risk transfer but 
rather at risk financing. The advantage they offer is to have access to less 
expensive capital after the occurrence of a financially stressful event (de-
fined as a trigger). The price of regular funding in the capital market or 
bank loans would be much higher after such an event. Contingent capital 
bridges the gap between insurance and self-insurance, since it provides 
capital for a price, not full coverage for a loss.  

The importance of contingent capital solutions in the market is con-
stantly growing. In 2000 the volume of transactions was roughly USD 1.5 
billion. This was followed by a decline in 2001, but the market improved 
in 2002 (Swiss Re 2003). 

 
Contingent capital instruments can be divided into two broad classes: 

contingent debt and contingent equity. Contingent debt refers to debt fi-
nancing, whereas contingent equity corresponds to equity financing after a 
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trigger event. Within these two classes we can further subdivide into dif-
ferent contingent capital structures. Three main types will discussed here: 
standby credit facilities (debt financing), contingent surplus notes and ca-
tastrophe equity puts (equity financing). 

 
a) In the case of standby credit facilities, a bank agrees to provide a cer-

tain amount of credit to a corporate borrower for a specific period of time. 
The corporation can draw on the credit line at any time in the case of a 
trigger event. Then the standby credit becomes an actual loan and must be 
repaid at a predetermined interest rate. In return for this option, the bor-
rower owes the bank a commitment fee on any undrawn balances.  

 
b) Accounting regulations in the USA enable insurers to issue surplus 

notes. A surplus note is a type of debt instrument or preferred stock that is 
treated as capital for regulatory purposes. Typically in a contingent surplus 
note structure the insurers and investors are linked by the establishment of 
a special purpose trust, which is capitalized on by investors through trust-
issued notes paying an enhanced yield. The proceeds from the sale of con-
tingent notes to investors are then used to finance the purchase of high 
quality securities, such as for example US Treasury securities. Upon the 
occurrence of a predefined trigger event the insurer has the right to sell 
contingent surplus notes to the trust to raise capital at fixed conditions. 
This provides immediate access to capital after the occurrence of a catas-
trophic underwriting loss for the insurer. In exchange for providing the ini-
tial commitment, contingent capital and taking the credit risk of the surplus 
notes, the investor achieves a yield that is greater than similarly rated high-
quality, marketable securities. The option price on contingent surplus notes 
equals the difference of the yield paid to investors and the earned interest 
rates on the collateral assets which are held in the trust.  

If the option is exercised the insurer has to repay the received capital to 
the trust at a predetermined interest rate during a specific time period. In 
this way the trust receives the capital necessary to buy back contingent 
surplus notes or to pay the interest to the investors. The advantage of the 
use of contingent surplus note structures for the insurer is to obtain a post-
loss funding commitment in advance for fixed conditions that might be dif-
ficult to realise after a loss event (Froot 1999; Elliott 2001). 

 
c) Another alternative of a contingent capital structure is known as ca-

tastrophe equity put. This kind of option entitles the holder to issue equity, 
e.g. new shares at a pre-negotiated fixed price, if a trigger (natural disaster) 
is breached. In a typical structure a firm purchases a put option from a 
counterparty that gives it the right to issue and sell new stock directly to 
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the counterparty if the trigger is activated. In exchange the option writer 
receives an option premium. Since share prices after a catastrophic event 
normally decline, an equity put instrument offers the benefit of post-loss 
funding at predetermined levels. A disadvantage of catastrophe equity puts 
is, however, that the ownership structure can be affected if the option is 
exercised and new shares are issued. To avoid dilution that arises from the 
issuance of common shares, preferred equity can be issued (Froot 1999,  
p 15; Elliott 2001; ISO 1999). 

 
Contingent capital instruments are usually structured like American put 

options. The price of this instrument is the option premium plus a loading 
that the capital provider adds. In addition, the price may also include a fi-
nancing rate on the underlying asset if the option is exercised. This financ-
ing rate can be fixed or floating and may be based on the credit rating of 
the company (Culp 2002; Shimpi 2001). 

Contingent capital facilities can supplement existing capital resources 
and complement bank facilities. They offer great structural flexibility and 
can be used to finance high-severity events, providing a company with 
post-event solvency and liquidity relief. Additionally, contingent capital 
can address risks that cannot be adequately hedged with traditional insur-
ance tools. Contingent capital instruments offer diverse applications for in-
surance and reinsurance companies, financial institutions, manufacturing 
companies or municipalities. In general, it is a supplemental capital source 
that should be used in co-ordination with other financing products.

There are several reasons why providers of contingent capital instru-
ments are usually insurance companies. Firstly, they have core competen-
cies in risk analysis, pricing and assessment of high severity risks. Insur-
ance companies also have the skills to structure contingent capital 
transactions flexibly and according to the needs of the customers. Addi-
tionally, contingent capital offers important diversification possibilities by 
broadening the product scope. Finite risk programmes, which are related to 
contingent capital, have already been structured and underwritten by in-
sures for many years (Chubb Financial Solutions 2002). 

 
Figure 9.5 demonstrates the general mechanics of a contingent capital 

instrument.  
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Fig. 9.5 Mechanics of contingent capital instrument (Source: Chubb Financial So-
lutions 2002) 

9.6 Multi-line/Multi-year und Multi-trigger Products 

Enterprise-wide risk management enables firms to conduct comprehensive 
risk identification, measurement, control and monitoring. Based on a de-
tailed analysis of risks it is possible to develop problem- and industry-
oriented coverage and to assess the retained risks. In response to the in-
creasing interest in enterprise-wide risk management, many reinsurance 
companies began to offer integrated risk management (IRM) solutions. 
The possibility of simultaneous coverage of multiple risks and the ability 
of firms to participate in ex post profits constitute these structures as alter-
native risk transfer solutions (Culp 2002). 

In this chapter two primary IRM products will be reviewed: multi-
line/multi-year and multi-trigger solutions.  

 
Multi-line/multi-year products (MMP) combine uncorrelated risks 

into an insured portfolio which allows efficient risk transfer and avoids 
overinsurance. Traditional insurance risk can be combined, e.g. fire, busi-
ness interruption and liability. Therefore, traditional single insurance risks 
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can be managed comprehensively so that the companies take advantage of 
the risk consolidation within their own portfolio of risks. MMPs can also 
include special risks currently covered by banks, e.g. exchange rates or 
commodity prices, as well as risks which are considered uninsurable if iso-
lated. The liability limit and the deductible are aggregated across all differ-
ent categories of risk and contract terms, rather than being calculated indi-
vidually and on a yearly basis. So MMPs allow a distribution of risks 
within a risk portfolio and over time. Because of the substantial risk trans-
fer capacity of MMP solutions, they present a challenge to the capitalisa-
tion of insurance providers. (Swiss Re 1999; Swiss Re 2003). 

The key benefits of MMPs for policyholders are efficiency gains, sta-
bilisation of risk costs, administrative efficiency and flexibility. Firstly, the 
volatility of the loss experience in the deductible on this integrated portfo-
lio is usually less compared to individual insurance policies. Additionally, 
the business specific diversification potential for the deductibles offers cost 
advantages and reduces overinsurance. Secondly, premium rates are fixed 
for several years, so the policyholder takes advantage of stable risk costs. 
Thirdly, MMPs can reduce administrative costs, as the number of partici-
pating insurers and brokers decline and yearly contract renewal procedures 
are unnecessary. Fourthly, MMPs are tailored to customer needs and hence 
offer greater flexibility in contract design depending on the clients’ risk 
portfolio and risk tolerance. (Swiss Re 1999; Herold and Paetzmann 1999).  

Similar to finite risk products most MMPs include a feature which al-
lows the policyholder to participate alongside the insurer in certain profit 
circumstances. If the policy remains unused, a refund of some of the pre-
mium may be possible. If the policy is used, joint participation in excess 
investment income may be possible. (Culp 2002)  

In contrast to single-line products the aggregated deductible level is set 
on an integrated view of all risks and should cover the desired retention 
level on a portfolio basis. For the calculation of the optimal retention level 
and aggregated deductible the clients´ actual loss experiences are analyzed 
and financial risks are modelled. (Culp 2002) 

To address customer needs further, some insurance providers also 
combine MMPs with traditional products. One example of such a solution 
is Swiss Re´s Multi-Line Aggregated and Combined Risk Optimization 
program. The product is a multi-line/multi-year structure that has a single 
annual aggregate deductible, a single aggregate exposure limit, and occur-
rence specific catastrophic excess of loss cover. (Culp 2002). 

 
The fundamental difference between single-line insurance and MMPs in 

regard to their basis-structures is illustrated in figure 9.6. 
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Fig. 9.6 Single policies vs. multi-line/multi-year policies (Source: Herold and 
Paetzman 1999; Romeike and Finke 2003) 

In the case of MMPs a payment becomes due if the aggregate losses of 
different risk categories exceed the deductible. This means that MMPs are 
based on a single trigger event. Like MMPs, multi-trigger products 
(MTP) are also based on a holistic risk approach, but at least two triggers 
must be breached. In addition to an insurance event (first trigger), a non-
insurance event (second trigger) also has to occur to receive a payment. 
One benefit of this structure is that it reduces the probability of a claims 
payment, as more conditions must be met, which allows insurance cover to 
be offered at a cheaper premium than with traditional products. Another 
primary reason for the use of MTPs is the mitigation of moral hazard prob-
lems. The second trigger is usually based on events whose outcomes the 
policyholder cannot influence, so the insurer can be sure that losses have 
not been deliberately caused. Common triggers are variables, such as com-
modity prices, exchange rates, interest rates or GNP. Nevertheless, there 
should be a high correlation of the trigger with policyholders’ hedging in-
terests so as to create an effective cover.    

However, in practice MMPs and MTPs must overcome many obstacles 
and disadvantages. Traditional organisation structures in risk management 
and uncertainties in their treatment regarding tax laws and accounting 
principles decelerate their adoption as risk transfer instruments. Despite 
the theory MMPs and MTPs still carry high transaction costs which have 
hindered their breakthrough. (Swiss Re 1999; Culp 2002) 
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9.7 Weather Derivatives 

Many industries and accordingly their sales and income are at risk due to 
weather fluctuations. It is estimated that nearly 20-30 percent of the U.S. 
economy is directly affected by the weather (CME 2006). Other estima-
tions assume that 70 percent of all businesses face weather risk in some 
way (Jain and Foster 2000). Weather fluctuations still cannot be controlled 
but with weather derivates a relatively new financial tool has been created 
which offers protection against weather-related risks. The use of weather 
derivates enables firms to transfer a portion of their weather risk to capital 
markets or counterparties.  
 

Weather risk and weather exposure 

Weather risks refer to weather events which negatively affect the revenues 
and earnings of a company. The type and quantity of relevant weather pa-
rameters depends on the business area and can include such events as tem-
perature, precipitation or humidity (Schirm 2001). These kinds of weather 
characteristics are called “noncatastrophic events” which typically have a 
high-frequency but single events have low severity. They are contrasted 
with catastrophe-related low frequency – high severity risks, e.g. hurri-
canes, tornados, etc. Weather derivates were developed to facilitate protec-
tion against profit impacts given adverse weather conditions but not for 
property or catastrophic risk protection (Clemmons 2002). 

Weather risks belong to the category of operational risks. In particular 
they refer to the danger of losses due to external events, seeing as weather 
conditions cannot be influenced by an enterprise. Furthermore, weather 
risks are considered to be volumetric risks which can affect both supplies 
as well as sales.  

The sensitivity to weather conditions can be defined as weather expo-
sure. It quantifies the dependency of operating figures to adverse weather 
conditions and subsequently allows a comprehensive weather risk man-
agement. The determination of the weather exposure usually requires a de-
tailed analysis of a company’s data and potential influencing factors on a 
company’s business success. Weather derivatives then serve as an efficient 
instrument to reduce weather risks and respectively weather exposure, and 
hence minimize their potential negative influence on company’s success. 
A systematic weather risk management process therefore assures competi-
tiveness and presumably causes positive effects and after (Jewson and Brix 
2005): 
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• Reduces the year-to-year volatility of profits 
• Profit smoothing leads to constant year-to-year tax burdens 
• Low volatility in profits often reduces refinancing costs 
• In a listed company low volatility in profits usually translates into 

low share price volatility, and less volatile shares are valued more 
highly 

• Low volatility in profits reduces the risk of bankruptcy and finan-
cial distress  

    
A sample of weather risk and corresponding financial risks faced by 

various industries is given in Table 9.1  
 

Table 9.1 Illustrative links between industries, weather type and financial risks 
(Source: Climetrix 2006) 

Risk Holder Weather Type Risk

Energy Industry Temperature Lower sales during warm winters or cool 
summers

Energy Consumers Temperature Higher heating/cooling costs during cold 
winters and hot summers

Beverage Producers Temperature Lower sales during cool summers

Building Material Companies Temperature/Snowfall Lower sales during severe winters 
(construction sites shut down)

Construction Companies Temperature/Snowfall Delays in meeting schedules during 
periods of poor weather

Ski Resorts Snowfall Lower revenue during winters with below-
average snowfall

Agricultural Industry Temperature/Snowfall Significant crop losses due to extreme 
temperatures or rainfall

Municipal Governments Snowfall Higher snow removal costs during winters 
with above-average snowfall

Road Salt Companies Snowfall Lower revenues during low snowfall 
winters

Hydro-electric power 
generation Precipitation Lower revenue during periods of drought

 

Characteristics of weather derivatives 

A weather derivative is a financial contract between two parties that has a 
payoff derived from the development of an underlying index. They differ 
from common financial derivatives as their underlying is not a tradable as-
set but meteorological variables.  

As we already noted weather affects different companies in different 
ways. In order to hedge these different types of risk, weather derivatives 
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can be based on a variety of different weather variables. These include 
temperature, wind, rain, snow or sunshine hours. The only condition is that 
the weather variables can be transformed into an index and that they are 
measured objectively without the influence of any counterparties.  

The majority of weather derivatives use temperature data as underly-
ing, which is transformed into an index via degree days (DD). Degree days 
are calculated as absolute difference of the daily average temperature and a 
reference temperature. Subsequently, the DDs are summed up constantly 
over the contract time to compute weather index values. The temperature 
is most commonly used as underlying as it offers some advantages in 
comparison to other weather variables; temperature can be measured relia-
bly, it is continuous and shows relatively high correlation over larger areas 
(Dischel 1999). 

The pay-off of weather derivates is derived from the weather index, not 
on the actual amount of money lost due to adverse weather conditions. 
Therefore, it is unlikely that the pay-off will compensate the exact amount 
of money lost. The potential difference between an actual loss and the re-
ceived pay-off is known as basis risk. Generally, basis risk is reduced 
when the company’s financial loss is highly correlated with the weather 
and when contracts of optimum size, structure and location are used for 
hedging (Jewson and Brix 2005).  

 
Typically, a standard weather derivative contract is defined by following 

attributes: 
• Contract period: defines a start date and an end date, usually a 

month or a season  
• Measurement station: preferably close to the company’s location 

to reduce geographical basis risk 
• Weather variable: corresponding to weather exposure and hedging 

needs  
• Underlying: index which aggregates the weather variable over the 

contract period 
• Pay-off function: determines the cash-flows of the derivative  
• Strike Level: value of the index at which the pay-off changes from 

zero to a non-zero value  
• Tick and Tick Value: defines how much the pay-off changes per 

unit of the index 
 
The pay-off functions of weather derivates rely on the pay-off functions 

of traditional derivative instruments, e.g. options, collars, straddles or 
swaps. Because weather is not a tradable asset, exercise of weather deriva-
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tives always results in cash settlement. In addition, contracts may involve 
financial limits in the maximum pay-off. 

Weather derivatives in comparison to weather insurance 
contracts  

Traditional insurance companies already offer protection against weather 
risks. So, is there really a need for weather derivatives or can weather risks 
be hedged by traditional insurance contracts? To answer this question the 
key characteristics of weather derivatives and weather contracts have to be 
contrasted.  

The main difference between the two instruments is that the holder of an 
insurance contract has to prove that he actually suffered a financial loss 
due to adverse weather conditions in order to be compensated. Hence, 
weather insurance contracts consist of two triggers: a weather event plus a 
verifiable financial loss. If the insured is not able to show this, he will not 
receive payments from the contract (Becker and Bracht 1999). In contrast, 
the payments of weather derivatives solely rely on the weather index 
value, an actual loss does not have to be demonstrated. Weather derivates 
offer the option holder the advantage of receiving prompt compensation 
without the risk of potentially needing long lasting proof of the actual loss 
(Raspé 2002).   

In conjunction with this feature stands another distinctive criterion. 
The buyer of a weather derivate does not need to have any weather sensi-
tivity or intention to protect himself against adverse weather conditions, 
i.e. he does not need to show an insurable interest. On the other hand, in-
surance contracts are based on the concept of insurable interest, which 
means a direct relationship between the insured risk and the insurance pur-
chaser has to exist, i.e. a natural exposure is required (Culp 2002). Weather 
derivatives can be bought for mere speculation (Alaton et al. 2002).   

An additional important feature of weather derivates compared to in-
surance is that two counterparties with opposed risk exposures can enter 
into a contract to hedge each other’s risk, e.g. via a swap structure. This is 
usually not possible in the insurance market (Alaton et al. 2002). Further-
more, swap contracts allow protection at no upfront costs, whereas a pre-
mium must always be paid for insurance contracts (Becker and Bracht 
1999).   

The typical usage of weather derivates and insurance contracts can be 
seen as another distinction between the two. As stated before, weather 
derivates are mainly constructed for protection against high-
frequency/low-severity risks. Insurance contracts usually refer to risks of 
extreme or catastrophic nature but with low occurrence probability (Alaton 
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et al. 2002). A possible explanation for these typical application fields can 
be found in the instrument specific basis risk. The pay-off of weather deri-
vates shows no dependency on the actual loss which results in a natural ba-
sis risk and implies the risk of an insufficient compensation in extreme 
events. Insurance solutions are preferred in this situation as they are in-
demnity based and do not contain basis risk. In contrast, insurance con-
tracts do not function well with normal, frequent weather risk as all losses 
have to be proven which is time-consuming and costly. The straightfor-
ward compensation process of weather derivates justifies the acceptance of 
basis risk. Furthermore, the existence of basis risk has the beneficial effect 
that weather derivates are lower priced than insurance contracts.    

Other aspects in which derivatives and insurance differ include legal, 
tax and regulatory issues. A comprehensive discussion of these topics is 
given in Raspé 2002; Edwards 2002; Kramer 2006. 

 To summarize, weather derivates and insurance contracts show signifi-
cant differences but are not to be considered as exclusively competing 
concepts. Rather they should be used as complementary instruments in 
weather risk management as both offer application specific advantages. 
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10 Risk management 

S. Ortner, J. Lammel, M. Pöckl, A.P. Moran 

10.1 Introduction 

The intense socio-economic development of the alpine region in the past 
50 years has led to an increase in damage potential associated with natural 
hazards. The therewith addressed vulnerability demands a new handling of 
natural hazards and emphasises the necessary implementation of integral 
risk concepts. The aim of this contribution is to deal with this topic strate-
gically and to enhance awareness of the overall alpS concept and its trans-
disciplinary approach. 

 
The article elucidates the different phases of risk management and be-

gins with one of the most essential aspects of the approach – the definition 
of “risk”. Subsequently, on the basis of a universally valid risk definition, a 
risk management concept is presented. In the final section this model is 
then applied to practical examples on both a communal as well as on a 
corporate level. 

10.2 Risk 

The term risk originates from the Italian word “risco” and means cliff. In a 
scientific sense the term is defined differently as can be seen in the follow-
ing examples:  

 
Risk in Natural Hazard Sciences is defined as the product of: 
- The frequency or probability of a “catastrophic” event/disaster; and 
- The scale of damage, as measured by the number of people involved and 
the value of material damage caused at the moment of the actual event. 
Hence, it accounts for the vulnerability of the affected people and their as-
sets. The damage is therefore the product of the assets exposed to hazards 
and their vulnerability.  
(Amman et al. 2006) 
 
 
 

 
E. Veulliet et al. (eds.), Sustainable Natural Hazard Management in Alpine Environments,  
DOI 10.1007/978-3-642-03229-5_10, © Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009 
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Risk in psychology: 
 

Risk represents the uncertain consequence of an event or an activity, i.e. 
risk always refers to the likelihood or chance of potential consequences.  
(Kates et al. 1985)  

 
In common use the term risk is usually associated with negative conse-

quences which arise from the uncertainty of the future. If one speaks about 
“risking something in the future” one assumes that one could lose some-
thing. However the future does not only entail dangers but also offers op-
portunities. To be able to determine the term risk in more detail it is neces-
sary to consider which situations lead to the development of risks. 

 

Development 

Event 

Endangerment

Object 

Hazard Scenario RISK 

Frequency 

Effect 

 
Fig. 10.1 Definition of Risk (based on ONR 49000 2004)  

An event can occur suddenly (e.g. as an event causing damage) or can 
slowly and gradually appear (e.g. as an unexpected development). Such an 
event or development often leads to an endangerment. It can pose a poten-
tial source of damage or harm and can trigger a hazard. A hazard is only 
considered as such when a human, an object or an organisation is exposed 
to such an endangerment. Hence, firstly, a hazard can be defined as a po-
tential threat of the targets that an organisation wishes to reach. Secondly it 
can pose a potential threat to the functions that ensure the safety of a sys-
tem. Thirdly, it can be a consequence of negligence. Thus, the expectations 
that are placed externally on organisations or systems are not fulfilled. The 
observation of scenarios helps to better understand the future. Scenarios 
are specific and illustrative and show both opportunities and hazards in an 
organisation or system (ONR 49000 2004). In the scenarios both negative 
as well as positive aspects are incorporated. 
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The following figure exemplifies the risk approach upon which the risk 

management model is based. 

H azards

C hances

U ps ide Risk

D o wns ide R isk

U ncertain ty

U ncertain ty

Fu ture

 
Fig. 10.2 The future 

Figure 10.2 illustrates that risks can potentially include 
chances/opportunities as well as hazards. To deal with risks in a structured 
manner, it is necessary that risk management meets these and other re-
quirements. In the following section a risk management model is presented 
that serves as the foundation for further applications.  

10.3 Risk management model  

To successfully implement risk management, a systematic approach in the 
sense of structured process phases with a clear assignment of tasks is 
needed. The subsequent figure depicts the risk management model that 
was developed throughout the course of the alpS research project “Contin-
gency plans for companies”. 
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Fig. 10.3 Risk management model 

Depicted in the form of the alpS triangle, the figure illustrates the inner 
process of the risk management model which consists of three general risk 
management steps: risk analysis, risk control and risk monitoring.  
 

This process requires a system framework, defining the system that 
comprises strategic planning, risk reporting, and risk culture. Risk com-
munication is responsible for the flow of information between the system 
framework and the process stages and also for the communication within 
the individual phases. Thereby strategic planning focuses on the essential 
processes of risk management in advance. Risk reporting is an instrument 
to ensure that the already obtained information can be easily and quickly 
retrieved at any time. Risk culture is a deeply important component of the 
model and influences all the other elements. It aims at establishing risk 
awareness, and a transparent information transfer. Moreover it supports a 
strategic way of thinking and acting in terms of risks.  
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10.3.1 System Framework - Definitions 

Risk strategy  

The term strategy is diverse in its definition. In Top Management Strategy 
[7], Benjamin Tregoe and John Zimmerman, define strategy as the frame-
work which guides those choices that determine the nature and direction of 
an organization. The strategic core can consist of a vision or the definition 
of specific aims that risk management should achieve, for example:  

 
• Provision of preventive risk information 
• Strategy based on the motto – acting instead of reacting 
• Improvement of risk awareness in the population 
• Protection of the population 
• Protection of companies  

 
Hence risk strategies can be derived that determine the specifications 

and guidelines for the identification, controlling and monitoring of risks 
(PWC Deutsche Revision 1999). 
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Risk ignorant
“cowboy”

Risk conscious
“controlled

entrepreneur“

Risk averse
“mouse”

Risk fastidious
“bureaucrat”

Risk

Control

Fig. 10.4 Styles of risk management (based on KPMG 1998) 

A good balance between risks and control is certainly the key to a suc-
cessful handling of risks (KPMG 1998).  

Risk culture 

Risk culture leads to an elevated consciousness and willingness of the em-
ployees, population, etc., to perceive risks and consequently affects their 
sensitivity of risks. In short: only integrative risk management can be suc-
cessful. This requires defining a risk strategy, setting the course for an 
open risk culture and implementing an information policy. Only then can 
risks be dealt with successfully.  

 
By the term “risk culture” we refer to the way a society handles ques-

tions of safety and security. Risk culture emphasizes that insecurity can 
only be controlled by risk-oriented thinking. On the one hand we fear 
natural hazards and on the other hand there are practical limits to safety. 
A unified basis to describe risks due to natural hazards has to be defined. 

(Ammann 2003b, 2003d, Malzahn and Plapp 2004) 
 
The development and maintenance of a risk culture can be achieved 

through the following measures:  
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Risk awareness 
Risk affinity  
Risk accountability 
Communication 
Transparency 
Integration 

Risk reporting 

Besides strategic planning and risk culture, risk reporting is a determining 
factor that is necessary for the successful implementation of risk manage-
ment. Consequently, a lack of communication and information policies re-
duces the transparency of the risk management process (Gleißner 2001). 
Thus, risk reporting is a core competence of risk management. It is neces-
sary to integrate adequate documentation in order to guarantee an appro-
priate reaction in the sense of a successful handling of risks and to achieve 
a sustainable risk management independent of specific individuals. Deci-
sion makers can be supported by a timely, appropriate and complete in-
formation policy that can be integrated in risk management. Thus, it is 
necessary to determine criteria for the processing of information which 
should serve as a general standard. For example, the following criteria 
could be used: 
 

• essentiality 
• punctuality 
• preciseness 
• completeness 
• homogeneity 
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10.3.2 Process stages of risk management 

 Risk analysis 

 

Risk analysis

Identification Assessment Illustration (Actual situation)

 
Fig. 10.5 Risk analysis 

Risk analysis, the first step of risk management, can be represented as in 
figure 10.5, and subdivided into identification, assessment and illustration. 
Risk identification determines the “essential” risks. Risk assessment valu-
ates the collected risks according to frequency and effects. At the end of a 
risk analysis the determined and valuated risks are illustrated, thus show-
ing the actual risk situation. The obtained information is then the basis for 
the next step of risk control.  
 

The goal of risk analysis is the most objective identification of the risk 
factors for a specific damage event, object or area.  

(Amman et al, 2006) 
 
All fundamental risks associated with the field of activity are collected. 

Thus, it is important to make use of all potential information whereby the 
aim of risk identification must be to guarantee a complete coverage of the 
essential risks. The result of the identification can also be described as 
“risk landscape”. In a next step this risk landscape is upgraded by assess-
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ing the risks. Risk assessment is a component of risk reporting and a help-
ful instrument for risk control. 

 
Following risk identification the next step in the risk analysis process is 

risk assessment. Risk assessment by definition aims for an explicitly sub-
jective answer to the question: What of that which can happen is accept-
able? (Ammann et al., 2006). After the definition of the term risk, an as-
sessment in regard to frequency and impact is carried out. 

 
Risks can be depicted in many ways. To provide a quick and exact 

overview, it seems necessary to combine the risk description with an illus-
tration; hereby a risk matrix (risk landscape) can help. The risks are illus-
trated in a matrix according to their frequency (probability of occurrence) 
and their impacts.  
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Fig. 10.6 Risk matrix: actual risk landscape 
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Risk control 

Risk control

Risk zones Control strategies Illustration (target situation)

 
Fig. 10.7 Risk control 

 
Figure 10.7 shows the essential steps of risk control. After the actual 

risk landscape is established, enquiries are made into the priority of risks. 
When this question has been answered, control strategies and measures can 
be developed. The assessment of the risk situation, after the determination 
of measures, is illustrated in the target situation of the risk landscape. 

 
The first step questions whether risk coverage is necessary or not. The 

risks are assessed according to their priority for the client. The risk zones 
determine the different levels of priority. Subsequently, specific considera-
tions are made regarding individual risk strategies. 

 
There are various possibilities for the implementation of measures and 

control strategies – see figure 10.8. 
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Risk before
measures Prevention

Reduction

Shift

Rest risk
Pays for itself

 
Fig. 10.8 Control strategies (based on Buderath/Amling 2000) 

The target situation of the risk landscape represents the results of the 
provisional process. This is the case only after the actual state was shown 
in the risk analysis, the risk zones were determined and control strategies 
with measures were designed.  

 

Risk monitoring 

Following risk analysis and risk control, risk monitoring is the final step in 
the risk monitoring process.  
 

Risk monitoring is an important stage in the context of risk manage-
ment. In nearly all risk management models the monitoring and controlling 
of risks are fixed aspects. The identification of risks, the assessment of 
these and the placement of adequate measures alone is not sufficient for 
dealing with risks successfully. A holistic risk understanding, and a con-
stant examination and monitoring of risks is necessary. Thereby the ques-
tion must be asked whether the implemented measures are really as effec-
tive as intended by risk control or risk strategy. 
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The hitherto described risk management model is the basis for further 

applications e.g. risk management on a communal and corporate level. The 
following sections give an insight into the formation of risk management 
for different requirements and responsibilities. 

10.4 Application of risk management 

Examples of implemented risk management are given below, whereby the 
focus is placed particularly on the prevention of future damage. The im-
portance of integrating risk management both on a communal as well as on 
a corporate level becomes especially apparent when adequately answering 
the question “what can maximally happen?” 

10.4.1 Communal level – the city of Innsbruck 

In the project “Innsbruck” a risk platform was created in which a 3D flood 
model, risk analysis, as well as risk assessment are joined. 

3D Flood modelling 

In order to conduct a three dimensional flood simulation in the chosen 
area, calculated by the Department for Hydraulic Engineering (IWI) at the 
University of Innsbruck, it is necessary to firstly generate an adequate ter-
rain model. The software package for the simulation of free surface flow 
requires the so-called STL format as a data basis. This format represents 
the surfaces of 3D-bodies by triangulation. Each triangle is characterised 
by three vertices and the corresponding surface normal. Curving surfaces 
are approximated by the triangles. 

 
The 3D terrain model for the test area (see figure 10.9) is created based 

on the following data:  
 
• Surveying data (CAD format) 
• Topographical map of the area 
• Laser scanning data with a resolution of one meter in an ASCII 

format (XYZ data) 
• Inn-cross section in an ASCII format (XYZ data) 
• Analogue bridge plans 
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Generating a terrain model 
 
The largest part of the terrain model is based on laser scanning data. Along 
the revetment walls and other relevant areas (bridge heads, dams) the accu-
racy of the model was improved with the help of surveying data (CAD 
format) and the topographical map of the area. 
 

Fig. 10.9 Location of the test area 

The construction of the river bed is rather complex. The laser scanning 
data only provides information on the actual water surface at the time of 
the survey flight. Therefore, the few existing cross sections of the Inn 
River provide the only source of data. Thus, with the help of CAD soft-
ware a polygon mesh was constructed as the river bed between the existing 
cross sections. Due to reasons of accuracy, a finer mesh was applied, 
which integrated the bridge bearings and bridge piers (see figure 10.10). 
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Fig. 10.10 intersection of the water surface with the embankment (blue) and three-
dimensional polygon mesh (red) in the area of the Inn Bridge 

On the basis of the data listed above (foremost laser scanning data) and 
the constructed river bed, a so-called TIN (Triangulated Irregular Network) 
was generated with a GIS application (see figure 10.11). 

 

 

Fig. 10.11 Excerpt of the TIN in the area of the Inn Bridge 

The buildings in the test area are given a height of 10 meters each and 
are included in the TIN. This simplification is possible because the height 
of the objects is hardly relevant in flood modelling. The final TIN can be 
seen in the following figure: 
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Fig. 10.12 The final TIN with the included buildings (blue lines) 

The bridges are brought into a further workable form on the basis of 
analogue bridge plans by applying CAD software (see figure 10.13). 
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Fig. 10.13 The Inn Bridge (red) and the river bed (blue) 

All data is assembled in a binary STL file, which is the basis for the 
flood simulation. For this purpose the bridges and the TIN are exported 
into an ASCII-STL file and subsequently united. The result can be seen in 
figure 10.14. 

 

 

Fig. 10.14  Final terrain model 
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Evaluation of the flood simulation 

The results of the flood simulation can be exported as an ASCII file (XYZ for-
mat).  

Table10.1 Excerpt of an ASCII file 

 

 
 
After the transformation of the point data into the right coordinate sys-

tem, these can be converted to raster format and visualised in a GIS. The 
TIN is also converted into raster format. The water depth is obtained by 
subtracting this newly created raster layer from the flood simulation re-
sults. (see figure 10.15). 
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Fig. 10.15 The results of the computer based simulation for a discharge of 1900 
m³/s within the study area (green border)  

10.4.2 Risk assessment 

The aim of risk management for the city of Innsbruck is to achieve the best 
possible protection against risks (in phase 1 of the project flood risk was 
chosen as a test risk). This calls for the cooperation and collaboration of all 
those involved in the wide range of possible measures. The analysis of 
risks, the measures for hazard and damage mitigation, disaster control and 
emergencies pose the foundation for the implementation of flood protec-
tion measures. 
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Integral risk management in the project comprises the steps of risk 
analysis, risk assessment and risk control. Risk assessment is described as 
an essential component of risk management, which serves as the further 
basis for the valuation of risks. It is necessary to guarantee decisions that 
take the possible interaction of risks into consideration. Thereby, on the 
one hand the frequency and on the other hand the extent of the effects on 
the infrastructure is assessed.  

 
The assessment system for the city of Innsbruck bundles extensive in-

formation, which is available for buildings, to a manageable size. Data was 
collected, with which individual objects are precisely described and on the 
basis of these the potential damage effects and their probability can be de-
fined. Detailed information on all objects in flood endangered areas is the 
basis for strategic flood management as well as for efficient decisions and 
measures. 

 
The reconditioning of the data and the creation of an information pool 

achieves a better flow of information and supports the cooperation be-
tween the different administrative positions in the case of an operation. All 
data such as real estate as well as electric cables, traffic systems and com-
munication posts are ascertained, shedding light upon their vulnerabilities. 
It becomes apparent how the city of Innsbruck both preventively, as well 
as in the case of emergency, can ensure and optimise the resilience of the 
city, its stability and the existing network structures. In the case of disaster 
the high standard of knowledge concerning property and the infrastructure 
can minimise damage and ensure better functionality and effectiveness of 
the complete system.  

Procedure of risk assessment 

1. Choice of a test area  
 

The test area reaches from the Karwendel Bridge to the Freiburger 
Bridge and has an area of ca. 3 km². This area was chosen because most 
emergency operations took place there during the flood event of 2005.  
 

2. Establishment of building categories 
 
For application planning it is decisive to be able to quickly and clearly 

recognise the function of a building and to be able to prioritise in the case 
of an operation. In addition, building classes are defined. Most buildings in 
the test area belong to two categories.  
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The following categories were established:  
 
1. Residential building 
2. Administration 

2.1. Public administration  
2.2. BOS facility (police, fire brigade etc.) 

3. Βasic provisions (e.g. groceries) 
4. Resource, supply (e.g. petrol station) 
5. Medical facilities  
 5.1 Hospitals 
 5.2 Clinical practice 

5.3 Pharmaceutical facilities 
 5.4 Nursing homes 
6. Infrastructure 
 6.1 Infrastructure traffic 
 6.2 Infrastructure communication 
 6.3 Infrastructure power supply 
 6.4 Infrastructure sanitation 
 6.5 Infrastructure recreational facilities 
7. Commercial companies 
 7.1. Building and transport industry  
 7.2. Sensitive infrastructure (e.g. chemical storage) 
 7.3. Gastronomy  

7.4. Commercial industry (Production/service) 
8. Educational insitutions 
9. Churches 
10. Special buildings (bridges, pumping stations, sewerage treatment 

plants, support buildings) 
 

3. Building data 
 
After the categorisation of the buildings is completed, more exact build-

ing data for the individual categories must be determined for the further 
procedure. The completed database with the total information includes all 
the building types in the test area. 

 
Firstly data is determined that is to be collected for all buildings. This 

includes:  
 address 
 building category 
 proprietors’ spokesperson 
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 responsible person on-site 
 level of the entrance 
 basement and usage 
 number of floors 
 elevator 
 roof type (flat) 
 gas supply 
 heating and fuel 

 
Subsequently data was determined which could only be applied to indi-

vidual categories and had to be collected. In the following table the spe-
cific building data is listed:  

Table 10.2 Building categories and required building data 

Building category Building data 
Residential building Number of residents  
Public administration Type of facility 

Emergency power supply (Type, dura-
bility, power) 
Analogue telephone connection 

BOS-facitilies Type of facility 
Emergency power supply (Type, dura-
bility, power) 
Analogue telephone connection 

Resource maintenance Type of facility 
Doctors’ practices Type 

X-ray 
Small operation room 

Pharmaceutical facilities Laboratory 
Toxic room 

Nursing homes Type 
Number of residents 
Number of nursing staff  
Emergency power supply (type durabil-
ity, power) 

Infrastructure traffic Type 
Description of the facility  

Infrastructure  
communication 

Type 
Supply area 
Emergency power supply (type, durabil-
ity, power) 

Infrastructure energy Type 
Supply area 
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Infrastructure  
sanitation 

Type 
Description of the facility 

Infrastructure  
Recreational facility 

Type 
Visitor capacity 
Adequacy as emergency accommoda-
tion 
Capacity as emergency accommodation 
Emergency power supply (type, durabil-
ity, power) 

Building/Transport in-
dustry 

Type 
Machinery 

Risk enterprise Type 
Description of the facility 

Gastronomy Type 
Restaurant 
Number of seats  
Accommodation 
Number of beds 

Other commercial enter-
prises  

Type of enterprise 

Educational establish-
ment 

Type of facility 

Churches  
Special buildings Bridges:  

Type of construction 
Piping 
Trafficability 
Sewerage treatment plant:  
Description of the facility 
Pumping station:  
Description of the facility 
Support buildings:  
Construction (lengthwise, crosswise) 
Storage capacity 

 
4. Collection of data  

 
In the next step a standardised list of data with all necessary building 

data should be created. This data should be available locally and update-
able at anytime. The data should be collected for every building and should 
provide a complete level of information for the test area.  

 
5. Digitalisation of the data in an Excel table 
6. Transferral of the data into a GIS 
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10.4.3 Corporate level – TILAK (The Tyrolean Provincial 
Hospital Company) 

Risk management is gaining more and more importance for hospitals. An 
effective risk provision, e.g. for flooding, is achieved both by strategic risk 
management on a communal level (the city of Innsbruck), and on an indi-
vidual company level. These should act self-responsibly and develop and 
implement a functioning risk management with appropriate protective 
measures. Hereby unforeseeable future developments should be taken into 
consideration and current decisions should not restrict future possibilities 
in the economic, construction and ecological field. 

 
TILAK Innsbruck is one of the best examples of a company to shift 

from common flood protection to the implementation of an integral risk 
management. Thus, different flood scenarios are developed in which prob-
abilities and effects of extreme events on the operation of the hospital are 
taken into consideration and solutions sought. 

 
A minimisation of the flood risk by means of optimal construction 

measures and a complementary mobile protective system was imple-
mented by the TILAK after the flood event on August 23, 2005. However 
areas a residual risk, which can trigger a crisis and endanger people, must 
always be taken into consideration. Facilities in these areas are dependant 
on the reliable and high quality supply of electricity and water, consis-
tently good traffic accessibility and other services and factors. Besides the 
endangerment of patients and staff through flooding there can be a consid-
erable financial loss. 

 
Due to the problem of remaining risks, the TILAK risk management 

aims at reducing the potential extent of damages. This means that critical 
health care infrastructure must be described to obtain an insight to the net-
work. In the case of flooding no or only little damage should be caused to 
the buildings of the Landeskrankenhaus Innsbruck (State Hospital Inns-
bruck). To achieve this, the complete hospital area (13 buildings and an 
extensive underground corridor system) was assessed in regard to risk. 
This assessment was developed throughout the course of the risk manage-
ment process as an effective strategy. It is based on the presumption, that 
in the case of a flood, the damage and the protective measures are depend-
ent on building use.  
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The focus of the project was on risk assessment, which was carried out 
for the infrastructure of the TILAK both in a written and graphic form. For 
the flood risk the focus was placed on all the basements and ground floors 
of the hospital premises. Based on existing room information a classifica-
tion in three risk zones was made. The most important rooms – that must 
be protected and are indispensable for the operation of the hospital – were 
classified with the risk priority 1 and the colour red. Rooms with an ele-
vated hazard for the running operation of the hospital were allocated with 
priority 2 and the colour orange. Rooms with priority 3 and the colour yel-
low are less endangered. Generally, the classification of risk priorities was 
based on the assumption of water leakage – possible different water levels 
were however included beforehand in the considerations of damage extent.  

 
The existing room information is summed up in the so-called room 

book. This in combination with the object-related flood plans provide in-
formation on the probability of each room being affected. Additionally, for 
those in responsibility, this sheds light on which consequences should be 
expected. The respective hazard potential of individual rooms, and subse-
quently which ones are to be particularly observed, is made clear. Possible 
relocations or strengthened protective measures of particularly critical in-
frastructure can be considered.  

The plans should provide a quick orientation to the individual floors. 
Furthermore, they give an overview of the procedures and provide controls 
for guaranteeing the functionality of each individual room in the applica-
tion plan. In addition, it was made possible to add special annotations to 
the rooms that allude to the particularities of the room or give instructions. 

 
The flood protection plans serve as an aid for the operation controllers 

in the case of a flood as they visualise and localise the endangered rooms 
in the TILAK area. They provide a quick, general overview of the individ-
ual floors and can be used as a check list. The plans were created with 
AutoCAD, whereby the 3 risk priorities (yellow, orange, red) are conform 
with those of the official room data. 
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Fig. 10.16 Flood protection plan TILAK 

The plan depicted above shows clearly the different risk priorities of the 
individual rooms. The red coloured rooms would be the first where safety 
measures and controls would be carried out in the case of water leakage. 
Also relocation into another section of the building, if technically possible, 
can be considered. 

10.4.4 Corporate level – Ski lift operator – Schlick 2000 
Schizentrum AG, Bergbahn AG Kitzbühel 

After having concentrated on the visualisation of risk information (e.g. 
plans, maps etc.) for the TILAK, the second example shows a typical risk 
management instrument on a corporate level – the risk report. In a field 
study for two ski lift operators - Schlick 2000 Schizentrum AG and 
Bergbahn AG Kitzbühel – a risk assessment was conducted and a risk re-
port compiled. 
 

The individual components of the risk report: general considerations, 
strategies/results, definitions, risk analysis, risk details and risk monitor-
ing, structure the essential information in regard to the risk situation. As 
such the basis for a transparent risk communication is formed. The aspect 
of risk awareness as well as the perception of risks plays a decisive role 
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hereby. Only when it is possible to implement all of these features in an 
organisation/company can risk communication be improved in the future. 

General Considerations 

The section General Considerations reflects a part of the system frame-
work. In advance the necessary information regarding the organisation, the 
project team for risk management, the analysis unit as well as general in-
formation concerning risk analysis must be gathered. 
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Cable car

Sample mountain railways corporation
Branch

Company Name

The sample mountain railways corporation has 6 lines (1 cable car,
3 chair lifts and 2 t-bar lifts) and 50 km of slopes. Winter and summer
operation. The company has existed for over 30 years and is very
important for tourism in the valley. Lifts, slopes, administrative
buildings and parking belong to the company‘s inventory. 

Brief description of the company

Number of Employees

Postcode and City

Street and House Number

Panoramic Map

Organisation

Project team

Meeting intervall

Name of the Project Teams

Deputy

Head

Ms Sarah Smith, Marketing, extension  05
smith@mountainrailwaysample.at

Mr Thomas Claus, Finances, extension 07
claus@mountainrailwaysample.at

Team Members

30 / 10 year-round

Sample street 63

6543 Sampleville

URA 05 – Risk team

every 2 weeks – Monday 5 pm

Mr Simon Sample, Managing Director
extension 01 – sample@mountainrailwaysample.at

Mr John Doe, Manager
extension 10 – doe@mountainrailwaysample.at

General

Proprietor

Max Muster

Subject of investigation

Sample mountain railway 

URA 05

03/29

Risk manager

Stefan Ortner

Yes

31.Aug.06

Risk analysis 2005

URA 05

 
 

Fig.10.17 Risk handbook – general considerations 

Strategies/results 

The risk strategy and is an essential component of risk management. A risk 
strategy reflects the aim that is to be achieved. 
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Definitions 

Further “organisational” details are clarified by stating precise definitions. 
An organisational and factual field of application is to be determined, the 
categories frequency and effects are to be defined and the risk zones (prior-
ity zones) are to be established.  

Risk examination 

The risk examination is a summary of the risk analysis and risk control. 
The main focus of the observation is to depict the actual and the target risk 
landscape. In order to obtain more accurate information on individual 
risks, each risk is dealt with separately in the section “Risk details”. 
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Risk details 

Risk Nr. 3 Crisis plans do not work in the
case of an emergency

During a rescue drill it was found that 
the crisis plan has several loopholes. 
The crisis management group‘s tasks 
are inaccurate or not defined exactly.

Description

• the crisis plan was not accurately 
processed

• no expert opinions were consulted
• not enough drills
• no crisis communication available

Cause of Risk

Measures Table

frequent

possible

rare

very rare

improbable

insignificant

m
arginal

noticeable

critical

catastrophic

Effects

Frequency

high

middle

low

Actual situation

Target situation

3

3

rare

FREQ

Before Measures

noticeable

EFF

very rare

FREQ

marginal

EFF

After Measures

MeasuresNr. Responsibility Costs Status

Improvement of the crisis plan1 Project team “Crisis plan“ Included in the 
project costs

Update
Dec.05

Training the staff – “Crisis management“2 Project team “Crisis plan“ calculation Appointment
May 06

Visitation of a crisis media training3 Management &
Head project team “CP“ 1000,-- From 5.ckt.05

4x/week

RISK DETAILS

Proprietor

Max Muster

Subject of investigation

Sample mountain railway

URA 05

20/29

Risk manager

Stefan Ortner

Yes

31.Aug.06

Risk analysis 2005

URA 05

 
Fig. 10.18 Risk details 

In the detailed report the individual process phases of risk management 
become apparent. Risk analysis is firstly responsible for providing identi-
fied risks with corresponding information. Secondly it assesses and illus-
trates the risks in the risk matrix (actual situation). Within the framework 
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of risk control, measures are considered, newly valuated and depicted in a 
risk matrix. Risk monitoring controls the measures regarding competen-
cies, etc. and the detailed report provides the information basis for risk 
monitoring. 

Risk monitoring 

Risk monitoring includes in addition to the information from the risk de-
tails, also information on observation and control. Thereby the release of 
the risk report (date and responsibility), the period of validity as well as the 
monitoring interval are stated. 
 

In summary, the risk report provides a multiplicity of information and is 
an important instrument for the application of risk management in a com-
pany/organisation. The risk report is thus a further instrument, besides a 
risk management platform, that can be utilised for a holistic risk manage-
ment approach.  

10.5 Outlook 

Risk management is understood as a holistic strategic instrument to ana-
lyze, control and monitor risks. The added value resulting from the man-
agement of risks lies in the risk sensitisation of the decision-makers, the 
employees, and the population and in the simultaneous enforcement of risk 
awareness through the structured and daily exposure to an organisation’s 
risks.  

 
The risk management platform and the risk report, as output-oriented in-

struments, can function as a gateway for crisis management in terms of a 
transmission of risk information. This comprehensive approach is neces-
sary, to place measures and to be prepared in the case of an emergency. 
Today, providing thorough information is essential and required, in order 
to timely and actively implement the necessary steps in terms of an all-
encompassing risk management. 
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11 Laser scanning - a paradigm change in 
topographic data acquisition for natural hazard 
management 

T. Geist, B. Höfle, M. Rutzinger, N. Pfeifer, J. Stötter 

11.1 Introduction 

Within the thematic area of Databases and Modelling a certain focus is 
placed on the effective acquisition and management of geo-data and the 
derivation of standardized products from this data, e.g. as input parameters 
in process simulation models. In most cases, in-situ data collection (e.g. 
run-off measurements) is state-of-the-art. As there is a growing demand for 
area-wide data collection, the utilization of remote sensing technology will 
gain ground in the future. Within alpS the project ‘Determination of sur-
face properties from laser scanning data’ addresses these demands by in-
corporating certain aspects of remote sensing in natural hazard manage-
ment. Remote sensing is the contactless collection of information about an 
object or process. This is done with electromagnetic waves and imaging 
methods. Remote sensing can be carried out from the earth’s surface or 
from airborne and spaceborne platforms. For earth observation issues pas-
sive sensors are widely applied, which record the reflected radiation of 
natural energy sources (with the sun as the most important one). For many 
applications the method of choice is still aerial photography. Active sen-
sors are more flexible as they have their own energy source. Laser scan-
ning is such an active method. 

In modern natural hazard management remote sensing data are used in 
manifold ways and are especially valuable in inaccessible terrain. A wide-
spread application of remote sensing is the mapping and monitoring of 
area-wide impacts of natural hazards and the analysis of process disposi-
tion and triggering factors. Current research demands include the devel-
opment of operational monitoring methods and the development of support 
tools based on automated analysis algorithms, both aiming to reduce the 
time gap between data acquisition, processing and data application, with 
real-time user-tailored data availability as the main goal for the future. 

Laser scanning, a remote sensing method for the acquisition of topog-
raphic data, can meet these demands, allowing the calculation of high reso-
lution and high-accurate digital elevation models and, additionally, provid-
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ing information on characteristics and properties of the surface. This tech-
nology has been developed into an operational and reliable airborne 
method in recent years. Due to the availability of commercial off-the-shelf 
sensors and an increased awareness of the advantages of laser scanning by 
end-users, the use of airborne laser scanning data has grown rapidly and, 
consequently, the development of a wide variety of applications is under 
way. Therefore, applied research in the field of laser scanning is embedded 
in a dynamic and challenging frame. Fundamental knowledge about the 
technical accuracy of this method and the quality of produced digital ele-
vation datasets has evolved in recent years. At the moment a paradigm 
change is taking place, with laser scanning replacing image-based photo-
grammetry as the standard method for acquiring topographic data (Kraus 
2004). 

One expression of this paradigm change is the acquisition of area-wide 
digital elevation models, on a regional or even on a national scale (e.g. the 
entire Netherlands or the federal state of Baden-Wuerttemberg, Germany). 
Recently, also in topographically complex terrain like the Alps, area-wide 
mapping campaigns were carried out, e.g. in Vorarlberg (Würländer et al. 
2005), South Tyrol (Wack and Stelzl 2005) and Switzerland (Luethy and 
Stengele 2005). In Tyrol and other Austrian provinces the area-wide data 
acquisition has started or is in a planning and preparation phase. The re-
sponsible authorities’ main motivation is the manifold and growing de-
mand for high-resolution elevation data, e.g. for natural hazard manage-
ment. Recent applications show that the acquisition of airborne laser 
scanning data is not only restricted to Europe and North America but is 
also applied in developing countries as an example from Honduras shows 
(Tamiru Haile and Rientjes 2005). 

Applied research questions related to laser scanning focus on the opti-
mization of data management and the development of tools for the user-
driven extraction of information from this data. One research goal is the 
qualitative and quantitative assessment of surface properties (e.g. surface 
roughness) and the temporal change of these properties. More specifically 
the interest lies in: 

• improved data handling - the conception of a management system for 
laser scanning data, which is flexible and easy to adapt to user require-
ments. 

• information extraction - the development of a set of methods for a user 
specified analysis of laser scanning data, especially for the classification 
of surface properties and the quantification of temporal changes. 

• work flow integration - strategies for utilizing laser scanning data for 
specific purposes of modern alpine natural hazard management. 
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In Section 11.2 and Section 11.3 the airborne laser scanning technology 

and the resulting data products are briefly explained, the state-of-art in util-
izing LS data in natural hazard management is summarized in Section 
11.4, current research and development in data management and data 
analysis are outlined in Section 11.5, while a short synthesis and outlook is 
formulated in Section 11.6. 

11.2 Description of the technology 

Laser scanning is an active remote sensing technology for directly measur-
ing 3D coordinates of points on surfaces, including the terrain and objects 
thereupon (e.g. houses or trees). It is operated from airborne and terrestrial 
platforms. This section will provide a detailed description of airborne laser 
scanning (ALS), i.e. laser scanning from an airplane or helicopter. Never-
theless, applications with terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) are of growing 
importance for natural hazard management and related processes, and 
some statements in Section 11.4 refer to TLS. 

Airborne laser scanning is also referred to as airborne LIDAR (LIght 
Detection And Ranging) or LADAR (LAser Detection And Ranging). First 
applications of laser altimetry were based upon the so-called laser profiling 
technology, designed to collect data following a virtual single line on the 
observed (recorded) surface. 

An ALS system is a multi-sensor measurement system that incorporates 
the following time-synchronized components (Figure 11.1): 

• The satellite global positioning system (GPS), which is used to deter-
mine the absolute position (x, y, z) of the sensor platform in a differen-
tial mode using ground reference stations. 

• The inertial measurement unit (IMU) is used to determine the angular 
attitude of the platform (roll, pitch, and heading). The flight path of the 
platform is calculated from combined analysis of the GPS and IMU 
data. 

• The laser scanner itself, consisting of the laser range finder, measuring 
the distance from the sensor on the airborne platform to a reflecting sur-
face, and a beam deflection device, that deflects the laser beam perpen-
dicular to the flight direction (±20° as common value). The laser range 
finder operates by measuring the two-way travel time required for a 
pulse of laser light (commonly in the infrared section of the electromag-
netic spectrum) to travel to the location of reflection, and back to the re-
ceiver. The distance r can be computed from the travel time ∆t by the 
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known speed of light c (r = c · ∆t/2). Current systems are capable of op-
erating up to 5000 m above ground level. Range measurements provide 
pulse repetition rates up to 150 kHz. Some experimental systems utilize 
continuous wave lasers and examine phase differences between the 
transmitted and the reflected radiation. 

 

 
Fig. 11.1 Components of an ALS system 

The laser beam has a specified divergence and consequently a certain 
diameter at the scanned surface, the so-called footprint, typically between 
0.5 m to 1 m, depending on the flying altitude above ground (e.g. a beam 
divergence of 0.25 mrad causes a 0.25 m footprint diameter, when the sys-
tem is 1000 m above ground level). Multiple reflecting surfaces may be 
found within one footprint. In those cases more than one echo of the emit-
ted signal can be recorded, e.g. one from the first reflecting surface, which 
is ideally on top of the vegetation, and a second from the last reflecting 
surface, which may be the real terrain surface (Figure 11.2). The term echo 
is often referred to as reflection or pulse. Contemporary systems have the 
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standard ability to record the first and the last echo of one single laser shot. 
There are a number of commercial ALS systems on the market with quite 
different technical properties (Baltsavias 1999c). The most recent scanners 
also provide the digitized full-waveform of the reflected laser beam (Wag-
ner et al. 2004), which allows for the use of scanner independent echo de-
tection algorithms (Persson et al. 2005). Due to the current data amount, 
for current operational use full-waveform data still has to be reduced to 
distinct echoes. 

The primary product of ALS campaigns are numbers (time of measure-
ment, x, y, z, intensity) for one or more reflections (echoes) of the emitted 
laser beam representing a point cloud of measurements in a global coordi-
nate system. Most of the scanners save additional attributes for each point 
(e.g. intensity of the echo). As secondary products, raster models can be 
derived from this primary data (Section 11.3). The higher the density of 
point measurements the more accurate elevation models can be achieved 
(Kraus 2004). 

ALS has the advantage (i) of penetrating vegetation and thus recording 
the ground surface also in wooded areas, (ii) of having a high degree of 
automation, ranging from data acquisition to digital elevation model gen-
eration, (iii) of having a high point density (several points/m²) that allows a 
very detailed terrain description, (iv) of having a vertical accuracy of about 
±10 cm, and (v) as an active system, of allowing data acquisition at night 
or over areas without texture (e.g. snow). 
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Fig. 11.2 Multiple echoes of a laser shot 

The error budget for an ALS measurement is driven by the contributing 
error budgets from the core subsystems; the laser rangefinder, the GPS po-
sition solution and the IMU orientation solution. For a comprehensive dis-
cussion and detailed examples of how each system parameter contributes 
to the overall system accuracy see Baltsavias 1999a. The sum of the errors 
of the laser scanner and the precision of the flight path leads to a typical 
vertical and horizontal point accuracy of 0.1 m and 0.5 m, respectively, for 
a flight height of 1000 m. Accuracy can be improved, provided systematic 
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errors are removed, and measurements are performed to flat, well-defined 
surfaces. 

Principal applications have focused on urban areas and forestry studies 
since the detailed and accurate information can describe building shapes or 
canopy configuration and structure. 

11.3 Description of data products 

In general, laser scanning (LS) vendors deliver the original measurements, 
the so-called point cloud, but also further processed derivatives such as, for 
example, rasterized digital elevation models (DEMs). In addition to the to-
pographical/geometrical information most LS systems record the strength 
of reflection (intensity) for each echo. The three-dimensional coordinates 
together with the intensity (x,y,z,i) are the root dataset for all further analy-
ses. Basically, the algorithms for LS data processing can be divided into 
two groups: i) algorithms working on the point cloud directly and ii) algo-
rithms using DEM(s) as input data (Figure 11.3). The most evident algo-
rithms representing the first group are all procedures for generating raster 
datasets, i.e. converting the vector points into a regular grid, such as, for 
example, filtering and interpolation of Digital Terrain Models (DTMs). 
Both datasets, the point cloud and the DEMs, have individual advantages 
and disadvantages, which will subsequently be discussed. 
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Fig. 11.3 Workflow of laser scanning data processing and classification 

11.3.1 Laser point cloud 

The original measurements contain the highest degree of information, as 
they (i) represent the original data delivered with least modifications, (ii) 
are three-dimensionally located and (iii) are additionally fixed in time 
(timestamp), which offers interesting possibilities, for example recon-
structing the time flow of the scanning procedure or connecting the ground 
measurements with the corresponding position of the scanning system. 
This raw state of the data can also contain erroneous points (outliers), 
which have to be removed before further usage. Such outliers can be 
caused by redirection and re-reflection of laser shots or simply by tempo-
rary objects (e.g. birds). Together with the high degree of information a 
large data volume arises when every point measurement has to be stored. 
Due to the fixed scanning pattern of the laser scanning systems - the beam 
is usually redirected orthogonally to the flight direction - the laser beam 
cannot be pointed on particular objects directly (Brenner 2005). If a high 
accuracy of the shape of objects (e.g. buildings) is needed, a high point 
density (points/m²) has to be chosen (Maas and Vosselman 1999). The un-
organized spatial distribution of the point cloud complicates analyzes and 
leads to a need for data structures that improve the performance for the ac-
cessing and processing of the whole data set (Section 11.5.1). 
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To give an impression of the dimensions of the data volume the Aus-
trian Federal State of Tyrol (12.648 km²) can serve as an example. If a 
moderate average point density of one point per square meter is assumed, 
then this results in about 13 billion single measurements for the whole 
area. Saving the coordinates and some additional attributes with altogether 
50 Bytes per point will lead to a total of 590 GBytes data volume. 

Nevertheless, sophisticated strategies have been implemented to reduce 
the flood of information to the essential parts. The segmentation of the 
point cloud connects and extracts homogeneous areas defined by a specific 
criterion of homogeneity - mostly homogeneous is defined by planar, con-
nected areas (Section 11.5.2). Region growing algorithms and clustering 
methods for finding similarities (e.g. k-means) in the feature space are 
used most often. Further grouping and classification of such segments are, 
for example, used to reconstruct buildings (e.g. roofs, walls) and roads but 
also tree crowns (Filin and Pfeifer 2006, Morsdorf et al. 2003). 

The laser point cloud is represented in the vector data model. Each fea-
ture, i.e. laser point measurement, is located in xyz space and can hold an 
unlimited number of attributes (e.g. time, intensity, echo number, classifi-
cation). The timestamp is held as attribute because a single point cannot 
clearly be identified and connected to another point of a different epoch. 
For multitemporal analysis, spatially continuous data models are preferred 
(e.g. rasters, triangulations). On the one hand vector points are much easier 
to be transformed into another coordinate system and adequate datasets 
can easily be derived and generated (e.g. DEMs), but on the other hand a 
sparse number of algorithms for analyzing large point clouds are imple-
mented in standard GIS and remote sensing software. Hence, until now the 
laser point cloud has been used particularly in practice for simple visuali-
zations (e.g. cross-sections: Figure 11.9) and raster data calculation. 

There a number of commercial ALS systems available on the market 
with quite different technical properties (Baltsavias 1999b), which leads to 
the end-users being confronted with a great variety of data formats. One at-
tempt at defining a standard for ALS point cloud data can be seen in the 
LAS format (LAS specification 2005). The LAS format is a public binary 
file format for the interchange of ALS data between customers and ALS 
vendors, but also between software packages and between operating sys-
tems. Furthermore, the LAS format includes both meta data definitions and 
definitions for classified laser points (e.g. ground, non-ground, building or 
vegetation points). 
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11.3.2 Digital Elevation Models (DEM) 

The most common types of DEMs generated from the point cloud are the 
Digital Surface Model (DSM) and the Digital Terrain Model (DTM). The 
DSM simply represents the upper hull of the Earth’s surface including all 
natural and man-made objects. The DTM represents the bare earth, without 
any raised objects, which are by definition not part of the terrain. So far 
there is no universally valid definition of what belongs to terrain or not. 
For example, bridges are extensions of the bare earth, must not be fully 
raised but are man-made (Sithole and Vosselman 2006). Whether objects 
are by definition part of the bare earth or not depends on the application 
the DTM will be used for. 

Fig. 11.4 Different types of digital models: a) DSM, b) DTM, c) nDSM, d) FLDM 
and e) Digital Intensity Model (DIM) 

Having both a DSM and DTM the so-called normalized DSM (nDSM) 
can be calculated by simply subtracting the DTM from the DSM. That 
leads to a normalization of the absolute elevations to relative object 
heights. The nDSM is most often used for detecting and classifying objects 
without the disturbing influence of the changes in the underlying terrain, as 
for example building detection (Section 11.5.2) and generation of 3D city 
models (Kaartinen et al. 2005), as well as applications in forestry (Hyyppä 
et al. 2004). Other types of DEMs are for example models representing 
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first or last reflections of laser shots, or a first and last echo difference 
model (FLDM) (Figure 11.4). 

For the derivation of DTMs both algorithms filtering the point cloud di-
rectly and algorithms removing objects in a raster DEM (mainly of last re-
flections) exist (Sithole and Vosselman 2004). DTM filtering is combined 
with an interpolation step, i.e. filling holes caused by removing off-terrain 
points/cells. The percentage of filled and empty cells mainly depends on 
the point density, point distribution, the chosen target grid size, and the 
amount of filtered points/cells. In general, the higher the point density the 
more accurate elevation models can be achieved (Kraus et al. 2004, Karel 
et al. 2006). The interpolation of gridded DTMs results in a smoothed rep-
resentation of the terrain. Briese (2004) states that with integrating explic-
itly modeled structure lines (breaklines) in the DTM generation process 
better results can be achieved. Including structure points, lines (breaklines) 
and areas as vectors in a raster DTM is called hybrid DTM (Kraus 2000). 
The raster data model is most frequently used for DEMs because its data 
structure is clearly defined and supported by many software packages. But 
overlaying the laser point cloud with a regular grid means a loss of infor-
mation because the three-dimensional coordinates of one or more points 
are put into a two-dimensional matrix in which one interpolated value 
represents the elevation. Other data models well-suited for storing eleva-
tion information are triangulated irregular networks (TINs) and 3D volume 
rasters (Voxels) (Bartelme 2005, Kraus 2004, Mitas and Mitasova 2005, 
Neteler and Mitasova 2004). 

11.3.3 Digital Intensity Models 

In addition to spatial information, most LS systems record the received 
signal power with the coordinates, the so-called signal intensity (Figure 
11.5). Hence, the intensity is already georeferenced. While traveling from 
airplane to target and back the emitted laser signal power is diminished by 
(i) spherical loss, (ii) target properties (e.g. reflectance, target area), (iii) 
topographical effects (shape) and (iv) atmospheric attenuation (Jelalian 
1992, Rees 2001). If one wants to use the intensity to describe the target 
properties, all effects due to scan geometry and atmosphere have to be re-
moved (Höfle and Pfeifer, 2007). The range and angle of incidence of a la-
ser shot may rapidly vary within a small area, mainly due to surface eleva-
tion changes (e.g. high mountainous areas), which results in a 
heterogeneous, noisy representation of the intensity. Strategies for correct-
ing laser scanning intensities for these influences and deriving a value pro-
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portional to the surface reflectance in the wavelength of the laser are pre-
sented by Coren and Sterzai (2006) and (Höfle and Pfeifer 2007). 

Fig. 11.5 Digital Intensity Models: a) uncorrected DIM representing original re-
corded intensity values and b) DIM corrected for influences of scan geometry, to-
pography and atmosphere 

The Digital Intensity Model (DIM) simply stands for an intensity image 
generated by rasterization of the original or corrected intensity values. The 
corrected Digital Intensity Model (cDIM) can be used as an additional data 
source for surface classification and object detection. DIMs have many ad-
vantages especially for the classification of surfaces with low texture in the 
visible light spectrum and with a high separability in the laser wavelength, 
e.g. on ice and snow surfaces (Lutz et al. 2003, Song et al. 2002). 
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11.4 Existing applications in natural hazard management 

Mountainous regions are especially affected by geomorphodynamic proc-
esses causing damage, loss of property and human life. The mapping of the 
processes according to their surface properties and geomorphological 
structure and the analysis of their characteristics is the basis for risk and 
vulnerability analysis (Figure 11.6). The applicability of remote sensing 
methods for natural hazard assessment is predominantly governed by the 
following factors: 

•  spatial resolution - determines the degree of detail that can be detected 
from the data. 

•  spatial coverage - determines the area that can be included in the as-
sessment procedure. 

•  temporal resolution or revisit time - has to be in agreement with the rate 
of hazard development or changes observed. 

Fig. 11.6 From data processing to applications 

ALS data deliver high quality topographic information in a spatial reso-
lution that is unprecedented; the availability of data (spatial coverage) is 
steadily increasing. An active decision on the revisit time was made, for 
example, by the Austrian Federal State of Vorarlberg who acquired ALS 
data for several river catchments after the flood event in August 2005 in 
order to compare it with data that were acquired before the flood in the 
course of an area-wide data acquisition for the entire state (Section 11.1). 

 Elevation data are an important source for process models of different 
types (empirical, numerical and probabilistic). Most outputs of these mod-
els are highly sensitive to DTM characteristics such as resolution, level of 
detail, and vertical or horizontal errors. 

Terrain elevation changes over time, i.e. vertical differences between 
repeated DTMs are indicators for geomorphodynamic processes. Thus, 
their detection is an important step in hazard assessment and disaster map-
ping. In general, changes in terrain elevation are derived by subtracting re-
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peat DTMs. The accuracy of such-derived vertical changes is, in principle, 
on the order of the accuracy of the single DTMs that are used. If the DTMs 
represent independent measurements, the root mean square error (RMS er-
ror) of an individual elevation change can be estimated from the RMS er-
rors of the DTMs involved. 

The following sections summarize existing applications of using ALS 
data for different tasks in natural hazard management. 

11.4.1 Rockfall 

Rockfalls are spontaneous events in steep terrain where blocks are weak-
ened by weathering. Falling rocks with high kinetic energy can cause dam-
age to infrastructure, buildings, and endanger human life. Simulation mod-
els calculate the paths of falling rocks, the influence of protective 
measures, as well as the effect of the forest where the single tree is a bar-
rier to reduce the kinetic energy of the falling rock (Dorren et al. 2005). 
High resolution DTMs are used to derive discontinuities, instability zones, 
and to model the tracks of falling rocks, which includes the calculation of 
the distribution of rock trajectories, kinetic energies by unit of mass, 
bounce height and stop points. Low point density in filtered DTMs derived 
from ALS data and the problem of modeling overhangs can be solved by 
combining ALS data with TLS surveys carried out for critical spots 
(Abellán et al. 2006, Janeras et al. 2004). Beside the supply of topographic 
information as model input especially TLS (for its flexible campaign up-
set) can be used for the monitoring of deformations and activity of rockfall 
areas within constant time steps (Scheikl et al. 2001). Methods and accura-
cies by comparing multitemporally acquired surfaces for volume determi-
nation and deformation monitoring are described in Tsakiri et al. 2006. 

11.4.2 Landslides and debris flow deposits 

Landslides are mass movements, which are triggered by geologically in-
stable zones, heavy rainfalls leading to high soil water pressure, or earth-
quakes. The processes can be continuous creeping movements or are initi-
ated spontaneously. The spatial and temporal distribution of landslides is 
of high interest because not only single buildings or infrastructure but 
whole settlement areas can be affected. In high resolution DTMs undis-
turbed terrain appears smoother than the mass movement area. Derived 
morphometric parameters from ALS DTMs are used to locate and map 
landslides. The process itself can be described and characterized in terms 
of spatial distribution and activity and age. Parameters used for landslide 
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description are for example surface roughness coefficients, first and sec-
ond order derivatives like slope, aspect and curvature. The relation be-
tween surface properties and activity of certain terrain parts makes it pos-
sible to distinguish kinematic units of mass movements (McKean and 
Roering 2004). Furthermore, active landslides can be distinguished from 
old, inactive ones by the analysis of surface roughness values. Current in-
vestigations show that active landslides are characterized by higher surface 
roughness (Glenn et al. 2006). A similar approach is used to investigate the 
spatial distribution of debris flow deposition on alluvial fans, which is nec-
essary to understand the process itself. For selected fans an ALS DSM is 
investigated towards curvature and gradient properties in order to (i) detect 
deposit zones on an individual process level and (ii) to compare surface 
trends between different debris flow accumulation areas. To suppress noise 
caused by fine-scale surface forms like levees, lobes, debris dams, and 
channels formed from past events, a calculation window larger than these 
forms is used for parameter calculation (Staley et al. 2006). While in this 
work large scale structures, which have disturbing effects on the analysis 
of the general surface trends, are suppressed, the information of such small 
structures could be useful in classifying and characterizing erosion, trans-
portation, and deposition areas of the entire process on a more detailed ob-
ject level. 

11.4.3 Hydrology (torrent activities and floods) 

The last 15 years have been marked by severe flooding in many parts of 
Europe. For example, large parts of Central Europe were hit in August 
2002 by two consecutive flood events, which caused significant damage to 
buildings and infrastructure. ALS has been evolved to an attractive tech-
nology for the acquisition of useful data for various river management 
tasks, e.g. floodplain vegetation classification for hydraulic modeling, the 
determination of soil volume, the determination of riverbed morphology 
(at low water levels) and measuring water levels and wave pattern parame-
ters (Brügelmann and Bollweg 2004). DTMs form the basis for distributed 
hydrologic models as well as for two-dimensional hydraulic river flood 
models. Two-dimensional hydraulic surface flow models are mostly con-
strained by inadequate parameterization of topography and roughness co-
efficients, primarily due to insufficient or inaccurate data. DTMs and their 
derived parameters such as slope, aspect and drainage network form a fun-
damental input for the models mentioned. In addition to the topographical 
information, nDSMs have the advantage of offering the possibility to esti-
mate object heights (vegetation, buildings). Detailed land cover maps can 
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be derived in conjunction with the complementary information provided 
by high resolution color-infrared orthophotos. 

Important tasks which can be supported by laser scanning data are the 
delineation of flood prone areas and the determination of landscape rough-
ness as the standardized input parameter in two-dimensional river flood 
models.  

Flood risk areas are modeled by delineating inundated land surfaces for 
different water levels. For this task, ALS data has become the preferred 
data source. Laser DTMs have a sufficient vertical accuracy for the model-
ing of design events. An additional requirement is the consideration of mi-
cro-topography effecting the flow routing. Certain structures like dams, 
ditches, levees, embankments and old channels are represented in laser 
DTMs. Grenzdörffer et al. (2002) compared ALS data with data from ter-
restrial surveying for the specific task of flood risk area delineation and 
found significant deviations in areas with a high surface roughness (e.g. 
bush, reed) seeing as the automatic ALS filtering methods reached their 
limits here. As the quality of the derived DTMs is often not completely 
sufficient for the modeling of inundation patterns in the case of flooding, 
approaches to extract hydraulically relevant breaklines have been a main 
focus in recent research efforts (Briese and Attwenger 2005). The determi-
nation of landscape roughness is of significant importance. In the case of 
flooding the flow of water in the floodplain of a river is influenced by the 
spatial distribution of forests, grasslands, agricultural fields and infrastruc-
ture like roads and houses. ALS data have a significant potential for as-
sessing landscape roughness and vegetation structure (height, layering, 
spatial arrangement). This information is useful for determining relevant 
model parameters, such as the coefficient of friction.  

For flood modeling the Manning coefficient of roughness is often used. 
Asselman et al. (2002) estimated hydraulic roughness of flood plain vege-
tation in the Netherlands while Smith et al. (2004) assessed the potential of 
using ALS data in analyzing the landscape for the estimation of roughness 
coefficients and compare ALS data with data derived from aerial photog-
raphy/photogrammetry. They proposed automated techniques for a more 
objective estimation. Major advances are expected from upcoming full-
waveform laser scanner systems (e.g. Wagner et al. 2004). The overall 
goal is a spatially distributed parameterization of friction as the standard-
ized input parameter in two-dimensional river flood models. These model 
types are core elements in flood prediction systems. 

Cobby et al. (2003) used ALS data for improving such models by de-
composing a finite-element mesh to reflect floodplain vegetation features, 
such as hedges and trees having different frictional properties to their sur-
roundings, and significant floodplain topographic features having high 
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curvature values. The decomposition is achieved by using an image seg-
mentation method that converts the ALS data into separate data sets of sur-
face topography and vegetation height at each point. The derived vegeta-
tion height map is used to estimate a friction factor at each node, which 
results in a physically based, spatially distributed friction parameterization. 
Methodologies were developed to convert vegetation heights to friction 
coefficients (Mason et al. 2003). The use of the decomposed mesh also al-
lows the prediction of velocity variations in the neighborhood of vegeta-
tion features such as hedges. These variations can consequently be used for 
predicting erosion and deposition patterns. Thoma et al. (2005) used 
multitemporal ALS data for riverbank erosion assessment by quantifying 
volume and mass changes. A study in Iceland (Smith et al. 2006) showed 
how multitemporal ALS data can support the estimation of sediment ero-
sion and deposition in sander plains after a glacier outburst flood 
(jökulhlaup). French (2003) considered the application of ALS data for the 
provision of elevation data at accuracies and spatial densities in accor-
dance with the current generation of high resolution hydraulic models. He 
specifically addressed the quality of the data via multi-scale calibration 
against surveyed sections and supplementary control points, and the use of 
image processing techniques for identifying regions of interest. He con-
cluded that ALS provides topographic information at an accuracy and 
resolution close to the present limits of model representation. Charlton et 
al. (2003) discussed the derivation of representative cross-profiles of river 
channels. 

The summarized advantages of ALS data for hydrodynamic modeling 
are as follows: 

• adequate vertical accuracy 
• adequate horizontal accuracy and data density 
• potential for the derivation of breaklines 
• potential for the derivation of land use classification and roughness co-

efficient 
• increasing data availability 

Most studies until now were constrained to small test sites. Hollaus et al. 
(2005) summarized the experiences to process ALS data for large moun-
tainous regions, demonstrating the applicability for hydrological applica-
tions. Focusing on the exploitation of ALS for hydrological applications, 
the Christian Doppler laboratory Spatial data from laser scanning and re-
mote sensing was founded at the Technical University of Vienna in 2003,  
whereby the extreme topographic environment of Austria is taken into 
consideration as a challenging boundary condition. One point of focus is 
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also the development of new and advanced methods combining ALS with 
radar remote sensing and digital photogrammetry. In Germany, the federal 
state of Bavaria started the project Floodscan in 2006. The goal of the pro-
ject is the optimization of ALS data processing for hydrodynamic model-
ing with the development of data thinning techniques. 

11.4.4 Hazards related to glaciers and permafrost conditions 

Hazards related to glaciers and permafrost conditions are of significance in 
densely populated, high mountain areas. On a global scale damages and 
mitigation costs related to disasters associated with this environment are 
on the order of several 100 million EUR as a long-term annual average 
sum (Kääb et al. 2005b). Glacier and permafrost hazards include floods 
triggered by glacial and periglacial processes, glacier fluctuations, glacier- 
and permafrost-related mass movements, and permafrost thaw-settlement 
and frost heave. In high mountain areas process interactions, chain reac-
tions, as well as the present shift of hazard zones due to atmospheric 
warming call for the application of modern remote sensing techniques for 
hazard assessment. An overview of suitable air- and spaceborne remote 
sensing methods suitable for glacier and permafrost hazard assessment and 
disaster management is given by Kääb et al. (2005a) and Huggel (2004). 
They state that high resolution DTMs as derived from laser scanning rep-
resent one of the most important data sets for investigating high mountain 
processes. DTMs represent the core of any investigations of alpine haz-
ards, because many relevant geomorphological processes are driven by the 
relief energy. Changes in terrain geometry (elevation, volume) can be 
measured by repeated laser scanning. Multitemporal data can additionally 
be used to derive surface velocities on glaciers (Bucher et al. 2006), and 
can be used likewise in permafrost areas. Due to the relatively rapid 
change of high mountain environments, hazard assessment shall be under-
taken routinely and regularly. Laser scanning is particularly suited for 
monitoring purposes as is described by Geist et al. (2003) and Stötter 
(2007) for glacier monitoring. 

11.4.5 Avalanches 

Avalanche simulation models need highly accurate terrain information for 
a precise model output, which is the calculation of velocities, pressure dis-
tribution, and accumulation areas. Laser scanning DTMs show better 
model results compared to DTMs derived from other sources like photo-
grammetry stereo matching. Besides pure spatial resolution highly detailed 
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representation of topography is an important factor for modeling the flow 
component of avalanches (Schmidt et al. 2005). 

To make process and prediction models more reliable a better under-
standing of the snow cover stratigraphy and the snow distribution based on 
snow depth, wind impact and topography is needed. Snow depth distribu-
tion calculated from difference models between snow covered and snow 
free conditions contributes to the research of avalanche risk conditions 
(Deems et al. 2006). 

11.4.6 Protection forest 

Forests have a major protective function for different natural hazards. Site-
protecting forests keep a certain area in stable conditions and prevent the 
occurrence of natural hazards. These forests help to avoid, for example, 
surface runoff occurrence (floods), they stabilize slopes, they protect from 
soil erosion (landslides, debris flows, torrent activity) and they have a po-
tential impact on the snow cover stability avoiding snow drift and the gen-
eration of instable snow layers in potential avalanche starting zones. Pro-
tection forests are a barrier in case of an event and protect buildings, 
infrastructure and farm land from damages (e.g. rockfall and avalanches). 

Protection forests must consist of heterogeneous patches of species mix-
ture and have a high variability of age structure to guarantee continuous 
growing cycles with long-term stable conditions. Properties of the vertical 
and horizontal forest structure, like canopy closure rate, tree density, and 
canopy roughness derived from ALS data, provide information about the 
protective ability of a forest (Maier et al. 2006). 

11.4.7 Object protection 

Process models used in natural hazard management do not only need accu-
rate topographic information but also information on the buildings, roads 
and public facilities to be protected. In addition, this information is needed 
for risk and vulnerability calculations. Several studies show that ALS data 
can be used to classify buildings and street networks (Kaartinen et al. 
2005). 

11.4.8 Conclusion 

In summary, it has to be concluded that a variety of patchwork applications 
in line with the solution of specific tasks in natural hazard management ex-
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ist. Many applications rely on manual interpretation and show a lack of 
automation in data processing. In the following section results of an ap-
plied research project at the alpS - Center for Natural Hazard Management 
are presented. The goal of the project is to overcome the limitations men-
tioned, whereby the focus is placed on a concept for an improved data 
management and the creation of a framework for feature extraction and 
classification. 
 

11.5 Laser scanning data and products – a substantial 
input for natural hazard management  

11.5.1 Data management: GIS and database embedding 
strategies 

Laser Scanning delivers high quality and highly accurate vector and raster 
data models. In natural hazard management, there is a strong need for im-
mediate and simple access to all LS data products and derivatives. The 
large data volume does not allow for the use of standard GIS software 
products, as these cannot handle billions of vector points and large high 
resolution DEMs. In the following section, a new concept for GIS and da-
tabase embedding of country-wide LS datasets is explained. 

Decision for Open Source software 

The development and usage of Open Source software has a long tradition 
in the scientific world (OSI - Open Source Initiative 2006). Nowadays, 
Open Source solutions are also attracting more and more attention from 
administrative institutions and companies using the software for their op-
erational sequences (Boulanger 2005). Large Open Source projects ensure 
a constant improvement through a constantly growing community, as for 
example GRASS GIS (GRASS Development Team 2007). The major ad-
vantages of using Open Source components are that many sophisticated 
programs already exist - developed and reviewed by a large community - 
and that a redistribution of modifications and enhancements leads to an 
even faster and better development of the Open Source project. Nonethe-
less, cost-saving solutions, such as freely available Open Source packages, 
are required in particular by institutions with a low budget. The developed 
information system LISA (LiDAR Surface Analysis) combines the advan-
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tages of Open Source software packages with the functionality of a spatial 
database management system (DBMS), a geographic information system 
(GIS) and statistical software packages. The open data format standards, 
especially for spatial data, allows for a simple data interchange but also di-
rect access from many applications on one and the same data source (OGC 
1999). Open standards (formats and interfaces) and fully transparent soft-
ware solutions allow for a stronger cross linking of knowledge and data it-
self.  

System architecture  

LISA integrates data management, spatial analysis and processing (Section 
11.5.2), as well as visualization tasks (Höfle et al. 2006). The most obvious 
requirements for such an information system - given by LISA - are (i) mul-
tiuser and client-server architecture to avoid redundant data storage (ii) full 
access to all LS datasets in highest quality (including point cloud) (iii) GIS 
and spatial statistics functionality and (iv) open and well-defined interfaces 
to other software packages (import and export). The system architecture 
design follows the key principles of using the best existing application for 
specific tasks, of filling the gaps where no existing solutions are available, 
and of optimizing the communication between the modularly built system 
components in terms of performance, data storage, usability, administra-
tion effort, data security, multiuser and cross-platform support. The idea is 
to use the advantages of every single component, for example, the raster 
capabilities of the GIS component. The implemented client-server archi-
tecture minimizes both data storage and administration efforts. Time inten-
sive data transfer within LISA is avoided because every application of 
LISA can directly access the original laser points in the spatial database 
system and the raster derivatives in the GIS database. The data models for 
vector and raster datasets include the dimension time, which allows for 
multitemporal analyses between different epochs. Further processing, 
analysis and visualization of the LS data can be performed in both the 
original point cloud and the calculated raster datasets. 

System components 

The LISA system consists of two main components: the object relational 
database management system PostgreSQL (PostgreSQL Global Develop-
ment Group 2006) with its spatial add-on PostGIS (Refractions Research 
2006) and the geographic information system GRASS (GRASS Develop-
ment Team 2007). The scripting language Python (Python Software Foun-
dation 2006) was chosen to construct workflows, applications and inter-
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faces. In addition to its rich pool of scientific libraries (Jones et al. 2001), 
Python supports a direct connection to PostgreSQL/PostGIS (Cain 2006), 
and to the GIS layers of GRASS (Warmerdam 2006). There are in fact no 
important limitations for the storage of huge amounts of data in a Post-
greSQL database and GRASS GIS. The PostgreSQL database size is 
unlimited and the maximum table size is ca. 32 Terabyte. Organizing large 
rasters in tile sets (similar to a raster catalogue) allows for the management 
of country-wide high resolution raster datasets within GRASS. For the 3D 
visualization of point cloud subsets the Open Source program VTK (VTK 
2006) is used. 

Fig. 11.7 LISA system components and workflow (Höfle et al. 2006) 

Data management for point clouds 

The original point cloud is stored within the spatial DBMS Post-
greSQL/PostGIS, which provides user access management and multiuser 
capabilities. The point cloud vector data is therefore stored only once with 
assured access control and data availability. The spatial add-on PostGIS al-
lows for the use of geometry objects defined by the OpenGIS Simple Fea-
tures Specification for SQL (OGC 1999), as for example points, lines and 
polygons. Within the database environment the Structured Query Lan-
guage (SQL) is used to apply geometric functions and spatial queries on 
the geometry objects. Geometry objects are internally stored as OpenGIS 
Well-Known Binary (WKB) geometries (OGC 1999, Refractions Research 
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2006). The WKB representation is used by external applications to recog-
nize the content of a geometry object. 

A hierarchical data model for table structures, relationships and con-
straints was built, which reflects the characteristics of a typical ALS cam-
paign (Section 11.2). For example a typical ALS campaign consists of 
many overlapping flight strips. A single flight strip consists of millions of 
laser shots. And each laser shot can have none, one or more reflections. 
Additionally to the laser shots, the airplane positions are stored with a 
much lower resolution in time (about 250 laser shots temporally between 
two plane positions). With a linear interpolation approach over time the 
corresponding plane position can be calculated for each laser shot/echo. 
Figure 11.8 shows a simplified data model of ALS datasets. 

Fig. 11.8 Simplified hierarchical ALS data model (Höfle et al. 2006) 

The chosen data model makes complex queries possible with any com-
bination of spatial, temporal or attribute search criteria. To speed up que-
ries on large databases, column indexing is necessary. A B-tree index on 
the time attribute/column drastically increases performance of multitempo-
ral queries. Geometry columns are indexed by an R-Tree index imple-
mented on top of a Generalized Search Tree (GiST), which is provided by 
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PostGIS (Bartunov and Sigaev 2006). Spatial queries consist of a prior 
bounding box query followed by a distance query. On the one hand index-
ing makes managing large geometry tables possible, but on the other hand 
much more disk space is needed to store the index tables. In comparison to 
a file based management system, the client-server DBMS guarantees data 
security and integrity for a running system while data manipulation (insert, 
update and delete entries) is performed. The transaction management of 
PostgreSQL and the defined foreign keys (constraints) between the data 
model relations (e.g. flight campaign, strips, laser shots) maintain data 
consistency. 

Data management for raster datasets 

Basically, raster data management in LISA is organized within GRASS 
GIS. On the clients side GRASS GIS is used for executing all GIS and 
LISA applications respectively, but also on the server side for providing 
raster basic data, such as DTMs, DSMs and orthophotos, to multiple con-
current users/clients. The GRASS server handles user requests (e.g. clip-
ping and export of defined rasters) and user domains, as every user has 
their own rights and data spaces. Users with granted access can read and 
process the basic data in their own data space. The actual raster data man-
agement can either be installed on client or server side. For better perform-
ance and to avoid file size limits large raster datasets are tiled. A tile index 
vector holding the tile extents and meta data (e.g. timestamp, data type, 
bands) increases query possibilities and reduces access times on raster sub-
sets. 

Advantages of the central raster management are that the basic data is 
stored only once in the highest resolution, lower resolutions are generated 
on-the-fly. The full functionality of LISA and GRASS can be applied indi-
vidually by each user to one and the same basic data because of the client-
server principle. Well-defined interfaces additionally allow direct access 
from many different clients (Warmerdam 2006). Thus, for example, the 
UMN MapServer (UMN Map Server 2006) can directly visualize GRASS 
rasters. 

Data processing and workflows 

Workflow paths and applications for LISA are constructed following a hi-
erarchical approach (Figure 11.7). First the LS primary data has to be im-
ported into the spatial database. During the import procedure the relation-
ships and constraints between the data model relations are built and tested. 
Once the point cloud is stored in the defined data structure further process-
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ing is straightforward due to the fixed interfaces. The spatial database is 
not only used for data storage and retrieval but also for data manipulation 
(e.g. coordinate transformation, plane position interpolation, and signal in-
tensity correction). A workflow starting in the 3D point cloud makes use of 
SQL functions written in one of the procedural DB languages (e.g. 
PL/pgSQL, PL/Python) supported by PostgreSQL. Hence, most of the 
work load is already done by the SQL functions, so that the data is already 
preprocessed before being exported into the next higher level. The Python 
scripting language was chosen to construct the workflows, which are avail-
able as GRASS GIS commands/modules. Python can directly access Post-
greSQL, run SQL statements and receive the resulting data for further 
processing. Python GRASS modules of LISA follow the standard of 
GRASS GIS commands and are therefore easy-to-use. The integration of 
LISA into GRASS allows full access to the existing GIS functionality. The 
hierarchical workflow offers a multitude of data accessing and data proc-
essing possibilities. Thus, for example, the user can work with the GIS 
commands of LISA within GRASS or through a web application server; he 
can directly access the point cloud with an appropriate program supporting 
PostGIS geometries (e.g. QGIS) or can directly read the raster data through 
the GDAL (= Geospatial Data Abstraction Library) interface. 

Application example - point cloud cross-section 

The point cloud cross-section application is a good example for interaction 
on all levels (Figure 11.9). Through a graphical user interface (GUI), either 
the GRASS command GUI or a web mapping application, the user interac-
tively digitizes the vertices of the cross-section line and specifies the width 
of the cross-section, the laser point type (e.g. only last echo), the coloring 
mode (e.g. gray-scale intensity), and the output format (e.g. ASCII text 
file, graphic format). The GUI front end starts the GRASS command (a 
Python application), which further sends a SQL request to the spatial data-
base. The database SQL function for cross-sections returns the selected la-
ser points as query result records. In the next step the GRASS command 
generates the cross-section image, which is finally sent and visualized to 
the client. 
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Fig. 11.9 LISA application example – interactive point cloud cross-sectioning 
within GRASS GIS: a) GRASS command GUI, b) GRASS monitor for interactive 
cross section digitizing and c) resulting cross-section image. The cross-section 
shows all laser points (first and last echoes) colored grayscale by intensity. The 
red line shows the additionally extracted terrain line

11.5.2 Data analysis 

Using high resolution data means that traditional classification algorithms 
(e.g. clustering single pixels) lead to noisy classification results, which is 
known as the ‘salt & pepper effect’. This problem is overcome using an 
object-based image analysis (OBIA) approach (Figure 11.10). In the first 
step single pixels are merged to segments representing a homogeneous 
area (Hay et al. 2003). Then object features are calculated for each seg-
ment, which are used as input for the classification procedure. Object fea-
tures are statistical values of pixels forming one segment: (i) statistics re-
lated to segment geometry, (ii) topological information on neighboring 
segments and (iii) segments in an upper or lower hierarchy. This leads to a 
flexible classification tool with integrated methods for spatial analysis. It is 
possible to query neighborhood objects and to analyze the hierarchical 
connection between objects. The easy integration of different data types 
into the workflow (e.g. from optical sensors, ancillary data like cadastral 
information) is one of the strengths of the OBIA concept (Benz et al. 
2004). 
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Fig. 11.10 Basic concept of object-based image analysis 

The classification workflow subsequently described is primarily de-
signed to classify ALS points and its rasterized derivatives. The used 
OBIA workflow is integrated in the LISA system and the GRASS GIS en-
vironment (Section 11.5.1). All classification procedures described here 
use ALS data only, as a consistent data set. Differences which occur when 
using additional data sources (aerial or satellite images or ancillary data) 
for classification are avoided using ALS data only. Ancillary data is only 
used to compare the classification results in the error assessment (Rutz-
inger et al. 2006a). 

11.5.3 ALS land cover classification 

The basic idea is to use an iterative OBIA workflow to classify rasterized 
ALS derivatives first and if an application requires more detailed informa-
tion the original point cloud is used to derive objects on a finer scale. In 
the first step a vegetation mask is derived from the FLDM and a segmenta-
tion algorithm detecting ‘raised’ objects is applied. ‘Raised’ objects are 
distinguished from bare earth by jumping edges in the DSM. For these ob-
jects features like area, shape index, mean first/last echo difference or the 
standard deviation of heights are calculated. They are the input for a classi-
fication rule base. For every feature a value range and a weight are defined 
by the user in order to describe the object of interest best. Finally, the out-
put is a map showing how well (based on the weights) a single object be-
longs to a specific class. The classification degree is converted to a layer 
representing a single class. This classification result can be compared with 
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other classifications based on multitemporal data sets (change detection), 
with results of different parameter settings of the OBIA workflow (work-
flow calibration) or with ancillary data like a cadastral map (error assess-
ment). If the comparison between two objects is not satisfying those ob-
jects are reclassified in a second iteration with new parameters to enhance 
the classification (Rutzinger et al. 2006b). 

 
Fig. 11.11 a) Overview of the classified test site, b) 3D view with the GRASS 
visualization tool NVIZ, c) detailed 3D view 

 
At the current stage this method is suitable to derive high vegetation and 

buildings (Figure 11.11) (Rutzinger et al. 2006b). After the classification 
parameters can be derived for each object. These are, for example, object 
heights and volume estimation derived from a nDSM or roughness values 
calculated from the DSM, which are the input for several applications in 
natural hazard management (Section 11.4). 

11.5.4 Topographic analysis 

On the one hand the derivation of surface parameters is an important input 
for process detection and monitoring (Section 11.4). On the other hand the 
extraction of breaklines is necessary for proper flood and hydraulic model-
ing. GRASS GIS provides several tools with which to calculate first (e.g. 
slope, aspect) and second order derivatives (e.g. curvature) from elevation 
models, which characterize terrain objects (Wood 1996, Horn 1981). 
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Fig. 11.12 a) 3D view DSM overlaid with an infrared orthophoto, b) 3D view 
DTM overlaid with classified ridges and erosion channels, c) maximum curvature 
of DTM, d) minimum curvature of DTM 

The sample in Figure 11.12 shows the extraction of upper and lower 
edges, which are used for the classification of ridges and valleys. It shows 
a small torrent sub-catchment, which erodes shell shaped into the sur-
rounding pasture. The representation of geomorphological structures de-
pends on scale. The calculation window for the surface parameters must fit 
the size of the geomorphological structure in order to achieve meaningful 
results. If the window is too small, only substructures are derived and if the 
window is chosen too large only patterns in a superior scale are detected. 
The line objects in this case are extracted by the minimum and maximum 
curvature, describing the convexity and concavity of the surface respec-
tively. The window for the curvature computation is 11 x 11 m. Figure 
11.12 shows the maximum (d) and minimum curvature (c), which is used 
to derive upper and lower edges (b) respectively. 
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11.6 Opening new dimensions - future potentials of laser 
scanning in natural hazard risk management 

In recent times both on the risk management side as well as on the laser 
scanning technology side considerable progress has been made.  

On the one hand, coping with natural hazards has been further devel-
oped from mostly process-oriented approaches to new risk-based concepts 
(Stötter and Zischg, in print). This development results in a new demand to 
combine phenomena and processes of both the natural and the human envi-
ronment. On the other hand, laser scanning technology has undergone a 
somewhat exponential development within a rather short time span, e.g. by 
the design of new sensors (from single echo to first echo/last echo to multi 
echo and, most recently, to full-waveform signal), the combination of ALS 
and TLS technologies or the potentials of multi channel laser scanners.  

When trying to introduce risk-based models, one of the most interesting 
challenges is the scale of investigation. It seems a vital prerequisite for the 
combination of geodata describing the natural hazard and spatial informa-
tion representing the damage potential to have a common spatial resolution 
or scale. As risk-based concepts increasingly focus on the potentially 
threatened object or subject, extremely detailed information is demanded, 
that allows for the delineation of risk for the individual object.  

Existing process models/existing modeling concepts must be tested re-
garding their capacity for laser scanning data, as results from avalanche 
and flood modeling show. Chances are that a new generation of models or 
a modified data driven approach is required. The combination of airborne 
remote sensing methods and GIS have already led to very accurate digital 
elevation models (elevation accuracy better 0.5 m) for many flood endan-
gered city areas. Hence, a predictive analysis for defined buildings is fea-
sible. Such information supports decision making for individual citizens, 
authorities, emergency services or insurance companies. 

As shown in this paper, laser scanning technology opens new and prom-
ising options for those risk management ideas. Nevertheless, there are also 
problems that arise. Most of the process models that are applied to simulat-
ing natural hazard processes and consequently the natural hazard situation 
are not yet designed on the spatial resolution of laser scanning data. As a 
possible consequence, a new generation of models is required, which can 
cope with high resolution and highly precise input data. Recent advances 
in computational resources, web-based data management, and improved 
scientific and engineering knowledge can be exploited to meet the re-
quirements for the next generation models. 
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As an additional challenge, these models will have to include the multi-
ple aspects of global change conditions, both on the natural and the human 
environmental side to meet the demands of sustainability. Through the op-
tion of multitemporal analyses, laser scanning data and the highlighted 
management and analysis system offer interesting and promising opportu-
nities. 

Finally, it can be stated that laser scanning provides many advantages 
for future concepts of risk management, but there are still many questions 
to be solved. 
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12 Improving Safety in Alpine Regions through a 

combination of GSM/GPRS with satellite 

communication, GIS, and robust positioning 

technology  

S. Baumann, J. Czaja, W. Lechner 

12.1 Introduction 

The effective interaction of innovative navigation and communication 
technologies with intelligent GIS management systems have led to a num-
ber of successful applications in the domain of transport telematics (e.g. 
route guidance, fleet management and emergency call) in the last few 
years. Since low price Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and PDA-
compatible GPS receivers are available, there is a potential to introduce 
new local and personalised mobile applications which require a vehicle in-
dependent combination of so-called core technologies like satellite posi-
tioning, mobile data communication, and GIS management systems. 
Hence, many processes in risk and catastrophe management can be opti-
mized and the security of individuals (mountain rescuers, tourists, etc.) can 
be improved by this technology.  

Requirements for these improvements are the availability of respectively 
prepared spatial data, sufficiently accurate and reliable localisation, as well 
as robust communication between the various persons and information 
sources involved. As mountain regions like the Alps have their own char-
acteristics compared to other regions e.g. obstruction of GPS satellite sig-
nals, gaps within the GSM network, etc. the research project PANORAMA 
(Personalised ApplicatioNs based On ReliAble Positioning, Communica-
tion and GIS Management Systems in Alpine Regions) has identified pos-
sible problems related to the core technologies required and developed ac-
cording ideas to solve them. The main objective of PANORAMA was to 
develop a modular platform which is based on Commercial off the Shelf 
(COTS) products and which can be adapted for various applications.  

Based on a market and user requirements analysis, a concept for a dem-
onstration system, a Mobile Mission Centre (MMC) for mountain rescue 
teams, has been developed and been used to evaluate the key components 
of the three core technologies in cooperation with selected users. The pro-
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ject with a duration of 21 months (August 2004 - April 2006) was carried 
out by alpS (Austria), Telematica (Germany), TeleConsult Austria (Aus-
tria), GPS GmbH (Germany) and the Institute of Navigation and Satellite 
Geodesy of the Technical University Graz (Austria). 

12.2 User requirements and market analysis 

12.2.1 User requirements 

To evaluate the advantages of using the three core technologies, i.e. local-
isation, communication and GIS for mountain rescue operations, to iden-
tify the related requirements and to obtain an overview of ongoing and 
planned projects in these domains, extensive discussions were held with 
various stakeholders. The key findings derived from these discussions 
were: 
• The use of GPS has increased in recent years, but GPS receivers are not 

part of the official equipment of mountain rescuers 
• GPS reception in an Alpine environment suffers from signal blockage 

by mountains and vegetation 
• The GSM availability in a remote Alpine environment is not sufficient 

for safety critical applications like mountain rescue. During large natural 
disasters the GSM network is often overloaded 

• Digital maps for visualisation are available in suitable scales 
• The knowledge of the position of the mobile mountain rescuers in re-

gard to their previous tracks could significantly increase the situation 
awareness of local coordinators of the rescue operation 

• The mobile terminals have to work in harsh environments (water proof, 
shock resistance, adapted to low temperatures, etc.). 

12.2.2 Market overview 

The market relevant to the PANORAMA project can be segmented into: 
1. Localisation, tracking and navigation 
2. Communication 
3. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 

Between these stand-alone market segments are also specific cross-
sectional markets providing e.g. combined navigation and communication 
or navigation and GIS products or services. In addition, another aspect 
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covering all three segments has been taken into account: the market for 
ruggedised user terminals.  

  

 

Fig. 12.1 PANORAMA related market segments and overlapping markets 
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Localisation, tracking and navigation  

The market of so-called Personal Mobility applications is dominated by 
GPS/EGNOS handheld receivers, partly with integrated compass and/or 
barometric height sensor. Investigations have shown that e.g. 40 % of all 
mountain bikers use GPS receivers for Trans-Alp crossings.  

 

 

Fig. 12.2 iQue 3600, GPSMap 60CS, EMTAC CruxII, Foretrex 

Besides the above mentioned handheld receivers, various GPS Blue-
tooth receivers are available on the market, which can be connected to dif-
ferent hardware devices. The key advantages of Bluetooth receivers are 
their small size (cigarette packet size) and low weight (< 100g) and cable-
less connections. Both Bluetooth receivers and handhelds are in general 
robust enough for most outdoor activities. The life-time of the power sup-
ply depends strongly on the kind of application (tracking frequency), the 
environmental conditions (e.g. temperature) and the type of battery used. 
Recently "GPS-watches" have become available for outdoor activities. 

In addition to satellite-only-based positioning technologies, so-called 
autonomous technologies could be beneficial for use in an Alpine envi-
ronment, because they are completely independent from any infrastructure. 
The principle of autonomous positioning is based on an incremental de-
termination of position which is made on the basis of a direction measure-
ment and a distance measurement. This method is also called dead reckon-
ing. Various concepts have been developed and tested in the previous 
years. Magnetometers and gyros have been used for direction detection, 
barometric height sensors for altitude determination and accelerometers for 
step detection (and subsequently distance determination). 

The analysis of user requirements has shown that the accuracy provided 
by stand-alone GPS (and of course Galileo later on) will be sufficient for 
mountain rescue applications, but the availability and continuity of GNSS 
under Alpine conditions will not be sufficient for safety-related applica-
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tions like mountain rescue. Combinations of GNSS with other (more ro-
bust) terrestrial navigation systems like Loran-C or positioning technolo-
gies based on mobile communication systems (e.g. Cell ID, Cell ID with 
Timing Advance, Angle-of-Arrival, Time-of-Arrival, Time-Difference-of-
Arrival, etc.) will also not help to overcome this problem, because these 
systems are only partly available in the Alps. Therefore, the PANORAMA 
project focuses on the previously described GNSS/sensor approach. 

Communication 

Many transport telematics and tracking applications are based on GPS, 
GPRS or UMTS as communication links to transmit the position of the 
mobile users to a fixed centre. Due to the fact that the availability of these 
mobile communication systems is based on business considerations and 
therefore concentrates on populated areas and street networks, these sys-
tems will never cover rural areas completely and especially not remote ar-
eas. The following figure visualises the network-coverage of various Aus-
trian mobile communication providers in Tyrol. 
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Fig. 12.3 Mobile communication network coverage in Tyrol (A1 top, 3 below) 

Satellite communication (SatCom) offers the opportunity of transmitting 
position data from the mobile field teams to a rescue centre independent 
from terrestrial infrastructure. Within the framework of PANORAMA five 
SatCom systems have been analysed in detail: Globalstar, Iridium, 
Orbcomm, Inmarsat and Thuraya. Several SatCom-handheld devices for 
voice and/or data communication are available on the market for outdoor 
applications. The data rate varies from 2.4 to 144 kbps. Some SatCom-
mobiles also support GSM, and some are quipped with an integrated GPS 
receiver. The communication fees have decreased significantly in the pre-
vious years and are today comparable to the costs for GSM calls between 
different countries. The main difference between the various SatCom sys-
tems mentioned above for applications in Alpine environment is the type 
of orbits flown by the satellites. Geostationary satellites orbiting quasi-
stationary at a height of 36.000 km over the equator have an elevation an-
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gle below 35° for users in Austria, which means that the communication 
link will most probably be interrupted by using such a system in moun-
tainous regions. Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites fly on an inclined polar 
orbit which means that from a user’s perspective the satellites rise from the 
horizon up to the sky and down again. LEO satellites are "visible" for 20 
minutes on average. Due to the high number of satellites used for a LEO 
SatCom constellation (between 40-60 satellites) a continuous communica-
tion connection can be assured.  

Due to the fact that GSM is available in some parts of mountain rescu-
ers’ operation areas and LEO satellites have a very high availability in 
mountainous areas, a combined GSM/LEO approach has been selected for 
the PANORAMA-project to achieve an economic communication link 
with very high availability. 

User terminals 

Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) are palm-sized mobile PCs with touch 
screens and (partly) keyboards. The terminologies Handheld PC or Pocket 
PC are used for the same type of devices. The integration of mobile com-
munication interfaces into the PDAs has created the term Smartphone. In 
terms of computing performance, storage capability, resolution and quality 
of display PDAs have made significant progress in recent years. Multiple 
GPS receivers are available for PDA use too. 

 

 

Fig. 12.4 Smartphones and PDAs (PalmOne Treo, Nokia 626, Pocket Loox) 

Due to the size, similar performance and attractive prices compared to 
Pen computers or Tablet PCs, PDAs have become quite popular. Although 
so-called “protection cases” are available for the outdoor use of standard 
PDAs these devices are not suitable for mountain rescue applications. A 
market survey shown in the following table gives an overview of the (few) 
ruggedised PDAs, which fulfil the requirements for harsh environment. 
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Table 12.1 Ruggedised PDAs 

Product  Type Manufacturer 

Reccon PDA/Handheld Trimble 

CF-P1 Handheld PC Panasonic 

TimbaTec Pocket PC PDA/Handheld Latschbacher 

FuturePad CE PDA/Handheld IBD  

DA04M PDA/Handheld Roda Computer 

 
The market analysis performed within PANORAMA regarding the three 

core technologies has shown that there are many products and services in 
each sector (localisation, communication and GIS), but currently there is 
no integrated solution available which combines all necessary elements 
and corresponds to the stringent requirements for safety and security re-
lated applications like mountain rescue.  

12.3 Application scenario definition 

12.3.1 Background 

Mountain Search and Rescue (SAR) in the Alps is a prominent and chal-
lenging example of emergency response tasks. A significant number of 
search and rescue operations are carried out every year. In Austria 7.495 
“Bergrettungsdienst” (mountain rescue) operations were carried out in 
2002 (242 were search missions) and 17.229 members served a total of 
40.720 mission hours. 

Operating in small teams, rescue personnel have to be coordinated over 
large areas, often in rough terrain and adverse weather conditions. Addi-
tional assets like helicopters or reconnaissance planes are called in on de-
mand. Operations control typically uses a mobile command post (car or 
van), that is driven close to the area. Due to the number of such tasks and 
complexity of operations, often with human lives at stake, there is a sig-
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nificant demand for assistance by technology. Key tasks of support are, on 
the one hand, position, situation and intent reporting of field teams to op-
erations control. On the other hand, operations control needs to forward 
operational orders and assistance information to field teams, e.g. actual 
visual or thermal overhead imagery. Thus, there is an important need to 
exchange position related data between field teams and operations control. 

12.3.2 Mobile Mission Centre scenario 

For the demonstration of the PANORAMA system the application scenario 
of a Mobile Mission Centre was selected and defined in cooperation with 
the participating project partners and the Alpinesicherheit Tirol (asi) in 
Landeck, who supported the project team in questions regarding mountain 
SAR operation processes. 
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Fig. 12.5 Command hierarchy during an alpine SAR mission 

Figure 12.5 shows a typical command hierarchy for search missions with 
rescuers on foot from different rescue forces. PANORAMA focused only 
on the following operation levels: 
• The rescuer as a member of search team. 
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• The leader of a search team. 
• The head of operation of a rescue organisation. 
 
The scenario selected in PANORAMA can be described as follows: 

Different SAR teams are tracked constantly by a mobile operations cen-
tre, located at the base of operation. The rescue forces are equipped with 
the PANORAMA Mobile Unit (PMU) and are navigating in the terrain 
with a topographic map displayed on their PDA. GPS indicates their actual 
position, which is displayed on the screen. Points of interests (POI) can be 
defined prior to the mission or sent to the PMU by the PANORAMA Cen-
tral Unit (e.g. a GIS management system). Situational awareness is in-
creased by displaying the other rescue teams’ positions. Simultaneously, 
the coordinator of operations supervises the rescue forces by following 
their position and trajectories on the server application. By setting targets, 
sending POIs and by informing the rescue teams about dangers (weather, 
avalanches etc.) the mission is controlled. The functionality of the system 
shall be sufficient to provide enhanced situational awareness to all partici-
pating parties during SAR operations in mountainous areas. A recent 
analysis of large scale military operations showed that two seemingly con-
tradicting critical issues arise, that can be applied also to SAR missions. 
On the one hand, up-to-date and accurate information on the tactical envi-
ronment is needed for actors in the field. On the other hand, central opera-
tions management must not be overwhelmed by masses of data. At the 
same time, information flow between actors in the field can be crucial for 
mission success. Therefore, in the PANORAMA system, the information 
shall be available at the control centre and at every participating mobile 
team. The information shall be categorized, and each participating party 
shall have the option to select or deselect the display of information based 
on their actual need. Analyzing the functionality at the different operation 
levels leads to the results shown in the following table.  

Table 12.2  Essential functionality of different operation levels 

Level User Position Mob-Com User 

1 Rescuer X X (X) 

2 Team leader X X X 

3 Head of operation  (X) X 

 
Several surveys with various organizations in SAR during the project 

showed that the concept of PANORAMA will be beneficial essentially in 

Terminal 
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large scale SAR operations and regional disasters. It provides the rescue 
patrols and the mission centre an important overview on the mission. Fur-
thermore, the rescue patrols benefit from the navigation information in of-
ten unknown areas. Communication is facilitated between several SAR or-
ganisations that are involved in the mission. Data exchange is highly 
profitable to transmit dangers (snow and mud avalanches, flood etc.), to 
guide patrols and to indicate neighbour patrols. 

12.4 System architecture with innovative mobile modules 

As already mentioned in the previous chapter and illustrated in the figure 
below, the PANORAMA system consists of two main components: the 
PANORAMA Central Unit (PCU) and the PANORAMA Mobile Unit 
(PMU). Each unit by itself includes several modules, all containing essen-
tial components of the core technologies, namely, positioning, communica-
tion and GIS/management systems, which could be combined using (stan-
dard) interfaces and protocols.  

 

 

Fig. 12.6 Basis architecture PANORAMA 

In detail the PCU consists of one or more central databases and process 
specific applications or visualisation software. For data exchange both 
units work with a communication module, which in the case of the PMU is 
supplemented with a positioning module and a (optional) user terminal 
(e.g. PDA). The mobile user equipment consists of different, physically 
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independent modules. This characteristic permits the flexible future use of 
the PMU in other applications with different or even without certain navi-
gation and communication devices. Beside the commercial products identi-
fied in the market analysis (e.g. GPS handhelds, PDA or smartphones) 
PANORAMA especially focused on the following innovative PMU mod-
ules: 

 
a) Positioning-Module: Multi-Sensor Box (MSB) 

The Multi-Sensor Box (MSB) is a development of TeleConsult Austria 
GmbH the project partner and provides position information either from a 
GNSS sensor or, in the case of satellite signal loss, from additional inte-
grated sensors like accelerometers, gyros, magnetometers and barometers 
using different complex models (e.g. distance information from a step de-
tection approach).  
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Fig. 12.7 Multi-Sensor Box, MCB and dedicated backpack 
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b) Communication Module: Multi-Communication Box (MCB) 

 
The Multi-Communication Box (MCB) was developed by the Swiss-based 
teleCrossAlpina GmbH in Bern in close cooperation with the 
PANORAMA project team. The basic idea behind the MCB architecture is 
the seamless data communication routing over different wireless media 
and networks to provide complete coverage over a defined operations area. 
The selection of the means of communication is performed automatically 
by the equipment without any user interaction, according to pre-defined 
rules. Additionally, the MCB provides automated exchange of the actual 
positions at user-defined intervals using an integrated GPS/EGNOS re-
ceiver. The following COTS components have been included in the MCB: 
• Satellite Modem: Qualcomm GSP 1620 (for Globalstar) 
• GPRS Modem: Telit 862 (GMS/GPRS-Module) 
• Bluetooth: D-Link DBT-900AP  
• GPS: µblox GPS/EGNOS Receiver Board TIM LF 
• PC104 Processor Board: Arcom Viper PXA255 CPU with Windows 

CE.net 4.2 

12.5 Validation of system components 

12.5.1 Simulation of SatCom availability 

Within the PANORAMA project a visibility simulation for some selected 
geostationary communication satellites (Thuraya and Inmarsat) was con-
ducted. This was done using the SRTM3-Digital Terrain Model (DTM) 
with a resolution of 90m and a DTM of the Austrian Surveying Admini-
stration (BEK) with a resolution of 30m. The ArcGIS 3D-Analyst and 
POV-Ray for Windows (v3.6) were used as software tools. The following 
figure shows the "shadowed areas" (blue areas) in the region of the Kitz-
büheler Horn.  
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Fig. 12.8 Shadowing of geostationary satellites in the Alpine environment 
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The simulations show better results for the INMARSAT system, be-
cause the INMARSAT satellites are located west and east of the test area, 
whereas the two Thuraya satellites are both located in the east of the simu-
lation area. 

12.5.2 GSM/SatCom availability in the Alps 

To validate the impact of mountainous topography on the availability of 
GSM and SatCom (LEO) the signal-power of both systems were recorded 
and analysed during multiple cross-country skiing outings in the Alps in 
the winter of 2005/2006. The signal-power was recorded by a proprietary 
software tool called “Phonydump”. Both GSM- and SatCom-mobile 
phones document the strength of the received signal in an internal protocol 
using the so-called Communication Signal Quality (CSQ) value. This in-
formation can be exported, time stamped and recorded by “Phonydump” in 
free definable time intervals via an AT command. A parallel operated GPS 
receiver with data log capability was used to geo-reference the signal 
strength values via the common time stamp. As test equipment a Global-
star mobile phone, a GSM mobile phone, a Bluetooth GPS receiver and a 
laptop placed in a backpack were used (see figure below). 

Fig. 12.9 PANORAMA GSM/SatCom test set-up 

Several of the field-trials took place at the cross-country skiing course in 
the Eng valley in the border region between Bavaria and Tyrol. The avail-
ability of GSM respective SatCom is shown in figure 12.10.  
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The relationship between availability (green) and non-availability (red) 
is quite similar for both types of technology (60% / 40%). The figures 
show that the availability of the SatCom link is distributed more homoge-
nously along the course, whereas GSM provides a good availability in the 
western part of the test course and a bad availability at the end of the Eng 
valley. It has to be noted that the measurements were performed under dy-
namic conditions, which means for the SatCom measurements that short 
outages caused by shadowing of the antenna e.g. by the head of the mobile 
user or vegetation near the track, occurred. In an operational mountain res-
cue scenario a connection could be established at these locations by a 
small adjustment to the antenna in many cases. The long-term SatCom-
outages were caused by the Alpine topography. This is the reason why the 
long-term outages occurred at the same locations on the way back (with a 
different satellite constellation). 

 
Fig. 12.10 Results of GSM Measurements in the Eng valley 
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Fig. 12.11 Results of SatCom Measurements in the Eng valley 

The different spatial distribution of availability/non-availability for 
GSM and SatCom clearly shows the advantage of a combined system. The 
following map shows the overlay of both measurements to visualise the 
benefits of an integrated GSM/SatCom system. 
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Fig. 12.12 Benefits of a combined GSM/SatCom system 

12.5.3 Performance analysis of “low-cost” GPS-receivers 

For the performance analysis “low cost” GPS receivers (Rx) were used. 
These receivers compute the navigation solution based on code-
measurements. As a “truth-system” or reference a high end geodetic GPS 
receiver was used. The follwing hardware components were also used:  
• Emtac Crux II BTGPS (SiRF Star IIe/LP, 12 Channel, L1, C/A-Code) 
• Garmin GPS60CS (12 Channel, L1;C/A-Code) 
• u-blox ANTARISTM (16 Channel, L1, C/A-Code) 
• Ashtech Z-XtremeTM (12 Channel, L1/L2, Code & Phase) 
 

To compare the different GPS receivers with each other, it must be en-
sured, that all receivers use identical satellite signals with the same 
strengths. For this purpose an antenna with a splitter was used. For the se-
lection of the test points the following criteria was defined: 
• Position with unobstructed satellite visibility (“open field”) 
• Position with signal attenuation/blockage due to vegetation 
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• Short distance between both positions and similar elevation 
• Availability of precise reference coordinates  
 

For the analysis, two test series each with 24 hour duration were carried 
out. NMEA data was recorded for all Rx and the GPGGA data sets were 
used for the evaluation. In the “open field” scenario no significant differ-
ence in the position determination between the different Rx could be iden-
tified. All Rx were able to consistently compute a position with good qual-
ity and no real weaknesses were found.  

However, when testing began in the forest, the weaknesses under condi-
tions of reduced satellite visibility and multipath could be clearly identi-
fied. In this environment the strength of the u-blox receiver became obvi-
ous and resulted in the excellent quality of the position and height 
determination. In contrast, the geodetic receiver Ashtech Z-XtremeTM 
shows significant weaknesses. This is due to the fact that this receiver is 
optimized for high precision surveying in open field environments with 
excellent signal availability. The result is a significantly reduced availabil-
ity, but, if the Z-XtremeTM provides a position solution, this is very accu-
rate. Worse results were delivered by the Emtac due to missing filter algo-
rithms. The availability of the different receivers varies from 99.5% for the 
u-blox to 67.7% for the Z-XtremeTM. If high availability is a requirement, 
than navigation receivers should get preference. Additionally, it should be 
noted that all tests were done in a static mode. If dynamic conditions are 
added, the requirements on the GPS Rx increase even more, as varying 
conditions like multipath, signal obstructions and signal attenuation in 
general further decrease the performance of the position solution. 
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Fig. 12.13 Results of the GPS performance analysis the forest test environment 
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12.5.4 Multi-Sensor Box (MSB) 

 

The figure on the left shows the MSB in 
highly vegetated terrain. The prototype to-
gether with the battery pack is in the back-
pack. Access to the position data is obtained 
through Bluetooth, either through a PDA or 
through the Multi-Communication Box 
(MCB).  

The GPS antenna is placed on the head of 
the person to optimize the reception condi-
tions. Placing the antenna on top of the 
backpack shows slightly reduced reception 
quality due to obstruction effects from the 
head and/or shoulders. 

 
This could result in a reduced number of satellites and therefore on a 

less accurate position solution. 
The MSB principle is based on dead reckoning. Within the 

PANORAMA project various analysis and testing was done to optimize 
step detection models and develop new algorithms. On the one side it was 
the aim to adapt the integrated positioning system to the selected applica-
tion and on the other side to optimize the use of new methods. The follow-
ing table shows the areas which were analysed in detail. 
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Table 13.3 Topics for the MSB analysis  

Step detection: - Accelerations 
- Data storage optimized correlation al-
gorithms 

Step-lengths models: 
 

- PointResearch Model 
- Ladetto-Model 
- Weinberg-Model 
- Kaeppi-Model 
- Multi-Sensor-Model 

Step-lengths calibration with GPS: 
 

- Comparison of different models 
  (plain/slope) 

- Comparison of different walking 
   times 

Magnetometer - Calibration 
- Deviation 

Barometric height determination - Performance and influence factors 

 
The following figure gives an example of a test done in Praxmar, Tyrol. 

The test person walked up and down the well paved road from Praxmar to 
Luesens and after that hiked along a snow-covered trail to Praxmar on a 
winding road. 
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Fig. 12.14 Trajectory results with empirical step-length estimation of uphill 0.73 
m and downhill 0.91 m 

The results show that when using the optimized algorithms and calibra-
tion models, it is possible to determine positions with good accuracy in 
mountainous and pathless terrain even in cases where GPS is not available 
for longer periods. If GPS is available and used for calibration it must be 
made sure that the position quality is high, otherwise a mis-calibration 
could finally result in fatal position errors. Considering the results of the 
Praxmar tests, it can be estimated that even in cases of 30 minutes of GPS 
outages, an accuracy of 2-3% of the walking distance is achievable, the 
“smoother” and “regular” the walk is. 

12.5.5 Multi-Communication Box (MCB) 

The Multi-Communication Box (MCB) was developed by teleCross Alpi-
na GmbH as part of the ESA project SARFOS (Search And Rescue For-
ward Operation Support System) based on the requirements of the 
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PANORAMA system and was tested in both projects. The results are 
summarized in the following section. 

The core functionality of the MCB, which is the seamless change be-
tween GSM/GPRS and SatCom to distribute position and text information, 
was verified without any failure during test drives in the area of Linden 
(near Bad Toelz) in March 2006 and on a drive from Innsbruck to Munich 
on April 13, 2006. Both test areas are characterized by quite incomplete 
GSM/GPRS availability conditions. All position messages, which were 
transferred in two minute intervals, were received without any problem at 
the server. 

As part of the SARFOS project another extensive trial took place in 
Thun, near Bern, in Switzerland on April 22, 2006. The test was performed 
in close cooperation with the Bernese Cantonal Mountain Rescue Com-
mission (KBBK). In total there were 4 rescue teams (including tracking 
dogs) and the director of operations in action. The test scenario was a typi-
cal SAR mission in an area with very fragmented GSM/GPRS coverage. 3 
out of 4 field teams were equipped with the MCB system. For comparative 
reasons the other team just used a “classical” VHF and SMS (text messag-
ing) technique to communicate with the mission management. The capa-
bilities of the MCB system were validated using qualitative and quantita-
tive parameters. 

 
Quantitative parameters: 
• Change of GPRS/SatCom under different network situations 
• Transmission of position information 
• Transmission of text information 
• Transmission of POIs 
• Triggering of alarms 
• Operation time of the batteries 
• Stability of the overall system 

 
 

Qualitative parameters: 
• User friendliness 
• Usefulness of the application (SAR operations) 
• Proposals for improvement 

During the whole demonstration (duration about 2.5 h) all position and 
text information was received at the server without any disturbance. The 
following proposals for improvement were received from the rescue teams 
and the director of operations: 
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• The Bluetooth connection between the MCB and the PDA showed some 
interference with the VHF communication. An alternative cable connec-
tion should be installed 

• The installation of the SatCom antenna should be improved, e.g. using 
an extendable pole instead of a fixed connection to the backpack 

• The weight of the MCB is acceptable, however, the size should be re-
duced for the next generation 

12.6 Validation of the PANORAMA core system 

12.6.1 System Overview 

The PANORAMA core system consists of the sub-systems: Geo-data, 
Navigation / User Terminals, GIS with www- interface. 

12.6.2 Geo-data 

In principle all kinds of digital geographical data is supported by the speci-
fication of the PANORAMA system. Both vector- and raster-data can be 
imported and handled. During the validation campaigns the following 
raster-data was used: 
1. Topographic Map 1:50.000 or 1:200.000 (AMAP 50 / 200) 

DAV Map „Innsbruck und Umgebung“ 1:50.000. 
2. DAV Map  „Stubaier Alpen - Sellrain“  1:25.000 
3. Coloured Orthophoto 1:5.000 (Source: TIRIS) 
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12.6.3 User terminal 

       

Fig. 12.15 Recon, HP 6515, HP 4700 

As quoted above ruggedized PDAs are required for mountain rescue ap-
plications. For cost reasons the validation of the PANORMA functional-
ities were performed with one ruggedized PDA (Recon) and two standard 
PDAs (HP 6515, HP 4700). 

For visualisation purposes the Pocket PC application “GPSMap” of the 
company "CPU Control" was modified and used. The following function-
alities were implemented: 
• Display of current position, of self-defined (PMU) or external POIs such 

as position of people in distress, equipment depots, etc. 
• Display, generation, reception and transmission of text messages 

12.6.4 GIS with www-interface 

The PANORAMA system could be interfaced with existing operational 
GIS/Management systems. To demonstrate this flexibility an interface with 
ESIS, a Tyrolean web-based system for the management of natural haz-
ards, has been realised in cooperation with ASI-Tirol (Alpine Safety and 
Information Center). The ESIS operator now has immediate access to the 
position information of the mobile rescue teams in the filed, can visualise 
them on a digital map or photograph and exchange text messages with the 
team members. 
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Fig. 12.16 www-interface PANORAMA Central Unit (raster/vector map) 

12.6.5 Test campaign 

The PANORAMA system was validated in multiple test campaigns in the 
Alpspitz area (Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Bavaria) and Praxmar (Tyrol). The 
test areas were selected based on the following criteria: 
• High-alpine terrain with complex topography 
• Expositions in all directions 
• Vegetation canopy in the lower parts of the test area 
• Typically GSM coverage 
• Good access in winter season 
• Facilities for equipment storage and online data evaluation during the 

test campaign 
 
To validate the server-based GIS and the communication to the 

PANORAMA Mobile Units (PMUs), both GSM and MCB were tested. A 
laptop with GSM connection represented the PCU mission centre. A SAR 
scenario was selected for validation purposes. Figure 12.18 shows some 
impressions of the test campaign in Praxmar and some screenshots from 
the PMU graphical user interface. 
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Fig. 12.17 Mobile Mission Center and Rescuer at validation campaign 

 

Fig. 12.18 Screenshots from the PANORAMA validation campaign in Praxmar 

As a conclusion to the PANORAMA project, a public demonstration 
took place in Igls near Innsbruck, Austria on October 12, 2006. After the 
demonstration all participants agreed that the PANORAMA project was 
completed successfully and that the development of the system should be 
continued and brought into practise via long-term validation.  
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12.7 Conclusions 

The primary difference between the requirements for Alpine users and 
those of the mass market, e.g. in urban areas, is the need of independence 
from local infrastructure. Therefore, the standard approach to establish an 
extended localisation infrastructure can only be realized to a quite limited 
extent in Alpine regions. Vice versa, systems, which are of great help for 
alpinists, can only be used with little success in urban areas, e.g. a mag-
netic compass will give some available information in the country side, but 
is quite significantly disturbed in an industrial environment or in cities.  

The most popular positioning system for nearly all applications is the 
US Global Positioning System, GPS. Available since 1994, it allows a 
worldwide position determination with an accuracy of ±13 m horizontal 
and ±22 m vertical. Using augmentation systems like EGNOS (European 
Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service) it is even possible to achieve 
accuracies of about ±3 m. A prerequisite for getting a GPS based position 
is a direct line of sight to at least four satellites. In rough terrain like the 
Alps or in difficult environments like forests, the satellite signals might be 
obstructed, attenuated or corrupted. This has a strong influence on the 
availability and quality of the position solution. New technologies and high 
sensitive receivers have significantly improved the ability to track satellite 
signals even under difficult conditions, but the accuracy of the positioning 
results is quite often questionable. As soon as the European global satellite 
navigation system Galileo is operational, the user will have up to 60 satel-
lites in total for position determination. In addition to this, it can be ex-
pected that GLONASS, the Russian system, will also revive so that in the 
end 3 independent satellite navigation systems will be available. Although 
Galileo and GLONASS will not be able to overcome the system-specific 
deficiencies of GPS (e.g. sensitivity to intentional or unintentional interfer-
ence, line of sight requirements for signal reception), the additional satel-
lites in combination with new combined receivers will satisfy more and 
more users even in environments where GPS is still critical today. But the 
question of reliability and the dependency on a pure satellite based solution 
will remain and can only be solved by combining satellites with autono-
mous sensors. This combination will allow a high quality and highly reli-
able positioning solution even in difficult terrain and under unfavourable 
signal reception conditions. 

The manifold analyses as part of PANORAMA have shown that the ap-
proach to integrate a barometer, magnetometer and some step detection to-
gether with satellite navigation is applicable also in an Alpine environ-
ment. But for practical reasons a higher integration to reduce size, weight 
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and power consumption is strongly required to fulfil the operational re-
quirements. Technically, a system the size of a cigarette box seems to be 
feasible using today’s technology. It can be expected that industry will 
provide such solutions as soon as the market evolves. First attempts are 
available and show promising results. 

Integrated systems mostly use the complementary attributes of their 
components to maximize the overall availability. Redundant measurements 
and intelligent filters improve the system accuracy and reliability. This in-
creases the overall performance and safety. However, the increasing com-
plexity and the need for standardisation and certification for safety critical 
applications (e.g. SAR) require further effort. 

In terms of communication the investigations, simulations and tests 
which were carried out as part of the PANORAMA project resulted in the 
following recommendations which should be taken into account to further 
optimize the future communication component of an operational 
PANORAMA system: 

Simulations and field trials confirmed that LEO Communication satel-
lites provide a significantly higher availability in alpine environments 
compared to systems using geostationary satellites. These are especially 
affected by topographic obstructions in valleys running in an East-West di-
rection. Future systems therefore should use LEO based satellite commu-
nication services. During the tests Globalstar was used with good results, 
but in principle Iridium should also be capable of meeting the user re-
quirements, although the reduced data rate and, at least currently, more ex-
pensive satellite modems must be considered. The weight of the MCB is 
acceptable but the size should be reduced; the current limiting factor is the 
size of the Globalstar modem. 

The Bluetooth connection between MCB and PDA seems to sometimes 
be unstable and sensitive to interference from VHF. This will have to be 
further analysed and, an alternative cable connection should be provided as 
a back-up solution. The future system of choice should be able to work 
with and without PDA, as some users do not need the advanced communi-
cation capabilities of the handheld device. 

As the TETRA infrastructure will be available in the next few years in 
Tyrol and other European regions, an integration of a TETRA modem as 
part of a modular design should be taken into consideration as an option to 
maximize the benefits to the users. 
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13 Pros and cons of four years experience of 
alpS  

E. Veulliet, H. Weck-Hannemann, J. Stötter 

13.1 Introduction 

Avalanches, debris flows, flooding, rock falls, landslides, and slow mass 
movements are examples of natural processes in mountain regions. As 
soon as these processes impact on spheres of human interest they become a 
threat, direct or indirect, and consequently are perceived as natural haz-
ards. Ever since mankind began to settle and utilise the Alps, human envi-
ronment has been affected by these processes. In areas where these natural 
processes and human activity overlap there is serious potential for human 
casualty and damage to buildings, property and infrastructure that may 
cause subsequent direct and indirect costs with far-reaching economic con-
sequences. The increase of damages and ensuing costs arising from natural 
hazard processes has become arguably considerable over the last decades. 

Since the end of the 19th century, a social transformation has been tak-
ing place through the industrial revolution and the growth of tourism, 
reaching from an extensively agriculture-based social system to one that 
focuses on industry and services. Together with a correlating change in 
demands on land use, this social transformation has so far been character-
ised by an ever expanding land requirement for housing, traffic, business 
and recreation. As a result, there is an increased probability for people and 
property, both mobile and immobile, to face risks. Alongside with undeni-
able shortages of public funds that meet with a visibly increasing reluc-
tance on the part of a public that seemingly “accepts” risk, these factors 
indicate a clear need to rethink the analysis, evaluation and management 
strategies of natural hazard processes, especially when it comes to long-
term and sustainable solutions. This consequently raises the questions 
“what can happen?”, “what is acceptable?” and “what needs to be done?” 

In order to meet new demands in the realm of management of natural 
hazards highlighted in Chapter 1, both inter- and transdisciplinary research 
and development models are required, which unite all institutions, public 
or private, under one roof. Only in this way, by utilising all available po-
tentials for innovation, taking advantage of synergies and guaranteeing the 
smooth transfer of data and knowledge, an integral risk management pro-
gram is possible. 

 
E. Veulliet et al. (eds.), Sustainable Natural Hazard Management in Alpine Environments,  
DOI 10.1007/978-3-642-03229-5_13, © Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009 
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Aware of these requirements, the alpS – Centre for Natural Hazard 
Management was founded in October 2002 as a part of the Kplus-
Programme of the Austrian Government. Kplus-centres aim at conducting 
target-oriented and internationally competitive research and development 
work at a high standard in areas that are relevant to both industry and re-
search. 

It was the vision of the alpS research and development platform to bring 
together academic, commercial, public and non-public partner organisa-
tions. Furthermore, alpS wanted to both establish itself as an internation-
ally recognised trademark and play a leading role in natural hazard man-
agement. The knowledge gained in scientific projects in the Alpine context 
can be transferred onto a global scale to subsequently increase the safety of 
individuals and society in mountain environments in general. Through 
practical research and development, damage from natural hazards can be 
more adequately limited to a socially and economically acceptable level in 
the long-term. 

Through applied research and development, it is the mission of alpS to 
make a considerable and long-lasting contribution to the protection of hu-
man environment in mountain regions. Additionally it aims: 
(i) at making a considerable contribution to the training of a highly quali-

fied work force in the field of natural hazard and risk research, for 
business, science and public authorities;  

(ii) at raising the level of innovation and competitiveness of the partner 
companies through tighter networking and smoother knowledge trans-
fer between science and industry; 

(iii) at making up-to-date scientific methods and knowledge accessible to 
the businesses and authorities involved; 

(iv) at communicating scientific knowledge resulting from projects to a 
larger audience through publications, lectures and special events;  

(v) at encouraging cooperation with other research institutes on a national 
and international level. 

The activities of alpS, therefore, aim at protecting human beings, private 
and public properties and to preserve the general conditions of alpine envi-
ronments in a sustainable way, taking climate and socio-economic change 
into consideration. 

13.2 Main Objectives 

The main goal of alpS is to deal with the intricacies of the cause-effect 
characteristics of natural hazard processes in an interdisciplinary environ-
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ment. To guarantee this, one of the main strategies of the Centre is to de-
velop interdisciplinary and highly qualified scientific human capital and to 
foster close ties in the long term. 

In order to ensure the sustainable protection of human activities and in-
terests, alpS pursues the following objectives: 
i) Systematic compilation and evaluation of the current status: The sys-

tematic compilation and evaluation of the existing base data and the 
methodical approaches used so far is the fundamental prerequisite for 
achieving this stated goal.  

ii) Development of a more efficient and effective way of natural hazard 
management: The present deficiencies in the assessment of the natural 
hazard situation and the planning of appropriate protective measures 
and strategies was identified to lie mainly in the use of non-
standardised methods and data as well as the lack of cooperation be-
tween businesses, scientific research institutions and public admini-
stration. Based on a comprehensive compilation and evaluation of cur-
rent scientific knowledge, alpS improves existing methods and 
develops new ways of recording and assessing the natural hazard situa-
tion as basis for adequate planning of protection measures and strate-
gies. Thanks to the institutionalisation of multidisciplinary cooperation 
between businesses, public administration and research institutions 
under the umbrella of alpS, almost perfect conditions for improving, 
expanding and standardising methods can be offered. 

iii) Implementing a paradigm change: alpS aims to implement paradigm 
change towards an interdisciplinary risk-based natural hazard man-
agement comprising: 

- the evaluation of natural hazards on data bases allowing reliable 
quantification of magnitude-frequency relations,  

- the development of preventative, knowledge-based and process-
governing measures,  

- the application of expertise from business and economics as well 
as associated psychological measures. 

iv) Development of natural hazard management strategies under changing 
conditions in the future: According to the most recent scenarios of 
global climate change, further warming will continue throughout the 
21st century thus triggering drastic changes in mountain geospheres 
(hydrosphere, lithosphere and biosphere). Depending on the very dif-
ferent timescales of each sphere to react, both an increase in the mag-
nitude of natural hazard processes and a higher frequency of floods, 
debris flows and mass movements are most likely. In addition to this, a 
probable change in man-made environments – expansion of areas util-
ised by people and a change in land use – will lead to increased risks 
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in the future. So as to be prepared for this change and to be able to pro-
tect the limited space in mountain areas for fundamental demands of 
society in a sustainable way, one of the tasks of alpS, as part of its re-
search and development program, is to devise possible scenarios and 
develop methods adapted to changed fundamental conditions. 

13.3 Basic Approach 

In order to achieve these goals, alpS endeavours to form sustainable part-
nerships and alliances with competent and financially strong business part-
ners, on the one hand, and recognised academic institutions and research 
facilities on the other. 

During the first four years the implementation of alpS was structured in 
three stages. In an initial stage, basic organisational structures were in-
stalled in order to guarantee a reliable operational system and the first 
stage functional operations around first generation projects were devel-
oped. In addition to the prompt realisation of these immediate projects, 
networks with business and scientific partners were set up. In October 
2002, the Centre started with eight employees working in three research 
projects. These initial projects and additional seven projects were already 
defined during the application period. Within the first year the number of 
researchers increased to 25. Thereby a critical mass emerged generating a 
reputation recognised far beyond the boundaries of Tyrol. 

The second half of the initial stage mainly consisted of consolidation ac-
tivities, preparation work for future projects and acquisition of new busi-
ness and scientific partners. In addition, the demand of public and private 
key-players (e.g. authorities, consulting engineers, scientific institutions) 
dealing with “Natural Hazard Management” in Austria, Switzerland, Ger-
many and Southern Tyrol was assessed. This analysis provided the founda-
tion for future strategic and scientific orientation. Throughout hundreds of 
personal interviews research fields with development potential for alpS 
were identified. 

In general, new projects with partners from various sectors launched af-
ter a 6 to 12 months preparation phase. These second generation projects 
had to consider the following guidelines: 

- The project needs to be value adding for the business partner. 
- The project has to meet the scientific interests of the associated 

research institutions. 
- The project should be of public interest. 
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- If the feasibility of the project is not already guaranteed at the 
beginning, evidence has to be provided within the first stage of 
the project (stop-or-go stage). 

- The results of the project should be transferable to other applica-
tions and/or regions. 

- The application and integration of up-to-date technology to natu-
ral hazard management has to be assured. 

- The possibility to create synergies with existing alpS projects. 
- Sustain the internationalisation of alpS. 
- Increase and strengthen the alpS network. 
- Support the positioning of natural hazard management as a 

cross-sectional subject. 
This approach allowed compensating for the loss of an important busi-

ness partner and the resulting cancellation of one project (five employees 
were laid off) and even starting an expansion period. During this phase the 
centre developed rapidly, managing 22 projects with about 50 employees 
and approximately 40 business partners. As the size of the administrative 
team stayed constant and rather decreased during the whole period, another 
phase of consolidation became necessary in the third year. Within this 
phase emphasis was put on increased linkages among the projects as well 
as the different working areas. Know-how created in working area C 
(socio-economic risk analyses) was considered particularly. The quality 
and design of this working area is hardly found elsewhere in Europe and 
clearly presents a competitive advantage of alpS. 

13.4 Structure 

At alpS, the aforementioned high demands are met through co-operation 
with competent commercial, scientific and administrative partners (Fig. 
13.1), which in comparison to all other Kplus-centres makes alpS unique. 
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Fig. 13.1 alpS in a triangle connecting public authorities, science and business 

alpS deals with issues of high social and political importance. In the 
process, alpS does not only combine industry with research – in keeping 
with Kplus principles – but it also incorporates officials and authorities in 
almost all its projects. Occupying the central position in the triangle of 
stakeholders allows for credible objectivity and neutrality. Thus alpS is in-
creasingly developing into a consensus platform, which is a fundamental 
prerequisite for an integrated approach. 

The inclusion of public authorities in the realm of natural hazard man-
agement is essential since the pertinent administrative and legal expertise 
in most countries is found almost exclusively at these institutions. Fur-
thermore, due to the long term existence of these institutions, they offer a 
great deal of know-how and possess important base data. 

The overall acceptance public authorities grant research findings result-
ing from alpS projects has significant relevance for business partners too. 
This crucial acceptance is guaranteed by involving public authorities in the 
process of selection of projects, by orientating the projects technically, by 
implementing them, and additionally this is assured by the representation 
of public authorities in the board of alpS.  
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13.5 Research Program 

Cooperation of competent commercial, scientific and administrative part-
ners took place in three interactive Areas (Fig 13.2) 

• A – Databases and Modelling, 
• B – Hazard Mitigation and Protection Measures, 
• C – Socio-economic Risk Analysis, 

as well as through interdisciplinary projects in order to make a valuable 
contribution to the long term protection of living conditions in mountain 
areas. 
 

 
Fig. 13.2 Areas during the years 1-4 

• Area A 
Area A is focused on methods of data acquisition and processing, investi-
gation into the magnitude and frequency of processes and the evaluation of 
existing models, respectively the development of new models. As Area A 
deals with databases and modelling, which are fundamental to all other 
activities (Areas B and C), the projects aim at further improving the 
discrepancy and deficiences between the databases and models required 
for process- and risk-orientated decision-making on the one hand and the 
actual situation on the other hand. Therefore, the following objectives are 
addressed:  
A0 Systematic compilation and evaluation of available data on alpine 

natural hazards and current methods and models 
A1 Further and new development and evaluation of methods for 

standardised data management  
A2 Further development and application of models at various scales  
A3 Contribution to and introduction of a paradigm change in the 

underlying assumptions of hazard assessment 
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A4 Development of models for the acquisition of spatial data according 
to global change scenarios 

• Area B 
The data bases and modelling results from Area A establish an important 
basis for Area B, which encompasses the complete spectrum of active and 
passive protective measures. The aim of this Area is to evaluate existing 
approaches for protective measures regarding construction and forestry, 
development planning and organisation as well as to develop innovative 
new approaches. 

Since Area B deals with the whole range of hazard mitigation and pro-
tection measures in a preventive matter, further studies on i) alternations in 
the current state of research in mitigation strategies and measurement 
planning and ii) deduced possible future needs in these issues are ad-
dressed. The actions aim at providing best-practice procedures to deal with 
natural hazards in alpine areas. This approach fits to the idea of integrative 
risk management. The objectives of Area B can be summarised as follows: 
B0 Systematic compilation of mitigation strategies and evaluation with 

respect to the risk concept 
B1 Development and evaluation of process-specific measures 
B2 Implementation of risk-reducing measures 
B3 Implementation of a platform for the construction in alpine areas 
B4 Enhancement of the integrative risk management facing global 

change processes 

• Area C 
Both the systematic examination of databases and the modelling by Area A 
and the assessment of the development of protective strategies by Area B 
are supplemented by investigation into the related socio-economic aspects 
carried out by Area C. In this Area, issues regarding the perception of 
natural hazard-induced risks, the financial estimation and social acceptance 
thereof as well as the conveyance of strategies for disaster prevention and 
management in particular are of primary importance. 

Socio-economic hazard research considers risks to human health, social 
welfare and the ecosystem which result from natural hazard processes. 
Area C focuses on socio-economic aspects of natural hazard processes and 
related measures in mountain regions, i.e. the overall process of risk per-
ception, risk analysis, risk assessment, risk management and risk commu-
nication. In particular, social sciences and economics are asked to contrib-
ute to the questions „what happens or what is possible to happen?“ (risk 
analysis), „what may happen or is acceptable to happen?“ (risk assess-
ment) and „what has to be done?“ (risk management).  
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And in effect, the contributions are significant and valuable: (i) in risk 
analysis, the quantification of the damage potential (in monetary terms) is 
called for; (ii) risk assessment asks for acceptable risks evaluated from the 
point of view of society or individual firms; and (iii) in risk management, 
the adequate measures have to be identified for implementation in the po-
litical process or on an individual or firm basis, respectively. 

In order to identify strategies which are best suited, sustainable and ac-
ceptable for society, the emphasis is lead on further improving the tools for 
risk analysis, risk assessment and integral risk management. Consequently, 
the following objectives are addressed: 
C0 Systematic compilation and evaluation of socio-economic models 
C1 Socio-economic assessment of potential damages caused by natural 

hazards under alternative protection measures 
C2 Development of efficient strategies for risk and disaster management 
C3 Development of adequate strategies for decision making relating to 

natural hazards 
C4 Socio-economic assessment of potential damages and risk manage-

ment strategies according to global change scenarios 

13.6 Lessons learned 

The research plan for the second period (years 5-7) put strong emphasis on 
the experiences of the first funding period.  

Since the multidisciplinary character of alpS, including the considera-
tion of different methodologies and procedures of different scientific disci-
plines, substantiates the claim for the uniqueness of the Centre, priority in 
this second period is given on a strengthening of interdisciplinary linkages 
between the three research areas. The extension of this approach by spe-
cific projects is the new over-all goal, including the development of re-
spective theories. 

To stay abrest of these changes, alpS decided to adapt its internal 
structure and organisation. 

13.6.1 Integrative Organisation 

The established model of the three columns (Areas A, B, and C) is sup-
plemented by a new horizontal organisation, facing the multidisciplinary 
character of the Centre (Fig. 13.3). The integrative approach of dealing 
with alpine natural hazards necessitates a comparative perspective on tech-
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nical and organisational measures under consideration of societal require-
ments, precaution principles, and recovery strategies. 

The special focus on societal needs is expressed by the new structure of 
the Centre: The natural processes studied in Area A have to be evaluated 
from a societal perspective, and alternative protection measures resulting 
from Area B have to be assessed with respect to the postulates of precau-
tion and recovery, as well as with respect to possible consequences for the 
society. Thus, the new organisational structure of the Centre mirrors the 
societal relevance of the disciplinary areas. Additionally, since as much 
projects as possible were situated in the intersection between the areas, 
there was a need for a new horizontal orientation of alpS.  

Fig. 13.3 Structural transition of alpS from the three column model to an organisa-
tional structure based on a more integrative concept 

This new orientation is predominantly based on the idea of integrative 
risk management complemented by a fourth area focussing on global 
change and sustainability:  
- Risk analysis and risk assessment: As a modification to the traditional 

risk circle, aspects of regeneration are included in this field, which fur-
ther comprises risk analysis and assessment. 

- Prevention: This field of activity includes all methods of (active and 
passive) measurement, planning and preparedness. 

- Crisis management: Crisis management is an area dealing with coping 
strategies, recovery issues, and communication policies and practice. 
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- Global change and sustainability: For to achieve the overall goal of 
sustainable protection of mountain areas affected by natural hazards, 
the consideration of natural and man-made elements facing global 
change processes is of primary interest. 

The intersection of the three traditional areas A, B, and C with the struc-
ture described above results in a matrix expressing both, the integrative 
and multidisciplinary procedure intended in almost all projects and the 
continuing specialised scientific approach.  

13.6.2 Challenges, Development and Adaptation 

Without doubt, block data and modelling issues dealt with in Area A des-
perately called for the introduction of modern technologies of data collec-
tion, processing, graphic display, and modelling. Thus, advancing devel-
opments in IT simultaneously allows the recording of environment-related 
data to be carried faster and more precise as well as in a more cost-efficient 
way. This research manner subsequently produces larger amounts of data 
that are only useful when combined with up-to-date databases and the ap-
plication of geo-information systems. Hence geo-information systems es-
tablished in Area A are used in all alpS projects– a manner which has led 
to improvement of hardware and updating of software resources as well as 
continuous learning of up-to-date know-how. Therefore, broader trends in 
geo-informatics and data management are also reflected in higher hard-
ware and software costs of Area A.  

Despite all these advanced technical opportunities, full documentation 
and description of the environment appears useless without scientific 
knowledge on the underlying natural processes. Therefore, a sound theo-
retical education and the practical experience of project workers in the real 
natural environment are still essential. Dynamics of natural processes are 
accelerated and intensified while leaving their stamp on both nature and 
the human environment – a fact largely shared by the public and within so-
ciety. By and large, these dynamics and changes directly influence the data 
required. Thus data-collection needs to be conducted quicker and more 
precise within shorter intervals while at the same time being arranged in 
suitable formats in order to simplify its further processing and analysis. 

The constantly growing demand of society for protection from natural 
hazards represents a further challenge to the implementation of appropriate 
coping-measures - a trend that gains intensity in the light of restricted pub-
lic resources. Furthermore, increasing dynamics towards threatening natu-
ral processes paired with a constantly growing and changing damage po-
tential as well as with a continuing strain on limited land resources for 
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housing heavily underlines the pressing need for more research and devel-
opment in this field. Innovative, marketable and resource-responsive solu-
tions have to be developed, if coping with future demands is an aim. In this 
case, the sustainability of these measures plays an important role, too. The 
principle of sustainable measures needs to constantly reside right at the 
centre of all undertakings. Thus the demands for data modelling, future 
protection measures, products and procedures for risk mitigation are influ-
enced considerably by climate change and changing environmental condi-
tions. Set aside a higher frequency and magnitude of extreme events, com-
prehensive and permanent protection is clearly at hands and has to be 
taken for granted by all stakeholders. 

The complex economic connections regarding restrictions in tourism, 
for instance, lead to a regionally high construction density. In such a 
sphere, temporary measures are considered important since they have in-
evitably proven more favourable with regard to the sustainability aspired. 

Due to constantly reoccurring natural disasters, research and develop-
ment activities in natural hazard management have been intensified all 
over the world – a fact that incorporates increased competition as well. 
Therefore, short development times are even more crucial, especially re-
garding the realisation of new procedures and products. Comparable dan-
gers and danger scenarios world-wide directly lead to globalisation effects 
in this segment of the market. It is assumed that solutions which have 
proven satisfactorily in the Alps can be applied in an adapted form to other 
mountain regions around the world. While investment primarily focused 
on the construction of new protection structures, large percentages of the 
expenditure will most likely flow into the renovation and preservation of 
facilities that already exist within coming years. For this purpose, products, 
procedures and standards suitable for the future will be developed and put 
on the market.  Protective structures have so far been erected with the idea 
of having a technical effectiveness of about 50 years and planned and built 
according to legally defined specifications. Due to the changing dynamics 
of natural processes, the assessment philosophy of the planning of protec-
tive measures is regarded inappropriate for future challenges. Conse-
quently, applying risk-oriented planning and the realization of protective 
structures raises new questions, not only in alpine areas. Not less impor-
tantly, corresponding legal and socio-economic aspects subsequently fos-
tered developments into this direction. Therefore, socio-economic forms of 
risk analysis such as cost-benefit analysis, cost-effectiveness analysis, or 
multi-criteria analysis, are increasingly necessary for the selection and im-
plementation of appropriate coping-measures. 

Nowadays we recognize and accept that socio-economic risk analysis 
continuously plays an important role in natural hazard management. 
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Through a dwindling supply of resources combined with increasing de-
mands for a high safety standard, the economic and social aspect is becom-
ing significantly more relevant. The natural disasters of recent years led to 
enormous economic losses and thus considerably influenced the national 
budgets of all countries concerned. Hence a paradigm shift in the realm of 
natural hazard management was clearly at hands for several years. Al-
though goals are far from met, a lack of public funding and future threat 
scenarios directly leads towards an increased acceptance of socio-
economic and risk-based viewpoints.  

The communication of risk and threat, an indispensable component in 
the management of all hazards and risks, proved successful and thus con-
stitutes another way to cope with danger in an optimal way. To this extent, 
communication is an inherent component of risk analysis, risk prevention 
and disaster management. Risk communication supports the transfer of 
technical information about danger and risk potentials, the recognition and 
the minimization of evaluation discrepancies and the avoidance of rising 
conflict in the event of disagreements over the subject. 

Communicating with the public is crucial. The communication of risk 
aims at providing people with a clear picture of the hazard and risk situa-
tion, at the same time involving them in the assessment of risk and taking 
their opinions on risk management into consideration. Its special signifi-
cance for the management of natural hazards arises from the following 
points: 
- For the organisations responsible for the protection against natural disas-

ters a clear focus on reoccurrence-rates of natural catastrophes inevitably 
produces communication challenges. At this stage, however, it appears 
necessary to clarify liability and avoid any harm to reputation. These 
challenges are hard to cope with in situations of lacking communication 
skills.  

- The development of the civil society also affects risk governance struc-
tures of natural hazard management such as non-governmental organisa-
tions that increasingly operate side-by-side with the state. Given the in-
creased demand for community participation, the decisions made by 
authorities are not always accepted right away. Thus a greater need for 
communication emerges. 

- The influence of the media on democracy requires all decision makers to 
legitimise their decisions via communication. Hence it becomes neces-
sary to develop and employ instruments to observe and influence public 
opinion. Risk communication is thus made an important part of politics, 
being able to influence political opinions, particularly risk awareness. 
Whether disagreements over risk assessment lead to public controver-
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sies, largely depends at last on the way in which it is communicated, if at 
all. 

- The shortage of public funds in relation to natural hazards also leads to 
the increasing use of the subsidiary principle. Hereby it is asked for to 
take further personal precautions for protection against natural hazards. 
Moreover, wide-ranging preventative measures against any extreme 
event are not always sensible. Therefore it becomes necessary to discuss 
risk acceptance, to negotiate the distribution of state funds as well as to 
consider the risk perceptions of those concerned. Without risk communi-
cation this can not be achieved. 

13.7 Future Challenges 

For the future, alpS has to cope with various challenges: 

• Expanding the National and International Network 
The alpS - Centre for Natural Hazard Management has established itself as 
a widely recognised research and development platform in the community 
of alpine natural hazard management on national and on international 
level. alpS strives to strengthen this position beyond the Kplus funding pe-
riod. 

Meanwhile, the findings resulting from alpS projects are considered as 
state of the art and part of the aspired global excellence. Thus, alpS could 
be regarded as generally accepted in the scientific community and ap-
proved by public authorities. 

• Increase of Unique Selling Proposition  
The comparison of the research and development portfolio, the specific 
projects and associated results with the international state of the art shows 
that alpS has two fundamental unique selling propositions. The first one is 
attributed to the innovative and consequent cooperation culture, integrating 
all public and private stakeholder interests, which is a basic principle of 
alpS and is acknowledged and complimented by (inter-)national groups 
and organisations. The consistent transformation is regarded as an attrac-
tive model, both, on the level of projects (e.g. principle of unanimity) and 
on the level of the centre (e.g. structure of the board). The culture of coop-
eration will be preserved and strengthened in the future. 

The second unique selling proposition is the emphasis on including a 
socio-economic approach to risk analysis and risk assessment in natural 
hazard management. As in other spheres, an economic consideration (in-
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cluding an economic analysis of social and political processes and an eco-
nomic analysis of law) turns out to be important and relevant also in deal-
ing with natural hazards. Facing sustainability as interdisciplinary goal, the 
economic consideration has to be considered as equal to ecological and so-
cietal concerns.  

With a team of about ten scientists, alpS was able to develop this re-
search area and to become a key player in this field, a position that alpS is 
intended to extend in the next years. 

• Further development towards a “Centre for Climate Change Ad-
aptation Technologies”  

Together with the University of Innsbruck, the Austrian Academy of Sci-
ence, the University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences Vienna, the 
University of Applied Sciences Vorarlberg and the European Academy 
Bolzano the Centre alpS is going to build up the new research centre “alpS 
– Centre for Climate Change Adaptation Technologies”. Given its geo-
graphic location, Austria is predestined to take the leadership role in 
mountain research and development issues. This centre will fulfil this 
mandate and guarantee international visibility in the field of climate 
change adaptation technologies in mountain regions. 

It is the objective of the alpS – Centre for Climate Change Adaptation 
Technologies to provide sound understanding of the regional effects of 
global climate change. Moreover, the aim is to analyse the resulting con-
straints and opportunities in key resource areas, and to develop solutions in 
the technological and socio-economic realm as answer to present and fu-
ture challenges. Hence, an inter- and transdisciplinary network of stake-
holders from science, business and politics will be installed for the devel-
opment of sustainable methods, technologies and strategies that will enable 
societies in mountain regions to adapt to climate change. 

The centre will focus entirely on adaptation measures, i.e. strategies that 
respond to impacts of global climate change on regional and local human-
environment systems. These adaptation strategies will be context specific, 
can be re- or proactive, are of socio-economic or of technological nature, 
and have to increase adaptive capacity. To comply with sustainable re-
gional development goals, adaptation strategies require careful assessment 
and are to be devised in concert by private and public enterprises, individ-
ual households and communities, research, industry and government. The 
principles of risk management are applied to ensure that negative impacts 
can be constrained, while opportunities can be taken.  

The centre will be organised in five research areas. Within the areas 
Land, Water and Energy adaptation technologies are to be developed for 
three essential spheres of human life: housing, provision and recreation. In 
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the Scenarios area detailed regional and local understanding of the impacts 
of climate change and economic development on sustainability goals will 
be developed. In the Tools area a portfolio of instruments facilitating the 
implementation of adaptation technologies will be compiled. While key 
investigations will take place in the Alps, transferability of methods and 
concepts will be tested in mountains regions worldwide. Successful adap-
tation will ensure regional sustainability in mountain regions and will play 
a key role in the sustainable development of societies in adjacent lowlands. 
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